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THIS MONTH IN MINING 
In-situ uranium leaching operations flourish in southern Texas 
ONLY TWO YEARS after the first com
mercial operation came on stream near 
George West, in-situ uranium leaching 
has established a strong foothold in 
southern Texas. (See E/MJ, July 1975, 
p 73.) Four leaching operations are. 
now on stream in the area, with four 
more in various phases of development 
and pilot testing. 

The Clay West mine, near George 
West, Tex., was started up in April 
.1975 by joint venturers Atlantic Rich
field (50% owner and operator). Dalco 
Oil (25%). and US Steel (25%). The ^ 
operation is currently being expanded 

-from 250,000 to 1 million lb per year of 
I yellowcake. The expanded plant, due to 
Income on stream next year, is now a 
;. joint venture of US Steel and Niagara 

Mohawk. Dalco and Arco have soldi 
itheir shares. Arco is operating the 
p.facility until August 1, when US Sleel 

vill take over. 

• - Clay West was the first commercial, 
jin-situ mine to tap UjOs from the 
^.Texas uranium province that extends 
^Tom north of Houston to Brownsville. 
••At nearby Burns Ranch, an operation 
K^wned 100% by US Steel came into 
^production last December, with a 
nSO.OOO-lb-per-year capacity. In a rad-
siical departure from Clay West, where 
fpregnant soiution is pumped—to a 
|-central processing plant, Burns is 
|designed with an ion exchange column--
at the wellfield. After uranium is 

^extracted, the laden resin is trucked in 
|10,000- to 12.000-g lots to a central 

lant for processing. This system 
Iprovides great flexibility and is more-
^economical than piping, according to 

JS Steel officials. Satellite fields have 
I set up. When one field is 

Exhausted, a new one can be opened by 
prouting the trucks. 

Near Bruni, Wyoming Mineral 
Jorp. is completing a development 
phase of 100,000 lb per year and 
expects to reach full production of 
250,000 Ib per year by yearend. At the 
^runi plant, aboul 10 acres are in 
production, with 120 wells per 5 acres, 

•40- to 60-ft inlervals in a five-spot 
attern—four injection wells surround-
ng' each production well. A weak 

Immonia leach and proprietary ion 
^change extraction are used. CurrenI 

ijperaiions will recover more than 50%, 
nd-in some areas more than 75%, of 

uranium from the wells. The solu
Uon produced contains 100 to 200 ppm 
^initial leaching stages, but concen-

^ M j ~ J u n e 1977-

tration may fall as low as 25 ppm as 
the ore is depleted in a well, indicating 
the need for wellfield realignment or 
expansion-

Control of thc Bruni operation is 
manual, guided by in-plant instrumen
tation and a flow meter on each well
head. The levels of injection and 

recovery surge tanks also are moni
tored to assure that injection does not 
exceed withdrawal. Monitoring wells > 
on the periphery are sampled biweekly; 
if there are indications ofan excursion, 
the .situation is corrected either by 
halting injection and overpumping the 

(Continued on p 27) 

In-situ uranium operations in 

Company 
US Steel, Niagara 

Mohawk 
US Steel 
Wyoming Mineral 

Wyoming Mineral 
Union Carbide 
International Energy 
International Energy 
Solution Engineering 

Location 

George West ' 

Burns Ranch 
Bruni 

Ray Point 
Duval County 
Pawnee mine 
Ray Point 
Alice 

Capacity 
(Ib per year UaOs) 

250,000 

150,000 
100,000 

500,000 

180,000 
300,000 
1 million lb 

total production 

Texas 

status 

Expanding to 1 million 
Ib per year. 

In production. 
Full production will be 

250,000 Ib per year. 
Being developed. 
Pilot testing. 
On stream. 
On stream in March 1978. 
Recovery from tailings. 
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production wells or by changing the 
pumping balance in that portion of the 
field. 

Experience at Bruni facilitated con^ 
struction of the company's second 
production unit—the Lamprecht plant 
at Ray Point, north of George West. 
This installation is designed for a 
capacity of 500,000. ib per year of 
yellowcake. Development at Lam
precht has been done under aMempo-
rary order of the Texas Water Quality 
Board, .Wyoming Mineral expected to 
receive permits from the board in May 
to allow full operation of the plant. The 
company says that the Lamprecht mine 
is virlually a duplicate of the facilities 
at Bruni except in capacity, and that 
bringing the plant on stream should 
present few problems because of the 
lessons learned al Bruni. 

In Duval County, Union Carbide has 
been pilot-testing ils plant for the past 
18 months. The company pumped at a 
total rale of 120 gpm last July, and in 
January 1977 began injecting 32 wells 
al 10 gpm each. No produciion figures 
are available. 

International Energy Cb. came on 
stream this spring with a 180,000-lb-
per-year facility whose output will go 
to Virginia Electric Power. At the 
Pawnee mine in Bee County, the basic 
process is similar to other operations in 
the area—alkaline leach and a fixed 
resin reactor—but design of the well 
pattern is unique. IEC uses a comput
er-generated welineld design, which 
takes inlo account hydrological condi
lions for maximum sweep efficiency 
and control of the leachate. Injection 
and production wells are laid out in a 
nonuniform pattern, depending on the 
underground condilions. The computer, 
located in Denver, also monitors pres-

~- sure and flow rale, although il does not 
physically control thc operation. 

IEC plans a second plant, at Ray 
Poinl in Live Oak County, with an 
initial design capacity of 300,000 Ib per 
year, to be in operation by March 
1978. 

Another leaching process, although 
Dnot exactiy in-situ mining, is a unique 
venture of Solution Engineering Co. 

linear Alice. The company is gearing up 
'.to recover uranium values from the 
"tailings of the Susquehana mine, which 
î operated from 1961 to 1973, depositing 
^somc 3 million lons of tailings. The 
l:plan is to recover about 30%, or I 
[million lb, of uranium from ponds and 
»by injecting dry tailings. The company 
^estimates that there are 40 million g of 

p^'solution available in seven sites—three 
fformer open-pit mines and four im-
tpoundments. Most of the solulion 
^contains 60 to 70 ppm of uranium 
feoxide. The company is using old mill 
^nkage in setting up a facility to 
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process 500 lo 1,000 g per min. If a 
water quality permit is received in 
time, commercial operations will begin 
in thc fall. - • 

One hurdle faced by all the Texas in
situ operations is obtaining permits 
from the Texas Water Quality Board. 
Because the technology is relatively 
new, the board originally had no 
precedent to guide ji, .and obtaining 
permits has been a tedious and drawn-
out affair. Wyoming Mineral is work
ing with the board to develop permit 
guidelines less complicated than the 
present 30-page permit document. A 
standard form of perhaps only a couple 
of pages is envisaged, with references 
to other documents that spelPout 
performance details of government reg
ulations. The permit form would speci
fy only exceptions unique to the mining 
site. 

There is strong interest in the proce

dural question of restoring the mining 
aquifers because many waler quality 
parameters must be considered. For 
example, there are questions aboul 
meeting the overall toxicity of the 
original baseline condition. Can and 
should this be done by element-by-
elemenl restoration, or are variations in 

'.each element permissible as long as the,, 
original toxicity quotient is reestab
lished? 

The board has the authority to 
specify aquifers that have morc value 
as minera! resources than as water, 
resources. After mining, such aquifers 
may not have to be totally restored lo 
meel every original parameter. The 
Texas urariium producers are confident 
that restoration can be done where 
necessary to meet the requirements, 
and R&D work by all companies is 
reportedly producing encouraging re
sults. • 

New Arizona commission to determine 
complex water rights in Santa Cruz Valley 
A BILL signed inlo law early in May " 
has removed the immediate threat of 
injunctive action to prevent pumping 
and transportation of water in Arizona. 
The bill authorizes a commission to 
study and make recommendations on 
the future use of Arizona's water 
resources by Dec. 31, 1979. If the 
Arizona legislature- fails to enact a 
ground-water management code by 
September 1981, the commission's rec
ommendation will become law. 

Cyprus Pima Mining Co. and several 
other companies that operate mines 
south of Tucson are defendants in a 
suit brought by Farmers Investment 
Co. (Fico), an agricultural corporation 
that pumps water to irrigate its lands in 
the Santa Cruz valley. Fico sought to 
enjoin the mines from pumping water 
and claimed $70 million in damages. .-
The City of Tucson also asked for a 
declaration of rights to certain ground 
water and sought to enjoin agricultural, 
and industrial users from returning lo -
the ground water that would make the 
waler supply undesirable for domestic 
use. 

The Arizona Supreme Court ruled in 
August 1976 that if pumping of water 
may injure the wells of neighboring 
owners, water cannot be taken "off the 
land" or "to another parcel," even 
though both parcels overlie the com
mon source of supply. In another case, 
several landowners sought to enjoin 
Cyprus Bagdad from pumping and 
transporting water from the Big Sandy 
ground-water and drainage basin and 
the Big Sandy River, on the grounds 
that this would cause irreparable dam

age to the plaintiffs and that il was an 
unlawful and unreasonable use. . ., 

An injunction against Bagdad would 
have caused curtailment or suspension 
of niine expansion, which will increase 
concentrator capacity from about 
6,000 tpd to 40.000 tpd. The new 
concentrator is slated lo start up in 
September al a cosl of $15 million." 

In view of the new legislation, 
Cyprus says that it intends to proceed 
with full pumping in August or 
September and anticipates no draw
down of the water table because former 
use of the land for agriculture required 
more waler than industrial use. 

In two other civil suits, the US 
government and certain Indians seek a 
declaration of their water rights in the 
Santa Cruz River, basin. The defen
dants are Cyprus Pima, other mining 
companies, Fico, and the City of 
Tucson. The new law banning injunc
tions will not affect this case, but no 
trial date has yet been sel. • 

(Continued on p 31) 

Minerals on March cover 

K. Fukumoto of Dresser Minerals' 
Cookeville, Tenn., ofiicc correctly 
identified 10 of the minerals 
pictured on the cover of the March 
1977 issue of E/MJ, in response to a 
challenge published in thc April 
issue. He has been rewarded with 
one giant pterodactyl egg and a 
copy of Continents in Motion, by 
Walter Sullivan. 

:l 
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ABSTRACT 

Hydrometallurgical processing of ore deposits by solution mining or in-situ techniques re
quires thc interfacing of several well developed technologies. The means of bringing broadly 
diverse concepts together represents one of the main challenges in in-situ processing. 
Importar.l. related technologies and some'suggestions regarding interfacing are presented. 

INTRDDliCTION 

Thib paper is presented to illustrate the complex nature of many hydrometallurgical processes 
which require the interfacing of several fields-of technology. Unfortunately these techno
logies often have barriers resulting from inherent'technical complexity, vocabulary, and 
mutual awareness of the depth of knowledge and endeavor in each separate field. No better ex
ample exists than that of the hydrometallurgical processing of low grade or remote ore bodies 
as in dump leaching and in-situ or solution mining. The ve ry complexity of such processes 
emphasizes the need for instrumentation for purposes of monitoring and control. 

INTERFACING TECHNOLOGIES 

Figure 1 illustrates several technologies which interface in solution mining. How well these 
technologies interface depends upon the size of the operation and its financial capability 
to bring to bear the optimal use of. information, processing, etc. available. It is inconceiv
able that any one individual can optimize each potential contribution alone. Consequently 
some areas are usually neglected of necessity or simply are not fully appreciated. The point 
seems apparent when one examines what must be done at some future date to develop and exploit 
a remote solution mining system with maximum chance for success. 

C-LHt B Sj-llxM 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY INTERFACES 

IN HYDROMETALLURGY 

Figure 1 



Jl Is necessary for each discipline lo co:n:iiuincalc needed bacl.ground infonnation so a process 
'of optimal design may be developed. 

As illustrated in Fig. 1 important interfacing technologies for understanding and developing 
a complex solution mining system are Geology, Rubblization Technology, Chemistry, Vlydrology 
and Process Engineering. The process engineer must bring existing factual information and 
laboratory data together so predictions of some reliability can be developed for needed scale-
up in the field. The task of scale-up often is overwhelming considering the order of magnitude 
changes from laboratory to the field. Typically this may refer to about six orders of 
magnitude change. The lack or impracticability of intermediate staging or pilot plant equiv
alent represents the weakest link in process design of solution mining systems. 

It is not within the scope of this paper to discuss these technologies in depth. A few ex
amples of important background information and suggested ways of. interfacing will be presented. 

• GEOLOGY 

The field of geology provides important background information regarding ore genesis, litho-
sphere-hydrosphere reactions, secondary enrichment and weathering. Following formalizations 
or"'ginally proposed by PourbaixO), the geologist presents important thermodynamic relations'^' 
particularly suitable to analyzing lithosphere and hydrosphere relations in the form of 
E^-pH diagrams. While these diagrams fail to predict rates of reaction they are very useful 
in predicting final phases, oxidation potentials associated with certain mineral phases, and 
solution reactions as a function of voltage (E^) and acidity (pH). These diagrams provide 
rapid evaluation of oxygen potentials associated with certain minerals and immediately draw 
attention to the ve ry low oxidation potential at or near the water table. Regions where 
oxidation and secondary enrichment can occur are clearly apparent. An analysis of oxygen 
potential relative to the water-table and patterns of oxidation of secondary enrichment suggest 
unique types of solution mining systems. While highly idealized. Fig. 2 illustrates the 
classical array of oxidized and secondarily enriched zdnes relative to the-water table. Inter
faces are not clearly delineated but general relations associating oxidation potential and 
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Figure 2. Cross-section illustrating regions of oxidation 
and secondary enrichment relative to the primary 
ore source. 

mineralization become apparent. V \ \ ^9 copper as an example. Fig. 3 illustrates the type of 
mineralization found in each zone(.3). The geometric and chemical relationship of the oxid
ized secondary (supergene) enrichment zones and primary (hypogene) zones lead to the three 
general types of in-situ, solution mining systems. As will be shown the types of in-situ, 
solution mining systems delineated above as a broad base may be applied to a variety of 
mineral deposits, copper merely being an example. 

Secondary enrichment occurs when oxidized ores release soluble constituents which migrate 
downward and react to form new mineral phases. These reactions may be simple metathesis, 
precipitation or may involve oxidation-reduction couples. Again using copper as an example, 
sulfide supergene enrichment forming covellite (CuS) and chalcocite (Cu2S) from the primary 
chalcopyrite (CuFeSj) and pyrite (FeSp) may occur by the following reactions^^': 
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.Figure 3. Sequence of copper mineral izat ion as a 
resu l t of weathering and secondary 
enrichment. 

Covel l i te (CuS) 

(1) PbS + CuSO^ = CuS + PbSO^ 

(2) CuFeSj + CuSO^ = 2 CuS + FeSO^ 

Chalcocite (Cu^S) . 

(3) 5 ;eS2 + 14 CuSO^ + 12 H^O = 7 Cu^S + 5 FeSO^ + 12 H2S0^ 

(4) 5 r.;;FeS2 "̂  ̂^ ^"^°4 + 8 H2O = 8 .CU2S + 5 FeSO^ + 8 H2S0^ 

Reactions (1) and (2) represent simple metathesis while (.3) and (4) involve oxidation-reduction 
couples. It is interesting to note that reaction (3) involving FeS2/Cu2S will .occur at E^ 
of approximately 0.05 volts at pH = 2 and'a total sulfur activity of 0.1. This voltage 
corresponds to an oxygen partial pressure for which log P(atm) =-79. The importance of the 
oxygen consuming ability of sulfides with apparent slow 0- diffusion emphasizes the importance 
of the water table as a barrier tc oxygen infusion. 

Secondary reactions, as illustrated above, may occur during leaching. 
il.(5). 

This v/as evident in the 
studies of Braun, et al.l^^, where released copper values migrated into ore fragments forming 
CuS according to reaction (2). In our own laboratories the kinetics of reaction (2) have been 
found to be surprisingly rapid. One micron particles of chalcopyrite will react essentially 
completely in 70 hours at 90OC. 

Weathering reactions are very important since natural weathering provides access paths for 
solution penetration due to cracking and bulk volume changes. Also accelerated weathering 
occurs during leaching causing particle fragmentation and clay slime formation. Such in-situ 
weathering may enhance or retard dissolution depending upon the particle sizes resulting from 
weathering. Modeling of in-situ systems over long periods of time will undoubtedly have 
to include artificial weathering kinetics since porosity and particle size are predominant 
factors in the leaching mechanism. Figure 4 illustrates the tynical weathering sequence for 
feldspar showing dramatic variations in pore spaced . Leach(') lists the relative rates of 
weathering according to the sequence: 

Hornblend > Biotite > Plagioclase > k-spar > K-mica 



A typical sequence in the case of K-feldspar 1s 

(a) (b) (c) ,+3 K-feldspar -• K-mica ->• Kaolinite -̂  Al + H.SiO. 

K-feldspar K-mica 
(5) 3KAlSi30g + 2H* + 12 H2O = KAl3Si30^Q(0H)2 + 2K'*' + H^SiO^ (a) 

(K-mica) (Kaolinite) 
(6) 2W13S130^Q(0H)2 + 2H = 3Al2Si205(0H)4 + 2K (b) 

(Kaolinite) . -
(7) Al2Si205(0H)^ + 5H = 2A1 "̂  + H2O + 2H4Si04 (c) 
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Figure 4. 

SOLUTION MINING SYSTEMS 

Based upon weathering patterns and change in oxidation with depth, three general types of 
solution mining systems are suggested. These are presented in Fig. 5 and may be summarized 
as: 

Type (I); surface dumps or deposits having one or more sides exposed and 
deposits within the lithosphere but above the natural water table. 

Type (II); deposits located below the natural water table but accessible 
by conventional underground or bore hole mining techniques, and 

Type (III); deposits below the natural water table and too deep for economic 
mining. 

Type I is representative of systems which are leached by passing thin films introduced by 
pumping into bore holes, surface flooding, or surface spraying. In each case similar hydro-
logical and chemical conditions prevail. Solutions of high ionic strength, containing 
suitable lixiviant, are involved with associated precipitation of salts according to limits of 
solubility. Control of the hydrology is ve ry difficult and channeling occurs leading to 
surface blockage and long diffusion paths from by-pass zones into zones of active fluid flow. 
Leaching may be carried out continuously for oxides and secondary sulfides, or in the case of 
certain sulfides, alternate oxidation, drain, and leach cycles may be most effective. In the 
case of sulfides the active lixiviant is ferrous ion and requires good aeration, supported by 
bacterial activity to maintain effect ferric ion levels. In the case of oxides the lixiviant 
is usually sulfuric acid. The leaching of oxides is first order with respect to hydrogen ion. 
Since gangue minerals usually consume acid, increasing acidity may simply result in excessive 
gangue dissolution. One of the major challenges of oxide leaching is to find a means of intro
ducing acid to minimize the consumption by gangue and at the same time avoid excessive acidity 
in the effluent which would be unsuitable for solvent extraction. 
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Figure 5. 

Type II systems apply to deposits below the water table extending normally to less than 1000 
ft. Certain oxides such as uranium may extend much deeper but secondary enrichment usually 
falls within 1000 ft in depth. Bore hole mining of uranium is typical of a Type II system. 
In this case the "roll front" deposit of reduced uranium in a finely disseminated deposit is 
mined by down-hole and up-hole pumping using a grid pattern. Figure 6 illustrates such a 
deposit and Fig. 7 shows a typical bore hole pattern as was used at Clay Westl^), 

In 

BORE HOLE MINING 
OF URANIUM 

fm-mtK^i:^ 
e o i D PATTERN OF INJECTION 

PRODUCER W E U . S 

Figure 6. Illustration of "roll-front" uranium deposit suitable 
for bore hole mining. 

Type II also is represented by deposits requiring extensive shattering or fracturing. Rubbli
zation may be accomplished as in the case of Type I, by use of conventional explosives and 
mining. In the latter case the deposit would have to be dewatered during mining producing an 
artificial water table as illustrated in Fig. 5. Once rubblized the deposit may be leached by 
percolation as in Type I systems; however, ingress of water may cause appreciable and even 
unacceptable dilution. As in the case of Type I effective recovery of leach solution is 



• accomplished by pumping from a sump a t the water t ab le l e v e l . A second, and p o t e n t i a l l y 
impor tant , approach i s to a l l ow the rubb l i zed depos i t t o r e f i l l and-then leach by pumping a i r , 
oxygen, f e r r i c ion s o l u t i o n s (o r some other ox idant ) i n t o the inundated depos i t . S i g n i f i c a n t 
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Figure 7. 

• advantage may result from the hydrostatic head which 
ponding kinetics of reaction, fFigure 8 compares the 
oxygen at various depths based upon a uniform ferric 
concentrotion enhanced with depthj For pure oxygen, 
ft woul'.!~:iCike oxygen competitive with the ferric ion. 
static bi-v'!'would be required. At even greater depth 
ferric-i-Ti -as the effective lixiviant. The inundated 
leach1n.Q ;r,̂.7...be carried out at elevated temperatures 
heating. 

increases oxygen solubility and the corres-
^elative effectiveness of ferric ion and 
ion concentration but variable oxygen 
a hydrostatic head of approximately 1000 
I For air, approximately 500 ft hydro-
s the effectiveness of oxygen far exceeds 
deposit has the added advantage that the 

from heats of reaction and/or external 

Supergene 
deposits 
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Hydrostatic Head (ft) 
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III 
Figure B. Fraction of oxidation by the dissolved O2 with Fe 

present at 0.018 molar for various hydrostatic heads. 



.Type III deposits are typical of those considered by Lawcrcnce Livermore researchers^^. In 
this case a porous ore body induced by explosives fracturcing, hydrofracturing, or chemical 
dissolution is leached under high hydrostatic head leading to conditions which may be suitable 
to leach normally refratory sulfide and oxide minerals. The greatest deterent to effective 
leaching in Type III systems is technology to provide rubblization or penetration under con
trolled, predictable conditions. Much must be done to render such systems amenable to 
competent scale-up analysis. It Is apparent that the hydrology of Type II and III systems 
must be known and predictable. In some Instances, as in uranium solution mining, this may be 
done .effectively. Quantifying flow patterns in rubblized and hydrofracted ore deposits remains 
a difficult problem requiring extensive study from the laboratory to testing in the field under 
conditions amenable to accurate monitoring. 

HYDROLOGY 

Interfacing hydrology, solution chemistry with process engineering Involves a task of major 
proportions. Modeling of one or two phase flow systems over long flow paths past ore fragments 
of varying size and composition requires a detailed-knowledge of heterogeneous kinetics, hydro
logy, solution thermodynamics, porosity variation, weathering and physical characteristics of 
the deposit. In the laboratory only simple isolated conditions may be effectively simulated. 
These results must then be extrapolated by orders of magnitude rarely attempted by the process 
engineer. • The lack of adequate field data make this task even more difficult. The common de
nominator linking laboratory tests to in-situ extraction rates upon the ability to predict 
solution velocity at each point In a deposit coupled to the chemical history of the residual 
ore and transported solution. In a given element within a deposit the solution through that 
zone must be known. Figure 9 Illustrates such an incremental volume within an ore deposit 
for rubblized and hydrofracted o r e . The effective flow path may be around individual particles 
or particle domains into which relatively long-range diffusion must occur. The ore fragment 
sizes or effective diameter of particle domains must be known for successful prediction of 
leaching results. 
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Figure 9. Flfiw of solution through a volume increment 
within an ore deposit. 

Needed information of solution flow, solution chemistry and rate processes for a simple single 
phase system, neglecting side diffgslon effects, may be represented by the following equations 
applied to some jth volume increment within the deposit. 

FOR THE jth INCREMENT 

(8) (|!)L4lt^«' 



(9) A*- = r A.^ C. (/K + K ) + ( I f ) 
. 10 t -̂̂  c g ' ^ a t ' p 

( su r face f l u s h r e a c t i o n ) ( p a r t i c l e p e n e t r a t i o n ) 

(10) c ( f ^ ) = kP + D^^^ v^ C 

(11) ftp* = r G C / ( m ) 
m "" 

where V^ is solution velocity c' is the void space between ore fragments o r particles and q 
Is the coordinate in the direction of flow. The term Â - represents all reactions in the jth 
volume causing a change in concentration of lixiviant c. Equation (9) Includes surface flush 
reactions Involving gange and mineral constituents for each ith ore fragment size where A is 
the area and K̂- and Kg are rate constants for the surface flush reaction and ./is the frac
tion of the surface exposed to mineral capable of releasing the desired metal value. The flush 
reaction may or may not be needed depending upon whether or not fracture zones follow mineral
ized zones preferentially. The right hand term of Equation (9) represent reaction by particle 
penetration. Equation (10) represents coupled diffusion and chemical reaction within an ore 
fragment where e is the ore .fragment porosity D^ff is the effective diffusivity of lixiviant 
and -pP Includes the heterogeneous rate processes for all mineral types m present as Indicated 
In equatlon-(ll). The term G_, is the geometric term related to particle shape and extent of 
reaction and /(m) is the intrinsic rate constant. An additional set of equations may be 
written for each metal value released. The solution chemistry including pH, concentration and 
Eu will predict saturation levels and the onset of precipitation. Clearly the coupling of all 
of these effects presents a challenge of major proportion to the process engineer. Reliable 
predictability will require.intensive scale-up and testing from laboratory tc field block 
testing before reliable results may be predicted for a major remote ore body. 

INSTRUMENTATION 

Inst>;jmentat1on for In-sltu extraction will be reouired to monitor lixiviant, metal content in 
srwu-_ion, pH, Eh and flow velocity of influent ana effluent as well as gas flow velocity where 
tWF'Wed. Control components of an in-sltu mining system logically therefore will Include 
bj:S:::it1on and gas velocity control and reagent addition control. Monitoring instrumentation in 
• -•-•h'pheral areas undoubtedly will also be routinely required to ensure compliance with envlro-
nin-ntal constraints associated with any in-situ solution mining system. 
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Interfacing Technologies in Solution Mining 
Mlllon E. Vk'adsworlh, Univefsity oJ Utah 

Hydromet.illurgical proc-essing of ore depo.sils by solu
tion mining or in situ lechniques requires the interfacing 
oflcchnoJonies as rliverse as h\t lrology, geolog)', chemis-
tn ' . and rubuh'zalion. TTiis synthesis represents one o f the 
main challenges to in sifu processing aue lo the inherent 
comple.xi ly and vocabulary o f these we l l -deve loped 
technologies, and tothe general l.nck ofapprecialion forthe' 
deplh of knowledge and endeavor in each separate field. 
No better example of fhe need for such interfacing of 
technologies exfsfs than that of solulion mining. 

How wel l these lechnologies interface depends upon 
the size o f lhe operation and ils financial capability to use 
the informalion and lechnologj ' available. I l is inconceiva
ble thai any one individual can optimize each poteni ial 
contribuiion alone; consequently, some areas are \isually 
neglected or simply are not fu l ly appreciated. When one 
examines what must be done at a future dale to develop 
and exploit a remote solution in in ing system, i l becomes 
obvious that each discipl ine must efTectively communi-. 
cate the needed baclcground information lo make the proj
ect a synthesized whole. 

In technological interfacing, the process engineer must 
br ing existing factual information and laboratory data to
gether .so reliable predictions can be developed for scale-
up in the field. This represenis the weaVesI l ink in solulion 
mine design due lo the impracticalit)- of pi lol-planl stag
ing. Thus, (he task of scale-up is often overwhelming, 
Ixpically in the range of six ortfers of magnilude from the 
laborntor\' lo fhe field. 

This article provides a few examples of the t\'pe of 
background informalion needed, ana suggests means o f 
interfacing ihal information inlo a well-designed solution 
min ing .system. 

Using Geology to Predict Solution Reactions 
When studying solulion min ing S}-slems, geolog)' pro

vides imporiant background information regarding ore 
genesis, l ithosphere-hydrosphere reaclions, secondary 
enrichment, and wcnihcring. Certain thermodynamic rela
tions are particularly suitea to analyzing lithosphere and 
hvdro.sphere relations i n j h e form of Ei,-pH diagrams.''* 
Whi le ihese diagrams fail lo predict rates of reaction, they 
arc vcr^' useful in predicting final phases, oxidation poten-
tial.s associated \\'ith certain mineral phases', and solulion 
reactions as a function o f voltage (E,,) and acidity (pH). 
These diagrams provide rapid evaluation ofoxygen poten
tials associated with certain nii)ierals, immediately draw
ing attenliDn lo the \'erv low o.xidation poteniial al or near 
the water lable, as wel l as clearly pointed oul regions 
where oxidation and secondar\- enrit-limcnt can occur. 
• An anabsis of ox\gcn potential relative lo the waler 
fable nnd oxidation patterns o f secondary enrichment 
viijiitt-sfs unitjue f\'pes o f solution mining s\sfems. The 
highly idealized figure below illustralex fhe classical array 
of i)xi<lized and secondarilv enriched zones relative to fhe 
'water 1;ible. Iiilcrfaces arc not clearK' delineated but gen
eral relations a.ssociating oxidaiion potential and mineral i-
z-ilioii become apparent. Using copper as an example, the 
next diagram illu.sfrates tbe Ivpc of minernlization found in 
«'ach Zdiie.^ The geometric and chemical relationship of 
the o.\idiz«-d secondar\-(.supergene) eiir ichmenl zones and 

OMS^EiSgTY m 

l|H 
cn be solulion mined bv 

EARTH SCIENCE L M , 
primary (bjpogene) zones must eacn I 
a different approach. 

Secondare' enrichment occurs when o.xidized ores re
lease soluble constituents which migrate downward and 
react to form new mineral phases. These reaclions may be 
simple metathesis, precipitation, or mav )n\'olve oxida
tion-reduction couples. Again using copper as an example, 
sulfide supergene enrichment fonning covel l i te (CuS) and 
chalcocite (Cu.S) from the primary'chalcopyrite (CuFeSj) a 
pyrite (FeSj) may occur by the fol lowing reactions;* 

Covell i te (CuS) 
PbS -1̂  CuSOj = CuS -f PbSOj (1) 

-LEiCH.EO ZONE 
SUBSURFACE 

OXIDIZED (ViDOSE) , , . . , . , . , 
ZONE I ' ' I * 1 \ * / " " OXIDIZED ZONE ISECONDiRtJ 

' • * • * • ' - - ' - ' [D.<Su.c:orl)Ofxilu,ricJ 

Woliir 
" l o b l t 

SUPERGENE ENRICHMENT ZCHJE 
(SECONDARY) 

HYPOGENE ZONE 
(PRlM. i fm 

Cross-section itiuslraling regions of oxidation and secondary 
enrichment relative to the primary ore source. 

OXIDIZED ZONE 

(SECONDARY) 

Native Copper 
Molochite* 
Brochonl i te* 
Ant ler i te* 
Alocomile'*' 
Azur i te* 
Chrysocolla* 
Cuprite* 
Tenorite* 

^ ! f ^ SUPERGENE to£j#ii^ :NE Mi^"'- ' 
{/ENRICHMENT ZONE 
P l (SECONDARY) P ^ l g 
'^-r>.<h.-~i--.-r--—yr.:r.-:^,r-n,-.-r^U.i,i?i':!'t')i 

Chalcocite* 
Covellite 
Native Copper 

l^'v'j''-."*.^,." -:*.-• -.:.-..-r- .... f, '..»u-r. i/';v.•'-•-• 
J^-G/:Vir.:i-i-...•-..-:; - . ; ; y : , . • . . ;C- .T . - -? , ' •-:• 

p f HYPOGENE ZONE |;C^ 
te:7 (PRIMARY) W ^ ^ . ^ 

Chalcopyrite 
Bornite 
Enorgi te* 
Tetrohedri te* 
Tennonti te* 
Covellite 

*o!ways in position indicated (Forrester) 
Sequencesof copper mineralization asa tesull otv/eatherlngand 
secondary enrichment. 
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CuFeS: + CuSO^ = 2CuS -t- FeSO, 

Chalcocite (Cu^S) 

5FeS. + HCuSO, + 12H.O 

(2) 

= 7Cu,S + 5FeSO, + I2H,S04 (3) 

SCuFeSr + I lCuSO, -h 8 H , 0 

= aCujS -I- SFeSOj -I- 8H,SO, . (4) 

• Reaclions (1) and (2) represent simple metathesis, while 
(3) and (4) involve oxidation-reduction couples. Reaction 
(3), involving FeSi/CujS, occurs at arf En of approximately 
- 0 . 5 V and pH of 2, wilh a total sulfur activi^ of 0.1. This 
voltage corresponds lo an oxygen partial pressure for 
which log Pain, equals - 7 9 . This o.xygen-consuming capa- • 
bility of sulfides with apparent slow d difiusion em
phasizes the importance ofthe wafer table as a barrier to 
oxygen infusion. 

Tne secondary reactions illustrated above may occur 
during leaching as evidenced in sludies by Braun, et al., 
where released copper values migrated inlo ore fragments . 
to form CuS according lo reaction (2).* TTie kinetics oflhis 
reaction have been found lo be surprisingly rapid: One- • 
micron particles of chalcopyrite will react essentially to 
completion in 70 hours at 90°C (194°F). 

Natural weathering is another important aspect of ore 
bodv assessment since it provides access paths for solution 

f
)en'etration. Accelerated leaching also occurs during 
caching, causing particle fragmentation and clay slime 

formation. Such in situ weathering may enhance or retard 
dissolution depending upon the particle sizes resulting 

frnm weathering reactions. Modelingof in situ s\slems over 
long periods of time will undoubtedly have to include 
artificial weathering kinetics since porositj' and particle 
size are predominant factors in the.Ieaching mechanism. 

Three General Types of Solution fVIining Systems 
Based upon weathering patlems and changes in oxida

tion with depth, three general types of solution mining 
systems will be considered: 

T \pe I ore bodies have one or more sides exposed, such 
as a surface dump. Deposits within the lithosphere but 
above the waler table may also be'classified as Type I. 

Type II deposits are located below the natural water 
lable but are accessible by conventional underground or 
borehole lechniques. _ ' . 

T_\-pe III are below the natural water lable, loo deep for 
economic mining. 

T \pe I deposits are leached by pumping solvent into 
boreholes, surface flooding, or surface spraying, but in 
each case similar hydrological and chemical conditions 
prevail. Solutions of high ionic strength, containing suita
ble li.xiviant, are involved wilh associated precipitation of 
salts according to limits of solubility. Hydrolog}' is very 
difficult to control in Tvpe I deposits: channeling occurs, 
leading lo surface blockage ana long diffusion paths from 
b\'-pass zones inlo zones of active fluid flow". Leaching may 
be carried out continuously for oxides and secondaiy 
sulfides, or in the case of certain sulfides, a system of 
alternate o.vidation, drain, and leach cycles may be most 
effective. The active lixiviant for sulfides is ferrous ion, 
coupled with good aeration and bacterial activitj'; sulfuric 
acicf is usually used on oxides. The leaching of oxides is 

I - DUMPS AND 
DEPOSITS ABOVE 
WATER TABLE 

Jt- DEPOSITS EXTENDING UNDER 
WATER TABLE IN SUPERGENE 

m - DEEP HYPOGENE DEPOSITS 

Three types of solulion mining systems. 
I ChemicoIIy induced 

porosity 
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first order with respect lo hydrogen ion and since sangue 
minerals usually consume aciti, increasing acidit\' may 
simply result in excessive gangue dissolution. A m.-xjor 
challenge to oxide leaching is to find a means of inlruducing 
acid which will minimi^e the consumption bv ganjue and 
at the same lime avoid excessive acidih' in the efSucnt. 

Type II systems apply to deposits below the water table 
but rarely more than 300 m OOOO ft) below ihe surface. 
Certain oxides, such as ihose of uranium, mav e.vterid much 
deeper, but secondan,' enrichment usuall}- fails wit^un 1000 

, feel in deplh. Borehole mining of uranium is t}pjcal ofa 
Type II system, in which case the roll front deposit of 
reduced uranium is mined by down-hole and up-hole' 
pumping in a grid pattem. 

Type II deposils may require extensive shattering or 
fracturing by conventional explosives and mining. In the 
lattercase, the deposit would have lobe dewatered during 
mining to produce an artificial water t ab le . Once 
rubblized, the deposit may be leached by percolation as in' ' 
Tvpe I systems; however, ingress of water may c-ause ap
preciable and even unacceptable dilution. As in Type I-. 
svslems, effective recover)" of leach solution is accom--' 
plished by pumping from a sump at the water table leNcl. A 
second, and potentially imporiant. approach is lo allow the 
rubblized deposit to refill and then leach by pumping air,-
oxvgen, and ferric ion solulions (or some olher o.vidant) • 
into the inundated deposii. Significant advantage may re- • 
suit from fhe hydrostatic head which increases o.vygen 
solubililA' and the correspondingkinetics of the reaction. A 
comparison ofthe relative effectiveness of ferric ion and 
ox)'gen at various depths based upon a uniform ferric ion 
concentration but variable oxygen concentratior: shows 
that, for pure o.vygen, a hydrostatic head of appro.t'malely 
1000 ft would make oxygen competitive wTlh the ferric ion; 

al grealer depths, oxygen can far exceed ferric ion in effec

tiveness as a lixiviant. For air, approxim:itcly 180 m (600 ff 
of h\drostalic head would be required. An iniirid:ited de 
posit has the added advantage ihal leaching m.-iy be carriei 
oul af elevated lemperatures by heal of reaction and/o 
external heating. 

Type III deposits are topical of those considered b; 
Lawrence Livermore researchers.* A porous ore body in 
duced by explosive fracturing, hj'drofraciuring, t)r chemi 
cal dissolution is leached under high hydrostatic heai 
leading lo conditions which may be suitable to leach noi 
mally refraclorv sulfide and oxide minerals. Tbe greales 
delerreni to efleclive leaching in Type III systems is fech 
nology tcTprovide rubblization or penetration under cor 
trolled ana predictable conditions. QuanliA'ing flow pal 
terns in rubblized and hydrofracted ore deposits remains 
difficult problem that requires extensive study in the labo 
rator)' and lesiing in the field. 

Interfacing Hydrology in the Study 
Interfacing hydrolog." and solulion chemistry' wilh proc 

ess engineering involves a task of major proportion! 
.Xfodeling of one or fwo phase flow syslerns over Jong flo> 
paths past ore fragments of var)'ing size and composilioi 
requires a detailed knowledge of heterogeneous kinetic! 
hvdrology, solution fhermoaynamics, porosit)- variafior 
weathering, and physical cbaracferisli.es ofthe deposit. Ii 
the laboraiory, only isolated conditions can be ellectivel; 
simulated, and then these results must be extrapolated b; 
orders of magnitude rarely atlempted b\ ' process engi 
neers. The lack of adequate field dala makes this task evei 
more difficult. 

Linking laboratory lests to in situ extraction requires ai 
accurate prediction of solution velocity at each point in i 
deposit, along with a chemical history oflhe residual on 
and transporting solution. The effective flow path may b( 

1.0 
Supergene 
deposits' 

T 
- * H * * Hypogene deposits - ^ -
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f 

Fraction of oxidaiion by the 
dissolved O^ wilh Fe ' " present 
at 0.018 molar for various 
hydtostalic heads. 
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FLUSH REACTION' RAPID RELEASE" 
PARTICLE DIFFUSION- ATTENUATED RELEASE 

I 1 1 M l 
HYDROFRACTED 

Flow of solution through a volume increjnent within an ore deposi t 

around individual particles or particle domains into which 
relatively long-range diffusion must occur. Fragment sizes 
must also be known for successful prediction of leaching 
results. 

Solution flow, solution chemistry, and rate processes for 
a simple single-phase.system, neglecting side diffusion 
effects, may be represented by the following equations, 
which are applied to somejth volume increment within 
the deposit 

(Bc\ Vp dc 
^ t )^ t' q + R'-(-

«(-|f-) = fl' -F Dl:jj^C 

R'̂  = 2 C , . C f { m ) • 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

where Vp is solulion velocity.«' is the void space between 
ore fragments or particles, and q is the coordinate in the 
direction of flow. The lerm R'- represents all reactions in 
the j l h volume causing a change in concentration.of 
lixiviant C. Eijualion (6) includes surface flush reactions 
involving gauge and mineral constituents for each ith ore 
fragment size where A is fhe area and Kr and K„ are rate 
constants for the surface flush reaction a n d / i s the fraclion 
ofthe surface exposed to mineral capable of releasing the 
desired melal value. The flush reaction may or may not be 
needed depending upon whether fracture zones follow 
niiiieralizcti zones preferentially. The right hand term of 
E(i. (fi) represents reaction b\ particle penetnition; Ecj. (7) 
couples (lirfiision and chemical reaction wiihin an ore 
fragnicnf where € is the ore fragineiit porosify Di)/ is the 
effective clirTu.-.ivity of Iixivi:int ancl A' includes the 
hclcr<jgencous rate processes for all mineral types ni 
present as indicated in Ef]. (8). The te rmC« is the geomet

ric term related to particle shape and extent of reaction and 
/(TO) is the intrinsic rate constant. An additional set of 
equalions may be written for each metal value released. 
The solution chemistry including pH, concentration, and 
El, will predict saturation levels and tbe onset of precipita
tion. Clearly the coupling of all of these effects presents a 
challenge of major proportion to tbe process engineer. • 

. Reliable predictability will require intensive scale-up and 
testing from laboratory to field testing before reliable re
sults may be predicted for a major remote ore body..O 
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INDUSTRIAL USE OF HYDROMETflLLURGY TO PROCESS GOLD-AHTlhOKY CONCENTRATES' 
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Standard Isobar Potentials for the- interaction of Antimo
ny Compoujids with Sodium Sulfide and Caustic Soda 

No, 

1 
2 
3 
4 
S 
6 
7 

e 

10 
II 
\2 
13 
14 

Hfiact;iort3 
a^T. kcal 

Pcesibility of re
action- occurring 

GO Id-antimony ores and concentrates aire a high-quality raw material. Analysis'of 
the substance composition of these ores showed that the, ore minerals comprise up to 
50%-antimonite, 2% antimony oxides, and gold nuggets. The nbn-ore minerals include 
flS% and more quartz,, 0.5%, feldspars, and up. to 1%; magnesium aluminosilicate 
tip to 70 g/t of- gold nuggets and 5 g/t of silver aire noted in antimonite. 

tent of antimony pentoxide in these ores does not exceed one percent 
of arsenic and of heavy non-ferrous metals is also characteristic. 
Hydrometallurgicai treatment of such raw material will provide for a high antimony 

recovery, since' all of its forms — apart from pentoxide — pass into solution. 
teaching conditions, elevelqped by the "Sredazniprotsvefcmet" Institute [1, 2], are 

close to those used in industry. The corisiderable fluctuations in, the; ampunt of an
timony in the original raw material did not worsen indi'ces' on the passage of antimo
ny to a sulfide-alkaline solution, containing up tq .100 g/1 spdium sulfide, and -20-30 
g/1 caustic soda. 
Sulfides and oxides bf Pb, Z, Fe, Cu, Cd, Ni, Co, Bi,. and-Mo pass into solution in 

amounts no greater than 0.18.10"'̂  - 5.:5'4.1-d-̂  g/ion/l [3].- This, will provide for a 
sufficiently high purity of the .antimony splutibns so that they would not require any 
additional" purification. . . . . . 
The literature eon' ,.i.-is extremely contradictory data on the chemi sm of dissolving 

antimony compounds in- sulf ide'-alkaline solutions I4r8] ., In order to determine the; 
most probable reac
tions occurring when 
antimony cpmppunds 
are leached with sul-
fide;-alkaline: solu
tions l?l, thermody
namic calcuiatipns' 
were conducted', the 
:results of which- are: 
given in the Table. 
Reactions 4, 6, 8, 

12, and 13 lead' to 
the formation of an
timony compunds which 
«re not readily sol
uble in water. [10] ,; 
4nd are thsrmodynam-' 
ically impossible. 
Reaction No. 1 can 
occur as intermediate 

_. since when ther,e ;is a 
•ufglus of, sodium . 

••..sulfide; the folldwing reaction, occurs-: 
"','•. NaSbSa + Na2;S = NajSbSa. 

Dissolving antimony trioxide in an aqueo,us solution of alkali is therrabdyriamically 
possible only when pr.odueing sodium metaantimbnite. 
In accordance with earlier research, [1, 2] and calculations, leaching of: gold-ant.im-

ony raw material under industrial conditidns was cbnducted with a surplus (250-J00'6) 
of sodium sulfide. The antimony cp,r, "sntration in the solution was about 40 g/1, with 
« free sodium sulfide content of SO-"/0 g/1. . - ̂  4. 
Following medium crushing of coarse-lump ore (25-100 mm). It was. subiected to wet 

• grinding in a ball mill operating in'.a closed cycre with a, classifier and yielding a 
grist of -0.5 mm. For every ton of ore to,be treated, the mill waS: supplied with 4 
^ of solution rcbntairiing' 20-25 g/1 antimony .90^100 g/1 sodium sulfide, and 20-30 
S/1 caustic soda. „^„„ 
Piilp with a soiid-to-liquid ratio of 5 was leached for. 2 hours'.at 96-97-C, using 

tvo series connected reactors, e^ch with a 10 m' capacity. The reactGrs. were heated 

S.J1 

SbSSs+2NajS=Na4SbjSt 

Sbfs '+2NaOH=NaSbS;- | -NaSbSO+H,0 
Sb ' s ,+4NaOH= NaSbOjH- Na,SbS,-f=2H^ 
Sb,S,4-6NaOH =NasSbO,-;f-NajSbS,-f 3HjO 
SbO,-f2Na,S+H.Q=NaSbS,-fNaSbO,-f-
-fSNaOH , 
Sb,0,-(-3Na,S=Na^bSs-l-Na3SbO, 
Sb.0 j - | -5Na,S+3HiO= Na iSbiS s-)^6NaOH 
Sli,0,-H6NajS^3H,0=2Na,SbSi+.6NaOH 
Sb:0,4-2NaOH-2NaSbO,7fHiO 
Sb.O,+t4NaOH=NajSbO,-|-NaSbOj-|-2.H,0 
Sb.O.-4-6NaOH=2Na ,SbOi-}-3H,0 
Sb,Oi-t-.7NaiS-H4H,0=Na'iSbS, + N a > S b S , + 
-f'SNaOH-
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with live steam and equipped with impeller mixers (operating at 150 rom). 
Frame filter presses were used to filter the pulp and the cake was .washed with water 

and steamed. A similar flowsheet made it possible to completely dissolve the sulfide 
antimony and provide for its total extraction to solution (95%). 

The cakes contained an average of 1.6% Sb, including 0.58% trioxide, 0.05% tetroxide, 
0.41% pentoxide, and 0.67% water-soluble. 
There were several distinctive features related to the behavior of gold [11] under 

industrial conditions. 
It is well known 112] .that gold can dissolve in sulfide-alkaline solutions. Only 

a small amount (0.2-0.3 mg/l) will pass into solution during hydrometallurgical treat
ment of gold-sulfide raw material; this leads to the content of about 2 g/t Au in the 
cathode metal. In addition, 90% is extracted to cake. 
Analysis from the aspect of the eiectrochemical possibility of of various oxidation 

-reduction conditions shows that in the leaching process first of all one will find 
that the sulfur compounds dissolve, followed by the antimony compounds, and then the 
gold. Moreover, the concentration of other solution components is much higher than ' 
of gold; this tends to reduce still further' any possibilities for the latter to oxi
dize and dissolve in sulfide-alkaline solutions'which have a high reducibility. 

In the industrial treatment oif gold-antimony raw material, the largest gold par
ticles are readily beaten and deposit in the mill, repulper, and reactor. This leads 
to a drop in the gold content of the cakes in the filter presses and calls for clean
ing of the equipment. 
The total gold extraction in the cakes was 93.42%. With respect to their chemical 

composition, they are a high-silicon product, containing ovez .''0% SiOz, and are suit
able for use as quartz flux in lead plants. 

Thus, hydrometallurgical treatment of gold-antimony co.T.entrates with subsequent 
treatment of the cakes at lead plants makes it possible to extract antimony to an 
electrolytic metal, including 98-99% recycled, and 88-90% gold to a final product. 
The higher grades antimony (SuO, SuOO) or cathodic antimony'will be produced as 

an antimony product. 
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I 56 FAULT AND JOINT DEVELOPMENT 

report as they propagated. Thus, it may be inferred that when a 
joint forms and spreads it releases energy which makes itself mani
fest in the form of a shock wave. One may envisage, for example, 
a shock wave generated by a joint developing in one bed and leav
ing a trail of hackle-marlcs (see Plate 2), triggering-off failure in 

• adjacent beds which had already begun to fail, possibly in fatigue, 
as evidenced by the rib-marks. 

Joints which develop in one bed may also propagate upward or 
downward into adjacent rock units as a result of frictional drag 
along the bedding planes between the units. It has been suggested 
that this is one of the mechanisms which may give rise to jointing 
in incompetent material. 

In a sedimentary series containing rocks with different physical 
properties and varying amounts of strain energy, it is clear that rocks 
in different rock units may develop at different times. It is distinctly 
possible that the elastic properties, etc., of the various rock types 
are so different that the development of joints in the various rock 
units may be separated by a very considerable period. In the time 
which elapses following the formation of joints.in one rock unit 
and before the joints form in adjacent rock units, it is possible that 
the stress system in the unjointed rocks may undergo a slight 
reorientation. As a result of this, the joints which subsequently 
develop will have an orientation which is different from those which 
developed earlier in adjacent competent units. In addition, of course, 
variations in the orientation of shear joints from one rock unit to 
another, may also be attributed to differences in the coefEcient of 
friction, in the various rock types, which will affect the angle of 
shear. 

JOINTING IN IGNEOUS ROCKS 

The development of primary structures in igneous rock, which 
have been widely studied by Hans Cloosf and his co-workers, can 
sometimes be related to the mode of emplacement of an intrusive 
mass. 

t An excellent summary of the ideas and conclusions of Cloos et al. has 
been given by Balk. 
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Cooling and hence crystallizatiQn of an igneous melt first takes 
place at tlie walls and roof of the intrusive mass.. Continued move-
merit and intrusion of the .still liquid core gives ri.se. to the develop-
"ment of primary fractures in the solid, but often still plastic, outer 
shell of the intrusioii. 

Four main types of primary fractures are recognized and defined 
with respect to flow-lines, flow-planes and SchUerert which develop 
during the movement ofthe viscous liquid melt during the process 
of intrusion. These are cross "joints" (or Q "Joints"), longitudinal 
"joints" (or S 'joints"), diagotiaV joints'" 2.nd flat-lying 'joints''. The 
orientation of these fractures with respect to flow-lines, etc, is 
represented in Fig, 56. 

k.a/. has 

FIC. 56. Orientatibn of primary joints relative io surface of imnision 
and internal structures (after GIoos). 

Cross 'joints" are among the earliest of fractiires to develop in 
the cooling mass. Typically, they form perpendicular to the fJbw-
Hn^. In fact, iri areas of an intrusion where flow-lines are abseht, 
cross "joints" cannot be identified with certainty; for such "joirits" 
can only be tentatively correlated with cross "joints" which develop 
elsewhere in the intrusion wHere flow-lines are preserit. These 
fractures are frequently occupied by aplite, or else are almost in
variably coated with hydrothermal minerals. The.fracture surfaces 
cominonly exhibit slickensiding. 

rL..i 
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Cross "joints" are regarded as tension fractures which formed 
when the outer portion of the intrusion had consolidated, as a 
result of differential movement and drag of the liquid core against 
the walls and roof; and, possibly, as the result of continued expan
sion of the intrusion. 

Diagonal "joints" form at 45°, or more, to the trend of the flow-
lines. Displacement along the fractures indicates that they are shear 
phenomena which resulted from compression normal to, and 
extension in the direction of, flow-lines. These fractures are also 
commonly filled with aplite or hydrothermal minerals. 

Primary flat-lying "joints", according to Balk, tend tp develop 
where the apex, or dome, ofan intrusion is flat, or in flat sheets and 
laccoliths. It is difficult to see how these structures can be inter
preted on dynamic grounds. It has, however, been suggested that 
they form when the centre of an intrusion shrinks due to cooling. 
These structures are also filled with hydrothermal minerals, and 
have been referred to as primary flat-lying "joints" so that they may 
be distinguished from barren joints with a similar orientation, which 
are frequendy found in igneous masses and which are dealt with 
later in this chapter. 

Longitudinal "joints" are Steep planes which strike parallel to 
flow-lines. Tlie orientation of these fractures is little affected by 
variations in pitch of the flow-lines. However, variations in trend of 
the flow-lines are faithfully followed by changes in the strike of the 
longitudinal joints. This type of joint is rarely filled with aplite or 
"dyke" material, and die minerals are usiially different from those 
found in the other forms of primary fractures. Moreover, differential 
movement of the joint surfaces is rarely observed. 

It is suggested that these characteristics indicate that longitudinal 
joints tend to form later than the other primary fractures. It seems 
probable that these joints developed in response to tensile stresses 
which were generated by cooling of the igneous mass, coupled with 
uplift and lateral stretching. 

It will be noted that, with the possible exception of longitudinal 
joints, primary fractures frequently exhibit evidence of considerable 
shear movement. Moreover, it appears that the rock mass was in the 

I 
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plastic state when these structures developed. Consequently, it 
would probably be better to classify these structures as faults and 
dykes rather than joints. It is for this reason that the present author 
has used inverted commas when describing these primary struc
tures, to differentiate them from true joints. 

However, the stress systems which gave rise to the primary 
structures may have influenced the development of joints which 
formed during a later phase, when the intrusion was cooler, brittle, 
and possibly undergoing slight lateral extension as a result of up
lift. Such joints are likely to be barren, but may have an orientation 
which is closely related to the primary structures. 

In addition to primary structures and cooling joints, igneous 
rocks are almost certain to contain joints which result from regional 
tectonic compression. Such joints are best identified when they can 
be related to major faults and shear zones which cut through the 
igneous mass (Blyth and Firman). 

As with the primary structures, it is inferred that in many of the 
areas described, shearing has taken place while the igneous mass 
and the country rock have been in the plastic state. The shears and 
related structures have consequendy been related, and Ukened, to 
those formed during the classic experiments on wet clay conducted 
by Reidel, rather than to the dynamic processes of britde failure. 

COLUMNAR JOINTS 

The formation of primary structures may, in part, be attributed 
to cooling of the igneous rock mass. However, columnar "joints", 
which are such common features of sills and some dykes, are wholly 
related to the shrinkage of the rock mass during cooling. Typically, 
the columns are hexagonal in section (although individual columns 
may be bounded by four, five, seven or even eight joint planes) 
and have their long axes orientated perpendicular to the upper and 
lower surfaces ofthe rock unit. 

It will be noted that a regular hexagonal prism is the geometrical 
form with the greatest number of surfaces which may be placed in 
juxtaposition with similar hexagonal prisms, so that there are no 
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160 FAULT AND JOINT DEVELOPMENT 

gaping voids between any ofthe adjacent columns. The other prism; 
which are capable of such close packing are rectangular and triangu
lar in section. Thus, it is conceivable that the tensile stresses gener 
ated by cooling (which will be equally developed in all direction: 
parallel to the rock unit) could be released by two orthogonal set! 
of joints, giving rise to rectangular columns, or by three inter
secting sets of joints, giving rise to columns with a triangulai 
section. 

Other things being equal, it is clear that the quantity of strair 
energy released from a single column by the development of the 

t. joints will be related to its cross-sectional area. A simple calculatior 
will show that the total areas of the joint faces bounding column; 
with square and equilateral triangular sections are respectively 1( 
and 20 per cent greater than the area of joint surface enclosing ! 
hexagonal column of comparable cross-sectional area. Hence, i 
appears that the approximately regular pattem of joints delimitinj 
the columns observed in the field is a manifestation of the prindpj 
of least work. That is, the maximum amount of strain energy i 

••'dissipated at the cost of the least amount of work utilized in th 
formation and propagation of fracture planes. 

It may be noted in passing that a similar mechanism will contn 
the development of shrinkage cracks in mud, which are also con 
monly hexagonal. In this instance, shrinkage is, of course, due i 
drying out of the sediments and not a result of cooling. 

SHEET JOINTS 

It has been noted that in addition to the primary flat-lying join 
structures may subsequendy develop which have a similar orient 
tion and result in a well developed sheeting of the intrusion. Wh 
such skeet joints are closely spaced they are sometimes termed mui 

joints. A feature of sheeting is that in areas of pronounced top 
graphy, the sheet joints tend to develop parallel, or sub-paral 
to the surface. 

Chapman and Rioux carried out a survey of the joint systems 
Arcadia National Park on Mount Desert Island off the coast 
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Maine. They found that, in general, sheeting was well developed 
diroughout the area in which hornblende granite was exposed. They 
observed that the frequency of sheet jointing was related to the 
depth of cover. On tlie steep slopes of the U-shaped, glaciated 
valleys, only one or two thick sheeting layers could be seen. On the 
higher slopes and mountain tops, however, thin sheeting layers 
were abundant. A typical relationship between the frequency of 
sheeting, and also the orientation of the sheering planes with respect 
to topography, is indicated in Fig. 57. It is suggested that the 
relationship represented in this figure indicates that sheeting is 
largely related to pre-glacial topography. In a few localities, how
ever, sheeting has fonned parallel to ice-cut surfaces and in these 
instances are glacial, or post-glacial, in age. 

• ! • 

.' } ' 

If! 

SL 

FIG. 57. Sheet joints, their orientation and intensity in relation to 
topography (after Chapman and Rioux). 

Hill suggests that where the sheeting reflects topography, it is 
probably caused by a combination of factors, such as expansion of 
the feldspars and ferromagnesian minerals on weathering, remova! 
of the load of superincumbent rock by erosion, and seasonal 
variations in temperature affecting the rock near the surface. 

It has already been noted that such joints sometimes develop 
during quarrying and that they form suddenly, emitting a low 
pitched report. Dale presents other evidence that some granites may 
contain considerable residual strain energy. In areas of marked 
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formed as a result of downhill sliding of the sheets in response to 
the forces of gravity. The reason for the development of the diago
nal joints is not readily understood, but it is tentatively suggested 
that they may represent the opening of strongly impressed incipient 
joint sets which are readily formed. Or, it is suggested, they may be 
the result of uneven downhill sliding of the sheets due to some 
local obstructions. 

SLOPE: JOINTS 

FIC. 58. 

D-DIAGONAL 
JOINTS 

Typical orientadon of Dip, Diagonal and Contour joints 
(after Chapman and Rioux). 

It may be noted that contour joints are not restricted to igneous 
rocks, for such structures have been reported in sedimentary rocks 
by Harris et al. 

JOINTS—BRITTLE FRACTURES 
In geological literature the word "joint" is frequendy treated 

as an omnibus term and has been used to describe structures which 
Vary widely in character and which, in many instances, could better 
•^ described as extension gashes, fissures, veins, dykes, minor faults 
Or even cleavage. As a result, the reader is often left in considerable 
<loubt as to the precise type of structure being described when 
' ' is merely classified as an "unqualified" joint. 
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As we have seen, this difficulty is not completely obviated even 
if one adheres to the definition that systematic joints are fracture 
planes, normal and parallel to which, movement has been negligibly 
small. Consequently, it is suggested that genetic criterion be 

^ included in the definition ofa joint; namely that the term joint be 
restricted to structures which are the result of britde fracture. 

It is appreciated that the introduction of such a genetic criterion 
into the classification of geological structures is always fraught with 
danger. However, genetic criteria have already been introduced by 
classifying joints on dynamic grounds as shear or tensile fractures. 
Moreover, the possible errors incurred by the incorrect use of such 
a genetic criterion can be minimized, for if diere is any doubt in the 
field as to whether a fracture is in fact the result of brittle failure, 
this doubt can be noted and recorded. 

l i 
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, Kinetics of the Carbon Catal/zed Air Oxidation 
of Ferrous lon in SulpFiuric Acid Solutions* 

H 

G. THOMASt and T R. INGRAHAMt 

Abstract 

Air oxidation of acidic ferrous sulphate solutions is catalyzed by activated carbon. 
fThe oxidation rate during most of the reaction can be expressed by: 

-dIFe++]/rff = fc-[0s]-lC]-/[H,S0.1[Fe++]/[Fe++ + Fe+++] 

^ For molar concentrations of each of the variables, the rate of oxidation ranges 
, fiwn 0.07 to 1.3 moles of ferrous ion oxidized per litre of solution per minute, for 
; nrious types of lOO-by-150-mesh activated carbon. The rate increases with in-
rOrasing fineness of the carbon; it also increases almost linearly with increasing 
' nlphuric acid concentration up to 2M, but thereafter decreases almost linearly to 

lOAf HjSO,. The results are consistent with the hypothesis that the carbon surface 
' h sparsely covered with adsorbed oxygen, ferrous ions, and ferric ions. The acti-
, vttion energy estimated for the process is 6 kilocalories per mole in the temperature 
Uage 1 to 24°C. At higher temperatures the activation energy is negligibly small. 

;T>ie activated carbon can be used repeatedly, with little loss in efficiency. Two 
; lypes of apparatus were tested and found suitable for the continuous oxidation of 
[ Bowing solutions. 

INTRODUCTION 

Many uranium ores processed by acid leacliing require oxidation 
; before their tetravalent uranium can be extracted. This is generally 
^done by ferric ions and the resulting ferrous ions can be reused after 
t reoxidation. For continued leaching, the concentration of ferric ion 
: must be maintained. . 

In industry, oxidation of ferrous ion for leaching may be done 
^ t h chemical oxidants such as sodium chlorate or manganese 

• Contribution from the Extraction Metallurgy Division, Mines Branch, Depart-
FBent of Mines and Technical Surveys, Ottawa, Canada. 

. t Senior Scientific Officer. 
5.'t Head, Research Section. 
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dioxide.̂ "* However, most of the oxidation is done by oxygen from 
dissolved air: 

4 Fe++ + OJ -f 4 H+ ̂  4 Fe+++ + 2 H^O (1) J 
I 

Oxidation can be accelerated in autoclaves with elevated temperature J 
and air pressure.* More rapid oxidation can also be obtained by the -M 
use of a soluble catalyst such as the cupric ion,̂ '*" or a solid catalyst 
such as activated carbon.^-' At the Mines Branch, preUminary tests 
have shown that the rate of oxidation of ferrous ion in 0.5 molar 
sulphuric acid is increased 14-fold by the use of copper sulphate, or 
2400-fold by the use of activated carbon. 

In this paper, a description will be given of work done to resolve the 
effects of different variables on the rate of carbon-catalyzed air oxida- . | 
tion of ferrous ion in sulphuric acid solutions. Commercially-available 
activated carbons were used in most experiments. To eliminate the 
effects of extraneous impurities on the oxidation rate, synthetic leach 
liquors prepared from reagent-grade cheraicals were used. 

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 

The apparatus used for most of the oxidation experiments is shown 
in Figure 1. 

The Pyrex-glass reaction cylinder was 5.5 cm in diameter and 60 cm 
in height. A 2-cm-diameter, porous Pyrex-glass frit was sealed into 
the tapered base of the reaction cylinder to support the carbon slurry 
and to disperse the air as fine bubbles. An air stream velocity of 200 ] 
ml/min was suitable for suspending the carbon and maintaining oxygen 
at its maximum solubility. To prevent plugging of the frit by the 
precipitation of salts, the incoming air was saturated with water. For i 
experiments at temperatures other than ambient room temperature, i 
an ice bath or a heating coil was used to regulate the temperature iB.j 
tlie reaction cylinder. A water-cooled condenser was used to prevent i 
losses of solution by evaporation. . ! 

In the continuous oxidation experiments, the Pyrex reaction cylinder 
was used with the settling tube attached. Solution was admitted 
continuously either at the top or, with inlet air, at the bottom of the 
reaction cylinder. The apparatus was tilted slightly to prevent air 
bubbles from entering the settling tube. When baffles were used to 
eliminate convection currents, and when the solution flow rate in the 
settling tube was less than the settUng velocity of the carbon, thej 

; oxidized effluent was clear. For the batch experiments, the settUng 
•tube was removed. 

A second type of apparatus used for some batch experiments con-
ssted of a flat hollow stainless steel disc, 28 cm in diameter and 1 cm 

INLET WATER - ^ i 

\ . 
•OUTLET WATER 

REACTION CYLINDER-

FEED SOLUTION-

HEATING TAPE-

INLET AIR—*. : 

- = ^ ) 

6AS BUBBLER-* 
m 

U 
AX 

*-REWOVABLE CONDENSER 

•-TAPERED GLASS JOINT 

OXIDIZED EFFLUENT 

BAFFLE 

•SETTLING TUBE 

FRIT 

Fig. 1. Oxidation apparatus. 

|lhick at its centre. 60-mesh screen was used to construct the disc, 
twhich contained 100 g of 28-by-48-mesh activated carbon. It was 
[rotated vertically with about 40 per cent of its surface immersed in a 
Inanow rectangular lucite box containing the solution. 
F A coarse-tipped pipet was used to withdraw samples of slurries 
grhich were filtered rapidly to separate the carbon and thus quench 
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the oxidation. The extent of oxidation was determined by titratioo; 
to the diphenylamine sulphonate end-pomt with a standard dichromate ' 
solution. 

RESULTS 

In the first group of batch experiments done at room temperature j 
with aerated 0.5M sulphuric acid solutions, carbon samples from 
different sources and with different histories of activation were used to j 
oxidize samples which were 0.018M in total iron and I.IM in carbon., 

TABLE 1 

Effect of Type of Carbon on Relative Rate of Oxidation 
(I.IM carbon, O.OISM total iron, 0.5M acid, room temperature) 

Type of carbon Relative reaction rale 

Household wood charcoal 
Activated wood carbon, brand A 
Activated coconut carbon, brand B 
Activated sugar carbon" 
Activated lignite carbon, brand A 
Activated pecan carbon, brand C, grade 1 
Activated coconut carbon, brand C 
Activated pecan carbon, brand C, grade 2 

1.0 
1.0 
4.4 
6.9 
8.4 

10.4 
19.5 
19.7 

•• Prepared from sugar, FeClj and urea.' 

The results in Table I show that the carbon samples have a wide range 
of activity and that both the source material and the history of activa
tion are important in selecting the most effective catalyst. 

TABLE II 

Effect of Particle Size of Carbon on Rate of Oxidation 
(1 .lAf carbon, O.OlSAf total iron, 0.5Af acid, room temperature) 

Mesh size 14-by-28 28-by-48 6O-by-80 115-by-170 
Relative particle size 8 4 2 1 
Relative external £irea 1 2 4 8 
Relative reaction rate 1.0 1.5 2.3 2.8 ! 

In Table II, the results of experiments using different sizes of carbon tl 
particles show that the rate of oxidation increases with the state of • 
subdivision of the carbon but is not directly proportional to the screen ii 
size of the particles. This lack of direct proportionaUty is probablj 1 

caused by the large internal surface area of the carbon, much of which 
l« available for adsorption. 

The next group of batch experiments was done using 750 ml of 
y.5M sulphuric acid containing carbon and iron in a variety of ratios. 
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Fig. 2. Effect of carbon/iron ratio on reaction rate. 

.The results in Fig. 2 show that except for a brief initial period, the 
t reaction is first order with respect to ferrous ion concentration and the 
,rate is determined by the ratio of the concentrations of carbon to 
j total iron, rather than by either concentration alone. The first order 
{reaction rate constant, kexv, was calculated by multiplying the slope 
"fthe linear portion ofthe curves by —2.303. 

In the next group of experiments, the rate of oxidation was studied 
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as a function of acidity. The samples were 0.018 molar in total in»] 
and 1.1 molar in carbon. The results are shown in Fig. 3 in which Ml 
adjusted reaction rate constant is plotted against the concentration ofj 

2 4 

[SULPHURIC ACID] 

Fig. 3. Effect of acid concentration on reaction rate adjusted to 1 molar carbon and 

6 ^ 8 

(MOLES /LITRE) 

10 

1 molar total iron. 

sulphuric acid. The adjusted rate constant, /:exp[Fej,]/[C], was calcu
lated to express the first order rate constant, /cexp, on the basis of one j 
mole of total iron and one mole of carbon per litre of solution. It iij 
evident from Fig. 3 that the adjusted reaction rate increases almoS 

.finearly with increasing acidity in the range 0.1 to 1 molar. The 
|oxidation rate reaches a maximum at about 2 molar, and then de-
fereases almost Unearly from 3 to 10 molar acid. 

20 4 0 

OXYGEN IN GAS PHASE ( VOLUME % ) 
•f̂ - 4. Effect of oxygen concentration on reaction rate adjusted to 1 molar carbon 

and 1 molar total iron. 

In the next group of batch experiments, samples 0.9M in total iron 
[ind 1.1 Af in carbon were oxidized at room temperature using a 200 
Jml/min flow of oxygen-enriched air. Figure 4 shows that the rate of 
loxidation is directly proportional to the volume percentage of oxygen 
'~ the gas phase. Since, at constant temperature, oxygen solubility is 
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proportional to its partial pressure in the gas phase, it foUows thatthe: 
rate of oxidation is directly proportional to the amount of oxygen' 
dissolved in the solution. 

In another group of experiments, the rate of oxidation reaction 
was studied as a function of solution temperature, using sampleJ, 

l o o 200 
TIME (MIN) 

Fig. 5. Effect of temperature on reaction rate. 

0.018M in total iron and I.IM in carbon, with 200 ml/min of air. : 
Using the oxygen solubiUty versus temperature data of Seidell,* the 
reaction rates were normaUzed to correspond with air-saturation at 
24°C. The results in Fig. 5 show that the rate increases with increasing 
temperature. The rate of increase is greatest atthe lower temperatures, 
for which an activation energy of about 6 kilocalories per mole was 
estimated between 1 and 24'̂ C. At temperatures above 60°C, there is 

^no detectable increase in rate with additional increases in temperature. 
Experiments done with a variety of anions and cations as contami-

[ nants have shown that the ferric, thiocyanate and chloride ions reduced 
^ thc rate of oxidation. The sodium, calcium, inagnesium, manganous, 
fCupric, aluminum, uranyl and siUcate ions did not influence the rate. 

In the next group of experiments, a 2-gram sample of activated 
f carbon was used repeatedly, over a 6-week period, to oxidize successive 
[lamples of solution containing one mole per Utre of total iron. The 
^efficiency of the carbon as a catalyst for oxidation was ascertained 
^•t the end of each test by determining the rate at which it was capable 
^of oxidizing fresh 150-ml samples of solution 0.018 molar in total 
f Iron. The decrease in activity ofthe carbon is shown in Fig. 6, in which 
; the rate is plotted against the time in days. It is evident, that although 
^the rate of deterioration of the catalyst is quite rapid for the first few 
; days, after about five days the rate of decrease is very slow. The 
f decrease in activity tends to a logarithmic form, so it would seem reason-
lible to predict that, after use for one year, the carbon would still have 
^•bout fifty per cent of its original activity. 

Continuous oxidation tests were done with a 200-gram sample of 
• activated carbon which was aerated in a reaction cylinder containing 
750 ml of solution. Feed solution was pumped into the reaction 
cyUnder continuously, and clear oxidized solution was collected from 
the settling tube. Changes were made successively in the iron concen-

, tration, in the flow rate, and in the temperature of the solution. The 
results of these tests are given in Table III. 

TABLE m 
Continuous Oxidation of Acidic Ferrous Sulphate Solutions 

(22 molar carbon, varying iron concentrations) 

Test conditions 

Feed solution, Fe++, (g/1.) 
t Feed solution flow rate, (ml/hr) 
Reaction temperature, (°C) 

VTest duration, (days) 
: Reaaion cylinder residence time, (hr) 
^Oxidized overflow, Fe++, (g/1.) 
• Fe*+oxidation, (%) 
t Fe++ oxidation, (g/hr) 
MO'*„plFe^]/[C],(min-') 

(1) 

25.5 
152 
25 
4 
4.17 

14.2 
44.4 

1.7 
4.7 

Test number 
(2) 

8.64 
151 
25 

3 
4.20 
1.59 

81.6 
1.1 
4.6 

(3) 

25.6 
52.7 
25 •• 

5 
12.0 
5.95 

76.8 
1.0 
4.1 

(4) 

19.9 
44.4 
63 
6 

14.3 
2.37 

88.1 
0.8 
4.0 
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TIME 

Fig. 6. Effect of continuous use of carbon on reaction rate adjusted to 1 molat i 
carbon and 1 molar total iron. 

From Table III it is evident that high percentage oxidations were! 
obtained by using slow flow rates or dilute feed solutions, whereas, 
on a weight basis, more iron was oxidized when a faster solution flow I 
rate was used. The rate constant for 1 molar concentrations of carbon 
and total iron, was similar for aU tests. I 

To determine whether the results of batch experiments could b«| 
used to predict the results of continuous experiinents, a batch expen-l 
ment was done with amounts of carbon and solulion comparable witl I 

. those used in test 2 in Table III. The time for 82 per cent oxidation 

. was 3.6 hours in the batch test versus 4.2 hours in the continuous 
oxidation test. This agreement showed that batch tests should be 

; useful in predicting the amount of oxidation obtainable in a continuous 
[experiment. 

To determine the effectiveness of a simple apparatus design which 
' would be applicable to large-scale, multi-unit equipment, batch experi-
^ ments were done with a stainless steel mesh disc containing granular 
:activated carbon. The disc was partly immersed in solutions of 0.018 
^molar total iron and was rotated at various speeds for 30-minute 

TABLE IV 

Effect of Disc Rotation Speed on Oxidation Rate 
(12.7 molar carbon, 0.018 molar total iron, 0.5Af acid, room temperature) 

Disc rotation speed, (rpm) 1.6 40 21 30 53 
Per cent of Fe++oxidized/30 min 36 70 78 78 52 
•0* *exp[Fej.]/[C], (min-') 2.1 5.6 7.1 7.1 3.4 

periods. The rates of oxidation for various speeds are given in Table IV 
which shows that there is a wide range of rotation speeds at which 

, a high degree of oxidation can be achieved. This type of apparatus 
• would be suitable for on-stream continuous oxidation of acidic ferrous 
sulphate solutions 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The foregoing experiments have shown that the rate of oxidation 
"of ferrous ion in sulphuric acid solutions varies directiy with the 
• concentration of dissolved oxygen, the amount, fineness and activity 

I'of carbon catalyst and the concentration of ferrous ion, and inversely 
, with the sum of the concentrations of ferrous and ferric ions. At 
^acidities between 0.1 and 1 molar, the reaction rate changes almost 
j linearly with changes in acidity. However in the range of acidity from 
[•-3 to 10 molar, the rate decreases almost linearly with additional 
increases in acidity. The rate of oxidation has a small temperature 
ĉoefficient in the range 1 to 24''C. At temperatures between 40 and 

; WC, the rate is almost unaffected by temperature changes. 
Neglecting this small but complex influence of changes in tempera-

1 ture, the rate of disappearance of ferrous ion by oxidation may be 
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expressed by the equation: 

-d [¥c^ ] A:-[02][C]/[H3SO,][Fe-H-] 
dt [Fe++ + Fe+++] 

« 

Except for a difference in the acid dependency of the reaction rale, • 
this equation is identical with the one postulated by Posner' for the; 
catalytic oxidation of ferrous ion in aqueous hydrochloric acid solu-5 
tions in the presence of activated sugar charcoal. 

Except for a brief initial reaction period, the experimental resultŝ  
are consistent with the expected behaviour for a surface reaction in: 
which the surface is sparsely covered with oxygen, acid, and ferrous; 
and ferric ions." It is assumed that ferrous ions are adsorbed in smaU, 
amounts on selected sites for which ferric ions compete equally. The-j 
extent of ferrous ion adsorption is controlled by the fraction of total j 
dissolved iron in the ferrous state. Hydrogen ions are adsorbed also,; 
but more strongly than the other reactants. It is reasonable to expect j 
that when the concentration of sulphuric acid exceeds some critical] 
value, the increased adsorption of acid decreases the adsorption of thej 
other reactants and, consequently, decreases the rate of oxidation. 

The activity of the carbon as a catalyst is retained for long periods.5 
None of the substances occurring normaUy in uranium leach liquonj 
acts as poison to the carbon activity. Oxygen, which is adsorbed in j 
amounts proportional to the amount in solution, probably reacts as ̂  
a diradical —O—O—," in conjunction with hydrogen ions, to extract' 
electrons from the adsorbed ferrous ions. Because carbon is a good j 
electrical conductor, it is probably not essential that the electron' 
exchange occur at adjacent adsorption sites. 

:.̂  5. A. B. Lamb and L. W. Elder, Jr. / . Am. Chem. Soc. S3, 137 (1931). 
6. R. E. Huffman and N. Davidson. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 78, 4836 (1956). 
7. A. M. Posner. Trans. Faraday Soc. 49, 389 (1953). 
S.A.Seidell. "Solubilitiesof Inorganic and Metal Organic Compounds." Vol.1, 

[Irt ed., D. Van Nostrand Co. New York, p. 1019 (1953). 
9. K. J. Laidler. "Cheraical Kinetics" McGraw-Hill Book Co. Inc., New York, 

j ^ 316 (1950). 
10. K. J. Laidler. "Catalysis," Vol. 1, P. H. Emmelt, ed., Reinhold Publishing 

5_Cocp. New York, p. 152 (1954). 

Discussion . 

I. H. Warren:* Have the authors considered the possible role of residual quinoid 
Canictures, remaining or present in the various carbon samples, in the oxidation 
.process? 

G. Thomas and T. R. Ingraham: According to the literature, the surface of acti-
, med carbon has a variety of organic functional groups containing oxygen and 
(•jrdrogen. The activated carbon has been described as a disordered agglomerate of 
thjers of large polynuclear benzenoid hydrocarbons. It is also known that hydro-
[^ninone-type compounds are useful in the production of hydrogen peroxide, which, 
;̂ ID tum, can oxidize ferrous ion. Consequently, hydroquinone was added in con-
[oentralions from O.OI to 1 g/l. to aerated acidic ferrous sulphate solutions. Hydro-
^^linone by itseff was of little use as a catalyst and it was found to interfere with the 
joialytic action of activated carbon. .Further experiments to identify the exact 
thnctional groups which may be responsible for the catalytic action of activated 
^cvbon were considered to be outside the scope of the main investigation. 

; • I. H. Warren, University of British Columbia, Canada. 
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TSVETNYE METALLY / NON-FERROUS METALS /Ji/m^ 
KINETICS OF DECOMPOSING ALUMINATE SOLUTIONS IN INCREASED CONCENTRATIONS 

ODC 669.712.1 

S. I. Kuznetsov and R. A. Abanin 

In recent years, some alumina plants have increased the concentration of solutions 
directed to decomposition by 10-13%: at the UAZ, from 130 to 140 g/1 Al^Oj (jt̂, = 1.67-
-1.72); at the BAZ, from 125 to 135 g/1 {n-c = 1.70-1.75). Corresponding increases 
were. n>ade in the concentration of mother liquors, while the amount of steam used to 
vaporize the mother liquors was reduced by about 10%. Simultaneously with the increase 
in aluminate-solution concentration there was a reduction in the degree of their de
composition, a reduction in the caustic modulus of the mother and consequently of the 
circulation solutions, and a resulting deterioration in the technological indices of 
the bauxite-leaching indices. If one examines the positive and negative factors of 
increasing the concentration of aluminate solutions being directed to decomposition, 
then one would have to recognize that these measures are economically profitable. 
Any further increase in concentration will offer greater steam economies; however, 

it will also strong^ reduce the rate and degree of decomposition for solutions and the 
yield of alumina during leaching. Overall, this approach would be unprofitable. 
One approach which we believe has potential is to simultaneously increase the concen

tration of solutions being directed to decomposition and increase their rate and degree 
of decomposition or else keep them at the same level used when decomposing less concen
trated solutions. 
An earlier work [1] showed for kinetic decomposition curves of aluminate solutions 

containing 124-130 g/l AI2O3 a-- = 1.55-1.6) with varying temperatures and seed ratios 
there will always be an induction period which will decrease sharply after heating 
and after an increase in the seed ratio. Consequently, the decomposition rate inc
reases from zero to some maximum, and then dpops. The progressive increase in rate 
during the initial period indicates that the reaction products tends to accelerate the 
decomposition-process. Consequently, decomposition of the aluminate solution is first 
autocatalytic, where the separated hydroxide serves as the catalyst. Similar, clearly 
manifesting autocatalytic processes also occur in the kinetic system. According to an 
earlier work [2], the decomposition rate for aluminate solutions of about the same 
concentrations is only slightly affected by the mixing velocity, which also confirms 
the occurrence of the process in a kinetic system. 
With respect to the solutions of increased concentrations, containing over 160 g/1 

Ka^Oo, there has been little research done on the kinetics of their decomposition. 
According to (1, 3] , the viscosity of aluminate solutions containing up to 160 g/1 
KajO at 30°C is similar to the viscosity of caustic soda solutions of the same concen
tration. At higher temperatures, the viscosity is lower. l-Jhen the solution concent
ration is over 160 g/1 NazO, the viscosity increases several fold. This suggests 
that when the concentration of solutions being directed to decomposition is raised to 
over 160 g/1 NazO that the kinetic system of the process can be shifted to a diffusion 
system. 
In order to verify the 

data we examined the.inf
luence of mixing intensi
ty on the rate of alumi
nate-solution decomposi
tion. 
The starting solutions 

had the following compo
sition, g/l (see Fig.): 

• * ^ c >/il I I I I I I I I I 1 * 1 I 
MS 
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149.S 
124.95 
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1.74 

168.1 
138.12 

2 .0 
1.77 

181.5 
144.5 . 

2 ,01 
1.77 

*",0. 
o. . . 
a 

• • • 

Test conditions are as 
•follows: seed ratio 
»ratio of Al^Ojin the 
«eed to the AI2O3 in the 
Solution) was constant 
•2.0); solutions with 
jin̂  ^t^^ "^^^^ mixed for 48 hours at SCC, and samples were selected after 6, 12, 24, 36, 
""•a 4 8 hours. 

Kinetic decomposition curves for aluminate solutions, 
containing the following amounts of NajOo (in g/1): 
a - 149.55; b -.168.14; c - 181.35, at varying.mix
ing rates (rpm): 
1 - 22; 2 - 46; 2b - 54; 3 - 80; 
position of aluminate solution, 
in hours. 

3a - 90; A- decom-
%; B - mixing period. 
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Solution decomposition was performed in steel vessels, equipped with mechanical mix
ers. Mixing rates were 22, 46, 54, 80, and 90 rpm's. 

It is evident from the Figure that the mixing rate has only a slight effect on the 
decomposition kinetics of weak solutions (Fig. la). When decomposing more concentra- • 
ted solutions (Fig. lb), there is an increase in the mixing rate from 22 to 46 rpm 
and an increase of 3.5% in the decomposition rate in 12 hours, and of 2% in 47 hours. 
When the mixing rate is increased to 80 rpm, the degree of solution decomposition 

increases by 8% after 12 hours, while it increases by 6% after 4 8 hours — as compared, 
with a mixing rate of 22 rpm. 
Approximately the same picture is noted when decomposing more concentrated solutions 

(Fig. lc). 
Thus, when the concentration of aluminate solutions is increased to over 160 g/1 

Na^Oo one finds that their decomposition rate begins to be affected by the mixing rate 
which is determined by the diffusion rate. 

In order to verify the accuracy of this conclusion, we examined the decomposition 
rate of aluminate solutions containing the following amounts of NaaO (in g/1): 143 
-146, 155.3-157.8, 165.3-167.2, 182.6-185.3, and 201.3-203.1 with a constant caustic 
modulus of 1.75. The seed ratio was also constant, equal to 2 at constant temperatures 
of 30, 40, 50, 60, and 70°C. Solutions were sampled for analysis after 6, 12, 24, and 
4 8 hours. 
Using the obtained data, equations were drawn up describing the process rate at its " 

initial stage. For the process overall, we were not able to obtain an equation for 
the process rate which could more or less satisfactorily describe the complex inluence 
of the varying conditions. The constants for the rates at which the initial stages 
of the process occurred (to 24 hr), determined from these equations, were almost fixed. 
Knowing these values and using the well-known Arrhenius equation, it is possible to de
termine the activation energy values of a process. 
Calculation results showed that when decomposing solutions containing less than 150-

-160 g/1 NaaOo the activation energy of the process is about 8.1 kcal/mol (which con
forms to the data of Herrmann and Stipetic [41); when decomposing solutions, containing 
over 160 g/1 NazOo, the value of activation energy for the decomposition process is 
much lower and does not exceed 3.5 kcal/mole. 

The considerable drop in activation energy for the decomposition process occurring 
when the original solution concentration increases to over 160 g/1 NazOo also indicates 
that when solutions of increased concentration are decomposed a decisive role is played 
by diffusion. 

It follows from this that the concentration of aluminate solutions can be increased 
still further than has been done at the UAZ and the BAZ with increases in the mixing 
rate. This makes it possible to reduce steam consumption when vaporizing solutions 
and to maintain a high degree of solution decomposition. 

It is evident from comparisons of Fig. la and b that when solutions containing 163.14 
g/1 NazOo are decomposed, where there has been an increased mixing rate of 45 rpm af
ter 48 hours one will attain the very same AlzOj extraction as is obtained from solu--
tions with 149.55 g/l NazOo ata mixing rate of 22 rpm. Wheii the mixing rate is inc
reased to 80 rpm, the degree of decomposition for more concentrated solutions is high
er than for the less concentrated solutions. 
According to data given in the Figure, it is possible to increase the concentration 

of the starting solution to 165-170 g/1 NazOo; it is undesireable to increase the con
centration any further, since the degree of solution decomposition will be lowered 
even at high mixing rates. 
When there is an increase in the mixing rate it.is possible to effect mechanical 

mixing of the aluminum hydroxide, though in this work we have not noted this grinding 
even at such high mixing rates as 80 and 90 rpm. 
To some extent mechanical grinding can be useful, since it would contribute to an 

increase in the seeding activity of the hydroxide. However, a strong grinding of the 
hydroxide is not desireable since it can lead to increased losses of hydrate pulp with 
thickener discharges. Therefore, one has to establish the optimum mixing rate for 
enlarged-laboratory or pilot cyclical tests. 

Increases in the mixing rate when decomposing solutions of increased concentrations 
should be linked with some increase in the decomposition temperature. According to 
experimental data obtained at the UAZ under production conditions, decomposition of 
aluminate solutions with increased concentrations is more rapid and more thorough when 
the starting and final process temperatures are higher. Thus, when the concentration 
of the starting solution is increased from 145-147 to 155-161 g/1 NazOo and there is 
a simultaneous increase in the starting temperature from 54-55 to 59-60°C and in the ' 
final temperature from 44-45 to 49-50°C, after 65-71.5 hours the degree of solution de
composition will not change, remaining at 50.8-51%. When decomposing the same solu
tion, but maintaining the starting and final process temperatures, the degree of decom
position was 0.8-1% lower. 

r 3 
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Increasing the temperature of the decomposition process contributes to reductions 
in the solution viscosity and consequently to increases in the diffusion rate. There
fore, an increase in the starting and final temperatures increasesthe degree of decom
position for solutions of increased concentration. 
When decomposing concentrated solutions, containing 165-170 g/1 NazOo, evidently one 

requires even higher starting and final temperatures for the process. An optimum tem
perature schedule was not established for solutions of the indicated concentration. 
As the concentration of the starting solution is increased to 165-170 g/1 NazOo 

there is a deterioration in the precipitation and filtration of the alumintim hydroxide, 
due to increases in the viscosity of the mother liquor. However, since the starting 
a.nd final temperatures of the pulp would be higher, the increased viscosity for the 
sother liquor would be comparatively low. It is possible that in order to improve 
precipitation and filtration of aluminum hydroxide one has to shift to adding small 
aeounts of flocculants, as for example polyacrylamide [5] or use other methods. This 
question needs further study. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. As solution concentrations increase to 160 g/1 NazOo and higher, the kinetic sys
tem of the decomposition process shifts to a diffusion system 
2. The possibility was shown of increasing the concentration of solutions directed 

to decomposition to 165-170 g/1 NazOo, while simultaneously increasing the mixing 
rate, thus affording large steam savings. 
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Summary | 

The melting of the BiCU -CaClj system was investigated 
in connection with the use of chloride fuming in the treat
ment of oxidized and oxysulphide bismuth-containing ores. 
Nine polythermic sections were studied, and their directions 
were determined by the position of the nonvariant ix>ints on 
the binary side diagrams (fig.). The results from thermal 
analysis are given in the figure and in the table.' 
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The Investigations make it possible to determine the most 
favourable temperatures and concentration characteristics 
for the process. The low-temperature bismuth-containing 
compositions are of interest for the pyro-electrometallurgy 
of the element. 

UDC 669.33 

Klnetlca of Qie dissolution of coiner oxides in hydrochloric acid solutiona 

M L Episkoposyan, R G Shakhnazaryan, A A Babadzhan, B S Grigoryan and G M Grigoryan (Armenian Scientific-
Research and Design Institute of Non--Ferrous Metals. 

In spite of the common knowledge of the leaching of copper 
oxides, there are no published data on investigation of the 
kinetics of their dissolution in hydrochloric acid solutions. 
The present article sets out the results from investigations 
into the kinetics of the dissolution of cupric oxide and 
cirrous oxide in hydrochloric acid solutions by the rotating 

. disc method ^). Thfe use of this method secures the 
production of reproducible results and makes it possible to 
carry out experiments under the hydrodynamic conditions of 
the agitation of the solution amenable to calculation and, 
which is particularly important, makes it possible to compare 
the experimental data with the theoretical data and also to 
calculate the absolute values of the reaction rate constants. 
A detailed description of the apparatus used for the investig
ations is given in the literature * '*) . 

The specific rate of dissolution Nvas calculated from the 
amount of copper passing into solution from Icm^ of the 
disc surface in 1 sec. To define the order and character of 
the process a series of experiments was set up with HCl 
concentraUons of 0. S, 1. 0, and 1. 5moIe/dm' in the solution 
under the following conditions: disc surface area, 3.14cm'; 
volume of solution,. 1dm'; disc rotation rate, 15, 16 rps; 

temperature of solution, SO^C; length of experiment, IS, 
30, 45, and 60 min. 

The linear character of the curves in fig. a and b and the 
constancy of the V / [ H C 1 ] ratios (where v is the specific 
dissolution rate, mole/cm) show that both reactions are of 
the first order. To determine the character of the dependence 
of the dissolution rate of cupric oxide and cuprous oxide in 
hydrochloric acid solutions on the disc rotation rate 
experiments were set up under the following conditions: HCl 
concentration 0.5mole/dm'; temperature'of solution 40<'C; 
disc rotation rates 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14 rps. The rate of 
both reactions (table) increases with increase in the disc 
rotation rate, i. e. , in proportion to nV», where n is the disc 
rotation rate, rps. 

This relationship is consistent with diffusion theory of the 
rotation of a disc. The average values of the reaction rate ^ 
constants at 30°C with an HCl concentration of 0. 5 mole/dm , 
calculated by means of the equation: 

K- Q 
Srn^J' [ H a l 

222 ^ ^ } . 1 1 H a/ty cHLi-^ityf~ 
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i;̂  Ti.ot^ the results frorn deterni in ation of the equilibrium 
€ concentrations of indium in the resin phase and in the sbluticHt 
? phase a relation was plotted between the capacity-of the resin 
-.:. and the extraction of indium and the ratio of Jthe equilibrium 
V concentration to theinitial {fig.,1). The intersection of-the 
f'. curves corresponds-to the ratio of the volume of Use solution 

to ihe volume of the resin where the greatest'capacity of the 
resin with the greatest extraction of indium from the solution 
under equilibrium coridttions is pbtained. This ratio amounts. 
to-40:l-. The kinetics of the sorption bf indiuni from the 
solution with this ratio were studied.-

UDC 621.762:546.821 

possibility of usihg electrolytic powders of titeniuno ajid its alloys for the production of thm-walled sintered blanks 

|?i S S Kiparisby, O A Nikiforov and V P Luk'yanov (Moscow Institute of Steel and Alloys - Department qf Rare and 
feBadioaetive Metais and Powder Metallurgy). 

Summary 

The mechanical charaeterlsttlcs obtained after the sintering 
of compacted blanks and the possibility of making thin-walled 
blanks from electrolytic powderSi'of titanium arid its alloys With 
1,6; wt.% Al were-investigated. The electrolytic powders of 
•titanium and the alloy.are quite satisfactory.for the production 
of ttiin-walled blanks by the most^ widely used technique. bf~ 

powder metallurgy j consisting of compaction of the initial 
powder in a steel mould followed by vacuum sintering. 

For ttih-walled-blanks the waH thickness should hot beless 
than 3-4mm, 

UDG 658.51:519.2 

•^X jPlaswine (Aluminium Smelter) plant running costs bn the basis of mathematical-statistical methods 

g^ S ITsetsarklna (Urals Polytechnic Institute - Departmentol Economics and Qrgaiiisation of Non-Ferrous 
K:- Metallurgies Hants; 
Im- • 

M 

4 

At the present time the planning of plant running costs;, 
like other costs, is realised.from the attained leyel of the 
previous_year with-aliowahce for ttie introduction of organis
ation and technical measures directed towards the reduction 
of these costs.' An increase in the degree of scientific 
soundness.df the plans can be dbtained with the use of 
mathematical-statistical raethods. Thus, for planning the 
plant operating costs i t is possible to use the method of 
integration of the correlation relationship between the 
above-mentioned costs and the volume of production with 
allowance for i ts variation with time. 

Let us illustrate this calculation for the case of,one of the 
aluminium plants. From the plant data, using the metliod 
of least squares, we determined the laws governing the 
variation of the plant operating-costs'as a-functipn of the 
increase in the volume of production and the, dynamics-of 
this Increase for 1971-1973 *"^). The relationships for 
the variatibh in the volume of production, with time, ex
pressed in theform of regression equations, are shown in 

CTaMe 1.: 

The high values for the correlation coefficient and Student 
criterion indicate a close ahd reliable relationship-, since 
the Student criterion considerably exceeds the,tabular 
vSues *). 

The dynamics of the variation in the production of 
alumina are given by the equation: x = 215662. B + 2014, 21., 
The output of alumina in 1974 .amounted tp: 

IS' 
£x .= /(215662. 8-+-2014,2 t) dt = 975446 tons, andthe 

l i " • 

output in 1975 amounted to .1008 000 tons. 

The dependence ofthe variation in the plant operating 
costs on the growth in the wlume of production is shown 
in Table 2. The plant operating costs show a stable and 
fairly close relationship with the growth-in output, since 
the Student criterion .is greater than 2, 58 (i. e . , this 
relatlohship is significant with 99% probability),- Md the 
correlation coefficient varies-within, the limits of 
0.6-0.8. , 

Table X: Variatio& of the [umdacttam volume t^qi^r tei-s In 1971-1973 

Form of 
product 

Alunina t 
Electrode 
mass t 
SiJicon"t 
Ingot.s t 

Regression equation 

3t = 21S662.B + 2014. Jt 
a) lg X = 4.il33'-+'-0;036ilg t 
b) X = 2712S,4 + 2418,6 lg t 

X = 5758,5 •+ 96.9t-
X - 1907.S + 6e2,'6't 

Student's 
criterion 

130,87 
61.6'6 
57,79 
16.26 
6.36 

Correlation 
coefficient 

0.9868' 
0.9723 
0.9704, 
0;8991 
0.8019' 

m 
Table 2: Variatian d ttie plant o^r^t ing costs with the product oat|)ut-

Form of 
product 

Alumina t 

Electrode 
mass -t 
Si licoti t̂  
>!arketabie: 
Production,. 
(Xlb's. Roubles 

Regression equation 

a), y = - 109.94 • 0.007x 
b) y = - 2.54 + 1.075 lOg X 

y " ,].S24 + 0.002X 
Y " - 54.91 + 0,011)! 

y = - 0.2S8 + 0.68 lOg X 

Student 
criterion 

6.83 
7.08 

4,49 
3,31 

2,92 

Correlation 
. coefficient, 

0.7779' 
0.7847 

0.68S9, 
0.6056 

0.6268 

225 
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The Kinetics of the Dissolution of Crystalline 
Quartz in Water at High Temperatures 

and High Pressures 

SIEBERT*. W . V. YOUDELISt . J. LEJA* and E. O. LILGE§ 

Deportment of Mining and Metallurgy 

University of Alberta, 
Edmonton, Alberta, December I , 1962 

Abstract 

Dissolution of quartz discs (cut parallel to basal (OOOl) face) in distilled water, 
at 205°C-345°C and 3,000 psi, was found to proceed as a zero order reaction, 
involving an activation energy of 18.8 kcal/mole; i.e. of the same magnitude as for 
the dissolution of quartz in alkaline media. The molybdate determinations of 
dissolved silica suggest that monomeric form of silicic acid is formed in solution, 
SiO|,quorlZ) + 2 HjOj l ) = Si(OH)j|8oIutIon). 

INTRODUCTION 

The decreased market value of uranium concentrates has necessitated 
re-evaliiation of the carbonate leaching process in order to reduce the 
cost of their production. Material balance of the carbonate leaching 
circuits in the Eldorado-Beaverlodge mill has revealed that a consump
tion of 3 to 5 pounds of reagents per ton of ore cannot be accounted 
for.̂  Since the bulk of the ore is made up of silica and silicates, it was 
thought that part of the loss could be attributed to dissolution of these 
non-metallics. A research program has been started to examine the 
variables affecting the solubility and dissolution rates of silica and 
silicates in alkahne leach hquors.^'' 

* Research Associate. 
t Assistant Professor. 
t Associate Professor. 
§ Professor and Head, all of Dept. of Mining and Metallurgy, University of 

Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta. 
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1 

The kinetics of the quartz-water system has been investigated since 
it forms a basis for a study of the quartz-sodium hydroxide* system and 
quartz-sodium carbonate and sodium-bicarbonate system. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Although there are abundant thermodynamic data for the quartz-, 
water system,*-" very few kinetic data exist for this system.i°-" The 
work of Hooley" is mainly concerned with dissolution of silica glass 
ond quartz by hydroxides of Group I at temperatures below 100°C, 
while that of Greenberg and O'Connor^^ is primarily concerned with 
amorphous silica in water at temperatures below 100°C. Kitahara^" has 
carried out some rate studies on pure crystalline quartz under super
critical conditions (i.e. 400-480°C and specific volumes of water varying 
from 1.6 to 3.0 ml/g) and found diffusion to be the rate controlling step 
in his experiments. 

(i) The Mechanism of Quartz Dissolution 

Hooley" proposes that the dissolution of quartz in hydroxide 
solutions is a two step mechanism: 

(.SiO ŝoMi + 2 H,0 = SiO,-2 H,0(., (1) 
Si02-2 HaO,,, + 2 OH" == SiCOH)^^ in solution (2) 

The first step is an adsorption of water followed by reaction with the 
hydroxyl ion to produce soluble products. Hooley states that if only 
water (and no additional hydroxyl ion) is present, as in NaCl solutions, 
no attack of crystalline quartz will take place. Iler̂ * considers that the 
dissolution of solid silica in water involves a simultaneous hydration 
and depolymerization: 

(SiO^„ 4- 2n(H^0) = n Si(OH), 

When silica passes into solution, there must be a chemical reaction on 
the surface of the solid phase with water, whereby the surface layer of 
SiOa is hydrated; then, as each silicon atom with its surrounding oxygen 
atoms is detached from the surface, further reaction with the water 
occurs and soluble monosilicic acid is formed. 

According to Franek,̂ * the solution of quartz in pure water may be 
represented by the reaction Q -\- n-HjO = SiOz-nHaO where Q repre
sents solid, crystalhne quartz. In a thermodyiiamic treatment of the 
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solubility data of Kennedy,* Mosebach** and Franck^^ have both 
deduced the association value n as equal to 2. 

Finally, experiments on freezing point lowering show that silica 
dissolves predominantly in the form of monosilicic acid, probably 
HiSiO*. 

(ii) The Effect of Surface Treatments on Crystalline Quartz 

The existence of a high solubility layer on the surface of ground 
quartz particles has been firmly established by various workers,"'" 
though the nature of this layer is still in doubt. This layer is thought -J 
to be either a Beilby-type layer consisting only of mechanically "dis
turbed" amorphous silica, or an incomplete monolayer or multilayer 
of silicic acid, • Evidence of Holt and King'* and infrared spectroscopy .•.] 
studies on retention of HgO and OH groups at high temperature 
indicate that the second supposition is correct. 

(b) A 6" pencil thermocouple was installed immediately below the 
threads on the autoclave beaker and was bent into an inverted 
L-shape inside the beaker so that the temperature of the liquid 
was measured at the point 2 inches above the bottom of the 
stirring shaft, A Honeywell Brown Electronik recorder was used 
in conjunction with this thermocouple to continuously record 
temperature during an experiment. 

(c) Measurements of pressure were made on a 4^ "Bourdon-Type 
Ashcroft laboratory test gauge (7,500 psi range) attached to the 
autoclave by an isolation valve. The Bourdon tube of the gauge 
and the adjoining pressure tubing were vacuum filled with dis
tilled water to eliminate trapped air bubbles, and the isolation 
valve closed before attachment to the rest of the assembly. The 
compressibility of water in the Bourbon tube was considered 
negligible under the test conditions. 

(iii) The Effect of Crystallographic Orientation on the Rate 
of Dissolution 

Work by Laudise''* shows that in quartz crystallization the order of J 
growth rates is under all conditions arranged in the following sequence: 
basal (OOOl) face > (OlTl) face > (lOTl) face » prism (lOlO) face. 
The order of the dissolution rates is also the same and, according to 
data referred to by Kennedy' is nearly 100 times greater for basal 
(OOOl) face. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

(A) Equipment 

An electrically heated autoclave of 1 htre capacity manufactured by J 
Autoclave Engineers, Inc. was used for the series of experiments. A 
"Sym-ply-trol" controller (Assembly Products Inc.) was used to control 
the temperature of the solution within the autoclave to ±2°C. The 
pressure was maintained at the desired value by a gas compression 
pump (Model HG-SO). Some modifications to the autoclave were 
made, viz: 

(a) The balanced oil lubrication system was removed and lubrication 
of the stirring shaft was effected by periodically coating the teflon-
asbestos packing with molybdenum disulfide grease. 

(B) The Solution Used 

The dissolution tests were carried out in doubly distilled water, the 
second distillation being from a very dilute potassium permanganate 
solution. To remove any dissolved carbon dioxide or oxygen, nitrogen 
was bubbled through the water for one hour immediately before its use 
in a dissolution test. 

(Q Preparation and Mounting of the Quartz Sample 

The quartz plates used in this experiment were cut from large crystals 
•̂t obtained from the Murray-American Corporation. These crystals 

were optically clear and very pure and were sufficiently lai-ge to yield 
plates 3 inches in diameter from any crystallographic plane. 

The steps used in the preparation ofa sample were as follows: 
(1) A 6 mm thick plate was cut perpendicularly to the c-̂ axis to yield 

a plate whose surface was parallel to the (OOOl) basal plane. 
(2) The plate was then rounded to a disc of 2,550 inches in diameter. 
(3) The surfaces of the disc were ground flat and polished using 600 

R.A. size of silicon tetracarbide grinding powder, 
(4) After thorough rinsing the disc was treated with hot 50% HCi 

solution for one hour to remove any iron and was again rinsed 
with distilled water. 
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(5) The acid-treated disc was then held at 400°C in a furnace for on^ 
half hour to remove any adsorbed organic matter and water, 
cooled in a desiccator and weighed. . 

Steps (4) and (5) were repeated on the disc following the completion . 
of a reaction (traces of iron oxide were deposited from the stainless . 
steel holder onto the disc, presumably due to galvanic action of Pt- i 
stainless steel). 

In order to study the rate of dissolution of a single crystallographic 
plane at a time and in order to avoid the high surface free energies of 
edges, a special stainless steel holder (Fig. 1) was constructed to hold 

Hh 

CASE 

Pt. O-RING 

-QUARTZ PLATE 

J^^V-V-b 
PLUG 
4 - 4 0 SCREWS 

—AUTOCLAVE BEAKER 

BOLT 

Fig. 1. Exploded view of the stainless steel holder and its disposition 
in the autoclave. 

the prepared plate. The quartz disc mounted in its holder was placed 
directly beneath the autoclave stirrer and was fastened to the bottom of I 
the autoclave beaker by means of a. bolt through the bottom of the i| 
autoclave. 

(D) Preparation of the Autoclave for an Experiment 

Once the sample was placed in tlie autoclave and the autoclave as
sembled, the whole system was flushed with nitrogen and subsequently 
evacuated with a vacuum pump. The flushing and evacuation wert 

repeated three tiraes with evacuation as the final step. EJistilled water 
previously purged from COg was then siphoned into the autoclave 
through the sampling assembly, and the pressure within the autoclave 
increased to 500-900 psi using Nj. The autoclave heaters were then 
turned on and upon reaching equilibrium conditions at the desired 
working temperature, the pressure was brought up to 3,000 psi using 
the gas compression pump, the required overpressure being supplied by 
compressed nitrogen gas. Following the removal of each sample, the 
pressure was readjusted to 3,000 psi. On completion ofan experiment 
the autoclave was quenched from working temperature to room tem
perature in a bucket of water, the time for quenching being of the order 
of twenty minutes. 

(E) Sampling Procedure 

A sampUng apparatus (Fig. 2) was designed so that liquid samples 
could be taken from the interior ofthe autoclave at working temperatures 
of 205-344°C and quenched to room temperature for determinations 
of volume and silica content. A capillary tube (a) which extended well 
below the liquid level in the autoclave was connected to a three-way 
valve (b) on the exterior ofthe autoclave. To take a sample, beaker (c), 
quenched in liquid nitrogen, was screwed to the 3-way valve at (d) and 
evacuated with a vacuum pump through (e). After the beaker had been 
evacuated, valve (Q was closed and valve (g) opened to admit a sample, 
then closed after the beaker had filled. Valve (f) was then opened and 
the sample was forced out by the residual pressure into a flask for 
weighing and analysis. Two samples of five millilitres each were taken, 
the first one being a blank sample to draw off the stagnant liquid from 
the tubing of the sampling system. 

Validity of this method was checked three times by removal and 
analysis of two consecutive samples after discarding a blank. Concen
trations of SiOa on these were found to agree within 1%. 

(F) Analytical Technique 

Three methods of analysis were used in this work: 
(a) Weight loss of quartz disc. 
(b) The molybdate eolorimetric method for silica determination. 
(c) The evaporation of the sample, after treatment with a sodium 

hydroxide solution, followed by fusion and redissolution of the 
melt in doubly distilled water. This sample was then analysed by 
the eolorimetric method. 

20 
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Fig. 2. Sampling apparatus. 

The eolorimetric method, outlined by Alexander, Heston and Her" 
is useful for determining the monomeric dissolved silicic acid and the 
amounts of monosilicate and disilicate ions in solution. Alexander" 
has reported that monosilicic acid forms a yellow silicomolybdale 
complex with molybdic acid within 75 seconds (at 20°C) while disilicic 
acid requires 10 minutes. . 

The eolorimetric method is based on the reaction of sihca witJi 

ammonium molybdate at a pH of 1.5'* to form the yellow silicomolyb-
dic acid. The ratio of molybdic acid to silica should be such that an 
optical density not greater than 0.5 is obtained. Ifthe ratio is smaller 
Ihen insuflicient molybdic acid is present to react with all of the silica. 

The color intensity of the silicomolybdate complex was measured 
wilh Bausch and Lomb Spectronic 20 colorimeter at 400 m/t. The 

: readings were taken two, five and ten minutes after the sample ahquot 
had been added to the molybdate reagent. 

Method (b) outlined above is useful for determining the concentra
tions of monosilicic acid disilicic acid while method (c) is useful for 
determining any polymerized and colloidal silica as well after conversion 
to a sodium monosilicate. 

Deviations between methods (a) and (b) were found to be less than 
r ±7%, 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The temperatures and the pressure for this series of experiments, 
205-344°C and 3,000 psi, were chosen so that neither the critical 
conditions for water nor the maximum solubility of quartz in water were 
exceeded.' All parameters other than temperature and stirring rate 
were kept constant. 

It was of interest to know the effect of stirring on the rate of disso
lution. Too high a speed would have created a vortex thus reducing the 
surface area of quartz/solution interface and creating quartz/vapor 
interface, while too low a stirring speed might allow diffusion from the 
bulk of the solution to become rate controlling, thus masking the 
kinetics of the surface reactions. Fig. 3 shows the effect of 3 stirring 
speeds: 247 rpm, 512 rpm, and 666 rpm, for 3,000 psi pressure and 
248-250°C. The concentration versus time curves remain straight lines 
for all three stirring speeds, the small variation in slope being mainly 
due to sUght differences in temperature for the reactions. 

Figure 4 illustrates the effect of temperature on the rate of dissolution 
of crystalline quartz in water. The data were obtained at the tem
peratures of 250°, 247°, 269°, 291°, 315° and 332° Centigrade, 3,000 
psi, 247 rpm stirring speed for all but one test. 

Table I shows the results- of the two analytical techniques F (b) and 
F (c) used on identical samples; i.e. the reaction of molybdic acid with 
silicic acid in solution and the reaction of molybdic acid with converted 
sodium monosilicate. Although the comparison appears to be quite 
satisfactory, indicating absence of polymerized and colloidal silica in 
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Fig. 3. The effect of stirring on the rate of dissolution. 

Solutions, the method F (c) probably involves larger errors due to its 
complicated treatment procedure. 

Silicic acid is known to adsorb quite strongly on practically anything 
and it was expected that considerably more SiOj would adsorb on the 
walls ofthe autoclave than actually did. The amount of silica adsorbed 

TABLE I 

Sample 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

mg/l SiO, 
Method F (b) 

149 
181 
186 
169 
148 
47.6 

mg/l SiOi, 
Method F (c) 

154 
186 
188 
166 
139 
43.3 

on the stainless steel ofthe autoclave was determined by desorbing it in 
two consecutive runs with 10~^Af NaOH after the completion of each 
experiment. Care had to be taken to keep the temperature below 100°C 
in these two desorption tests, because above this temperature NaOH 

TIME —HOURS 

Run # 

1 
3 
4 
7 
5 
6 

SiO, 
on 

deposited 
the walls 
mg 

2.2 
1.3 
0.9 
2.5 
1.0 
1.6 

TABLE 

Total SiO, 
in solution 

mg 

70.5 
70.4 
40.0 
92.5 
77.0 
64.8 

II 

Temp. °C 

250 ± 1.5 
269 ±1 .5 
291 ±1 .0 
290 ± 1.5 
315 ±2 .5 
332 ± 2.5 

Length 
of Run 

hrs 

72.0 
48.6 
13.5 
24.0 
12.0 
7.0 

Deposited 
SiO, 

% total 

3.1 
1.8 
2.3 
2.7 
1.3 
2.5 

Fig. 4. The effect of temperature on the rate of dissolution. 

; vigorously attacked the stainless steel itself. Following these- two 
desorption runs a third blank run with pure water had to be carried out 

^to remove all traces of hydroxide; this also served as a final desorption 
to remove any traces of sihca. Generally, no silica was detected in the-

• water from the third run. 
Table II tabulates the amounts of adsorbed silica for all the runs. 
A constant check was kept on the amount of iron in solution. 

. Table III gives a compilation of the analyses of iron for each run. 

' I t 
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Run # 

1 
3 
4 
5 
6 

TABLE 

Dissolved Fe 
mg/l 

0.40 
0.17 
2.38 
0.15 
Nil 

III 

Temp. °C 

250 
269 
291 
315 
332 

Length 
of Run 

hrs 

72.0 
48.3 
13.5 
12.0 
7.0 

Microscopic examination of the disc surfaces before and after dissO"] 
lution tests brought out rather startling differences in their appearance,? 
Figs. 5 (a), (b) and (c). The heavily fissured surface Fig. 5 (c) waij 
obtained on two occasions, while all other specimens showed the sur-i 
face to be etched nonuniformly as seen in Fig, 5 (b) but without any evi-j 
dence of fissures. The dissolution rates appeared to be not affected bj] 
the appearance of fissures—the results falling in line with those whei • 
no fissures were formed. Fig. 5(b). Quaru surface after dissolution at 315°C. 380 X 

Fig. 5(a). Quartz surface after'polishing, before dissolution. 380 x 
Fig. 5(c). Quartz surface after dissolution at 219°C. 137 x 
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DISCUSSION 

Although the quartz-water system appears to be a simple one, many :| 
uncertainties exist as to the mechanism involved in dissolution and the J 
state of dissolved species. Frederickson and Cox"' consider that the al 
dissolution of quartz involves disintegration of mosaic elements (cer ^ 
mented together by weaker 0—0 bonds than Si—O bonds within the I 
mosaic) to give a suspension of colloidal particles, the average size J 
of which they calculate to be of the order of 800 A. They argue that | | 
the dissolved species exists as a large polyelectrolyte (and not as» J 
simple ion) which titrates with molybdate ions stoichiometrically, m 
good agreement with gravimetric determinations of SiOj. Work by 
O'Connor"" confirms that polysilicic acids develop full color with 
molybdic acid in less than 5 minutes if the polysilicic acids are non-
cyclic. The fact that after 2 minutes no increase in optical density was 4 
noted during determinations of solutions obtained in this series of tests 1̂ 
would suggest that monosilicic acid was the only species. Yet, despite T! 
the apparent confirmation of the determination results by the serai- |J 
gravimetric method (Table I) there is no assurance that the polyelec- , | 
trolyte species is definitely not present. It would be necessary to cany «j 
out light scattering determinations on the dissolution samples in order F 
to establish whether the nature of the dissolved species is colloidal poly- ' 
electrolyte or monomeric silicic acid. 

The curves of rate of dissolution versus time, for all temperatures 
investigated, are represented by straight lines (Fig's. 3 and 4) suggesting I 
a zero order reaction between quartz and water: 

dc , 
Dissolution rate = — = k 

dt 

during the initial time period before equilibrium and saturation of 
water with SiOj is reached. 

- A plot of log A: vs 1/r (Fig. 6) gives the activation energy E^ = 18.8 
kcal/mole, the magnitude of which suggests a surface reaction as the 
controlUng step in the dissolution: 

(Si02)«,„„U) -I- 2 H2O = Si(OH),(i„ solution) 

although diffusion through a polymerized layer of silicic acid at the 
surface of quartz cannot be excluded. 

Comparison with activation energies obtained by other investigators 
on dissolution of quartz in alkali media. Table IV, seems to imply th^ 
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Fig. 6. Arrhenius plot for activation energy. 

in all cases a surface reaction is the rate controlling step, although the 
actual rates of dissolution are very much higher in alkali media. 

In solutions of high pH the dissolution reaction involves 0H~ ions 
and the formation of some ionized species Uke SiO,,̂ " or Si(0H)8^~. 

TABLE IV 

Temp. 

205-344*'C 
150-170°C 
125-160°C 
70-50°C 

30-60°C 

Solvent 

Water 
LOA^NaOH 
7.5NNaOH 
2.73-10.3Af 

NaOH 
Dilute Alkali 

• SiO, Species 

Crystalline Quartz 
Quartz Sand 
Quartz Sand 
Quartz Cubes 

Sp. Bulky Silica 

•CiactlvatloD) 

18.8 kcal/mole 
17.5 kcal/mole 
22.6 kcal/mole • 
18-25 kcal/mole 

21 kcal/mole 

Reference 

(4) 
(4) 

(11) 

02) 
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i i t 

Additional work is required to find out whether Si(0H)4 species pro
duced in distilled water is monomeric or polymerized, and ionized or 
unionized. 
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Discussion 

L,' T. Romankiw:* Have any corrections been made to the data recorded in 
Figs. 4 and 5 for the decrease in aqueous solution volume arising from depletion 
ofthe solution through sampling? 

In order to obtain a more meaningful rate constant than that derived by the 
authors, I think a rate equation of the form 

V/dc l©=-
should be used. This would imply the heterogeneity of the reaction and at the same 
time facilitate the necessary corrections due to volume and surface area changes. 

The surface appearance of the leached solid samples deserve some remarks. This 
might in part be the result of different modes of attack on various parts of the surface 
as a result of stresses and strains or even phase transformations to high temperature 
phases, i.e. tridymite, on the surface, arising from the cutting operation during 
preparation of the specimen. 

E. O. Lilge, J. Leja, H, Siebert, and W. V. Youdelis: The data recorded in Fig. 3 
have not been corrected for the changes in volume due to sampling, since only the 
effect of stirring was being tested and it appeared not necessary to do so. However, 
the data in Fig. 4 have been corrected, the curves having been plotted for the total 
SiO, dissolved, which includes that SiO, removed through sampling. 

We agree with Dr. Romankiw that the rate equation should involve variables; 
volume, V, and surface area, S, We chose, however, not to include them expliciily 
in the rate equation since the surface area remained substantially constant and the 
variations of the volume have been taken care of by the manner of plotting the 

' results. 
A. R. Burkin:t The reaction rates were studied under experimental conditions 

- where the surface area of quartz remained substantially constant. Thus there is 
no evidence as to the order of the reaction with respect to solid surface area. There
fore; the statement that the order is zero seems dubious. 

E. O. Lilge, J. Leja, H. Siebert, and W. V. Youdelis: We stand corrected by Dr. 
Burkin that the order of the reaction with respect to the solid surface area is not 
ttro but more likely first order reaction. 

• L. T. Romankiw, Thomas J. Watson Research Center of I.B.M., New York 
City, New York. 

t A. R. Burkin, Royal School of Mines, London, England. 
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EARTH SCIENICE L^S. 
KINETICS OF DISSOLUTION OF INDIUM SULFIDE IN A FERRISULFATE SOLUTION 

UDC 669.872 

G, E . A v a k y a n , I . P . K h u d y a k o v , a n d E . I . E l i s e e v 

. 'J 
The kinetic characteristics of indium sulfide dissolution have been investigated by 

the rotating disc method, to study the behavior of indium sulfide during the salt 
leaching of zinc-bearing sulfide materials. 

A massive specimen of sulfide was prepared by the earlier described method [1], by 
dissolving metallic indium in hydrochloric acid, precipitating the sulfide with arse
nic-free hydrogen sulfide, pressing the vacuum-dried residue to form tablets 25 mm in 
diameter, and firing these in a vacuum at S S C O . The product had the following comp
osition (%): 70.4 In, 29.2 S ftheoretical composition: 70.47% In and 29.53% S ) . 

The method described in [2] was used for the experiments. The sulfide disk was 
glued to a plastic rod with epoxy resin. The working surface of the specimen was 
ground and polished with felt before each experiment. The rod and the disk (except.-r 
for the working surface) were covered with chemically stable lacquer. 

Ferrisulfate solution with an iron concentration ranging from 4-22 g/liter was used 
as the solvent. The temperature of the solution in the experiments varied within 60-
90°C, and the mixing speed 3-16 rps; the experiment lasted for three hours. The zero 
sample was taken when the prescribed temperature had been reached, subsequent samples 
being taken every 15 min during the first hour and then after one hour. The solution 
samples were analyzed for indium photometrically, with determination of indium in the 
form of rhodamine bromindate, and for bi- •; 
valent iron by the volumetric bichormate • * -
method. 

The initial speed of dissolution was 
calculated by tJ\e formula: 

Q !d£\ 

v.'here Q is the initial volume of the so
lution, dm^; A - the atomic weight of the 
element; S - the specimen surface, cm*; 
C - the concentration of indium, g/dm^; 
and T - the time, sec. 

The value of (571 was obtained by 

graphical differentiation (see Fig. a ) . 
It was established that the ratio of 

bivalent iron concentration in the solu
tion to the indium concentration fluctu
ated within 1.57-1,43 in all of the ex
periments; this corresponds fairly well 
to the stoichiometric ratio: of thsse ele
ments in the reaction products (1.46): 

In,S3-f-3Fcj(SO,>3— 6FeS0«+ Inj(SO»),-i-3S,. 

A film of elemental sulfur was observed 
on the disk surfaces after the experiment 
was over. 

It follows from Fig. b that the amourit 
of dissolved indium is proportion to the 
leaching time in the degree of 1/2, which 
is the principal characteristic of a pro
cess in the internal diffusion region. 
However, the Pilling-Bedworth ratio in 
this case is K = 3Ms/ds:Min2S'3/'^In2S3 "" 
= 0.7, i.e., less than unity; this indie-, 
ates formation of a loose, porous shell 
of solid reaction product, and this provi
ded the opportunity for finding the ki
netic characteristics of indium sulfide 
dissolution by the rotating disk method. 

The process rate is governed by the ki
netics of interaction between the react-
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"C and 
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3+] = 
= S O ' C . 
11 rps!; 
olutior. 
C, n = 
reciprc-
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ing substances only during the initial period of the experiment; subsequently, the pro
cess makes the transition to a diffusion routine, due to formation of elemental sulfur. 
Test results showed that the initial speed of dissolution was independent of the 

rate of solution mixing. 
The trivalent iron concentration affects the rate of indium sulfide dissolution only 

00 to a value of 0.5 g-ion/dm' Csee Fig., c). This is apparently due-to saturation 
o*f the double diffusion layer by ferri-ions when the concentration of the latter in the 
solution is greater than 0^25 g-ion/dm'. 
Analagous data on the effect of the trivalent iron concentration upon dissolution 

speed were obtained by A. S. Yaroslavtsev for zinc sulfide [3] and by the authors of 
|4] for chalcopyrite. 
The time and concentration orders of the reaction (n.̂  = 2.2, nc = 0.75) were found 

by the Van't Hoff method for the concentration regions Fe'+ < 0.25 g-ion/dm'. It fol
lows from the relationship n > n^ that certain reaction products retard the process. 
Obviously, elemental sulfur-Is such a product. 
The average speed constant of the reaction of InzSj dissolution in ferrisulfate so

lution for the range of Fe3+ concentrations from 0.08 to 0.25 g-ion/dm' was calculated; 
it is 1.95 X 10-6 dm'/cm^-sec. Thus, the amount of the dissolved element' can be com
puted from the equation q = 1.95 x 10-*SC Q-
The results of experiments on the effect of temperature upon the dissolution rate are 

shown in Fig. a in the form of the Arrhenius graph. An apparent activation energy of 
10.5 kcal/mole was obtained for the reaction of indium sulfide dissolution in ferri
sulfate. In terms of apparent activation energy, indium sulfide is intermediate be
tveen sphalerite (E = 7.5 kcal/mole [3]) and chalcopyrite (E = 17+3 kcal/mole [4]). 
The following reaction speed-temperature equation was obtained: 

10500 
'«" — 4:575r-6.27-

Indium behaves like zinc sulfide in leachirig with ferrisulfate solution. This con
clusion is of practical importance because indium is extracted mostly from zinc con
centrates, in which it is present in the form of an isomorphic•impurity in sphalerite, 
sometimes in chalcopyte [5]. A comparison of the activation energies for the reac
tions of sphalerite and indium sulfide dissolution by ferrisulfate solutions leads to 
the assumption that the presence of indium as an isomorphic impurity in sphalerite 
ihould not prevent indium extraction into the solution. 
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Thermodynamic characteristics of tlie ternary systeni of sodium, potassium and magnesium chlorides 
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Isolinos fo t thc molor en tha lpy of snixiny (kcal /ntola) 
at 1073''K for b inary c h l o r i d o s of vadium, i>otapsium 
and magnGSium. 
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I9^C T.^ A/a 
Kinetics of the dissolution ot molybdenum and tungsten trioxides in ammonia solution 

Accurate thermal calculations on new technological 
processes and operations in the production ol magnesiurn 
from the chlorides requires a knowledge of the thermo
dynaniic characteristics of the inter.Tction of the compo
nents ill Uie sodium, potassium and magnesium chloride 
lcrn.T.ry system. Thc standard enthalpies of forniation of 
Uie binary and ternary alloys of the chlorides were deter
mined for various compositions in.Uie systeni. The results 
were uscd lo calculate Uie isoliiies of the enthalpies of 
mixing for tlie binary chlorides in the whole composition 
Iriiuigle of Uie system, given in the figure. 

Tlic enthalpies of niLxing were also calculated analytic
ally and Uie calculated data were compared with the ex
perimental. The agi-eement between the calculated and 
e>q)erimental data is considered satisfactory in the light 
of the exjieriniental errors . 
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For Uie hydrometallurgy and technology of Uie production o f 
pure compounds of molylxienum and tungsten it is of consider-
»ble interest to study the kinetics of the dissolution of MoOa 
Jnd WO3 in alkaline solutions. The kinetics of Uie dissolu
tion of inolybdenuni calcine, Uie main component of which 
|9 molybdic anhydride, in ammonia solution'were studied in 
'); Ihe kinetics of the dissolution of tungstic anhydride mostly 
In alkaline solutions were shidied in'')^). The purpose of the 
present work was to study the kinetics of the dissolution of 
pure molybdenum and tungsten trioxides in ammonia solutions. 
The dissolu Uon kinetics were investigated experimentally by 
the rotating disc method. The apparatus and the experimental 
details were similar to those used in')^). Samples as non
porous as possible are required for investigation of Uie kin-

! etics of dissolution by the method of an equally accessible 
', surface. 

'•' Compact samples of WO3 were prepared by compression 
, o( the powder followed by sintering, the optimum condilions 

lor which were determined by special tests. The initial WOj 
powder (of chemical purity for luminophors) was compressed 
at a pressure of 4.8 ton/cm' with 5% of a binder and roasted 

• In tablets at 1000°C for 3 h. These tibleLs were Uioroughly 
• fround by a dry method, compressed at 4.8 lon/cm° wilh 
\ 3.0-3.2% of binder (an 8% solution of polyvinyl alcohol in 

BMter), and sintered at I200°C for 3.5li. The open (2.5%) 
and total (5%) porosiiy were determined tiy measuring the 
absorption of water and by hydrostatic weighing*). 

An attempt to obtain compact samples of M0O3 by compres
sion followed by sintering did not:give satisfactory results. 
Contractions were not observed during sintering of the com-
p.ict. During sintering of molybdenum trioxide migration of 
lhc substance through the gas phase is evidently realised 
on account of its high volatility. It is known") that contrac
tion does not occur during sintering in such cases. The 
Inilial samples were prepared by cutting up polycrystalline 
tars of M0O3 (analytical grade), obtained in quartz tubes 
at normal air pressure by directional ci'yslallisation. The 
temperature in Uie zone was 930-9G0°C, and the rate of 
movement owas 0.28 mm/min. At crystalUsation tempera

tures above Uiat which we used Uie obtained samples were 
dark, which indicates partial decomposition of die MoO,, 
and at low temperatures the porosity increased; The open 
porosity of the sample amounted to 2.5-3%, and the total 
porosity was 5-6%. The reaction surface was Uie surface 
of the melt which had been machined on a lathe and polished. 

. During the experiment four samples were taken the moly
bdenum was determined by photometry with pyrocatechol, 
and the tungsten was delermined by the ttiiocyanate method. 
The kinetic curves had strictly linear character, and the 
dissolution rate was determined by graphical differentiation. 

E f f e c t of the a m n i o n i a c o n c e n t r a t i o n . The 
effect of the concentration of ammonia on the dissolution rate 
was investigated in the region of 0.01-14.2 M for M0O3 and 
1.7-10-" 3.2 M for WO3 (fig.l). It is seen Uiat with an ammo
nium concentration up to approximately 0.01 M (WOj) and 
0.02 M (M0O3) Uie reaction is of first order in ammonia, but 
with increase in the concentration Uie observed order in 
both cases becomes zero. The rate constants for the disso
lution of molybdenum trioxide are. 1.04 • 10"® (250C) and 
4.46-IO-' l/cm= -sec (IQOC) in the region of first order (k) 
and 2.67-IO"' (25^0 and 1.17 • lO-'g-ion/cm^-sec (10°C) 
in Uie region of zero order (k'). For tungsten trioxide at 
25°C Uie rate constint is 1.58- 10"° in Uie region of first 
order and 3.10- 10"'° in Uie region of zero order. Theerrors 
in the determination of Uie dissolution rate constants from 
four isoparametric experiments (at 25OC, 3 rps, ammonia 
concentrations 0.1 M for IVI0O3 and 0.01 M for WOj) were 9 
and 12% respectively with reUability 0.95. We note that dis
solution in water can in this case be neglected, since the 
rate of dissolution of M0O3 in water at 25°C is 5.6- lO'^ ' 
and that of WO, is 1.10-' 'g-ion/cm'- sec; the error in the 
determination of these rates amounts to about 20%. 

E f f e c t of t e m p e r a t u r e . The effect of temperature 
in Uie range of 10-65OC on the dissolution rate of MoOj was 
investigated with amnionia concenti-ations of 0.016 M (the 
region of first order) and 10 M (the region of zero order) 
with disc rotation.rates between 1.2 and 7.4 rps (fig.2). At 

< : ! ' : . 
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low tenipefatures the rate cotistant i s practically .indepen
dent of tJie intensity of .agi taiion wiOi n > l , 2 rps (the common 
part;oI the curve) and can t>e calculated by means ol the 
equation 

Igk = 0.47 -
M2Q 

and the experinienLTl acti ration ener.gy for tliese'cdhditions 
(O.OISM) i,s 8.8 kca l /n io le . Wilh increase in temperature 

.Uie activa'tion energy (Ior n = 1.2, 3.0, and 7.4 rps) decrea 'ses 
to"approximately the same value of 4 kca l /n io le . It can be 
Supposed'that the regime ctiange-s subsUintiaily'with tempera-: degree 
lure, 

i 

lg, v ' 

E f f e c t of t h e d i s c r b La t i o n r a t e . The effect i( J 
the d i s c - r o b tion rate in the range of 0,42-28 rps on dieil|i|| 
•solution of MoOa was investigated at concentrations of O.WI 
anctlOJyi and at t empera tures between 25 and 55^0 (fig.SM 
At toth aninionia concentrations the-dependence of thed i i^ 
solution rate pn the,disc rotation ra te ,becomes appreciabftl 
s t ronger with increase in tempera ture . At'55' 'C (O.OlBfcOj 
Uie dissolution rate-depends.on the rotation rate raised lo| 
a i » w e r q t 0.30, and at;35PC to a jwwetr of 0.17. Under 14 
Ucai condiiior).s in the case of the high concentraQon \bsM 
dissolution ra te depends on the rotalibn rate to a tessei:;^™ 
degree, 'Mm 

• i i 

•IW 

• U -!.(>• -to 

r.i<^.:L Thii <fopGndt?hce o f the dis^ol-at ' ihn 
r a t e iof Woo3 dC I S ' C snl} •3i-pr, (,aj , tll°C, 
•and .l'. 4 ips. (bl , an'd of h'ds i i t ' i S ' C anil 
Jrpa Cc} on 'tha^'irhlat: c a n c a n t r a t i a n of ' 

' ^ !w i ^ i ^ t 

t'.i.i:.2 ."^epc'fuia.-ico of trJie/ 
/6i;.-j.r r tinnii o l tiic rn tc- .1X114 
r . i tc cons i'n n'..!.̂  oii il.i^so-
I.utian. on dp-- i-ocii-jrbcdJ 
EvrniJuj-atUM.' t o r MoO.̂  ii-}) .-
J.ttJtt f;i-,i?,cj.- i u i'i,-?'):. 
:.ai- h-c3j (I-:!-. C.3. ff;^ ioj: 
.'foOj hi II2p ts^i'i .jrru.oii 
uip-(J/.gc rol^tipjT race 
(ri.isl•-. .7.'•: i'-l,d!„- J_ ' t .b, t , 
I,!).- 1.2 t e a ! .. 

Igk ' = 1.41 

«W -•̂ ^ i /T- iy - ' 

Witli a high cbiicen'tration of aniirionia (10 M) in the region 
of low tempera tures the rate constant isalsp'iridepericient of 
Oie intensity of.agiLition for n > i , 2 rps( t l ie common par t of 
tlie curve) and can be calculated by means of the equation 

2370 
T • 

and the experi men ta l a cti vation energy' i.s: 1,0.8 kcal /mole . . 
With-increase in tempera ture , a s . a t the loiver concentration, 
the constant begins to depeiul-cih the intensity of agitation, 
and the activatiqn energy.decrease,S: (It i.s'difficult to st-udy 
the procesa .It higher t empera tures on account of the dec rease 
in the spl i ibi l i^ of ammonia). 

Somer difference" in the wiluos of the'a cti vation energy at 
low and high concentrations ot .immonia (8-.8'and lO.Skca i / 
mole) can be e.xplained t>y the f.^ct ttiat a t low coricen trations 
under the above-mehtionedcotidition.';. there is-ari intermediate 
regime approaching a IdneliC regime. Under purely kinetic, 
conditions the pro.cess i s chara ete ri.?ecJ by an activation energy 
of 10.8 •kcal/mole, 

F,qr tile WO^ dissolu tipn prdce's.s in t l ier . inge of; tempera;-
,tures 3Q-55°C (0.3 M, 3 rps) Ute dependehce^of the r.-ite 
constant^pn temperature )s,;c(e.'5&iibed by dieccjuatioh 

l g l i ' ' = - 6 .64- 2630 

.and the expenmenta lac t iva t ion energy i's 12 k c a l / m o l e . Fo r 
the dissolution of .MoOa in v^atev the dependence pf the riis-
sofutibn rate ( g - i o n / c m ' - sec) on tempe ra ture , for 3 rps i s 
de te rminedby the ecjuation 

, l g v = - 3 , 4 6 - 1 ^ , • 

.rii7.-3 hiipcndence of the 'dissolution. 
„rate ,of MoOJ'-on the d i s s r o t a t i o n ,rat«ri 
. f - i o ! t , . 4 s i c ; , b - j q M . , js 'C; c-'^'.r 
0'.Di6«, :55?C,- ' d - O.qieM, 35*C; 
s - : Q . 6 I 6 K , 2 i ' C . 

During-dls.soluUon df WQ, in ammbnia tli'e rate does not-'., 
depenc)?dn Uie.intensity of agilaUp'i (n>1.2 rps , 0.3 M, SS^CiX 
Tl;e,r.-ite of dissolution of ,Mo03 in water a t 25"C with n > l j j | 

,rp.s.afto does npfdcpend dn Uie intensity of agitation. Tt ie]^ 
depeiideiice of the dissplution rale of WO3 in'water on the l i S 
tensity of aj^tation was hot investigated ,exi!erimeiitally,twi'ij 
liie absence otsuel i a dependence is not subject to doubt O B H 
account of vtlie very small dissolution ra te , uicomparable"|s 
•w,ith the r a t e s of_dUIusion', in the so,lution. - ' •''^. 

The resu l t s obtained make it' possible to reach concluslodlfi 
about the regiiiie oMhe dis.salutipn proce,?ses. The dissoltt'tl 
tion of tiuigstvc-anhyclride'in water and ammonia soIution8*S| 

.under liie condition's investigated takes place underkinetleif 1 
control. This i s sliown by the npriTdependence of the.disss* vl 
lution rate in ammonia pit the intensity pf agitation and is 4 1 
coiiCirined by'the higli \'atue,of the'actjWtio'n .energy (12.0-'ifii 
k t a i / n io i e ) , and the low vahie ol the dissoluLipn rate in "iij;! 
•vvater (l.IO'> ' 'g-ipn/crfi^- cm) makes it p6J3sil)le to reach . | . | 
a conclusion about kinetic control without further invesd'^-iM 
tions. The-dis.soIulion'oJ MoOg in water!alsp takes place ' w 
under kinetic cpntrpl. (The dissolutipn ra te does not depend-i 
on the inteiisil^y dt agitation, and the ac t iva t ionenergy is 7.l | | 
kca t /mb le and does not •vary with tempera tore) . 

The regime'of the dissolution 6( molybdic'anhydride in f l 
-amnionia solulion w r i e s depending.on the conditions. Ata . 
temperahijre not l^siglier Ihan 25''C arid with'.agitation atnot'fi | 
le.ss Uian 7.4' rps tlie p roces s approxi raa tes to kinetic con-'f||J 
trcji over the whole range of con'centralipn.'S, ijut at high cow/jl 
centradotis there is pure.kinetic contrp}, At-low concentraJg 
tions of ammoiiia the p roces s apprpximates to aiffusion •'••'vi 
cp,ntrol 'With increa.se .in te inperature , and this is demon- iii| 
Strated by the.considerabie.dependencepf .the dissolution 
ralei-pn uie disc^'rotation rate ' ( the expone'nt-at the rotation i'L 
rale rea.clies a value of 0,.3.6), and is confirmed by the low J 
ra-lue* (4.0 kca l /n io le) ol the act ivat jonenergy at High tem-if;'[ 
perai i i re . A tiigh .concentrntidn of aitihionia p romp tes. tran-j;Ji 
Sition td kinetic cpntrpl over the whole range pf agi1ation,,,iil 
intensit ies and te'mpe'rature.s. • [.JIJ 

Tlie dependence pi tlie dissolution rate of MoOa and WOj '^ 
on the-ammonia^ coiAeiitration in the kinetic region (fig.lb,!iS 
e),rn accordance •wiUi the concepts of Langmuir kinetics ' •* 
makes i:l possible to suppose that the slo'wests'tage-al Uie 
surface of,tlie solid phase in both cases i s a reaction havint,J 
fir .s. tpraer in the su irface concentration of the dissolved. . iA | 
siibstence. 

1 In'^) for the dissplution of WO3 in a solution of sodium 
hydraxide' i t was shown that the constant (1,75 • 10"?) obtalnrfl 
in .tiie f i r s t -o rde r region (in NaOH) can to a first^approxi- I f 
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pBJtton be related to the concentration ol hydroxide ions . 
1 OB ihe supposition that the dissolufjon o£ WD3 in a dilute 
fjBluUon of ammonia only' takes place on account of hydroxide 
fbia Uie dissolution ra tes were calculated for 25PG and' 
MHimoma concentrations of I . IO" ' r l . tO '^M. The calculated 
pites'were found to be an o rde r pt magnitude lower tiian Uie 
llBperimental values, f rom'i 'hich it follows that di.-^solution 
Ibiesplace predominantly on accountof ammonium hydrox-
pieBiolecules. This conciusion also holds foir the dissolution 

jp.^Hcan be imagined that during the dissolution of mblybdenum 
ftitti tungsten trioxides over the whole range of ammotiia con-

^tMtrs t johs slow rate-control l ing processes ' t ake place at 
•iS^fte surface: 

S I ^ ' H O S , + OH' = HMQT 

^ MOj + NH4OH = HMO,- + NIC 

I'utd then rapid p roces ses occur : 

BBMCC=+OH* = MCS" -t HjO ' 

. p HMCy + NH^OH = MO^- + NH,+ + HaO 

Al each successive transformation the bonds l)e tween M 
J'fttoor W) and the crysta l lattice "are broken, 'and the p rocess 
^.it the surface is concluded'by. desorptioh of Mof* iohs into 
^mhitian. 

W The data ,on the dissolution of M0O3 and WOj obtained under 
tboebc control give j -easontp prppp.se s imi lar mechanisms 
stor the dissolution of .these' compjiinds in ammoniacal solu-
tUwia with the difference that molybdenum trioxide has g rea te r 

reacliii'ity. A s imi lar 'mechanis in was 'proposed ea r l i e r for the 
dissolutipn of WOa in sodium hydroxide solu'tiqn'). We note 
also tlial thelsaturatiori concentrations in Uie dissolution ol 
WOj in ammonia arid sodium hydrc«ide solutions^)!coincide, 
•while the coricentration for the dissolution of MoOjin ammonia 
solution i s a n o rde r of magnitude higher. 

ConchisionS' 

1, The dissolution of tungsten trioxide'in water and alkaline 
solutions a rid .of mplybdenum trioxide in water takes place 
under kinetic control. The regime for the dissplution of moly
bdenum trioxide in ammonia solution under the investigated 
conditions var ies from kinetic to diffusion control, and the 
depar ture from kinetic controW's real ised more easily a t low 
cpncentrations of ammonia. 

3, Mechanisms pf the same type pan be proposed'for the 
dissolution p roces ses of molytidenurii and tiingsteh tr ioxides 
in ammonia and of tungsten trioxide in sodium hydroxide. 
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UDC 669,296 

|;l)tConjppsitiQn of Imicstone-zircon smter. by minera l acids 

FA 1 Ismailov, I F Ebletaev and M A Kblenkpv a (Moscow Institute'^of Steel and Alloys - Department o f R a r e and 
jHidlo-active'metais and powder Metallurgy) 

eff so 

r ' i g . 3 Kinetics of the decompos
i t i o n of" z i rcon s i n t e r by v a r i 
ous a c i d s a t 9l)°C: a) HCl'X: 
i - 30; 2 - 15's 3 - 10 ; 4 - 5 ; 
b). HrSOt, ̂ ; i - -SO; 2 ~ 10 ; 
j' - io,- 4 - 5,-. HC'lg'k t; 5 -
30; o' - Ip. 

S 
S_ 

&0 TiBia min 

30 SO fi' //J? /}() ix-'in^ min 

C^^ îff i Kinet ics of th& dccompiDsition of 5'.^nt:hetic calcium 
I t i tcons te (1 ,2 ) ' and the s i n t e r , (3 ,4 ) a t 90'°C .in n i t r i c 
f'l Will Vi 1 and 3 - 40.,- i- and * - . J O . 

Sif'i' 

!,.> 

. m ^ l • 
i's iD SB BS 

-Conci^ritration of HKÔ  ^ 

%^fl^.2 Kinet ics , of the: decomposit ion of thh z i r con s i n t e r 
alch n i t r x c a ' c id ' a t 90"C. R e a c t i o n - t i m e : 1 r JO; 2 - i i , 
I - SO; 4 - 7 0 ; 5 - SO; 6 - 100; 7. - 17.0 min. 

Summary 

The sinter ing of zircon with calcium carbonate in the 
presence pf calcium chloride gives comptes zirconoT 
s i l icates ih additioii to calcium zireonate and si l icate. 
The behaviour of the, zjrco'nium during dissolution of the 
calcium zireonate on .•subsequent leaching is complicated 
by the p resence of the calcium zirconosi l icates and v a r i 
ous impuri t ies . Tlie effect of the iiature of the minera l 
acid on the; decomposition ol the s in ter was investigated on 
mater ia l obtained by s inter ing zircon with calcium carbon
ate in'a revolving lurnace at"llO0-12O0°C and also on 
synthetic calcium zi reonate . 

The kinetics of the decomposition of the sinter and tlie 
cailciuin zireonate are i l lustrated in the figures'; The de 
composition ra te of tlie zircon s inter i s determined^not 
only by the hydrogen ion concentration in the system and 
the tempera ture But alsp by the nature of the acid groups. 
The decomposition ra te is^highest in acids where the ahion 

•tends tp form complexes with zirconium. 
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UDC 669.75-

Kinetics of the dissolution of antimony in polysulphide solution 

V S Shestitko, A S Titova and AI Levin (Krasnoyarsk Institute of Non-Ferrous Metals - Department of the 
Metallurgy of Light Metals and Alumina Production) 

The behaviour of antimony in aqueous solutions of sodium 
polysulphide has been studied extremely inadequately. It is 
known onlyM that NajS, possesses the highest corrosion 
activity (of all the components of the sulphide-alkali elec
trolyte) in relation to electrodeposited antimony. It seemed 
of interest to investigate the kinetics of the dissolution of 
antimony in an aqueous solution of NajSj, since the occur
rence of this process under industrial conditions may have 
an effect on the current efficiency. 

The experiments were carried out on special apparatus 
with a rotating disc electrode. At the centre of an ebonite 
disc (14mm in diameter) an opening was drilled to a depth 
of 7mm with a diameter of 10mm under an antimony (SuOOO) 
disc, which was attached by BF-2 adhesive. The free end 
surface of the sample was taken as the surface area of the 
rotating disc. The samples were thoroughly cleaned and 
wei red on an A'VD-200 analytical balancewith an accuracy 
of iO.lmg. 

The rotation rate was varied by means of pulleys. The 
supply voltage was stabilised: the disc rotation rate was 
determined by means of an ST-5 stroboscopic tachometer. 
The Sodium sulphide was first recrystallised. Sodium 
polysulphide was obtained by dissolving the calculated 
amount of elemental sulphur of chemical purity io a solu
tion of Na^S with heat. The reaction vessel with a working 
capacity of 1 litre was thermostated. 

The rate of dissolution from unit surface area was calcul
ated from the difference in die weight of the sample dis
solved before the experiment and after rotation in the solu
tion for time T. Having fixed a Reynolds number (Re = 
ar^/i/) equal to 10'' for r = 0.7cm and a kinematic viscos
ity of O.OISSt, we determined the maximum disc rotation 
rate. It was found to be equal to 2920rpm. 

To determine the controlling stage of the investigated 
process we investigated the effect of the disc rotation on 
the dissolution rate of antimony. From the experimental 
data It was concluded that the reaction rate hardly depends 
on the disc rotation rate at all. The kinetic relationship has 
the form of a straight line (fig.l) passing through the origin 
of the.co-ordinates. The dissolution rate (the tangent of the 
gradient of the straight line) remains constant. The repro
ducibility of the dissolution rate for various reaction times 
Is satisfactory; the points deviate little from the straight 
line. The non-dependence ofthe dissolution rate of antimony 
in NajSj on the time and the rotation rate of the disc is a 
characteristic feature of a process occurring under kinetic 
control. 

•^m•10^ 
g/cm'' 

2 
F i g . l The e f f e c t of tbe react i tyn 

tints on tbe s p e c i f i c change 
in the weight of the d i s c . 

735rpm, 
2S°C. 

C«azS2 - - " " ' 9 / - I . 

By Investigating the effect of the sodium polysulphide con 
centration on the dissolution rate it was possible to deter
mine the reaction order. The dependence of the dissolution 

SUBJ 
MNG 
KDO 

V l O " 
mole/cm' 

U 

F i g . 2 The e f f e c t of the stsdium 
p o l y s u l p h i d e c o n c e n t r a t i o a ^ 
on the d i s s o l u t i o n r a t e , 
n = 400rpm, t = 2S''C, 
t = 1 h . 

^^ l i . mo le / l 

rate on the NaaSa concentration (fig. 2) is close to linear. I.e. 
the process takes place according to the laws of a second-.*® 
order reaction. In this case the amount of dissolved rnetal-.'^ 
can be calculated by means of the following equation'): 

V = kc Am 

A check on the applicability of this equation to the case 
being investigated showed (table) that the rate constant re 
mained constant for various concentrations. The constancy !%. 
of the rate constant of a heterogeneous reaction with varia- ^• 
tion in the concentration of the main reagent Is a character-^ 
istic feature of a first-order reaction^). .M. 

The effect of temperature on the rate of chemical reactiooiS 
is one of the main problems In chemical kinetics. Tempera-^ 
ture must be regarded as the most important factor for the ,2; 
intensification of chemical processes. In order to establish ^ 
an analytical relationship between the reaction rate constant!; 
and temperature experiments were carried out with the fol—4. 
lowing parameters: n = 700rpm; Cj;a,Sj = lOOg/l; t = 20- ^ 
50OC. The modified Arrhenius equation is usually employed:!' 
for determination of the controlUng stage of the reaction. As^ 
follows from the experimental data (fig. 3), against the co- # 
ordinates of this equation we obtained a straight line, the -^ 
gradient of which to the abscissa axis made it possible to -^ 
determine the effective activation energy: 

Egff = -2.3RTtga = 9.15kcal/mole 

The value of E^ff provides additional evidence for the fact 
that the investigated process takes place under kinetic control 
From the Arrhenius graph we obtained an equation for the rel—r. 
ation between the logarithm of the rate constant and the tem-j^ 
perature: 

lgK = -1.03 2000 

Intermediate products formed as a result of reaction be 
tween the ions of the reagent of the surface of the solid phas«4 
play an Important part In heterogeneous reactions. As a ruie,-
such intermediate products arise as the result of activated ^ 
adsorption of the lons (e.g.Sj'") at the interface. Thermody-^ 
namlc evaluation of the probability of direct occurrence ol - ,̂ 
the reaction: 

Sb + Sba«- - SbSj-

gives a LG value of -20.85kcal/mole. From this it follows'-f 
that the dissolution reaction must take place relatively > 
readily and Irreversibly. Nevertheless, the experimental y-
data indicate the presence of kinetic limitations. 
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F i g . 3 The e f f e c t of te i rperature 
on t.'^e d i s s o l u t i on r | t e , 
^Vaj.sj = 'I'OOg/l, 'n - 7'6o 
rpjn^' l = I h . 

+' ' ! 10.?./T, 

Table: The dependence of the specific rate and of the rate 
constauit of ihe reaction on.the sodium polysulphide 
concentration 

mole/Hire 

o;364 
0:546 
0.727 
0.910 

. 'VIO' 
iriole/ciin^"»'sec 

1.07 
1.48 
1,77 
2-33 

litre/cm^'-sec. 

Q:2% 
0.27 
.0.25 
0:25 

• . M -

The foilowihg mechanlsfh" for theinvestigaied process is 
proposed as-a working, hypothesis;. 

1, Activated adsorptipn with the formation ofan activated 
;.̂ jV; 'complex 

Sb;.nS|.-Sb[s|J2,,-^ [sb(l]„ 

Z,, Decornpositipn of'the;activated complex with thedprma-
tjon'of hydrated complex lons'arid the ifof inatibri' plja sulphide 
film ori the surface of the antimony: 

K] •iSbsSa B.oliH-pli +SbSj'' -rnHjO 

I •-• 

It can be supposedrtliat the fprmation pfsuch a film has a 
significanteffect on ttie rate of the dissolution reaction. We 
note that a passive oxide film is.not formed on the surface of 
aniirnpny iti'solutlbns with pH > 7;84>), 

3. Ttie sulphide ions forine"'d..aLS'a result.df dispi^pportipna-
tip'nr 

[ . .S - .S - ]? ' S=-''+S 

give rise (with increase.in their cpncentration) to accelerated, 
dissolution bf the'film': 

Sb^^a + S=' ^ 2SbSr 

4, In solutidhs of sodium poiysulphide the,most character
istic valency of antinioriy is ^o: 

SbSs" +S2^- - SbS(=-

This reaction always takes place In sulphide-alkali electro-
Ivts. 

Conclusions 

1. The kinetics of the dissolution of antimony insodium 
polysulphide splution were investigated, 

2, It was estab lished; th'at .the prpcess: fakes, place with 
kinetic control accordmg to the relationships characteristic 
of flrst-brder reactions", 

3 ,* The effective: ac tlvation erier p Waŝ  determ ined. 
4. An, opinion is expressed about the niechanism ofthe 

process. 
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time, the acti\'ation energy for the 'relay' mechanism must 
be higher than that for the normal mechanism. Since the 
proportion of reaction (2) increases wilh increase in tem
perature'), the role of the 'relay' mechanism of diffusion 
Increases and the activation energy increases. 

Table 2: The dependence ol the diffusion coefficient on 
the concentration of alumina. Cryolite ratio 3.2; 
t = 1060OC 

I -m 

zc 
g-eq/cw} 

ta 

39, W . 

il - i & 

pn CJ.Q 
• ^ 

AlaOs 
wt. % 

1 
2 
4 
6 
8 
9 

11 

C. 10* 
g-eq cm^ 

2.927 
2.906 
2.850 
2.713 
2.661 
2.620 
2.581 

(ir--i=) 
A-cm-=sec" = 

0.867 
0.847 
0.831 
0.790 
0.716 
0.576 
0.348 

D-10* 
cm'/sec 

11.95 
11.64 
11.75 
11.50 
10.000 
6.68 
2.51 

Sf=" - ^ =BS 

pa S 

The investigations of the effect of the alumina content of 
the melt on the diffusion coefficients arn given in table 2. 
From the data in table 2 it follows that Vie diffusion co
efficient varies little up to an alumina content of 6.0wt. ^, 
The diffusion coefficient then decreases significantly with 
increase in the alumina content. At the same time, in
crease in the alumina concentration in the melt with an 
unchanged cryolite-ratio and unchanged temperature leads 
to a decrease in the concentration of Na"*" ions in the melt 
and, consequently, to a decrease in their activity. The de
crease in the activity of sodium ions in the melt leads to 
a decrease in the proportion of reaction (2) and the pro
portion of the 'relay' mechanism of diffusion. At the same 
time, the viscosity of the melt increases with increase in 
the alumina content, and this leads to a decrease in the 
proportion of the iranslatlonal mechanism of transfer of 
the reaction products. 

The results from determination of the overall concen
tration of aluminium and sodium subions in the height of 
the melt are shown in fig. 2. 

' » » 9. am 

Fig.2 The dependence of the overall con
centration of aiuininium and sodium 
subions on the distance to the sur
face of the iKlten aluminium. Cryo
l i t e r a t i o 3.2; IA1203J = 5 wt.%t 
t = lOeCC, ir. an atmosphere of 
argon (1) and carbon dioxide (2). 

The distance from the indicator electrode to the surface 
of the molten aluminium was varied between 2 and 23-28mrr 
with the total height of the melt at 30mm. When the exper
iments were carried out in an atmosphere of argon, the 
variations in thc concentration of the subions along the 
height were Insignificant (fig. 2, curve 1) and were due to 
the preferential evaporation of aluminium and sodium sub-
fluorides. In an atmosphere of carbon dioxide the concen
tration of the subions decreases sharply, and this is due lo 
their oxidation by the carbon dioxide dissolved in the elec
trolyte. 

The chronopotentiometric method can be used to study 
the distribution of the metal in the depth of the electrolyte 
in industrial electrolytic reduction cells. This is impor
tant for establishing the mechanism of the losses of the 
metal. 
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Kinetics of the desiliconising ot aluminate solutions in continuously operating reactors 

L P Ni, I G Grinman, B B Burlbaev and L V Olenina (Institute of Metallurgy and Concentration - Academy 
of Sciences of the Kazkh SSR) 
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I 

Itisknownthat the reaction of silica with aluminate solu
tions is complex^). The desiliconising process is regar
ded as a combination of several elementary stages with 
the forination of intermediate products*), for the desorp
tion of which a set of differential equations is employed. 
To describe a continuous technological scheme it is more 
convenient to express the kinetics in explicit form, which 
makes it possible with a sufficient degree of accuracy to 
estabUsh the relation between the desired functions and 
the measured and controlled parameters, required for the 
formulation of an algorithm for automatic control. 

Desiliconising of aluminate solutions occurs in series-
connected reactors, in which reliable agitation is pro
vided. As a result of agitation the aluminate solution has 
a uniform composition, and the reactor can be considered 
an ideal mixer. The average time for which the particles 
are present is often used in calculations for an ideal mixer. 
However, it is difficult to obtain a real picture of chemical 
transformations from the average residence time on 
account of the complexity of the processes occurring in 
Continuously operating reactors. It is therefore necessary 
to consider the distribution function of the residence time 

in a continuous cascade ol reactors. 

For n series-connected reactors the distribution function 
of the residence time for Identical volumes Vp and con
sumption rate P Is described by the equation '): 

e(t)=-—;-;^;;p t"-^ exp 
i: V 

p i-t) (1) 

'With a known dependence of the concentration of a sub
stance on time C(t) the concentration of the substance Co 
at the outlet from the reactor will be given by: 

00 

/ 
e(t)C(t)dt (2) 

To determine the function C(t) we used a series of 14 
pairs of parallel experiments, representing the periodic 
process of the digestion of bauxite in a closed system, in 
an isothermal gradient-free reactor. Here a portion of 
ground bauxite was flooded with a specific volume of the 
alkall-alumlnate solution, the agitator was placed in a 
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thermostat at the specified temperature, it was heated for 
some tune, and the mechanical stirrer was then switched 
on, realising intense agitation. The moment when the 
stirrer was started was taken as the beginning of the 
experiment. After specific intervals of time samples 
were taken. The pulp was filtered to separate the liquid 
phase from the solid. The liquid phase was analysed for 
sodium hydroaluminosilicate (SHAS), the concentration of 
which Is an indicator of the occurrence of the process. 

After analysis of the experimeh'tal results we proposed 
the following semi-empirical equation describing the con
centration of silica at any moment of time: 

C(t) 
qKi 

V (KJ - K,) 

where: Ki =a(T-65)( l 

_ bq(T-65) 

[exp(-Kit-/a)-exp(-KatV3)] 

0.2ac)". 

(3) 

K, VCa 
q is the amount of SiOa in the bauxites; V is the volume of 
the alkall-alumlnate Solution; T Is temperature °C; etc is 
the caustic ratio of the solution; C^ Is the concentration of 
AI2O3 in the solution; t Is time; a and b are constants. 

Equation (3) satisfactorily describes all the laboratory 
experiments (196 measurements); the constants a and b 
were determined on a Mlr-2 computer, and it was found 
that a = 0.003 and b = 0.08. These values can be used In 
the transition to continuous processes by means of the 
equation (2), since they were determined In the range of 
temperatures, caustic ratios and AljOa concentrations in 
the solution corresponding to the industrial desiliconising 
regime with T = 70-105°C, a,, = 2.4-4.4 and C^ = 90/195g/l. 
The Index t In equation (3) makes It possible to see thatthe 
desiliconising reaction can be assigned approximately to 
second-order reactions. 

Table: The results from treatment of the e^erlm'eht on the 
determination ol the SlOa concentration for the fol
lowing parameters: q = 3.3g; V = 0.05 litre; Cg = 
9 2 . 8 B / 1 ; T = 105OC;o,. =2.4 

t min 

5 
• 10 

15 
30 
60 

120 
180 

Cl g/1 

1.2 
1.25 
1.85 
1.75 
1.55 
1.15 
1.0 

C j g / l 

1.2 
1.0 
1.15 
2.10 
1.70 
1.30 
1.10 

Cc S/'l 

1.659 
1.944 
2.061 
2.107 
1.885 
1.399 
1.048 

De 

0 
0.25 
0.7 

-0.35 
-0.15 
-0.15 
-0.10 

Dc 

0.459 
0.819 
0.561 
0.182 
0.260 
0.174 

-0.001 

A typical experiment Is given as an example in the table, 
which contains the results from parallel measurements 
of Cl and Ca, the'values of the SiOj concentration calcul
ated by means of equation <3), C ,̂- and the differences in 
Concentration between parallel measurements D =Ci -Ca 
and between Cc and the average value of the parallel data 
Dc = Cc -(Cl +Ca)/2. The mean-square errors from D^ 

and Dc are respectively equal to 6g = (1/7) 

and 6„ (1/7) (it •'̂ ^ 
(ii K -̂" 

' '2; for the case given In the table 

6̂  = 0.122 and 6̂  = 0.164. 

To determine the accuracy the mean-square errors were 
also determined for all 14 experiments: 

1 14 

0.154 

VF V2" 
•square errc 
1 (3) will be: 

6 = y f & f ^ = 0.18 

0.11 

The mean-square error of the theoretical curve according 
to equation (3) will be: 
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We will now determine the concentration at the outlet from 
successive reactors by nieans of equation (2) and the dis- . 
tribution function of the residence time. 

In the case of a continuous technological scheme the con
centration of silica in unit volume of the reactor C^„ Is used 
in equation (3) instead of the ratio q.-'V: 

•''=)-exp (-KatVs)] • ^ " • . / f c l , &-'•»'•'<-
pntn- l 

(4) 

The integral In equation (4) cannot be evaluated analytically Z, 
and integration was therefore performed by a numerical --̂  
method on a Mir-2 computer. * 

In the figure the numbers of the series-connected reactors .^ 
are given on the abscissa axis, and the concentrations of S 
silica Co at the outlets are given on the ordinate axis. For "̂  
convenience the points corresponding to the concentrations S 
at the outlet for Identical conditions are connected by dotted !-
lines. A diagram of the series-connected reactors is given 4 
at the top right corner of the figure. 'M 
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The v a r i a t i o n of -ir.e c o n c e n t r a t i o n 
of s i l i c a ac the ;-.'t;scs fro.- s e r i e s -
connected r e a c t o r s : a) i o r Ca " lOOg/1, 
T = 10S''C, Csv = i = j ' i and v a r i o u s a^. 
v a l u e s : 1 - 2 . 5 , 2 - 3 . 5 , 3 - 4 . 5 , b) 
fo r Ca = 9 0 g / l , C^.. „ J . j g / l , i ^ = 2 . 5 -
and va r ious T "C: : - 75, 2 - 85 , 3 -
95 , 4 - 105; c) f t r C^ = 9 0 c / l . T = 
105 'C, cij. » 4, a.-.~ -.-arijus 'concen
t r a t i o n s of SiO-^ i - •a.-.i; volune of t h e 
r e a c t o r Cg^ g / 1 : 1 - -i, 2 - 10 , 3 - 14 , 
4 - 18. 

The curves In fig. a correspond to various caustic ratios 
Oc, those in fig.b correspond to the temperatures T, and 
those in fig. c correspond to the concentrations of SiOa In 
unit volume of the reactor Cjv. 

The SlOa concentration decreases with increase in at,., 
and the higher the temperature the better the bauxite dis
solves and the more effective the desiliconising process. 

Conclusion 

The described method of modelling by means of the dis-



It from 
dis-
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tribution function of the residence time makes it possible 
to plan the desiliconising process and can be used for the 
automation of continuously operating technological schemes. 
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FormatiQn and growth of aluminium hydroxide particles during mass crystallisation in a cascade of mixing units 

R L Dubrovinskii and V V Zhukovetskii (North-Caucasian Mining-Metallurgical Instihite - Department of Light, Noble, 
and Rare Metals) 
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Mass crystallisation from solutions is characteristic of 
many industrial separating processes. The questions of 
crystallisation theory are touched upon in numerous arti
cles from the standpoints of thermodynamic'), molecular-
kinetic*), and kinetic theory. However, the proposed meth
ods of calculation are specific and in some cases start 
from indefinite ideas about the metastable zone^). 

In the kinetic method examined below the following assump
tions are made: 

l.The quantity determining the formation rate of the par
ticles r* (paxticles/g • h) and the Unear growth rate V(cm/h) 
is the given removal rate n (g/l-h) or the rate of transfer 
of the crystallising substance from the solution into the 
solid phase under the given hydrodynamic conditions. 

2. The formation and growth of the particles occur with 
any non-zero removal rate. 

3. Particles which can be detected quantitatively by the 
normal methods of dispersion analysis (sedimentation and 
crystal-optical, i . e . , greater than l*i) are-considered. 
For this reason the terms "nucleus" and "nueleation" are 
not used. 

4. The form of the growing particles is spherical on account 
of the isotropicity of the concentration field around them; 
the mass transfer is Intensive and levels out the difference 
in the growth rates of the crystal faces. 

I n i t i a l d a t a . A specific removal rate, to which the 
Vj and vl values correspond, is maintained in each of the 
cascade units having equa] volume (decrease or Increase 
in temperature, salting out, evaporation, dilution, neutral
isation). The length of die process in the unit Is T; the mass 
ol the released substance Is m. In each unit the crystalli
sed substance separates in two ways, i . e . , on previously 
formed particles mj^s and in the form of new growth par-
particles mi , i (the result from homogeneous and hetero
geneous nucleations - as a consequence of point 2 above). 
If there is no seed in the first unit, the substance which 
crystallises in it separates with the formation of new par
ticles (mi , i ) . The number of particles formed in a given 
unit N' is determined by the length of the process TI and by 
the formation rate of the particles Vj. 

Ni = v/.Ti 

Each particle which forms grows during the time from 
the moment of its appearance to the moment of its release 
from the unit. Particles with various ages and, consequently, 
sizes are present In die unit. Since the number of particles 
and the frequency of their appearance In a given unit are 
determined by' the removal rate 11 maintained in it, a whole 
set of n^ particles at the outlet from the unit corresponds 
to each first particle formed from the solution at the moment 
of its entry into the mixing unit. The particle of greatest 
size in the set has the diameter'*): 

set may differ and for the general case Is taken In the follow
ing form: 

P = 2V-T (2) 

The smallest size is determined by the procedural possi
bilities, and they are close to Ifi^). The distribution func
tion of the masses of the particles according to size in the 

dm/dp = f(p) (3) 

The mass of one set rtig will be determined by the sum of 
the masses of all the particles entering it, i . e . , 

/
2VT 

f(P)dp (4) 
1 

The number of sets formed in the unit is equal to 
N = N'/no =i ' i -T/no (5) 

or 

N=i/-T (6) 

where I" =u '/n^ is the formation rate of the set of particles. 

The mass of precipitate released in the first unit of the 
cascade (without a seed) is equal to 

2V,T.. 

m,. i =mo-Ni = i',-T, / f(p)dp (7) 
c 

For convenience of calculation the lower limit of integra
tion (unity) is replaced by zero. 

In the cascade units from 0 to 1 we have: 

1. m i = m i , i ; 

2. ma=ma,s + m a , i ; mi-i-ma=mi,i + ma.s -i-ma, 

3. m3= ms.g + ma,i ; mj.;- ma+ mjS mj^i + ma,s •̂  

"t̂  nia.l + m^'* + ma^i; 
3 a 

i. mi = mi,g + mi^ i ; £ m^ = mi^i + Smj^s + E mj ^ j . 

The amount of substance separated on the solid phase in 
the second unit will be determined by the distribution func
tion of the seed (the output of the first unit) and by the linear 
growth rate V^, determined by the value of the removal 
rate n , 

n»a.s=Vi-T J f(p)dp-mi_i (8) 
2V2T 

In Eq.(8) the integration Umits are determined by the mini
mum and maximum sizes of the particles in the set. 

The amount of precipitate which separates on account of 
the formation of new particles at Hj will amount to: 

2V2T 

m8,i=*'a-T f fGo)dp (9) 

In all, the amount of solid phase which separates in the 
second unit [Eqs. (7), (8) and (9)] is : 
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eurrerit'Tdensity. CThis conclusion must not be-extended in 
any way to the. stalls tical-mean diinensions of the bubbles 
situated over the whole areaof the bottom pl the anode). 

If can be supposed that the dimenslpns df the gaseous 
inclusions emerging from the c d ^ of fhe horizontal and 
downward f acinganoiie are-determined by the conditlc«is 
for coalescence of the bubbles and by their dynamic Uiter-
—'tion with each other. At the present time the mechanism 

ttiese processes has hot been investigated. 

iclusions 
r • . . • , • 
It was established tha't the frequency ofthe ejection of 
lj bi±)blesih'electrolysis with horizontal electrodps-is 

proportional to tSe.current density. The range of'bubble 
sizes becomes narrower with increase'jh the anodic cur
rent, den sity. 
2, It was shown that the dinaensions of the gaseous inclu
sions e m e r ^ g from the edge of the anode during electro-
lysis w « h P i i % ' S ^ g ^ p g ^ d a ^ # p e n d on tiie current 
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IQneticB of the dissdlntion of a»s3.. and sodium antimoria.te-ii\ an aqueous solulion of̂ 'NagS 

V S Shestitko, A S Titova, A-M Sedova.ahd A I Levin 
Institute 

(Krasnoyarsk In stitute Of Ndri-ferrous Metals - Urals Polytectuiical 

In industrial production practice, the leaching of'ah timony 
ore material, represented niainly by SbjSji), andthe inter
mediate prothict sodium aritimonate^^) ig realised with 
solutions.Of sodium sulpliide. Determination bf the reactiori 
mech'aiiism and of the factprs which accelerate the disso- ' 
lation process helps to intensify the,produc tion process. 
We ribtethat the dissolution rate of. the pure thiosalt of 
NajjSbC^ in aqueous splutions of sodiiimsulphide has been 
investigated*), but thire are no data on the kinetics of , 
tite cUssoiu'tion of the intermediate product sodium ahtim-
onate. As far as Sbj^a is concerned there i s only one paper 
devoted to this problem?); By Oie rotatingdisc method it 
was established thatthe dis^lutipn of SbJSj, jnNajS is con
trolled by diffusion. • 

Ihtring investigation of the-solubility of Sbj,?, in Na^S i t was 
shown^j that it is determined:by the concentration of'NajS 
in the splutipn. Hpwe.ver, we note that data pnthe equilibrium 
constants of .the dissolution reactions are.somewhat contra-
dictDrs;,a.O*); 5J0')- l.O-10-3 a),This is Evidently due to 

:s differences in theistoichiotnetry of the-reaction and in the 
= views cori'eerning,the nature of the obtamed complexies. SbST ?), 
3 Sb^S /̂->), a n d a ^ - « ) . ' ' 

: The dissolution of SbaS^in solutions of NaOH and KOH has 
alfeo been investigated ^ '̂>). Howeverj as was demonstrated 
earlier"), the solubility of-anttispny-(HI) sulphide'in Boiiim 

J' hydroxide, solutions is much lower Uian" the.solulAlity,in 
,: eodlum^ sulphide SQlutioris. In addition, sodium hydroxide 
-''• Is not a primary industrial solvent. 

• Th e m eth od of in ye stigatioh, c orrespohded to tha t de s cribed 
in the literature " ) . The aiitimonr content 6f the solutipn 
'Was determined'tty a volumetric bromate iaethodi=), Recrys-^ 

. taUised sodium sulphide and aiitimdny sulphide cd chemically 
; pure grades were used to prepare the solutions. Before the 

e^gieriment the sodium antimpnate (49..5%Sb) was ^ound to a 
4; uniform fractional comppsiatm'. 

'•' The solubili^ ot Sb^S,, in water is extr.emely small, 2- ,^^% 
^% The sohibiUty ofthe oxygen compounds Na-ao^ and 
NaSbOj (in the form of which tlie antimony is.-presentin 
sodium antlmonate) in water is also smaUJ*), The process 
rf their, dissolutipn in Na^Sin-volves replacement of the oxy
gen in the SbC^- aiid SbO^ ions by sulphur from the solium 

' BulpKide to form water-soluble compounds according to the 
^ reactions: 
i Na,SbOa + 3Na,S + 3H^O--»-Na3SbS,+6NaOH 

• - NaSbO,+SNagS +"311̂ 0 —•NaSbSj,+,6NadH 

'̂  The passage of antimony into solution from Sb^S^is deter-
•fe, 

mined l^ a chemical reaction wftlr the S=- ions and is accom
panied by theiormaUon of complejces: 

SbjiSj + m ^ - 3;t2Sb£g; m(/B (1) 

It is clear that both the.i^eactlon rateand the magni hide of 
the equiUbrium concentration of anttmonyih the splution 
must be'determined largely by the'iniaal concentration of 
sodiuin j lph ide . 

Asffollows from the kinetic curves (fig.l)^ ffie antimony 
conterit, of'the solutibh is determined una mtii guou sly by the 
initial concentration and by the time. The equilibrium con
centration of antimony, attained after 10, 15, and 30 min 
respectively for SbjSj.and.sodium antimonate, does not 
chiiige for 24 h and increased with increase In the Na^ 
concentration Ctig,2), 

Fig , 1, 
k i n e t i c 'curves fo r the. d i s 
s o l u t i o n of SJjjfjfeiJ and 
sodium antimon^t*^. (hi -in 
.VajS a t .25°'c .wiili :ia:jSi_ 
t ^ n c e n t r a t i o n s (g /1 '} : 1 -
•5, 2 - i o , J r -li'f 4 - 20; 
S - 25i 

.0-̂ -' iog.Cs^- s / i f i " ^/^. 

F. ig . i Dependence o f t h e 'equiH.britiii c o n c e h t r a t i o n of. u n t i many 
i n .the. s o l u t i o n on 'the cbni:entr^i ion--of" 's? ' ' i ons f o r 
Sb-S'g- f i ; .and. sodium ^ntiinonate.: ('2) a t '25.?C. 
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Iths known") that for the initial stage of the isothermal 
dissolution of a soUd the dissolution rate can be expressed 
in terms of the equation: 

V i „ = K | c « (2) 

where C is the iiutial concentration of the solvent, K is the 
rate constant, S is the magnitude of the reacting surface, 
V is the volume of the solution, and a is the reaction order. 
Taking logarithms of Eq.(2), we obtain the equation 

IgVin =lgIP + a l g C " •, 

from which it follows that with a linear relation between 
log Vin and the logarithm of the concentration of ^ - ions 
it becomes possible to determine the order of the reaction: 

dig Vin _ 
digic: = tg/J = a 

The initial rates of the dissolution process were determined 
by drawing tangents to the beginning of the kinetic curves. 
In accordance with the foregoing, the reaction rate increases 
in direct proportion to the NajS concentration. The relations 
between log Vin ^"^ log €52- fit satisfactorily onto straight 
lines (fig.3). The experimental orders of the reactions were 
found to be close to unity: a = 1.18 (SbgS,); a= 0.98 (sodium 
antimonate). This fact*") and also the strong effect of the 
hydrodynamic conditions on the process rate (fig.4) give 
reason to suppose that the dissolution process in both prod
ucts is controUed by diffusion Umitations. 

Fig.3 Dependence of the i n i t i a i 
dissolution r a t e on the concen
t ra t ion of S^- ions for SbzSi 
(1) and sodium antimonate (2) 
a t 25'C. 

•d.Slog C,-^ 
mole/l 

t ' 

Fig.4 Dependence of the dissolution 
ra te on the s t i r r e r rotat ion ra te a t 
25°C: 1 - Sb2S3,--2- sodium antimonate 

S I i n rpm 
On the basis of the possibiUty of the formation of mono

nuclear complexes during dissolution ol Sb^Sj in Na^S^".") 
by means of Eq,(l) we determine the coordination number of 
the complex which predominates under equiUbrium conditions. 
We write the equiUbrium constant of reaction (1) as follows 

[SbjSjHS'-]'" 

Since SbjSg is present in the form of the bottom phase, the 
concentration of Sb^S^ in the solution is constant. Assuming 
that practically all the antimony present in the solution Is 
combined Into a complex»), we can consider that SbSra-n)/a 
is equal to the concentration of antimony Csb. Then, 

-Sb const [ss-l^/a 

The equiUbrium concentration of antimony in the solution 
is proportional to the concentration of S'" ions raised to the 
power of m/2 . If a graph is plotted against the coordinates 
ol the equation 

lBCsh = lgconst* ^ lgCs2-

the desired value of ten g can be obtained from the gradient 

of Oie straight Une (fig,2). 

dlgCsb . „ - . m 

The tan^ value was found to be 0.7, and m = 1.4. In such a 
case it can be supposed that a complex ion with a coordina
tion of 2 (SbS~) predominates in the solution. 

The effect of temperature on the solubiUties of the two 
products shows up to a lesser degree than the effect of the 
N a ^ concentration. Thus, with increase of 10° In the tem
perature (for SbgS^ the equiUbrium concentration of antim
ony increases by only 0.4 g/1. The effective activation energy 
was determined from the graphical relationship against the 
coordinates of the Arrhenius equation (fig.5). It amounted to 
4 kcal/mole (for Sb^Sj) and 3.3 kcal/mole ffor sodium an
timonate). The temperature coefficient of the reaction rat* 
for SbjS, and sodium antimonate amounted to 1.15 and 1.32 
respectively. The presented values confirm conclusively 
that the dissolution of both products in Na^S takes place in 
the diffusion region. 

^?,5>; < 

Fig.5 Temperature dependence of 
the dissolution r a t e against tba 
co-ordinates of the Arrhenius 
equation I 1 - SbiSj/ 2 - sodiuat 
antimonate. 

U 33 ••/tiO'.n 

Conclusion 

The kinetics of the dissolution of the intermediate product 
(sodium antimonate) and of Sb^S, in aqueous solutions of 
Na^S were investigated. It was estabUshed that the process 
tekes place in the diffusion region. The order of the reac
tion, the temperature coefficient of the reaction rate, and 
the effective activation energy were determined. 
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UDC 669.721:66,096.5 

Dehydration of magnesitmi chloride dihydrate in a mixture with potassium and sodium chlorides in a fluidized bed 

A I Orekhova, E I Savinkova and R P Lelekova (Urals Polytechnical Institute - Department of the Technology of 
Inorganic Materials). 

Summary 

The possibUity of the reaction of crystalline potassium and 
sodium chlorides with magnesium chloride dihydrate in a 
fluidized bed to form carnalUte and solid soluUons of sodium 
chloride in carnalUte and magnesium chloride was demon
strated. 

During the dehydration of magnesium chloride dihydrate in 

Rate of reacUon of steam with hydrolyzed molten carnalUte 

the mixture with spent electrolyte carnallite and solid 
solutions of sodium chloride in carnalUte and magnesium 
chloride are formed simultaneously. The degree of de
hydration and hydrolysis of synthetic carnallite Is approxi
mately identical with the degree of dehydration and hydrolysis 
of artificial carnaUite obtained by recrystallisation of natural 
carnallite. 

UDC 661.424.05 

E I Savinkova, R P Lelekova, V A Rudakov and L G Sars^ul'tseva (Urals Polytechnical Institute and Kalush Chemical-
Metallurgical Combine). 

Summary 

Table 

Dependence of t h e p a r t i a l 
p r e s s u r e of HCl i n the 
gas phase on the concen
t r a t i o n of :tgCl2 i n tbe 
ir.elt a t t empe ra tu r e s "C 
a; 540; b) 500; c) 460. 
Steam flo: i r a t e s - Imin : 
O - e q u i l i b r i u m ; 1 -
1 .69- 2 - 3 .44 , 3 - 5 .40 , 
< - 7.75. The d o t t e d 
l i n e r e p r e s e n t s t h e 
deg ree of h y d r o l y s i s 
of y.gCli %. 

.Steam flow 
r a t e 1/niin 

1.69 
3.44 
5.40 
7.75 

'̂ H20 ^ 

84.6 
84.6 
84.6 
84.6 

pCurr . 

85.5 
89.0 
89.6 
91.2 

°iSrfr;?r 
H20 H20 

0.9 
4.4 
5.0 
6 .6 

,-\;nount of 
liCL forme J 

g/rain 

0 .•.̂ no 
0.580 
0.655 
1.110 

i t 32 ttgClz * 

The aim of the work was to study the effect of the rate of 
passage of s team through molten carnal l i te on the degree of 
Its hydrolysis at t empera ture close to the melUng point of 
carnaUite . The r e su l t s were used to plot the dependence of 
the par t i a l p r e s s u r e s of hydrogen chloride in the gas phase 
on the magnesium chloride content of the melt and on the 
r a t e of passage of the s team at 460, 500, and 540°C. The 
figure shows the variaUon in the degree of hydrolysis of 
magnesium chloride in the melt, calculated according to the 
equation for the hydrolysis reaction. 

By reducing the difference between the current and equili
br ium values for the par t i a l p r e s s u r e of HjO, e. g . , by the 
introduction of hydrogen chloride into the gas phase, it i s 
poss ible to reduce the hydrolysis of magnesium chloride 
during the dehydration of carnal l i te . 

UDC 669.2 

Investigation of conditions for ext rac t ion ot germanium from subl imates by s implex design of exper iments 

E Bekyarova, V Angelova and St Stoynov (Peoples Republic of Bulgar ia) 

The fine dus t s obtained during the combustion of germanium-
containing coals a r e r i ch in germanium and a r e used for i ts 
extract ton. It has been establ ished that the germanium p a s s 
ing into the gas phase i s distr ibution in the form of GeO, 
GeOa, ge rmana tes , s i l i coge rmana tes and solid solutions of 
GeOa in SiOa ^ va r ious r a t i o s , depending on the combustion 

condittons and on the composition of the fuel^). The subUm
ates containing re la t ively high concentrations of germanium 
a r e t rea ted with HCl, with a mixture of HCl and H,PO«, and 
with HaSO, o r a r e decomposed with a solution of alkali in 
autoclaves^•°). When poorly soluble germanium compounds 
a r e p resen t , pyrometa l lurg ica l methods a re employed. 
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Kinetics of the dissolution of zinc oxide in aqueous solutions of .sulphuric acic ^^mmi im. 
£ UDC 669.536.22 

I A Kakovskii and B D Khalczov (Urals Polytechnical Institute. Dep.nrlment of (he Metallurgy of Noble Metals) 

Since this reaction Is of great interest for practical purposes, 
it has been studied by a series of authors^ ^). In )̂ the rota--
ling disc niethod was used and it was concluded tliat the 
reaction takes place under diffusion conlrol. In''), however, 
the authors came to tiie conclusion that it L'lkes place accor
ding to mixed kinedcs. Let us consider the problem of the 
methpds of estabUshing the reaction regime in greater detail. 
The following criteria have been proposed") for this purpose: 
a) The dependence of the dissolution rate on the intensity of 
agitation of the solution (the nuniber of revolutions of the disc); 
b) the numerical value of the activation energy of the reaction; 
c) the presence of characteristic etch figures on the surface 
of the disc; d) comparison of the experimental dissolution 
reaction rate constant wilh.the theoretical value. It should be 
noted that not all the criteria give an unambiguoussolution to 
the problem during the investigation of reactions in which 
films of intermediate products are formed on the surface of 
the disc. Cases are known where the experimental activation 
energies of reactions taking place under diffusion and kinetic 
control are practically identical^) (p.Il l , 196); the reason 
for the appearance of etch figures on an equally accessible 
surface is not quite clear*) (p.48); during Uie formation of 
films on the reaction surface (additional diffusion resistince) 
the experimental reaction rate constant is often less than 
the theoretical value. There consequently remains one most 
reliable criterion for the character of the process, i . e . , the 
dependence of the individual reduced reaction rate (I/' = Q/STC) 
on the intensity of agitation of the solulion (according to theory, 
on tlie number of revolutions of the disc raised to the power 
of 1/2), i . e . , the construction of graphs for the funcUon 
i/'=f(n"^). Here tlie following functional relationships are 
possible (fig.l, curves a-f). The relationship characteristic 

f j g . i V.:irrants of the v ' = C l n U . 

of a reaction taking place under diffusion control in the whole 
region of laminar flow over the surface of the disc (up lo 
Re = 10*-10^) Is given infig.la. A relationship of type lb is 
characteristic of purely kinetic control, and type Ic is charac
teristic of mixed kinetics. Figs.ld-f correspond to transitions 
of the process from diffusion control to kinetic control with 
increase in the number of revolutions of the disc: Id, clearly 
defined; le, a gradual smooth transition; U with strongly 
defined passivation of the surface. In the hlerature there are 
very many examples illustrating these relationships. We will 
only give .some of tlie mosl chai-aclcristic relationships: 
lb, dissolution of mercui7 in cyanide solutions'); lc , reduc
tion of chlorine^); Id, ionisation of hydrogen"); If, dissolution 
of gold in cyanide .solutions with oxygen blown througii tlicni 
)̂ (p.45). The relationship of type la (a purely diffusion pio-

cess) can be illustrated t^' numerous examples'') and in 
papers by a series of other authors. 

We now turn to the reaction we investigated. (The experi
mental conditions were sel oul in detail elsewlicre^"), ami 
some of the data have been supplemented .ind recalculated). 
Fig.2 shows the dependence of the specific dissolution rate 
of discs of zinc oxide on the square root of the nuniber of 
revoludons pf the disc per second at 25^0. As follows frnm 
these data, the required reUUionship is observed for both 
sulphuric acid concentration.s, i . e . , according lo theory the 
process takes place under diifusion conlrol. For a weakly 

V-IO^" 

c m ? - S i t e 

4 

' ! 

y 

y 
^ i 

_ y ' 

.yC/ 
cy 

V-10^ 
mole 

t.;m2. sec 

3 

/ 

VN rps 

F in . 2 
Dependence of the 
liis.-^olution ca te of 
z inc oxida on the 
squa re roo t of the 
number of re'/olutions', 
of Clio d i s c per stx-
ond. Curves 1-5, 
a l l II2SO,.; curve 2, 

" 2 -

acidic solution (5g/l) this is additionally confirmed by the 
agreement of the e.xperimenUil reaction rate constant (see • 
below) and the theoretical value. Our opinion about the char
acter of the process differs somewhat from tlie conclusions 
in'). The reason for this is the fact that in^)') the reaction ' 
rate was studied over a comparabvely narrow range of sul
phuric acid concentrations (from 14.5 to 41 g/l), while the ; 
dissolution of zinc oxide in acids is characterised by one 
feature which is of specific' theoi'etical interst; the diffusion 
coefficients of the reagent-solvent and the reaction product 
(sulphuric acid and zinc sulphate) differ greatly. In infinitely 
dilute solutions at 250c they are 2.65 and 0.78 • lO'^cm'/ 
sec^°). This is the reason for one of the complications in the 
process investigated. 

Using the diffusion coefficient of sulphuric acid, we obtain 
tlie numerical value of the reaction rate constant (ref. )̂(p.52); 

6.18 • 10-" {2iif'̂  (2.65 • 10-^ )̂ <' 
(0.893-10-')V6 k = 3.0-l0-*(l/cma-sec'' '-

• rev'^; 

We studied the dissolution rate of zinc oxide discs over a widj 
range of sulphuric acid concentrations (from 0.5 to 805 g/l) • 
at 25°C and 10 rps, and this made it possible to detect the 
complex character of the reaction (fig.3). From the data of 

mo iW ¥X SOO iOO CiijSOu g/1 

Fifj.J Tlie dc-pcndt-nco of thc di.ssblul;ion r a t e of z inc oxide 
on t h e s u l p h u r i c a c i d c o n c e n t r a t i o n (2'f 'C, 10 r p s } . 

this series of experimenls we calculated the f /n"^ ratios, ?. 
the numerical values of which decrease with Increase in the 
sulphuric acid concentration (fig.4). By extraiiolation to C=0. 

Fin. ' I 
DcpondencQ of tho v l 
C-ni r a t i o on th-^ s u l 
pl iuric a c i d concent ra t ion . 

10 to C| | ,sn, g / l 

WO obtain the reaction rate consLnnt for its occurrence withM 
complications, which is al.so approximately equal to S.O-lO"* 
in view of the fact that the reproducibility of the experimen
tal data in experiments on the dissolution of zinc oxide discs, 
(particuLarly In very dilute solutions of the acid) is some- : 
what lower than inthe dissolution of metallic discs. With 
increase in the sulphuric acid concentration to 30g/1 the 
numerical value of i^'/n decreases, but this is not merely 
due to decrease in the diffusion coefficient and increase in 
the viscosity of the solution'") (13.I8G). In the region of 
increased sulphuric acid concentrations a second factor (the 
difference between the diffusion coefficient and the concen- , 
tration gradients of sulphuric acid and zinc sulphate) begins ' 
to have an effect. This shows up particularly clearly In the 
region of sulphuric acid concentrations between 30-40 and 
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20ttg/l,:, in wHicli tlie;c|i°s.Mlu[.i6ii.'.fate i s j]rifeticri.ily iii'dejien-
dent ot llie acid'coil cen Iratibii (fiB;3). Suulra, relati on (ihi ]) 
is typic.i,l50[ proce'.^ses con tro Lied by .ditlusipii or...the',re;i(;-
Bon products (ziiiG sulpliate in the' present ca ae).Tlie diifu,sion 
character of this proce.?,? i's confirhiecl by ' ihr 'proport ions 

f reiationship.behveen the rate of passage of zinc into so lution 
I,';' I and Ihe^.square root 6E the iiii'mtier of revbkitipns'bf the. 
fi;' disc (f,ig;2, :cur.ve 2). AUention must-l>c paid' to one .fur.tlier , 
I ' coniphbatlpf!; since more sulphuric acid .'ipproaches the 
'/• .•Burta,,(;i;,ot..the disc than zinc sulphate pri'sse.? iiitp.'solutibn 

'") (p.l88), a'film of zinc sulphate nalu rally f 01-in.son tlie . 
surface of the disc, and this can be rcgai-deci as an .idditiGiinl 
d if lu si oh re si s t i n ce. lii tlTe s le a dy s Li le th is f i 1: 11 re aches, 

; ' a thickness where a dynamic equilibrium is-e,slabli,s]ied lie-
hveen the'amount of .zinc sulphate [wssing into solution and 
the,amount of sul'phuric aiciii inter.dcting w.ith th'e .surface of. 
Ihe disc. As-ia resu l t of this'tlieiflow ol solution [ram tlio" 
Eui-f,i:te of the disc c i r r iea . i ip l only live zinc sulphaie but 
'also unrehcted gulplmri'c^icid. Here equality, is; csUiblislied 
bete'eentlie flows: 

£•: 

V 

f 

C,:B*^ = ( C , - e i J D r ^ 

where G, = the ,cphceriti-.1 tion of.the .saturated solu tion pf 
zinc sulphate at the; surface of IffediSe 

C( andGn • = Oie concentrations of sulphurie acid i n ttie 
volume of the solution and a I tlie surface pt 
the disc 

PJ and Da = the diffusion coefficieiits of Kinc sulphate nnd 
':.':'', sulphuric,aci.d in-Ihis-Epluliyii. 

,- .Witha knowledge.of .the rrite.of passage 61 aiiic.lnlo solution 
' -ant) of-this amount of sulphuric acid npproachi'iig the .surface 
• 'of the disc i t i s possible to Galculale.'the'degree of i ls ut i l i -

satioii'in tlie reactibn, (An exampje;dt such a ^c;ilciilation 
was given in'the l i terature (ref.*'') (p.l 88). The zinc sulphate 

' nims'have ah eltect.in the. .region oi s^ulpbiiri.c acid c'gncen-
trations up to 30 g / i , since tiie transition from coiitrol in . 

.sulpliuricacid'to control in zinc sulphate Likes place grridu-
allyns'the Oliiis dn llie re acti bn surtace.fpriii and,beepme 

•'ihicker. These films gradually increase the zi'iic sulphate 
" conceii tration gradient and reduce tiiat t o r suI|)huric;,Tci£l, 

asa result.ol wli.i'ch Ui.e reacti6'n..fate cie'crease's to tl-ie value 
at which it isdelerminect only, by the diftusion of Kine su l 
phate (ih acid concentrations higher than ' io^/i) . Hpwe.ver, 
i l ls not possible to attflb'ut^e^ 11 thes'e complicntioris to 

, mixed .kine t ics. They do not chajigethe character of the 
process oc{:urring under dttiuslpn control both in the region 
'ol sulptiuric>,acid-concentralio'hs froiii 0 to 30g/laiid.'in tlie 

"regian from 30'to 200g/l. The difference is only in ' i t s slow . 
• stage ;i;in the firat region of .eon cen tra tions it i s determined 

by ihe'.diffu.sioh of sulphuric acid to, the surface of, the disc 
and in the second by Uie diffusion of zinc sulphaie from the. 

' suriace of the disc iiito Ihe volume of the 'splutioii, 
,, TliO decrease'inthedissbluLiori rate in tlie region pl more 

ton entrated solutions (aboverSOO g/l sulpluiric .icid) i s ex
plained by the-lnrge decrease iTi Ihe solubility of zinc su l -

: phate in the solutions {ref.'''^) (p.lEO) aiid. cpiisequently, by Ui'e 
' do crease inthe zinc sulphate concentraUon gradient. In this 

connection it is Interest ing to d iscuss the minieri;cal-values 
ol Uic activation energies wiiich we bbUiined (3.0 foi' 5;g/l 
sul|)liuric acid and 7.7 kca l /mole for lOOt'/'). Whereaa the 
first glance not quite typical of a difiusion proces.';.However, 
thi.s'is e.xplriihed by Uie fact that with a siilpliuric .acid t'oii-
ce'nt,i-atiaii of 100 g/l ttie!..slo.w .lihk;is',lhe diCfu'.'jioii'of'.zinc' 

•sulphate, the diffusion coeffi cient-of wliich in-these .soliitions. 
Is siiiall ancj tlierefore., ;i;c(:Prtling;t6 Uie .E^plm cbetticienl 

•• trol.f') (p.UW), thc to nipcraturec'iietf icient (Ii'dSjaiid^ictivatibn 
„, energyipf dirtusigii (6.5 kcal/ i i iple) a r e i r rgc . In addition, 

Ihe .solubiUty 'o£ ziiic sulphate''and, consequently, i ts con-
cciiti-ation gradient i nc rease with increase in tenipera ture , 
'Both these factprs secu re a s'utficiently high.actiyaliPn' 

•' encr-EyifoV the overal l p'roGess: If we calcu l.'tLe'EliefCli{fusion 
tocfficient of ainc sulphate from the reactibn rate constant 
tor tills tegibn bf siilphuric a[cid concenli:atio_ns (5.8- l p " ' 
mole/cm^-'E^c!^'' i-ey'^"} with allowance toi' Uie-yi'scysity 
of, tlie aolu tion (ref. ^) (p. 201),.we obtain a value of; 0.-24-Ifj-E 
emVsec, .which agre.e's well witli published data ' '^) . , 

'.•", -the decrease of the diasolution rate in more concentrated 

I 

5.6itu.tioiis (.i,bpve. 200 ji/.l s.ulpliu."rfc at id) is.rexplaineci by a 
large decrease*in the-solubility of zinc-sulpliate in these 
•.yc>Uilibii.̂ (ref,. 1'?) {)j.l901);a.ivd, consequenliy; by a decrease in 
.Lhc,7,int .sulpliate-conceritraUbii fi.radiejit. For this;re!jipn 
.-Ih'e kinetic eq,uati6ii lias the tgllbwing fo.rfu:' 

Q = k (C;; e ) ji''= 

but il is better to use the logariUimic equation {ref." (p.25): 

C;; , . . . . kSn"=^ 
'^^CT^-n = P^' ' " '^ ' • ' ' '̂  = . O o 3 v 

The flissptutioii ra*e of the zinc oxide disc af-2iiOc can be 
•.cn.lciilated from-.the following equations; .T):ln tlie .re'gioii ..of 
sulphuric acid uoncen Ira lions-between 0 and 30 g / 1 , v'= ' • 
(3.0 - 3.4Q) • IO"" • C • lî ''-'- (wiUrnllowalice fbr the decrease 
ih Llic dissijlu.UQn r.ite w.ith ijicr'ea.se in th'e'sulpliuric-acid 
concentration); b) in the-region between.-30"-.atid 200 g / l ^ , • 
V - 0!58 • Ip-^ • N^''^. In these-equations the sulphuric acid • 
conceiitrTition is expressed in m o l e s / l i t r e ; and.'tlie-rate 
. is .expressed.in m o l e / c m ' ' - s e c . For ottier t empera tu res 
the "dissolu tipn rate caii.bg calculated by-using llie;,actiya-

•tion energies given in the . irticle (ref.^) (p,77). In tlie region of 
sulphuric acid C(jii'.:entrations between 30 and206 g / 1 , which 
i so f most inte re st ' for the hydrometallurgy of zinc, the d i s 
sblution rate.of zinc oNjde i s practically independent of the, 
acidity o'f flie initial solution, and It is-.consequently possible 
to'ihlensify the' j irpcess liiainly through intensive agitation 
uf the pulp aiid to som'e degree Ihi'ough increase-in temp'erar 
ture- (in contrast to more dilutesoKitions). In conclusion it 

,shbu.Id b.e noted .tha'tit has'been possible';to inv'es.tigate the 
unitiuc ehai-atte'r of tiie reaction between zinc" o.xide and 
•aqueous solutions of sulphuric acid by iii.vesti.gating it on 
a. fully aGcessible-'sui'face ajid by usiiig the proposed c r i t e r 
ion of 'v'-= f(n>''̂ ) for the process cbnaitions. 

Cbnciusions 

l .By use of the;VelationshipV = f{ii'̂ /=i) hs.a cri terion "bf llie 
process-condition i t was possili!e»to esLalilish that the, r e a c 
tion between zinc o^tide and sulpliuric'acid solutions- takes 
p-Iace .accoi'lHng tb life laws of diffusi^on kinetics at ail ttie 
.Tcid concen Iralions. 

2.lnvestig.atibn bf the reactio.n rate.vover a wid.e- .range of 
sulpliiiiic ricid con--;entrati'ons''slK,)wed .that life character of 
Uieslow link in the process depends on the concentrationof 
the solvent (sulphuric apid); in the region of more dilute 
iSolutions it Is diffusion of th'e.acid, to the reaction surface, 
and in the i;egion-of move eonoentrateci soIution.s it i s diffu-' 
sion of .the'reaction products (ziiic_,sulphate.)'.trom...tHe surface; 
iiito.lh'e volume of the:solution; The unique character of tlie 
process rs due lo the .sharply differing diffusion ra tes of tliese 
t\vp cpmpPund.s_. . ' 
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44 UNIT PROCESSES IN HYDROMETALLtlRGY 

There has to be a discharge velocity at least equal to the settling velocity of tl* 
biggest particle and the coarsest particles in the vertical channel in order for them 
not to accumulate in the bottom of the tank. 

An air lift is one way to achieve some additional suspension action in this vertial 
channel. 
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Kinetics of Dissolution of Zinc Sulfide 

in Aqueous Sulfuric Acid 

L. T. ROMANKIW* and P. L. DE BRUYNt 

Abstract 

The rate of reaction of crystalline zinc sulfide with aqueous sulfuric acid was 
E . studied in the concentration range 0.25^ to 17.5Af and over a temperature range of 

0.6''C to 65°C. The progress of the reaction was followed by a continuous recording 
S* ofthe pressure increase due to HjS evolution. If care is taken to eliminate diffusion 

.Wntrol of the reaction, the overall dissolution rate in the concentration range IA' 
r,. fo lOA'HiSO, may be expressed by the relation 

~~dt = ^o(*,lH+] - *^[Zn++]"Vk';8) 

An activation energy of 11.1 ± 1 Kcal is determined for the dissolution reaction 
•nd of 7.8 ± 1 Kcal for the reverse reaction. A qualitative picture of the reaction 
•nechanism is presented based on rate studies and etching tests with single crystals. 
Studies with natural sphalerite containing iron substituted for zinc in the lattice 
»how an increasing dissolution rate and the presence of elemental sulfur as a reaction 

. product. 

INTRODUCTION 

During the last thirty years considerable attention has been given 
to the leaching of suliide ores by aqueous sulfuric acid at elevated 
temperatures and oxygen pressures. In the published literature eight 
leparate investigations of the dissolution of zinc sulfide by aqueous 
sulfuric acid have been reported,^"* 'With the exception of the study 
by Tronev and Bondin^ zinc ores or concentrates constituted the solid 

^phase in these investigations. In view of the chemical complexity of 

• L. T. Romankiw, formerly graduate student at Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
&. oology, is presently associated with Thomas J. Watson Research Center, I.B.M., 

Yorktown Heights, New York. 
t P. L. de Bruyn is Professor of Metallurgy, M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachusetts. 
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these systems and the emphasis placed on the engineering aspects of 
the leaching problem no attempts were made to unravel the kinetics 
of the dissolution process. 

The main conclusion to be drawn from these studies is that in the 
treatment of ZnS with sulfuric acid at temperatures varying from 25''C 
to 200°C, the sulfide sulfur may be converted to HaS gas, elemental 
sulfur, or sulfate. The oxidation state of the converted sulfur as well 
as the rate at which the reaction proceeds depends in a complex way 
on the oxidizing conditions, concentration of sulfuric acid, and chemi
cal impurities such as Cd, Mn, and Fe in the solid zinc sulfide. These 
qualitative observations are also in agreement with similar studies on 
sulfuric acid leaching of other metallic sulfides,'"^* 

In the absence of oxidizing conditions the dissolution of ZnS by 
sulfuric acid rnay be represented by the stoichiometric reaction 

ZnS(s) + H2S0,(aq) ^ ZnS04(aq) + H^SCg) (1) 

The reaction products are Zn++ and HaS. Since zinc exists in solution 
in only one oxidation state, its concentration can readily be deter
mined. If the reaction is carried out in a closed system its progress 
may also be followed by recording the increase in total pressure due 
to evolution of H^S. Furthermore, since it is known that concentrated 
H2SO4 (36.5//) will oxidize HjS^^ according to the reaction 

HaSO, + HaSCg) ^ HaSOg + H^O + S (2) 

the oxidizing nature of strong aqueous solutions of sulfuric acid should 
not be overlooked. This paper deals with a kinetic study of the dis
solution reaction (1) and reports on the effect ofthe degree of agitation, 
sulfuric acid concentration, temperature, surface area, impurities (iron 
and manganese), and mechanical deformation of ZnS on the dissolution 
rate, 

MATERIALS 

Zinc Sulfide 

A coarsened zinc sulfide precipitate was used in the majority of the 
experiments. This pigment-grade material, designated as Cryptone 
ZS-800, was obtained through the courtesy of the New Jersey Zinc 
Company, It is prepared by precipitation from a slightly basic zinc 
sulfate solution with hydrogen sulfide gas. The precipitate is then 
filtered, washed, dried and coarsened at 800°C in an inert atmosphere. 
A chemical analysis of the final product is given in Table I, X-ray 
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analyses of the powder showed it to be crystalline and to contain 
approximately 75% of the cubic variety (sphalerite) and 25% of the 
hexagonal variety (wurtzite). The presence of wurtzite may be ex
plained by the coarsening treatment at 800°C since it is the stable form 
above 750°C. Both crystal modifications consist of a regular tetra
hedral arrangement of zinc and sulfur atoms; differences in structure 
»how up when the second nearest neighbors are considered. Based 
on seven independent BET Krypton adsorption measurements, the 
average specific surface of this material is 5,54 mVg- Electron micro
graphs ofthe powder indicate that the particle size lies in the range 0,1 
to 0,3 micron with a root mean square diameter of 0,18 micron. 

In addition to ZS-800, three different samples of natural sphalerite 
were used in the investigation of the role of chemical impurities on the 
dissolution rate. Chemical analyses of these materials are given in 

TABLE I 
Chemical Analyses of ZnS Samples Used in Rate Studies 

Sample 
Analysis (weight per cent) 

Zn Fe Mn Cd Ca Cl Insol 
ZS-800 
Natural 

sphalerite (1) 
(2) 
(3) 

Single crystals 
Theoretical 

66.45 32.3 0.006 <0.002 

63.83 
64.71 
52.07 
67.0 
67.2 

31.28 
32.24 
32.84 
32.8 
32.8 

0.38 
0.78 
9.69 

<0.01 
<0.01 

1.82 

<0.0001 0.13 

<0.005 — 2.28 
<0.005 — 1.31 
<0.005 — 1.53 

— — 0.02 

Table I. Fine powders of these mineral samples were prepared by 
grinding for 24 hours in methyl alcohol to prevent oxidation of the 
surface and caking during drying in an inert atmosphere. 

Single crystals of artificially grown cubic zinc suliide were kindly 
supplied by Dr. H. Samelson of General Telephone and Electronics 
Laboratories, Bayside, New York. These crystals were used in etching 
studies and a, chemical analysis is included in Table I. 

Reagents 

Distilled, de-ionized water of average specific conductivity 6.5 x 
10~̂  mho/cm was used in all experiments. Sulfuric acid solutions of 
desired concentration were prepared by dilution of acculute standard 
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volumetric solutions. Prepurified nitrogen gas was used in deoxy-
genadng solutions and purging of the reactors. All other chemid 
reagents were of analytical grade. 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

Dissolution Rate Study 

The reactor consisted of a 200 ml volumetric flask fitted with i 
rubber stopper through Which a connection was made with surgicai 
tygon tubing to a 2 mm glass manometer. Depending on the antici
pated pressure either a water or mercury-under-water manometer wa 
used. Four flasks were mourited on the arm of a Burrel Wrist-Action 
Shaker, the bulbs of these flasks were completely immersed in a con
stant temperature bath with the temperature controlled to within 0.1°C j 
at 25°C and 0.3°C:at 65°C by a Mere-to-Merc mercury control element 1 
Agitation was accomplished by a rapid up-and-down motion. By 
turning a dial the speed of the motion could be adjusted to give 3 
maximum agitation of about 300 cpm and an ampiitude of about 
2 cm. 

Exactly 50 ml of aqueous sulfuric acid of desired concentration .wai 
added to two of the four flasks, the other two flask's serving.a's additional | 
agitators for the constant temperature bath. This acid solution was 
then deaerated by passing prepurified nitrogen gas for at least one 
hour through it, then 3 grams of zinc sulfide was added to one of tht 
two reactors. The second flask acted as a dummy and was connected 
to a water raanbmeter which registered the pressure changes due to 
variation in barometric pressure. The reaction was allowed to proceed 
for 60 ininutes to ensure attainment of equilibrium, while pfessurt 
readings were taken at set time intervals. In most experiments no 
changes occurred after 10 to 20 minutes, At.completion of the reactipn 
the solids were filtered on a fine glass-frit and the solution was analyzed 
fdr zinc.and-sulfate. 

Etching of Single Crystals of Sphalerite 

In an attempt to understand the mechanism of the dissolution re
action, single crystals of sphalerite were etched under conditions similar 
to those used in the leaching ."tests. A single crystal was mounted in 
paraffin at the end of a glass rod which was then inserted in a glass 
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.cell filled with the desired solution. Prior to mounting, the, crystals 
,̂, were treated by different methods; some were used as grown from the 

". • vapor phase, others were polished, scratched or strained by heating 
in a nitrogen atmosphere at 450°C and quenched in liquid nitrogen. 
Afler several hours of etching, the crystals were washed with water -to 
remove sulfuric acid and with petroleum ether to remove paraffin. 
The extent of the chemical attack was evaluated by microscopic 
observation. 

Analytical. Methods 

The concentration of zinc in solution was deterrnined by titration 
with sodium ethylene diamine tetra-acetate^® and eriochrome bjaek T 
IS indicator. The pH of the solution was adjuste;d between S-iO by 
addition of an ammonium chloride—ammonium hydroxide buffer. 
'This analytical technique gaveaccurate and highly reproducible results 
for zinc in the concentration range 1Q-* to 1 mole per liter. Iron, if 
present, did not interfere with the analysis. 

An analysis fbr both ferrous and ferric iron was obtained by direct 
titi^tion with ethylene diamine tetra^acetic acid at pH 2 in the presence 

' of sodium salicilate, as indicator. The ferric iron .was, titrated at pH.2 
in the presence of. sodium saliciiate, upon reaching the end point the 
ferrous iron was oxidizedby addition of ammonium persulfate and the 
titration was continued. The presence of zinc did not interfere with 
the titration since zinc does not form complexes with ethylene diamine 
tetra-acetate until the pH is raised to about eight. 

Two methods were used for sulfate analysis. The standard barium 
sulfate precipitation technique" was-used and-gave excellent results if 
care was taken to eliminate co-precipitation of zinc; In the second 
method, an ion exchange technique,;'̂  a dilute sample of the suffate 
solution was passed through a colurrm of a cation exchange resin in 
the hydrogen form, The metallic cations in solution were exchanged 
for hydrogen ions on the resin, the free sulfuric acid thus -formed in 
solution was. then titrated with sodium hydroxide. 

The presence of elemental sulfur in the leach residue was detected 
by extraction with carbon disulfide.̂ ^ The sulfur analysis was carried 
out in a Soxhlet Extractor and it was possible to detect as little as 
3 X 10-* gram of elemental sulfur in two to three grarns of residue. 

' Sulfur amounts in excess of a milligram could be determihed with high 
accuracy and reproducibility. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
A major part of this study is concerned with the evaluation of the 

variables, temperature and,sulfuric acid concentra:tion, on the rale rf) 
dissolution of zinc sulfide. Most experiments were done in duplicate | 
arid a large number of tests were repeated many- times. Since a COB* 
tinuous.recording of HjS pressure during the progress of the reactifM 
could be readily obtained, pressure measurements were relied.tipoo tt^ 

^ - T ^ 
H 

M 

M -

H,S p r . f . u . . 
ffieos'iirementB 

* < 

* 

i s 20 

Fig. 1. Comparison of rate of dissolution of ZnSas measured by zinc analyses wHb 
rate of HjS gas evolution in liVHsSO* and at 25°C. 

furnish kinetic data. Zinc analyses were made at completion of tlK 
test. A series of tes.ts was made in which the progress of the reactioB 
was followed by analyzing the solution for zinc at predetermined timt 
intervals. In Fig. 1 the Kinetic results of this series are compared witl 
similar data obtained from HaS pfessure measurements. The ordinate 
axis on the left hand side of this figure gives the concentration of Zn++ 
in solution at time t and the ordinate axis pn the right gives the H|S| 
pressure at time ;. 

Conversion from zinc ion concentration to H Ŝ pressure and reverse 
is obtained as follows.- Assuming ideal behavior of H Ŝ gas and 
utilizing the distribution coefficient for H^S between the solution and 
vapor phase 

^D = /'Hj3/[HaS]^ (atmosphere-liters per mole). 

j.i material balance on the products of rketion shows that per liter of 
l̂ iehiUon, ^ 

:"OaB Co is a constant of dimensions, moles per iiter-atmosphere, and 
ri^» the ratio ofthe volumeof gas to vdlume of soliition at tlie specified 
.tenperature. Th'e major assumption made in the application of Equa-
' w o 3 to this kinetic study is that the equilibrium distribution of H^S 
:Wwccn the gas and liquid phase is obtained at all times. Thisassump-
;Wn appears to be well substantiated in this investigation. The distri-
Iwrtioii constant Kjy was obtained experimentally at different suffuric 
[icId concentrations." 

"Hie agreement between the two rate curves is very good especially 
^ e the analysis of zinc must be preceded by a filtration step which 
•Wmally consumes about two minutes. 

Effect of Agitation 

_ In the absence of agitation the dissolution reaction proceeds very 
^i»wly and appears to be controlled by diffusion. A series of tests run 
^,tt different dial .settings showed that as soon as the solids were sus-
^pended in the liquid the rate of dissolution increased markedly and with 
rsKreasing agitation reached a steady: state. To eliminate diffusion as a 
ĵ Tanable, all experiifients were run at maximum setting (amplitude of 
^Tibration 2 cm). Under these conditions of agitation equilibrium was 
r reached within approximately eight minutes at IS^C. At higher 
itenperatures equilibrium was reached within 2 to 5 minutes. 

Dependence of Rate of Dissolution on Surface Area 

The dependence of the rate of reaction on the amount of total surface 
^was evaluated at two sulfuric acid concentration sil'N and 3N). 
jOianges in total surface, area were obtained by increasing the weight 
«per cent of solids in the reactor. The exact dependence of the-initial 
^reaction rate on surface area was determined by plotting the logarithm 
ôf the initial slopes of the rate curves against thelogarithm of the iiiirial 
.mrface area (or log weight of ZnS). These plots showed thatthe initial 
r reaction rate at constant sulfuric acid concentration is proportional to 
Îhc first power of the total surface area. 
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Effect of Sulfuric Acid Conc^tration and Temperature 

At 25°C- the concentration of sulfuric acid was varied from O.lî  
to n.SN; at 35°G, 45''C.and 65°'C the concentrations of HES04 in
vestigated were Q.25N, Q.5N, IN, 2N, 3N, 5N, and" lOM Table II 

TABtE II 
Equilibrium Pressure and Zinc Ion Concentration at 25"C 

Sulfuric Acid 
Qonccnlratibn 
(moles/liter) 

0.375 
: 0,'5 . 
! 0.75 

0.875 
1.0 
1.2S 
1.5 
1.78 
2.0 
2,5 
4,0 
5.0 

[Zn+*] 
(moles/liter) 

0.017 
0.021 
0.030 
0.035 
0.040 
0.048 
0.057 
0.066 
0.073 
0;091 
0.139 
0,170 

Partial Pressure 
ofHsS 

(atmospheres) 

0.036 
0,051 
0.079 
0;094 
0,109 
0,137 
0.173 
0.204 
0.236 
0.318 
0.509 
0.650 

h i i 
(minutes) 

0 .61 
0.84 
6.90 
0.83 
0.84 

' 0.92 
0.98 

'0.95 
0,87 
0.91 
0.86 
0;86 

gives the equilibrium H^S pressiire atid zinc concentration attained for 
twelve sulfuric acid solutions at 25°C.- In addition, the time in minutes 
for which one half of the. equilibrium pressure was reached is also 
included in Table,IL It is interesring to note that at constant tetiipera
ture the time (1-̂ ^ ,̂ at which the reaction is 50 per cent completed is 
nearly constant for all initial sulfuric, acid concentrations except for 
concentrations below Q.5M. This observation suggests that the reac
tion is'first order with respect to the sulfuric acid concentration. 

A logarithmic plot ofthe initial slopes of the rate curves against the 
initial hydrogen ion concentration,, [Ho"''], in moles per liter is given in 
Fig. 2. An analysis of thermodynamic data of aqueous sulfuric acid 
soIutions'̂ '' reveals that in the acid concentration range, covered by 
these tests the following relation exists between the concentratiori of 
sulfuric acid .and hydrogen ion, 
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Withm a hydrogen ion concentration range of 0,65 to 12.5M (IN to 
7)1 ^"'^^"^ ^̂ '̂ '̂> ^̂ ^ s'̂ 'pe of the straight line in Fig, 2 is equal to 

^ IU23. If the partial pressure of H Ŝ is converted to Zn++ concentration 
^tfy means of Equation 3, „and if the logarithm ofthe initial change in 

e 

3^ f.rom direct meosurementH 
of slope 

from polynomiol 
cqjot lonaj 

' I -1 t I • 

10 

[H2SO4] = 0.8[H+] (4) 

Hydrogen ion eoneentrotion .(moles periiter) 

Fig. 2. Effect of acid concentration on the initia! reaction rate, 

'riiic ion concentration is'plotted against log [H+], a straight-line with 
J llope of unity is obtained in the same concentration range. Such plots 
i'«t temperatures. 25°G, 45°C and 65°C are shown in Fig. 3 and it its 
'^tetn that for all three temperatures the initial reaction rate is first order 
t̂ with. respect to acid and free hydrogen ion concentration. 
r Accurate measurements of the initial slope of the.rate curves are not. 
^easily obtained. In some tests the reaction was: as miich as 30% 
^Completed before;it was possible to take the first pressure reading: This 
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was especially true at. sulfuric acid concentrations below \N and also 
at higher temperatures. At concentrations below IJV the reverse r̂  
action already occurred at a finite, rate within five seconds of tbt 

10" I 
H"*" c.oricen tro tion (moles per l i ter) 

Fig, 3. Effect of acid concentration on initial rate of dissolution at 25°, 45°; 
and65°C. 

initiation of the reaction. To obtain the straight lines shown in Figs. 
2 and 3, the initial slopes of therate curves were.measured directly and 
were evaluateif also by first fitting the experimental rate data to a 

r polynomial expression of the form 

Ps,s = <i + bt -+ cî  -{• dt^ -^ . . . 

where the constant i determines the initial slope. 
At high concentrations, the deviation from the straight line shown 

r in Fig, 2 is probably due to formation of elemental sulfur according to 
;. Equation 2, At sulfuric acid concentrations of 17.5N and higher the 

I* presence of elemental sulfur in the leach, residues has been positively 
detected. Under such oxidizing conditions the HaS pressure no longer 
measures the total dissolution rate of sphalerite nor will it.be related 
U> the zinc ion concentration by Equation 3. 

ElTect of Impurities in ZnS on Its pissolution Rate 

The results of a series of leaching tests with ZS-800 and, three differ
ent samples of sphalerite containing varying amounts of Fe and Mn 
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Fig. 4. Dissolution rate as a function of chemical impurities in sphalerite. 

(see Table I) are summarized in Fig, 4 and in Tables III. These tests 
, Were carried ouf in 0.75N HaSOj, solutions at 25°C. In all tests the 
initial surface area was the same. 

A comparisori of the leaching curves of the two matcriais lowest in 
iron (ZS-800 and natural sphalerite sample 1) shows that an increase 

http://it.be
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in iron content leads to an increasing dissolution rate and a higjia . | 
equilibrium Zn++ concentration. The rate curves obtained with: 
natural samples (2) and (3) cannot be cohapared directly with ihe, 
former two curves because of the presence of elemental sulfur as oK i 
of the reaction products. In the two latter curves the variation inj 

TABLE III 
Analyses of Reaction Products Formed by Leaching.ZnS of Different 

Amounts of Chemical Impurities 

Material 

Impurities 
(wt. .%) Reaction Products (moles/liter) 

Fe Mn Zn Fe Mn HjS (total) S 

ZS-800 ; 0.006 <0.001 0.016 0.017 
•Natural. ZnS (1) 0,33 <0.01 0,040 0.01 0.041 0.002 
Natural ZnS'Ci) 0.78 <0.oi 0,052 O.OI 0.029 0.008, 
Natural ZnS (3) 9.69 1.82 0.49 0.02 0.02 0.047 0.041 

H^S pressure is no longer a measure ofthe rate of dissolutioh of tht 
ZnS, but'represents in a complex, way the rate of formation of Ufi 
and its oxidation to elemental siilfur. The oxidation of hydroges 
sulfide to sulfur starts early in the dissolution reaction and appears to 
"be directly related to the presence of Fc aind Mh. The negative pres
sures obtained with the natural, sphalerite sample (3) cannot be readilj 
explained. 

Results of Etching Studies in Absence of Oxidizing: Agents 

The single crystals of ZnS used in these tests had well developed 
{111} faces which are characterized atomically by the presence of otilj 
one kind of atom, either Zn orS. To identify the polarity of these 
crystal faces, a special etching method developed by Warekois, Layine, 
Marino, and Gatos'* was followed. Later on it was possible to identifif 
thepolarity of the crystals without subjectiiig them to a special chemi-
cal treatment. It was noted that the crystals were grown in such a waj 
that the zinc-bearing {III} face: tended to exterminate itself. 

Etching tests were carried out in AN and 10i\r sulfuric acid solutioia 
at,40°C,' The crystals that were strained either by polishing or by heal 
treatment followed by quenching in liquid nitrogeii were observed to 
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etch more rapidly than the untreated crystals. To produce* noticeable 
^ehanges on the untreated crystals, the etching treatment had to be 
jOMSlinued for two to three weeks while the effects of chemical attack 
rWere observed after one or two days on the strained crysta! surfaces. 
'•: On zinc {III} faces the surface scratches etched into long narrow 
I troughs bounded by relatively unattacked surfaces whereas the sulfur 
,TKCS etched morc uniformly. In general the chemical attack may be 
: described as a pitting rather than a uniform attack of exposed surfaces. 

DISCUSSION 

In the absence of oxidizing conditions the dissolution reaction, 
|;-Quation I, may also be represented by the heterogeneous chemical 
I-.-reaction 

'- • ZnS(s) + 2 H+(aq) = Zh++(aq) + H,S(g) (5) 

•.The equilibrium constant for this reaction is expressed by the relation 

K = 

where 

[ZirH> H.S 
•2 /I = K,.̂  (6) 

I2n++J, [H+] = iriblar concentrations of Zti++-.and H+ in solution 
p — partial pressure of H^S vapor 

rif'/(Zn++)./(H+) = activity coefficients of Zn++, H+ which may be re-
•;. lated to thehiean ionic activity coefficients of the 

electrolytes, ZnSO^ and HaSO^ 
Kg =.riiass,action constant 

Values of K̂  were determined experimentally as a function of tem-; 
.perature and sulfuric acid concentrations for precipitated ZnS(ZS-800). 
[The best value for the equilibrium constant was obtained by plotting 
'-Xf as a function of ionic strength and extrapolating to zero ionic 
|Mrength, The results of this extrapolation at 25°, 45° and (iS'C are 
fpfen in Table IV together with the values obtained by calculatioii 
r̂̂ om standard free energy data at 25°C. 

r Since the dissolutiori of ZnS proceeded at constant voIiime, the 
[reaction rate per unit, volume may be written as 
r-j.-

= [^orikplH+r ~ k^lZn-^yp^) (7) 
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where 

m\ 

.A 
.1 

[Afj] = initial surface area of solids per liter of solution 
kp, kji = forward and reverse reaction rate constants 

m, n, q, r = empirical constants. 
In arriving at Equation 7 the following assumptipns were made: 
(a) the dissolution of ZnS is not difftlsibn-controlled, 
(b) the suffacciarea of the solids remains essentially constant during 

the reaction, Wi 
(c) the rate' with which equilibrium is established between Ĥ S in |j 

solution and in the gaseous phase is rapid, 
(d) both the forward and the reverse reaction are surface reactions, 4 

Assumptions.(a) and (b) have been verified experimentally. Although I 
no direct experimentarjustification of assumption (c) was possible it', 
is believed that.this postulate is in agreement with the observed results.:} 
Regarding.assiiraption (d), experimental results showed that the for-̂  
ward reaction is a surface reaction but no direct evidence was-obtained = 
to prove that a surface reaction also describes the reverse process.. 
However, as will be-shown ffom an analysis ofthe kineric data, and a • 
comparison with the observed equilibrium constants, this assumption 
is consistent with all experimental and derived results. It should be 
noted that the reverse step in. the dissolution reaction may not neces-, 
safily be equated to a crystal growth reaction for which the dependence ;j 
ori surface area may not hold or may be-of a complicated nature. 

From the experimental results it was established that the dissolution 
rate in the sulfuric acid concentration range,, 17V to IQN, is directijf 
proportional to the initial surface area and to the hydrogen ion con
centration. Equation 7 may, therefore, be replaceid by the expression 

dt 
where k p — kpAfj 

k n = kf^Aoj 

(8)1 

(9) 

In writing, Equation 7 the activity coefficients of the ionic species wert 
included in'the rate constants, these, quantities are, therefore, functions 
of temperature and concentration. If we may assume that kp. and k̂  
or the modified constants, fc^?^ and fcjj^; are independent of concentra' 
tion then it follows that 

^•hcre /I is a positive quantity and is numerically equal tq one-half in 
rticw of the first power dependence of the dissolurion rate on thc: 
_^rogen ion concentration. 

Since the progress of the dissolution process was followed by re-
f cording changes in R S pressure whereas H+ and Z n ^ concentrations 
^•ere only known at zero time and at equilibrium, -it is desirable to 
^ tpress the reaction rate in terms of the partial pressure of H^S. This 
jlnnsformarion is readily made with the aid of Equation 3 and Equation 
; l now assumes the form 

C o | = fcj,HHo+ - 2C,p) - k^^VQP (11) 

^whcre Ho+ is the initial hydrogen ion concentration. 
At equilibrhim Equation 11 reduces to the relation 

^ l ^ ^ ^ l ^ . ^ . (12) 
f.-Q K p i 

^ if k^ and kp are independisnt of concentration then a plot of the 
r tegarithm bf the term on the left hand-side of Equation 12 against 
' ^ZPtt, should give a straight line with unit slope, Excellent straight 
L lines with unit slope are obtained if the experimental data at 25°, 45° 
, Md 65'C in the concentration range i A t̂o: lOJVafe plotted as suggested. 
r, TTiis observation suggests that the activity coeflRcient quotient <!> of 
'-Equation 6 is approximately constant'in this concentration range. 
" • The magnitudes bf kp'̂  and k^^ may be evaluated by noting that 
; Kcordihg to Equation 11 

KF' (13) 

By combining Equations 12 and 13 the value of A:̂ ^ (also kj^ may be 
I-obtained. If Equation 11 is differentiated with respect to pressure then-

<i(A>Mt) 

. dp =-N^^) (14) 

At fixed sulfuric acid concentration and temperatu re,.;a;plot of dpjdt 
••gainst/? should give a straight line with slope equal to, the right hand 
' tide of Equation 14. In combination with Equation 12, Equation 14 
;n)ay be used instead of Equarion 13 to solve for fc_p,i and kĵ K Table= 
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IV summarizes the values calculated from different combinations of 
Equation 12, 13, and 14. 

This Table also compares the extrap,oIated values for the equilibrium 
^ constant as obtained froni equilibrium data alone With the values 

•Fig. 5. Dependence of reactipn rate constants on temperature. For the reverse 
• reaction the experimental constants are actually kg l̂A ,̂, 

! obtained by taking the-square of the quotient, kp'̂ jk^ .̂ If the reverse 
: reaction were nota surface reactioh then the magnitude of the corre,-
[(ponding rate constant would be equal to .fejj, and, the equilibrium 
^ constant will be determihed by the relation 

(^r -

I . 
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However, according to Table IV the ratio (k^ l̂kĵ )̂̂  agrees with ths 
observed values of K, It is this agreement between Ĵ  and the quotient 
{kp^jki^)^ that may be cited as evidence that the reverse reactioii is 
also a surface reaction and that the. overall dissblution rate may be. 
expressed by Equation 7. 

Figure 5 gives Arrhenius plots of the kinetic data included in Table 
IV. For the reverse reactioh the values plotted in this figure are 
actually the modifield constaht kp^ divided by the constant Â  (333 
m^liter). This does not effect the slope of the Arrhenius plot; The 
activation energies of the forward and reverse reactions as detemiined 
•from Fig. 5 are 11,1 ± 1 Kcal/mole and 7.8 ± 1 Kcal/mole respec-
tively; Usually the activation energies for diffusion range between 
3 Kcal and 6 Kcal, therefore, the observed values, especially for the 
forward reactioh ihay be regarded as additional proof that the dis
solution process is not diffusion controlled. 

For this system the heat, of reaction (AH) isapproxiinately related 
to the difference in activation energies (AE^) by the relation, 

h H : ^ —? = 6.6 Kcal/mole 
« 

For sphalerite as the solid phase a heat of reaction of 7.3 Kcal/mole is 
calculated from enthalpy data at 25,°C. 

-PROPOSED MECHANISM OF REACTION 

The analysis of the available experimental data suggests that the 
dissolution process may be looked upon primarily as a chemica! 
reaction at the interface between zinc sulfide and the:solutioh. Transfer 
of reacring species to the interface and of reactioh products from thc 
interface does not-appear to control the rate of the process if suflicient 
agitation is provided. Although it is ndt possible to give quantitative 
discussion of the mechanism by which the dissolution is affected i. few 
qualitative comments and observations may be made. 

Both the zinc blende and wurtzite structures of crystalline ZnS have 
the same short range order which is characterized by'the four fold 
coordination of the zinc and, sulfur atoms. This coordination is the 
result of the directional and predomihantly covalent bond formed 
between the zinc and sulfur atom. The density of atoms exposed at 
the solid surface and the number of broken bonds per surface atom 

will depend on the crystallographic orientation of the surface plane. 
Slnictural considerations, therefore, suggest that the chemical re-
Ktivity and thus the rate of dissolution of zinc blende should decrease 
with orientation of the surface planes in the follbwing order; 

{100} > {110} > {111} 

"Both {110} and {ll 1} surfaces show crystallographic polarity with one 
•broken bond per atom. A surface atom in a {100} face has two 
broken bonds. 

The actual dissolution process for ZnS may be represented by the 
reactions 

Zn++(s) -> Zn̂ -*•(aq) 

S=(s)-^S=(aq) 

The zinc dissolution reaction includes the effects due to hydration and 
(he sulfide dissolution is, of course, complicated b/ the formation of 
H^. According to these reactions the dissolution process proper must 
be preceded by rupture of the covalent bond and a transfer of electrons 
to yield the ions, Zn++ and S". Although predominantly covalent iti 
character,, the. Zn-S bond has some ionic character because of the 
difference, in electronegativity of the-zinc, and suffur atoms. A rough 
calculation based on the Pauling approach^^ suggests that the Zn-S 
lx)nd is about 20% ionic in character: The more ionic in nature the 

'bond is, the more soluble the solid should be. The observed increasing 
" fate of dissolution of natural sphalerite may be explained qualitatively 
by thc substitution of Fe and Mn for Zn in the lattice. Iron is more, 
electropositive than Zn thus the.more ionic;character ofthe Fe-S bond 
ihould aid the dissolution; MnS is an example ofan essentially ionic 

•nilfide.=2 

Increasing dissplution rates also result from defects other than those 
due to chemical sybstitutioh, The etching studies showed that dis
locations and strain effects- also lead to faster chemical attack. At 
constant total surface (but not constant particle size) the dissolution 
reaction rate constant,./cj?-, therefore, may be,expressed as the product 
.of two terms, 

k p ^^ ^'^F' 

•where kp* represents the intrinsic rate constant for the "perfect 
Wystal" and the variable factor Y measures the number of reactive 

~A litcs per "unit-area and reflects the nature ofthe imperfections present. 
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Although it is not possible to present a quantitative analysis of tbe J 
various steps by which the dissolution of ZnS is effected, the experi
mental results suggest that one or more of the steps involved in the 
process of transferring sulfur from the solid to the solution phase may 
be rate controlling. This suggestion is substantiated by the observation 
that on etching the single crystals the {111} sulfur-bearing surfaces are ^ 
more strongly attacked than the corresponding zinc surfaces. By 
dissolving the bond between zinc and suffur in the solid through an 
attack on the sulfur atom, the solid eventually passes in solution. 
Since the sulfide ion concentration in solution under the conditions of 
experimentation is extremely small (10-^W to 10-"Af), no accumula
tion of S= in the solution is expected during the reaction and it is more 
than likely that the slow kinetic step takes place at the interface. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The rates of dissolution of crystalline zinc sulfide in aqueous sulfuric 
acid solutions vvere studied in the concentration range of 0.125M to 
8.75M H2SO4 and in the temperature range 0.6 to 65°C. The reaction 
products were HgS and dissolved zinc. Additional studies were made 
on natural sphalerite to determine the effect of chemical impurities on 
the dissolution process. Etching studies were also made on single 
crystals of vapor-grown cubic zinc sulfide subjected to strain. The 
following conclusions may be drawn from this investigation. 

1. The dissolution reaction in the absence of oxidizing conditions 
and under conditions of vigorous agitation to eUminate diffusion con
trol of the reaction is a function of: 

(a) hydrogen ion (or sulfuric acid) concentration 
(b) the initial surface area 
(c) temperature 
(d) crystal imperfections (chemical and physical defects) 
2. In the sulfuric acid concentration range, lA'̂  to \0N, the net 

dissolution rate of ZnS varies directly with the initial surface area, 
with the first power of the hydrogen ion concentration and with the 
square root of Zn++ and HjS concentration in solution. 

3. The forward and reverse reaction rate constants have been 1 
evaluated and from the temperature dependence of these an activation 
energy of 11.1 Kcal for the dissolution process is indicated and an 1 
activation energy of about 7.8 Kcal for the reverse process is calculated. | 

4. The presence of substituted iron and manganese in the crystal 

DISSOLUTION OF ZINC SULFIDE IN AQUEOUS SULFURIC ACID 65 
m 

h. lattice of zinc blende increases the rate of solution and in presence of 
1 large quantities of iron (>0.1% by weight) elemental sulfur appears as 
f. one of the reaction products. 

^ ' 5. Etching studies on single crystals at 40°C in 4iV and lOÂ  H2SO4 
*̂  iolutions reveal that the dissolution reaction depends on the degree of 
E deformation and physical defects imposed on the crystal. The {111} 
K fulfur faces are more strongly attacked than the {111} zinc faces. 
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In nonferrous iiie'laUiiriiy Uii'iurea .soliuion.*; a r f i.M.d !i.i-
Ihe elnlioii of noblo iniji.ii.-: fj'-.ni iMii-i.'M-li.iin'.c rc.'rin.'^'.i. • 
.Aridic iiolulion.s of lliiourcra can riL'̂ o lit u.¥crl a.s a .snivcnl 
for lioh.l ;!iiil .silver Ol'' ) 1. l^lccirolv.'o.'; i.s .in ellcciivo 
iiictlioil for Uio irea (ill! nl ol tliiouien sululii'iis ol' n ilil'" 
m e n l.S. 

In llii.s loiincction Un' kinciics ijf ilu.' (.'lefiro-riuMnical l o -
duclion of Uiiourca complexes ol'-mt't;lls at a catliode dnriiip 
tlKi L'leclrolysiii of lliioiirea .soluiion.s a re of llieorelic.'il and 
pract ical iniorost . 

hrai-cordance with Uic s e r i e s of nornr.il dissociation polen-
lials of Uu.' Uiiourea comiile.xcs of metals (lable), the noble 
metals a r e redurod al llu? catliode preferentially compared 
Willi Uie accoiiipaiiyini^ nniiferi'ous nielnls (lead, zinc, cad
mium, copper, etc). Silver is less easily reduced than gold. 

Normal dis.sociation potentials and pKfi values for thiourea 
complexes o r some metals 

Complex ions 

Au(Thio)j^ 
Ai;(Tlua)^ 
CulTliio)!-
Cd(ThiO)r 
Pb(Thio)i+ 
Zn(ThiO)| + 

pK 

21.96 
13.10 
15.39(10] 

8.scan 
8.23112] 
1.77, ^ . 
0.73114] • 

Em/m(Thio)','i* 
B 

+0.380(9] 
+0.023(31 
-0.119 
-0.657 
-0.647 
-0.650 
-0.785 

Investigation ol the e lectrochemical reduction of the thiou
rea complex of si lver was ca r r ied out on apparatus wilh a 
rotating disc e lect rode, descr ibed in the l i terature*) . The 
reduction of the thiourea complexes of gold and copper was 
studied in a cell with vert ical e lec t rodes . 

When si lver is p resent in the thiourea solution, four polar
isation waves a r e observed on the curve for the relat ionship 
between cur ren t density and cathode ixitential. 

As shown in *), the f i rs t wave i s due to the reduction of 
electrochemically active impur i t ies (mostly dissolved 
oxygen) at the cathode. Th is ,p rocess takes place under 
diffusion control and i s charac te r i sed by the presence of 
a limiting current . 

192 

Tlie .si'fond and Uiird polarisation curves a r e due lo the^ 
cipclroclioiiiical dccomiwsilion of the thiourea coniple.x ofJ 
.•silver, which is accomiwnied by thc re lease of mclalUc^r 
s i lver a I ihe cathode. The second wave is due to Uie d l s ^ 
cl iarp- of s i lver ions. The third wave, as will Ije .showri'^ 
siil>setn.icnUy. i s due lo e lect rochemical reduction of tlilouf 
molecules conuiiiied in the Uiiouren .silver complex at theS 
calhndi?. Both waves a r e character ised by tlic e.xistence o\j, 
a bniitin!,' current , which demons t ra tes the diffusion c o n t r ^ 
of the reducUon of the si lver ions. 

The fourth wave is due to electrochemical reduction of" 
hydrogen ions, which takes place under kinetic control^and| 
i s described by a Tafel equation (5). 

•u. 

.1 -.'.^ 
.,•;•'• ct ->:',:,'!<- viivor','^jj 

crr.ir.il ion in r'lc 
aii.-iTM •ii.il-ition on t.'iii 
-•iin-̂ nC'̂ . o:~ i,': .md 
J- 11--*} on th'.- poten-
l. Conccntrcn ion uf • 
'i'hio}j, n-i-ionliiw ; 
0.9:? :iiiil J .85. 2 - • 

,' J - J7.7; 4 - 37.1). 

Fig.2 •"W 
Dependence of tha limlt^t 
ing current on thc actJvi| 
of s i lver .ions In a Q.W 
solution of £/i.iourcfl'!ig]j 
0.5.1 sulphuric acldi'Sm^ 
1 - iyii 2 - I T ; 3 - -in 

log lim 

The discharge cu r ren t of the s i lver ions becomes appr.^ 
ciable with an overpotential of 0.05V, and then with IncrW 
in the overpotential it i nc reases sharply and passes into'j 
Umiting cur ren t (fig.l). The magnitude of the limitingou.i 
i s proportional to the activity of s i lver ions in the soluUgol 
(fig.2): - ^ « « 

('A," ) I ira = Kl • 3 . ? | 

and i s proportional to the square root of the disc rotaUofll 
ra te in s t r i c t accordance wilh the theory of the disc eleeS 
trode. This confirms the diffusion charac te r of the silvgM 

file:///ifl.i


[reduction p roces s . 

i The inflection points on Uie curves in fig.2 correspond to ' 
l l silver concentration C,ii„ = 2.75'10"- ' g-ion/dni-'' in the 
itayer adjacent to the electrode in a thiourea solution (0.52 
imole/dm^ of thiourea and 0.5 mole/dm^ of sulphuric acid 
Elfl Oie absence of current . 

J A sharp increase in the cathodic cur ren t i s observed with 
Jan overpotential grea ter than 0.16V (fig.l). The cur rent 
irapidly reaches a limiting value, which was found to bear 
M power relation to the activity of the s i lver ions in the 
Isolutlon within the s i lver concentration l imi t s^ ' ) : 

iOrllim = kg • 3; At; (2) 

iTn spite of the fact that the current ij- is a function of the 
^activity of si lver ions in the solution, it cannot be due to 
^discharge of Ag* lons, since calculation of Uie activity of 
Esilver ions in the solution required to secure Uie current 
Sir leads to values l.'5-20 tinies gi-eater Uian the actual act lv-
ijty. Nevertheless, the current i-]- Is due to discharge of Uie 
fthiourea s i lver complex Ag(Thio)3 , since it i s only observed 
Bin the presence of an appreciable amount of s i lver in the 
[solution and depends on the concentration of s i lver in accor- -
m n c e with Eq.(2). 

'Thiourea molecules p r e s e n l i n the solution but not combined 
Sjnto Uie complex a r e reduced al the s i lver cathode at a 
anegligible ra te . However, thiourea molecules entering into 
jUie composition of the Uiiourea s i lver complex a r e present 
Itn a transition state at the moment of decomposition of thc 
fccomplex during the reduction of Ag(Thio).^, and their reduc-
Itlon at the cathode iDecomes more likely. As a resul t Uiere 
lis a sharp Inci-ease In the cathodic current . During the r e -
gduction of thiourea molecules in accordance with the equation 

(NH,),CS+8H+ + 6e-*H3S+CH3NH+ + NHJ 

|flie current L|. can reach 18 i^;.,, which ag rees with the 
Ijxperimental data. 

(3) 

'Direct measurements of the consumption of thiourea during 
Lthe electrolysis of s i lver , due mainly to i ts decomposition 
fat the cathode, showed-that 2.85 moles of thiourea ar.e con-
Lsunied in the reducUon of 1 g-ion of s i l v e r ' ) . Thus, the 
Hcalhodic reduction of thiourea s i lver complex is the main 
[source of the losses of the thiourea. If decomixisiUon of the 
^thiourea molecules at the anode is prevented by separation 
lol Uie cathode and anode compartments by a conducting 
I^embrane. 

Win the region of overpotentials of 0.16-0.40V, where the 
^'discharge cur ren t s of dissolved oxygen and the reducUon 
. current of hydrogen ions a r e reb t lve ly small in value, the 
main reason for the decrease in the cur rent yield during 
the electrolysis of s i lver i s the discharge cur ren t of the 

• thiourea complex iy . 

If the overal l cathodic cur rent due to the occur rence of the 
1 silver and thiourea reduction p rocesses is plotted in fig.2 
asa funcUon of Uie actir i ty of s l iver ions in the thiourea 

I solution (curve 3), an empir ica l relat ionship is obtained 
'Which can be approximated a s the power function 

[where m = 1.68. 

(4) 

Simultaneous solution of Eqs . ( l ) and (4) leads to the equa-
lUon: 

t ' l i i = 1̂  (iM4T )"•* (5) 
(' 
The general relat ionships governing the e lec t rochemical 

^ reduction, a s estabUshed lor s i lver , also hold for other 
.(petals. 

Thus, If the e lec t ro lys is of a metal from a thiourea solu
tion is real ised under conditipns where the e lectrochemical 
reducUon of oxygen and hydrogen can be neglected, the 
rat io of Uie discharge cur rent of the metal in and the total 
caUiodic current 1^,^ must be descr ibed by a relat ionship 
of Uie type in Eq.(5). In fact, a s seen from Uie data obtained 
during the e lectrolysis of s i lver and gold in a cell with ver 
tical e lect rodes (fig.3), for Imt < " . ! A / d m ' when,!.., + ij :»> 
i,,, the dependence on itot I s descr ibed by an equation s i m i 
lar to Eq.(5): 

lgl,\„ =0.62 1git„i - 1 .08 

lgi^„.= 0.62 1git„t - 1 . 1 8 

(6) 

(7) 

Fig.3 
Thc diypcndonco of the. re-. 
duction current of thc 
mrt.il ions (l-l/iai 2 - -I -
lAi,} on the total cathodic 
current density in the cel l 
with vert ical electrodes 
without special ag i ta t ion . 
C, , mg-ionldm': 1 - 4.4; .An 
C/iu' mnl ionldm : 2 
3 - 2.41; 4 - 1.24. 

4.4i 

The coefficient before log iii.t i s the same for gold and 
s i lver and is a consequence of the fact that In both cases 
e lectrochemical reducUon of Uiiourea molecules re leased 
during decomposition of Uie Uiiourea metal complex occurs . 
The practicallycomplele agreement of this coefficient in 
Eqs.(6) and (7), oblained during investigations in a cel l 
wiUi vertical e lec t rodes and without special agltaUon, with 
the power index in Eq.(5) which was derived during inves
tigation of the reducUon a t a rotating disc electrode shows 
Uiat the relation (5) i s universa l and does not depend on the 
conditions under which the e lec t ro lys is of the thiourea solu
Uon is reaUsed. 

With iioc ^ 0 . 1 A / d m ' the discharge current of the s i lver 
ions reached a Umiting value, and the discharge of the 
hydrogen ions increased sharply. The amount of re leased 
hydrogen is proportional to the density of the hydrogen ion 
reduction current '\y^. The more-hydrogen is re leased, the 
more intense Uie agitation in Uie layer of electrolyte near 
the e lect rode, and a s a resu l t the magnitude of the cur rent 
which i s Umiting for a given metal concentration gradually 
Inc reases . In this region, when i,, >i>, + ii-, the metal d i s 
charge cur rent i s related to the total cur ren t in the cell 
by the equation (flg.3): 

lgl,,g =0 .23 lg i , „ c - 1-62 (8) 

IgiAu =C^37lgifoc - 1.44 (9) 

where i to t = i|i + i;; + ir-

F r o m coniparison oi the normal dissociation.potentials of 
the thiourea complexes of various metals (table) with the 
cathodic potential a t which hydrogen re l ease becomes p r e 
dominant (from -6.55 to -0.70 V) it follows Uiat only gold, 
s i lver , and possibly copper can be reduced I rom the thiou
rea solution al normal r a t e s . The thiourea complexes of 
such metals a s lead, z inc, and cadmium can hardly be 
reduced a t all at the caUiode. Noble metals can be isolated 
selectively from the thiourea soluUon by e lec t ro lys i s , since 
a t the cathode potential when the reduction cur ren t of gold 
and s i lver reaches the Umiting value the reduction ra te of 
copper and other nonferrous nietals i s s t i l l too low. 

Investigation of the joint deposition of s i lver and copper 
from a thiourea solution containing 0 . 5 ' m o l e / d m ' of thiou
r e a , 1.0 mole /dm^ of sulphuric acid, 4.17 mg-ion/dm^ 
of s i lver , and 7.03 mg- ion/dm^ of copper was undertaken 
in a cell with vert ical elecU'odes. With cu r ren t density 
i .pt =3 .79 A / m ' the s i lver discharge cur ren t amounted to 
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i,\ = 0.225 A/m' and the copper discharge current i,;,, = 
0.008 A / m ' . Increase in Uie cathode potential leads lo an 
increase in Uie reduction rate of the copper ions, and here 
the release of hydrogen increases and the current yield 
of copper decreases. 

From the experimental data presented Uie diffusion coef
ficient of the Ag(Thio)3 ion was calculated. Its \'alue for 
2930K (Dftg = 0.47-10-= cm'/sec) agi-ees well with pubhshed 
daU a). 

Simultaneous solution of Eqs.(G) and (7) leads to the follow
ing result: 
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Investigation of the reaction of higher germanium, slUcon, tellurium and molybdenum chlorides 

V V Safonov, Zh K Fes'kovu, N M Grigor'eva and V I Ksenzenko (Moscow Institute of Fine Chemical Technotoev and 
the Technology of Halurgical Products) ^ 

In the literature there are mentions of the use of the 
chloride method for the treatment of various waste pro
ducts from the radlotechnical industry'^)^). The present 
report gives the results from physicochemical investiga
tions into the solubility of tellurium tetrachloride in liquid 
germanium and silicon tetrachlorides and of the phase 
equilibria in Uie GeCL, -MoCle -SiCl,, GeCU -M0CI5 - teCl , , 
and MoCle-SiCl,-TeCU systenis. 

The industrial germanium and silicon tetrachlorides 
required for the work were freed from possible hydrolysis 
products by vacuum distillation. Tellurium (IV) and molyb
denum'(V) chlorides were obtained by chlorination of Uie 
respective metals^). The results from chemical analysis 
and the melting points of Uie chlorides obtained agreed 
well with calculated and published data. 

The solubilily and fusibility were investigated by iso
thermal saturation') and by differential-thermal analysis. 
The time-temperature curves were recorded on a pyro
meter of the PK-59 type. 

The solubility of tellurium tetrachloride in germanium 
tetrachloride and silicon tetrachloride at 40-110"C is 
shown in table 1. The data obtained and the data from 
thermographic investigations of Uie GeCl,-TeCl, ""), 
SlCl,-TeCU =), and GeCl,-SiCl,-TeCl, •') systems 
Indicate the possibility of the separation of the gi-eatcr 
part of thetellurium tetrachloride by low-temperature 

• crystallisation of the mixture. 

The above-mentioned ternary systenis are limited by 
Uie concentration tetrahedron of Uie GeCl, -MoCls-SiCl, -
TeCl, quaternary system. The phase diagrams of the 
binary systems bounduig the ternary systems have been 
investigated by ourselves or have been described in Uie 
Uterature. The phase relations in the binary systems 
are shown in table 2. 

The crystallisation surfaces of the phase diagi-ams of Uie 

ternary systenis GeCl, -MoCla -SiCl, , GeCl, -MoCU -TeCll 
and MoCls-SiCl, -TeCl, were constructed on Uie basis off 
investigation of Uie polythermal sections, Uie direction of| 
which was delermined by'Uie position of the hivarlant "f 
points in the binary systems. The phase dlagrariis of Uiê  
ternary systems are presented as the developed surfacej 
of Uie teU-ahedron for the GeCl, -MoClg -SlCl,-TeCl; '•;, 
sysiem (fig.). 

Table 1: Solubility of TeCl, bi MeCl, mole % ' "4 

Tempera tu re ?C 

40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 

100 

no 

GeCl , '• 

0.0451 
0.0675 
0.0820 
0.0990 

. 
-

0.1400 
0.1530 

SiCl, 

• 
0.0116 
0.0126 
0.0157 
0.0189 1 
0.026 
0.033 

-

Mof/t 

Phase diagrams of the ternary, 
sijstoms d e f i n i n g the C 3̂CĴ • 
.'•toCij-SiCik-TeCJ^ system,'. 

KiCt, OeCt, MHf. 
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IGnetics ot the electrochemical reduction ot copper from cyanide-thiocyanate solutions 
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Electrolytic recovei7 of nietals from cyanide solutions ' 
and pulps finds use in the technology of the tre:\tment of 
gold-containing ores ' ) . Electrolysis of thiocyanate eluates 
' ' ' ) and re-extracts )̂ is used for the producUon of the pure 
metals. The in.sufficient degree of investigation of Uie elec
trode processes and kinetics of electrochemical reducUon of 
metals in cyanide-thiocyanate soluUons aibstantially retards 
the appUcation ot the electrolysis of cyanide-thiocyanate 
solulions In non-ferrous metallurgy. 

The kinetics of electrochemical reducUon from cyaiiide-
Uiiocyanate solutions were investigated on apparatus with a 
rotating disc electrode*) and also in a ceil with vertical 
electrodes. In an aqueous solution of NajCu(CN)3 Uie de
pendence of Uie caUiode currenI density on Uie cathode poten
tial has several polarisation waves. Dissolved oxygen is 
first reduced at the caUiode. ReducUon of Cu(CN)^- ions 
begins at a cathode potential of alxuit -0.30 V. The rate of 
the process increases rapidly wilh polarisaUoii of the caUiode, 
but a Umiting current (fig.l) e.xactly corresponding to the 
reduction current of singly charged copper is established at 
an over-potential higher Uian 0.15-0.20V. 

The reduction of Uie CN" ligands entering into the compo
sition of the complex Cu(CN)|" ion begins at a caUiode poten
tial of about -0.5 V. At a Cu(CN)f " ion concentration alxive 
0.06 g-ion/dni= the reduction of the CN" ligands passes into 
the diffusion region, as shown by the appearance of a limiting 
current onthe polarogram (fig.l, curve 4). , 

Fig.l 
The dependence of tlie 
current density on the 
potential of a rotating 
copper disc cathode in 
solutions -..ith various 
concentrations of 
!la,ca(CN) .̂  (moleldm^) : 
J - 0.0078; 2 - 0.0231; 
.' - 0.O6O8; 4 - 0.125. 

at Hi as ar I t -4iK 

The Umiting current for the reducUon of CN" is approxi
mately three tinies higher than the limiting current for the 
reduction of singly charged copper: 

('cN)li,i,= 3(ic„) 1 im fi) 

Consequently, one electron is used lor each CN" ligand 
entering into Uie composition of Uie complex Cu(CN)'" ion. 
The reduction of the CN" ligands can be represented by the 
following reacUon: 

CN" +3H,0 + le —»NHa + C0 | " -i l.SHj (2) 

It should be noted that free CN" ions not entering into die 
composiUon of the Cu(CN)|" complex are not reduced at Uie 
cathode uiider these'condi tions. The reducUon of Ugands 
which are electrochemically inert inthe free state is clearly 
a phenomenon characterisUc of the reduction of the complex 
ion at the caUiode. 

The fourth polarisation wave on Uie log i-«t diagram in an 
aqueous solution of NajCu(CN)3 is due to the reduction of 
hydrogen (not shown in the figure). Increase in the concen
traUon of Cu(CN)J" ions in Uie solution leads to a decrease 
in the hydrogen overpotential, and this is due to a decrease 
in the negative Z potential at the cathode. 

Increase in Uie concentraUon of NaNCS in the solution leads 
to a shifl of Uie decomposition potential of Cu(CN)§" towards 
the negative side and to a decrease in the Umited current 
density for the reducUon of the copper. However, calcula
tions sliowed that the decrease in the limiting current density 
for the reduction of copper is not due to a change in the 
compo.siUon of Uie copper complex or to specific adsorption 
of NCS" ions at the cathode but is brought about by a change 
in die activity of Uie Cu(CN)J- ions as a result of a change 
in the ionic strengUi of the solution. 

The effect of Uie concentration of .sodium cyanide on the 
reduction of copper from the cyanide- Uiiocyanate soluUon 
was studied in a cell with vertical electrodes without s|jecial 
agitation of the electrolyte. Electrolysis was carried out 
with a constant cathodic current density. The copper reduc
tion rate was monitored by weighing Uie cathode at half hour 
intervals. The change in the concentration of copper in the 
electrolyte during electrolysis was calculated from the 
increase in the weight of the caUiode. At the end of the 
experiment a control analysis of the electrolyte was under
taken for copijer content, and Uiis made it possible to draw 
up a balance in respect of the copper in Uie cell. The electro
lyte temperahire was 20'^C. ^ 

The reducUon of copper under these conditions takes place 
in the diffusion region, and the limiting current for the 
reduction of copper is determined by the activity of the 
Cu(CN)^- ions (acu): 

UCu'lim^ = n • F • k • a Cu (3) 

where k is the rate constant of the electrochemical reaction, 
which is independent of the activity of Cu(CN)'" ions in the 
solution. Experimentally U was estabUshed that k also 
does not depend on the acti\ity of NCS" ions in the solution 
Ijut depends on Uie activity of CN" ions in the solution ,(fig.2). 
•The dependence of k on the activity of CN" ions can be ex
pressed in terms of a power function of the following type: 

k=k . -a -^ 

The experimental v:ilue of m is 0.33. 

Tho overall cathode currenI density In the electrolyUc 
recovery of copper from cyanide-Uiiocyanate soluUons 
is composed of several components: 

(4) 

'NCS • "Cu + 'l. (5) 

The only useful current is 1 ,̂ . The currents ig and ijics 
are comparatively small and can be practically disregarded 
during electrolysis In a cell with vertical electrodes. 

If Uie overall cathode.current density is kept within limits 
corresixinding to a caUiode potential less than ip̂  for the 
beginning of Intensive reduction of hydrogen, the overaU 
cathode current density will be determined by the sum of the 
current density for the reduction of copper icu and the cur-

' • : 
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The .dependence of tho 
r a t e c o n s t a n t for the 
r e d u c t i o n of Cu(CN}\ ' 
from a t h iocyana t e 
s o l u t i o n (0.C17 molel 
dm^ HaKCS} on the 
a c t i - j i t y of CIJ~ ions 
wi th c a t h o d i c curx-ent 
d e n s i t i e s of 0 .1 "> 
and 2 .0 A/dm'- ^ ) . 

rent densitj' for Uie reducUon of the ligand ien • Under opti
mum conditions Uiere is a power relationship between the 
current densities (fig.3): 

('Cu h im= ^ ' '""Cu • ('"vn ' 

1.0 - l . i i !•• 0.! Igo'/e 

(6) 

F i g . l 
The dependence of the 
r a t e c o n s t a n t fo r the 
•reduction of copper 
from tho c y a n i d e -
th iocyana t e s o l u t i o n 
on the ca thode c u r r e n t 
d e n s i t y . 

In a cell wilh vertical electrodes and with an electrolyte 
containing 0.305 g-ion/dm^ of Cu(CN)J", 0.617 g-iori/dm^ 
of NCS", and 1.53 g-ioiVdm= of CN" at 20°C we obtained 
n = 0.56. 

The effect of the electrolyte temperature on the reduction 
rate of copper from the cyanide-thiocyanate solution was 
investigated by nieans of the polarisation relationship al 
a rotating disc cathode and also by nieans of Uie iricrease 
in the weight of copper at the cathode in a cell with vertical 
electrodes and without special.agitation of Uie electrolyte. 
The temperature was kept constant wiihin t0.5°C by means 
of a thermostat. 

At the disc cathode with increase in the electrolyte tem
perature fi-ora 24 to 60°C there was a negaiive shifl of the 
reducUon potential for dissolved oxygen, copper, and the 
CN" ligand. However, the log i-(pr. relationship for the 
hydrogen reducUon process remained alsmost unchanged 
in the investigated,range of temperatures. 

The Umiting current for the reducUon of copper increased 
with increase in temperahire. The e.xperimental value for 
the activation energy of the electrochemical reduction of 
the Cn(CN)|- ion at the disc electrode was E = 4120 cal/ 
g-ion. 

During electrolysis of copper from the cyanide-Uiiocyanate 
soluUon in a cell with vertical electrodes and without special 
agitation the range of investigated temperatures was some
what wider (15-60°C). In this case Uie activation energj' 
ol the copper reduction process within Uie Umits of 30-60°C 
amounted to E = 4570 cal/g-ion, whicii is extremely close 
to the activation energy at the disc electrode. 

The low value of the activaiion energj' is consistent with 

the diffusion character of the electrochemical reduction, 
of copper from the cyanide-thiocyanate soluUon at tempera-
lures atove 20-24°C and under hydrodynamic condiUons 
characterised bv Uc$1200. At lemperahires below 20-24°C 
and under hydrodynamic conditions characterised by Re< 1200. 
At lemperatures below 20-24°C Uiere is an abrupt change 
in the form of die dependence of k on temperature (fig.4). 

• F ig .4 
The l i m i t i n g c u r r e n t 
for tho r educ t ion of 
copper a t the r o t a t 
ing d i s c cathode ^} 
and the ca t e cons t an t 
for the r e d u c t i o n of 
copper a t tbe v e r t i c a l 
ca thode -} as func t ions 
of the e i e c t r o i y t e 
t empera tu re . 

m il U i r 4« « ' / ' 

Theactiwtion energy of the process increases abruptly 
to E>16.9 kcal/g-ion, which indicates a transition to the 
kinetic region. The dependence of the copper reducUon 
rate on Uie concentration at an electrolyte temperature of 
15°C leads to the same conclusion: 
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In Uie diffusion region of Uie process Uie dependence of 
the current density tor the reduction of copper on tempera
ture can be expressed by the equation: 

( 'Cu.) i inr k j ' l O s,k, '10 T (8) 

Not only Uie rale of the copper reducUon process but also 
Uie current efficiency increase with increa.se in temperature. 
Thus, at 50-60°C, even wiUiout special agitation of Uie 
electrolyte the currenI efficiency amounts to 46%. 

Combining Uie obtained equations (1), (4), (6), and (8), we 
express the copper reduction rate in lerms of Uie electroly
sis condiUons: 

" T . r , _ , . ' i = . B a ^ ^ ^ , ^ y 
' C i j . ' 10 • ( i o v . - ) ° • ^ u • I (9) 

where l i s a coefficient which depends on tlie design of the 
electrolysis cell and Uie intensity of the agitation of Uie 
electrolyte. 
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Maintaining a constant electrolyte composition in the electrolytic production of copper powder 
UDC 621.762.274 

A V Pomosov, A A Yun', and L P Tabatchikova (Urals Polytechnical Instihite - Department of the Technology of 
Electrochemical Processes) 

The StabiUty ol the physical and technological character
istics of electrolytic copper powder depends on the strict 
observance of the electrolysis conditions, among which 
the electrolyte composition is of consider.able importance. 
However, the electrolyte composition is subject to rapid 
variation on accountof the inequaUty of die caUiode 
(Bie = 85-94%) and anode (Bin "100%) current yields; Oie 

copper sulphate concentration increases, and Uie sulphuric 
acid concentraUon decereases. Moreover, on Uie average 
1.5% of the copper passes from the dissolving anode into 
the solution on account of chemical dissolution of Uie 
copper anodes. 

The currently employed niethod of maintaining a constant 
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can be inventoried. But in addition to 
these reserves, there are known, low 
or-"*' -"-nosits not profitable to mine 

deposits of reserve quaUty that 
'ically inferred but are as yet 
ed. and even new types of de-
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,̂ son mine tunnel 
holed\hrough by Amax 
after 4V2 years' work 
FOUR AND ONEHAU\YEARS of around-
the-clock tunneling eiiUed with a dyna
mite blast on July IsKwhen miners 
"holed through" the 9.6-mi ore haulage 
tunnel for the Henderson mine. The 
mine, 50 mi west of Denver, is tinder 
construction by Amax Inc. 

The l5-ft-high. I6.5-ft-vvide tunnel is 
one of several major engineering feats at 
the largest privately financed projeci in 
the history of Colorado. Before molyb
denum production begins in the third 
quarter of 1976, Amax will have spetit 
close to $400 million on the Henderson 
project. 

The tunnel will serve ore trains haul
ing molybdenum ore from the mine on 
the east side ofthe Continental Divide to 
an ore processing plant on the west side, 
in the Williams Fork Valley. After 
emerging from tHe tunnel, the trains will 
travel another 4.8 mi to the ore crushing 
and miUing facility. (For additional de
tails on the underground transport sys
tem, see discussion of the Henderson 
mine in the feature section of this issue.) 

Work on the tunnel began Jan. 10, 
1971. It was driven on a 3% downgrade 
from the western portal 9,000-ft eleva
tion to connect with the train-loading 

• level of the mine, a 7.500-ft elevation. 
Complex engineering and survey work 
was required as eastbound crews of 
Dravo Corp. and westbound Amax 
crews worked toward each other in hol
ing through the tunnel. Because of its 
nearly 10-mi length, corrections had to 
be made to allow for the cur\'ature of the 

posits not yet recognized." 
"Our total resources in 1975 are vast," 

the report concludes, "but they cannot 
be mined, much less used, until they 
have been identified, appraised, and fi
nally moved into the category of re

serves. We must begin now, in both in
dustry and government, to inform the 
public about the real nature of our min
erals problem, and to stimulate the re
search that will make our mineral re
sources available." Q 

Amax officials atop muck pile inspect holethrough of the Henderson haulage tunnel. 

earth. A laser guidance system was used 
for working control, and at the time of 
hole-through, the two tunnel headings 
were within 5 in. of being exactly on liiie 
and within 1 in. of being on grade. 

At least an additional year of work 
will be required on the mine, mill, and 
tunnel before the project goes onstream. 

Ultimate planned production of 50 
million lb of molybdenum annually 
from the Henderson mine will nearly 
double Ama.x's current annual produc
tion capacity of approximately 60 mil
lion lb of molybdenum. The Henderson 
project now employs about 2,100 Amax 
and contractor employees, and when the 
facility goes onstream the permanent 

work force is expected to number 1,100. 
Henderson has been cited as an out

standing example of industrial develop
ment with emphasis on environmental 
concern. During early planning of the 
project, a committee of Amax managers 
and representatives from Colorado envi
ronmental groups met regularly to study 
methods of minimizing the environmen
tal impact of the operation. As a result, 
the Henderson mine was selected by the 
US as the subject for a case history pre
sentation in an intemational symposium 
on "Environmental Accomplishments to 
date—A Reason for Hope," held in con
junction with the Expo 74 Worid's Fair 
m Spokane, Wash. Q 

Kennecott investigates soiution mining potential of deep Cu deposit 
:SrNECOTT COPPER CORP. has been ex

perimenting with a solution mining pro
cess at its Safford area copper deposit, 
124 mi northeast of Tucson and about 9 
mi north of Safford, in the Gila moun
tains. Solution mining of deep copper 
ores has attracted growing industry in
terest in recent years as an environ
mentally compatible, industrially safe, 
and potentially economic means of re
covering copper from deep-seated de
posits without resorting to expensive un
derground development. 

A Kennecott research and develop
ment team is considering a S5 million 
program of at least five injection and so
lution recovery holes. Leach solutions 
would be forced several thousand feet 

deep under high pressure in the injection 
bores to soak copper-bearing rock and 
attack copper minerals. The recovery 
wells in the leach area would estabUsh a 
circulation system returning to the sur
face, similar to oilfield hydrofracturing 
techniques.. 

The wells at Safford could go as deep 
as 5,000 ft, and if the system is success
ful, low grade ores may be recovered 
that would not be economically acces
sible by conventional open pit or under
ground methods. 

Previously, Kennecott had considered 
a possible non-vented subsurface nu
clear explosive experiment jointly with 
the AEC, to break a small portion of a 2-
billion-ton copper deposit lying at great 

depth near Safford. The blast was to be 
designed to create a glassy, slag-walled 
chimney typical of underground nuclear 
explosions. The concept—long since 
abandoned—would have involved drill
ing of solution injection and recovery 
wells to leach copper from the rubble, 
along with a complex monitoring system 
of additional boreholes to check radi
ation levels. 

Current testing by Kennecott is di
rected at compleuon of two holes. The 
company's Ledgemont Laboratory at 
Lexington, Mass., is conducting the ex
perimenls and is seeking funds lo ex
pand to a five-hole pattern. Solulion 
would be pumped into a single injection 

(Conliiiiii'Junp-tll 
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hole and out of the remaining with
drawal holes. Hole diameters are re
ported to be about 10 in. 

Leach liquor would be pumped under 
. pressures of more than 1,000 psi into the 
injection wells to penetrate the forma
tion through cracks, fissures, and faults. 
Acting as a wedge, the high pressure so
lution is expected to p n through frac-

. tures, cracking them while loosening and 
dissolving grains of copper along the 
way. Assuming that an effective injeciion 
and recovery well circulation sysiem 
could be established in which the copper 
concentration builds to suitable levels, 
the pregnant solulion reluming to the 
surface would be processed for recovery 
of copper before il is relumed to the in
jection bore. 

Il is anticipated that the technique 
could be used on sulphide as well'as ox
ide ores. Success of such a system would 
substantially increase Arizona copper re
serves, now eslimated at about 9 billion 
tons of ore. < 

Kennecott has not permanently 
shelved the possibiUty of using a nuclear 
explosion to establish an underground 
leaching cavity. A contract signed with 
the AEC in 1973 called for a joint study 
of such a technique. However, this study 
focused not on the Safford deposit but 
on a theoretical orebody having the 
characteristics of several Kennecott cop
per deposits. The study has been com
pleted and is being reviewed. 

The solution mining technique is at
tractive in that it would not pollute the 
air and would create relatively liltle sur
face disturbance. How the method 
would affect underground water supply 
has not been delermined, but the Ari
zona Department of Mines feels that any 
water problems could be solved to assure 
the public of a safe water supply. • 

Tennessee's proposed 

minerals tax creates 

storm of opposition 
TENNESSEE GOVERNOR RAY BLANTON, 
confronted with a continuing financial 
pinch, is expected to ask the 1976 legisla
ture in January to approve a severance 
tax on state-owned minerals that would 
most affect the coal and zinc mining in
dustries. According to mining interests, 
the lax—which would raise an estimated 
$22 million—could put some zinc oper
ations out of business. 

Most of the opposition to the gover
nor's mineral tax bill—which failed lo 
win approval earUer this year—comes 
from the mountainous east Tennessee 
area, where the slate's mining operations 
are concentrated. Concern about revival 
of the tax issue is so great that a meeting 
was scheduled for August in Knoxville 
to organize an association of mining in
terests to fight the bill. 

In an attempt to solve a tleficit budget 
(Continued on p 44) 
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F i g . 3 The e f f e c t of the c o n c e n t r a t i o n of 
f ree amnionSa on t ' le p o l a r i s a t i o n of 
copper electrodi^i : . Cathodic t>oUiri-
a a t i o n will} coni.-t 'ntrations of free 
.inimonia mo-la/l-' I ~ 0 .324; 2 - 0 .536 ; 
3 - 0 .892 ; ^ - l . . l ' i9 ; 5 - .1.337. 
Anodic po.l:iri.'^<nt'inn a t the saiite 
concentTiiiVions ( 1 ' - 5 ' } . 

^<Pst 

r tg .2 The e f fec t of the amntonium s u l p h a t e 
concentra t ion on the i>olari. '^atiun 
of copper e l e c t r o d e s . Cathodic 
f>oiarisation with anvnoniuin .sulphate 
concent ra t ion m o l e / l : I - 0 . 1 ; 2 -
0 .?5 ; 3 - 0 . 5 ; 'i - 0 . 7 5 ; 5 - 1 .5 . 
Anodic p o l a r i s a t i o n a t che 'icimc 
concent ra t ions ( 1 ' - 5 ' ) . 
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F i g . 4 The e f f e c t of thc c o n c e n t r a t i o n of 
z inc on the p o h i r i s a t i o n of copper 
e l e c t r o d e s . Catl tudic p o l a r i s a t i o n 
with the fol lowing molai' r a t i o s of 
copper t o z i n c in tlie s o l u t i o n : 
1 - 1 : 0 ; 2 - 1 : } ; 3 - 1 : 2 ; <; - 1 : 3 : 
5 - 1 : 4 ; 6 - i : 5 . C^u = 0 . 2 S n i o l e / l . 
.Anodic p o l a r i s a t i o n wich thta same 
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Kinetics of the leaching of pyrrhoti te witli fe r r ic chloride .solutions y 
gA 

A L Krestan and G N Dobrokhotov (Leningrad Mining In.stitute. Department of the MeLallurgy of Heavy and Noble Metals) 

Known schemes for the concentration of copper-nickel 
sulphide ores usually include Uie operation of selective 
Isolation of a pyrrhotite concentrate . Its subsequent metal
lurgical treatment makes it [Xissible to obtain the principal 
components of the concentrate (iron and .sulphur) compara
tively simply in commercia l form and partly to extract the 
.iceonipanying copper and nickel. However, the possible 
treatment schemes a r e greatly complicated when there is 
a large content of nonferrous and noble nieUals. One of the 
variants permitting the complete extraction of the main 
coniixinents of the concentrate may be a scheme of leaching 
with concentrated ferr ic chloride .solutions'). In this proces.s 
the first stage of the overal l t reatment (assuming arb i t ra r i ly 
tluit the coniposition of pyrrhoti te correspond.s to the for
mula FeS) 

FeS +2FeCl3= SFeClj + S" 

terminates in the production of a solution of F e C l j , elemeii-
cil sulphur, and a small aniount of an insoluble residue. 
The bulk of the nonferrous and noble metals concentrate 
in tlie latter. The second stage of the p rocess , involving 
oxidative hydrolysis, 

3FeCl2+0.75Os = 2FeCl3 lO.SFe^Oj 

makes it possible to regenerate the reagent and to isolate 

the iron of the pyrrhoti te a s an indeijendent producl. The 
overal l equation ot all the operations 

FeS + 0.75Oa = 0.5Fe3O3 + S" 

shows that the procesa can be i-ealised in closed techno
logical schemes and does not involve the re lease of any 
chemically harmful subsLances to the environment. Al 
the saiiie time, seiiaraie realisation of the stages makes 
i l possible to reduce the possible losses of nonferrous and 
noble metals wilh the iron hydroxide precipi ta te , while 
the choice of concentrated solutions of ferr ic chloride 
secu res the alLainment ot acceptable ra tes for the opera
tions even at comparatively high t empera tu res ' ) . The 
present report se t s out the resul ts from investigations into 
llie kinetic features of the f i rs t stage of the overal l t reat
ment. 

The experiments were c a r r i e d o u t witii a sample of flota
tion concentrate conLaiiiing~46.2',oFe, 28.6708, 3.62'?iNr^ 
1.627r,Cu, 12.4^iSi05, l.B^iCaO, and 4.4%Alj03. The iron 
of the sample was largely represented by hexagonal and 
partly monoclinic pyrrhoti te and also (in a small amount) 
by magnetite, nickel-pentlandite, and a partially i somor
phous mixture with pyrrhot i te , copper-chalcopyri te , and 
cubanite. The initial solution for leaching witli a concen
tration of 100 g dm^-of Fe^"" in the experiments with a 
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approximately stoichiometric consumption of the re.igent. 
It was esCibtished Ihat hnver coiiceiHiations of Fe° ' appre
ciably reduce the oxidation rate of the pyrrhotite, while 
higher concentrations hardly change it; additions of FeClj 
do not have a significant effect on the kinetics uf leaching. 
In this respect the selected initial concentration of Fe"'' 
can be considered optimum. 

Fig . i 

I n i l 11 

The e f f e c t of the i n t o n s i t y of 
a g i t a t i o n (cpm} an the t r a n s f e r 
o f i ron i n t o s o l u c i o n : 1 - 50; 
2 - JOO; 3 - 150; 4 - 200; 3 -
250. 

The leaching of the concentrate was realised in a glass 
reactor with a mechanical stirrer and proiided with a 
reflux condenser. The temiierature was rejxulated with an 
accuracy of t2°C. During sampling Ihe overall volume of 
solution (0.5 dm^) was mainuained by constani additions 
of the initial solution with equal volume. The extraction 
of the metals inlo the solution was calculated from the 
change in llie coniposition of the .solution, and the extrac
tion of iron was additionally monitored by analysis of the 
final residue. 11 was established that the dissolution rate 
of the main component of the concentrate (iron sulphide) 
depends substantially on the intensity of agi Lation (fig.l). 
Practically complete transi Lion inlo the internal diffusion 
region was achieved with a stirrer rotation rate of alwut 
250 rpm or with the water value of the modified Reynold's 
criterion: 

RCM = 
nd^ 250-0.04 
V ^ ' 60-10-" 

= 7000 

(where n is the stirrer rotation rate, y is the kinematic 
Wscosity, and d^ is the diameter of the stirrer). The low 
values of Re!.| bore witness to tlie high porosity of the 
sulphur film which forms, and this was confirmed by 
direct visual observations. It was also shown that the 
dissolution rate of the main components of the concentrate 
(iron, copper, and nickel) in the inilial periods of leaching 
agreed with the empirical equation: 

(i- f n y KxC_ KT 

where: c = Ihe degree pf extraction of the component into 
Cfe'* = tiie initiai concentration of ferric chloride 

This made it possible to express the effect of the various 
kinetic lactors by comparison of the nominal rate constants 
K. In Uie range of investigated temperatures (60-98°C)with 
CpgU =100g/dm=, Re î = 7000, and c,,^, = SOg/dm^" the 
dissolution rate of the iron in Uie concentrate was approxi
mately seven times greater than Uie dissolution rate of 
nickel and coijper (figs.2-4, table). This secured prefer
ential dissolution of iron sulphides comijared wiUi copper 
and nickel suliihides. For instance, at 80°C 98,16, and 18% 
of tho respective metals were extracted into solution with 
a leaching time of 30 min. The difference in the leaching 
rates secured the production of comiw rati veiy poor final 
solutions. WiUi an overall iron content of 140-150 g/dm"' 
the content of copper and nickel was not usually greater 
than tenths of a g/dm^. The produciion of such poor solu
tions naturally guarantees the output of comparatively pure 
iron hydnxxide. 

By graphical treatment of the experimental results of 
this series of experiments in the form of the normal 
Arrhenius curves it was possible to determine the actira-
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F i g . 2 The e f f e c t of t empera tu re on the 
t r a n s f e r of i r o n i n t o s o l u t i o n ^ : 
I' - 50; 2 - CO; 3 - 70; -I - 80; 
5 - 90; I'y - 95. 

' -I h 

F i g . l The e f f e c t of tempera ture on the 
t c a n s f e r of n i cke l i n t o s o l u t i o n "C: 
J - 6 0 ; 2 - 70; 3 - 30; 4 - 90; 
5 - 9S. 

[ I 

• I 

Fig.-J The e f f e c t of temperaturQ on Che 
passage of copper i n t o s o l u t i o n . 
For the n o t a t i o n s e c f i g . 3 . 

Thc variation of Uie rate constanla (or Uic'dissolutioo of Uie cotiiponcnlfl of Uie 
t;oiiccnUiitO wiUi icniperaturc 

Itue 
CUtlSUllit 

K,.,.;K.;; 

TeniiHjrature C 

0.0343 0.171 
e,75.iu-* 
a.'l 1-10-* 

203.33 

0.586 
0.23. 10-' 

0.3-17 • 10-' 
171.70 

1.062 
0.62- 10-

0.705-10-
150,C )̂ 

1.224 
1.04' !0- = 
1.14- lQ-= 

107.37 

1.653 
i.56-10-
1.82-10' 

S0.82 

lion energies of dissolution of the components of pyrrhotite 
They had the following values, k,l/mole; Ep. = 16.74; 
Et;̂ , = 60.24; E.j,- = 51.64. This showed that"'the dissolution 
of iron sulphide takes place under diffusion control and the 
di.ssolution of copper and nickel sulphides takes place unde; 
kinetic control. However, the seleeti\iti' of dissolution de 
creases somewhatwiUi increase in temperature. 
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H,S -* 2Fe=+'= 2 F e ' + 2H^ S° 

«o IICI g / d m ' 

l#l '»i ' Wn* ttCact of additions of HCl 
,' ' tm tho transfer of iron,nickel and 

tnippcr into solution. 

ItM addition of acid up to approxiniately 30 g /dm" of HCl 
' A i ^ r l a b l y accelerated the dissolution of pyrrhotite and 
, I jd roniparatively liltle effect pn the dissolution rate of 
fteUwiiyrlte and pentlandite {fig.5). From this observr;tio:i 
ta »ltw of Ihe acidic character is t ics of sulphides it can be 

,' ftnctuded that the overall dissolution of Ihe sulphides, 
tikli^ place according to the equation 

MeS • 2FeCl3= MeCls + 2FeClj+S^ 

.-•f It in (acl composed of bvo parallel reacl ions, i . e . , the 
tOf^xhemical oxidation of the sulphides by Ihe ferr ic ion 

C l ta (he HoluUon 

MoS-. 2Fe»*'= Me'-^-f 2Fe»'^ 1 S' 

and simple chemical reaction with the acid 

McS 4 2H'̂  = Me''^-t-H3S 

wilh subsequent oxidation of the hydrogen sulphide which 
forms ill the general mass of the solution (or more accur-
»tely, on Ihe outer surface of the diffusion layer) according 

01 course , the reaction charac te r i s t ics of the solution could 
acquire different character at the end of the leaching opera
tion; i . e . , with low concentrations of ferr ic chloride and 
with .adequate rates,of formation of hydrogen sulphide.In 
practice a higher acidity in the final solutions, which is 
always observed with additions ol acid to the initial mixtures , 
promoted the appearance of free hydrogen sulphide, change 
in the redox potenUal of the systeni , and redeposition of 
the dissolved, ropper and nickel. 

Conclusions 

1. During the tre:itnient of pyrrhotite by concentrated 
solutions of ferr ic chloride dissolution of Uie the accom
panying copper and nickel sulphides, which react under 
kinetic control. 

2. Wilh increase in temiierature the selectivity pf Uie d i s 
solution of iron and nonferrous metal sulphides dec reases . 

3. The oxidation of sulphur takes place by topochemical 
and volume mechanisms. Small additions of acid accelera te 
the dissolution and, on account of the re lease of hydrogen 
sulphide, promote redeposiUon ot the nonferrous metals at 
the end of leaching. 

4. Dissolution of the flotation concentrate at an acceptable 
rate for industrial purposes (interrupted leaching time 
0.5-1 h) takes place at 90-100°C with an initial Fe^-* content 
of about 100 g /dn i^ . 
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Correlation of the pa rame te r s of the s in ter roast ing ol lead sulphide o r e s and concentrates -fiO 

A I Kalashnikovand 1 V Aleksanyants (SKF VNIKI TsMA. Elektrotsink Works) 
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One of the technical measures called upon to secure in
creased production of lead is the industrial assimilat ion 
of progressive technological p rocesses for the preparation 
of lead sulphide concentrates and other lead-containing 
nwlerials for smelting in a blast furnace. Improvement 
In .smelting technology makes ever grea ter demands on the 
nietillurgical quality of Uie s inter (solidity, porosity, reduc
ibility). The creation of highly effective control systenis for 
the sintering p rocesses facilitates to a considerable degree 
Ihe solution of the problems involved in the produciion of a 
high-grade sinter aiid improvement in the product in ty of 
sintering machines. 

In Uiis connection a passive experiment by the rank co r r e l -
adon method') was-undertaken under the conditions of Uie 
Elektrotsink lead works. As a resul t of treatment of the a 
priori information it was estabUshed that in die degree of 
influence on Uie main charac te r i s t i c s of the s in ter roasting 
Uie recycled s in ter s tands at second place after Uie physico-
chemical composition of the sintering charge, and this 
served as the reason for investigations on an industrial 
charge and recycled sinter from Uie Elektrotsink works. 
The effect of the quantitative content of the recycled sinter 
in the charge on the charac te r i s t i c s of Uie s inter roasting 
process was studied. 

In Uie experiment the charge consisted of a mixture of con-
cenli-ates, fluxes, granulated slag, lead cake, and lead 
production dust. The raw charge contiined 39?;.Pb, 13''tS^_,| . 

l l .oroS^, 7.5%Zn, 11.5';'iFe, .7%CaO, and 8.0%SiO,. In the 
recycled s inter 0.67% of S was found. The lead content of 
the sintering charge was stabilised with py r i t e ' ) . Charges 
in which Uie ra t ios of the amounts of fresh charge to Uie 
recycled s inter were 1:0, 1:1, 1:2, 1:3, 1:4, and 0:1 were 
tested. On account of the unsatisfactory gas permeability 
it was not possible to fire the charge in which this ratio 
amounted to 1:0. Coke with jxirbcle s ize of 1mm was added 
to the subseqiienl charges in ever increasing amounts in 
order to keep die fuel content constant, and the additions 
were calculated so that the absolute content of Sg -f coke 
amounted to 7.1/o, whicii determined the optimum fuel con
tent for the charge of the Elektrotsink works. 

The obtained s in te rs with various charge-recycle r a b o s 
were analysed for ni;ignelic permeabil i ty, reducibillty, 
solidity, sulphur conteni, and softening. Special schemes 
were developed lo analyse the quality of the s inter . The in
vestigations showed that the temperature in the bed increases 
somewhat wiUi decrease in the charge- recyc le rat io, the 
suction rate inc reases significantly, and the sintering time 
is reduced. This i s explained by the coarsening of Uie charge 
and by the increase in i ts gas (jermeability. 

With increase in the content of recycled s inter in the s in te r 
ing charges the softening temperature and the relative magnetic 
permeability increase , while the sulphur content dec rea se s . 
Decrease in Uie charge- recyc le ratio to 1:3 significantly 
increases the reducibility of s in ter . By correlat ion analysis 
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Table 1: Concenti ation dependence of the volatility 
of beryUium chloride from NaCl-BeCi. melts 

SUBJ 
MNG 
KLPrt 

In melt 
mole % 

35.5 
36.8 
39.7 
42.4 
45.7 
49.9 
54.2 
64.6 
81.1 

100 

In sublimates 
mg 

6.42 
9.61 

16.20 
52.47 
79.30 

159.0(i 
264.36 
559.90 
825.00 

1025.00 

Table 2: AcUvity (a) and acUvity coefficient {y) ol beryUium chloride in 
NaCl-BeClj melt at 400PC 

BeClj in melt 
mole % 

35.5 
36.8 
39.7 
42.4 
45.7 
49.9 
54.2 
64.6 
81.1 

100 

Of 

7.19-10-^ 
1.08-10-= 
1.82 10-= 
5.85-IO-' 
8.80-10- ' 
1.74-10--
2.84-10-^ 
5.72-10--
8 .04 '10- ' 

1 , 

-lg Q: 

2.14 
1.97 
1.74 
1.24 
1.05 
0.76 
0.55. 
0.24 
0.09 

0 

y 

2.02 '10-= 
2.43 -10-= 
4.58-10-= 
1.3810-^ 
1.92-10--
3.49-10- ' 
5.24-10- ' 
8.85-10- ' 
9.90-10- ' 

1 

-lg y 

1.69 
1.53 
1.34 
0.86 
0.72 
0.46 
0.29 
0.05 
0.004 

0 
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Kinetics of the leaching of polydisperse material • 

O N Tikhonov (Leningrad Mining Institute - Department of the Concentration 
, of Minerals) 

<<OiX^t l tA, 

Below we give a quantitative description of the kineUcs of the leaching of a 
polydisperse material, s tardng from the known (constant or variable) linear 
velocity (i '^/2) of the leaching front towards the centre of the grain. With a 
knowledge d v^, it is possible by "geometric" arguments and equations to 
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predict the change iri the granulometrlc characterist ics y(l, t) and weight m(t) 
of the leached particles of the solid phase in Uie course of the time t of ttie 
periodic process or in the discharge from continuous equipinent. 

The important initial value of f| can either be measured experimentaily 
or calculated tlieoretically'). For instance, iri Uie case of fhe known assump
tion') (p. 108) that tlie decrease in the weight ot the dissolving particle in 
1 sec is proportional to its surface area S and also to tlie difference between 
saturation concentration and the concentrationof Uie dissolved product in 
the volume of the solution Cg -C(t), we obtain 

— = r i ^ / f l C , - C ( 0 | (1) 

where: K = a proportionality lactor 
1 = the grain size 

In the case of Uie more general assumption about Uie decrease in Uie weighi 
m of the solid phase') (p. 94) 

(la) 

we obtain a relation between v^ and tlie siJecific leaching flow .J(kg/m - sec) in 
the form j = pv-^^i/2. In the general case i" depends on the concentration and nn 
the type of solvent reagent, on the temperature and pressure in the apparatus, 
on the design of the apparatus and the intensity of Uie agitation of die pulo, ahu 
on tlie partlcie size 1 of Uie solid particles; below, in problems on periodic 
and continuous leaching fi is contained (directly or iiklirectly) in the known 
factors. 

During periodic leaching of a polydisperse material the differential particle 
size disti-ibution in Uie soluble part of Uie solid phase •>'(1,0) and its gener.al 
raass m(0) at the initial time tg = 0 are known; it is necessai-y to predict the 
change in Uie granular characteristics y(l,t) and the change in the mass m(t) 
in the subsequent time l>to = 0. 

We will denote the number of particles of Ihe narrow class (1,1 -i-dl) of die 
soluble solid phase density P) by ?., (1, t) dl =dlm(t)y(l, t)/p(-/6)l" - The kinetic 
equation is Uien derived on die basic of geometric arguments and is obtained 
in the following final form: 

*T. ('• ') _ d l , (/, 0 

- ^ r - = n ' ( / ) — 7 - : !(/) = 

I for / > 0 

0,5 tot / = 0 

0 ior / < 0 

(2) 

(In the discussions Ui = d l / d t is the rate of decrease in the diameter 1). Its 
solution for t>0 and for Uie special case i'^= const has the following form: 

(3) 
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where •>'4̂ = m(0)7(l, 0)/P(jr/6)i^ is determined by the initial-condition (the granu
l a r characterist ics of the initial materiaJ). 

In order to obtain a solution according to (3) it is necessary to substitute 
the argument 1 in the known initial function y^i (1) for t by the time-displaced 
argument 1-f-i^i-1, which corresponds geometrically to displacement of the 
y* (1, t) graph, to the left at a constant rate as die solid phase is "consumed" 
by the solvent. 

F rom Uie obtained v,.(l, t) function we calculated m(t): 

"O^- '^r ' — i'-iiU. i)cii= \ P-^(/-i ; i6^7,(/ , 0)rf/ 
(I v[ l (4) 

We then calculate tlie mass of dissolved material at time t, i .e . , m(0) - m(t). 
We further calculate the total leaching flow per second, equal to tlie mass of 
solid isassing into Uie solution per second at the current time, 

Ql . a c h ( ' ) ' = | - ^ •^/••f'T.C, t] d l 
(4a) 

where (1^1/2)7:1' is the loss in weight per second by one solid grain wiih size I. 

The following equation, equivalent to eq. (4), hold: 

m(/) = «(0)-JQig3^.„(r)a'< • (4b) 

Example 1. The equilibrium initial distribution 0< l<la,ax for y^-is given by 

T, i = . / l | l (/) - [ ( / - / , „ , J | ; .4 =,7i(0,l = const 

where l^^^ is the maximum size of the grain 
The solution according to equ. (3) is: 

'-I (I, l) = A[ UD - \l,l -'r 'V - '•»'->! 

Accoixiing to eq. (4) the change in weight of dissolved material is given by: 

mW- ]' ^ U - v J f A [ T [ l ) - l { l - l „ , „ ) \ d l ^ m { 0 ) ( l - - ^ y 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

The leaching flow per second according to eq. (4a) is given by 

Qieach'O = ' " ( 0 ) - 2 ^ ( - - ; ^ ) ' (7a) 

Thus, the graph for the y* (1, t) function is displaced to the left at rate f 1, 
Uie mass of solid decreases according to the law (7), and fuU dissolution is 
complete after time 
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^ i =„. "1 

Here the leaching flow decreases graduaUy from the maximum 4m(0)i/i / l^ax 
at t = 0 to zero at 5 = Sji^ . 

Example 2. The eqiuiium initial distribution for y(l) corresponds b3 the non-
equilibrium distribution for y« (1): 

•Al. 0) = - | l { / ) - I ( / - / „ „ ) ) 

T.C, 0) = m(0)-!(/. 0) /U-^ lA 

(8) 

(9) 

The solution according to eq. (3) is 

-lA'. ' ) = - ^ k i / ) - ! (i-r l ' l ' - ' » . . ) j / ? - f (' + ^ ' ) ' 

The change in the mass of solid with time according to eq. (4) is

il 0) 

. ( 0 = | f P ^ T . C , t ) d l ^ 
T(0) 'I^^til 

(11) 

In this case the mass of solid also decreases to zero after an analogous 
time tj.jj = I n a x / " ! > ' ' " ' ^ ^ l^w governing this decrease differs from Ihe 
previous case . 

More complicated is the case of continuous leaching with C(t) = const and 
consequently, v^ i const; an example of the apparatus may be a separate 
autoclave in a chain of autoclaves'under steady operating conditions. The 
main equations for the kinetics of cotinuous leaching then have the following 
form: 

^ ^ = ̂ ' ( O ^ + Q i a ^ i n / ' K ' 0 - ^ ° - - / H " ) (12) 
' "" (13) 

M dcin 
dt = ^PiB^iu-^p<'"cCout+ \ ^ ' I ' nAl l t)di 

b 
where: y^ (1, t)dl = the nuniber of particles with size (1,1-i-dl) in the autoclave 
t^ =-K C(t)-C tsata" * ^ linear rate of decrease in the size of the particles 

C(t) = ttie concentration of the dissolved component in the pulp 
in the autoclave 

Qiii>Q>ut »Qp i n - * * ingoing and the outgoing flows of solid (soluble) in the 
ani Q 

CD 

P OUJ pulp and also of the pulp itself 
m = the amount of pulp.in tihe autoclave 

m = \ p6fl/6)y«dl = the amount of solid in the autoclave 
0 

C ij, and Com ~ * ^ concentrations of material dissolved in ttie ingoing 
. and outgoing flows 
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y i n ( l , t ) a n d = the g r a n u l a r c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s in ttie c h a r g e and d i s c h a r g e of 

7ouc ^ ' *) ^ ^ a p p a r a t u s 

Equat ion (12) i s de r ived f r o m eq. (2) with a l lowance f o r the ingoing and ou t 
going f lows of sol id p a r t i c l e s of the n a r r o w c l a s s (1,1-i-dl); i t i s an equat ion 
of ba lance in the indicated n a r r o w c l a s s for a p p a r a t u s u n d e r nons teady o p e r a 
ting condi t ions . Equat ion (13) r e f l ec t s the ba l ance in the d i s so lved p a r t of 
the leached m a t e r i a l . Equa t ions (12) and (13) r e m a i n in f o r c e du r ing a hypothe
s i s d i f fer ing f r o m v^ =K C[3at:j-C(t) . The l a s t i n t e g r a l t e r m in eq . (13) i s Uie 
leaching flow in ttie a p p a r a t u s Qieach • . -

If the condiUons in the a p p a r a t u s a r e s t eady with r e s p e c t to the m a t e r i a l 
flow, Qp in = Q 
f o r m : 

. p out: 
= Q p = cons t and M = cons t , eq . (13) has Uie fol lowing 

. d C ( l ) 
= C i n ( 0 - Q u t f O - i -

Oleach (') (13 a) 

where . T = M / Q c h a r a c t e r i s e s the t ime s p e n t by the p a r t i c l e s in ttie a p p a r a 
tus . [Under ideal mixing condi t ions ~ 6 3 % of any ini t ia l p a r t i c l e s , o r m o r e 
accu ra t e ly ( l - e - ' ) . - 100%, leave the a p p a r a t u s in t ime T ] . However , even with 
Qp in = Q p out = const and M = cons t nonsteady c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s can o c c u r 
with r e s p e c t . t o the leached sol id (ay^/ot yi 0 ; a c / a t ^ 0) on account of the 
f luc tua t ions in Q i ^ (t), y i n ( l . 0 , and Qouc (0- Also useful du r ing inves t iga t ion 
of the nonsteady ope ra t i ng condi t ions may be the equat ion showing the v a r i a 
tion of m( t ) ; in o r d e r to obta in it we multiply eq . (12) by p(tr/6)P and i n t e g r a t e 
the equat ion with r e s p e c t to I f r o m 0 to 1^^^ : 

rfm(0 l ^ = J . ^ , ^ . i - - . . , p , , 0 - c , . , 0 (14) 

The i n t e g r a l on the r igh t s ide of the equa t ion is equa l to the leaching flow 
with oppos i te s ign ; Uiis i s d e m o n s t r a t e d by in t eg ra t ion by p a r t s : 

-^le«h(0=j^tpi ' ' -S^^/ = ̂ / ^ . I -
0 

•mai 

- j ^ ^ I ' p u O i t )d i . (15) 
u 

The f i r s t t e r m on the r ight s ide of the equa t ion is equa l to z e r o , and the 
' second t e r m i s equal to Qieach -

F o r a m a t h e m a t i c a l so lu t ion of e q s . (12)-(13), a p a r t f r o m in fo rmat ion on 
Qin ( t ) and y^j, (1, t), we r e q u i r e in fo rmat ion (d i rec t o r ind i rec t ) on the amoun t 
Qouc (t) and compos i t ion y^^^ (1, t) of ttie outgoing p r o d u c t ; h e r e v a r i o u s 
s p e c i a l c a s e s d e t e r m i n e d t ^ the c h a r a c t e r of ag i t a t ion in Uie a p p a r a t u s and 
by the c h a r a c t e r of Uie d i s c h a r g e (solid p h a s e ) , a r e p o s s i b l e . 

E x a m p l e 1. Ideal mixing in the leach ing z o n e , con t ro l l ed flow of sol id in Uie 
d i s c h a r g e , s teady cond i t ions . 
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With in tense ag i ta t ion in Bie autoclave it can be a s s u m e d that the compo
s i t i o n of the outgoing p roduc t i s equa l to i t s compos i t i on in the au toc lave , 
i . e . , in the c a s e of ideal raixing in the a p p a r a t u s : 

W < ' ' " ~ ' ' ' i ^ . W o = c(o (16) 

F o r o p e r a t i o n of Uie a p p a r a t u s unde r s teady condi t ions Uie s e a t of eqs . (12) - (14) 
g ives Uie following equa t ions (C = const , Sy^ / a t = 0, Qp j^j, = Q p ouc = Q) : 

T> i n ~ V o u t " ^ ' ' 
*T.(/) . 1. „ / « 

- 1 — - Q . u t - = - O i „ T . „ { / / p - ^ / ' ^^^^ 

out i n ' <j 

'^ in ~ b l e a c h + Qju t 

(18) 

(19) 

Witli the poss ibUi ty of control l ing the flow of sol id in Uie d i s c h a r g e we c o n 
s i d e r the q u a n t i t i e s Qout and m to be specif ied (and c o n s t a n t ) ; Uien, f r o m 
e q . (17) it i s p o s s i b l e to obtain an ana ly t ica l so lu t ion (?) (p. 440) : 

7,(0= exp 
I 

J 
<? J l l 

_ f ^ i l J i n ( 2 e x p / f ^ ^ M £ . V / 
.- (20) 

In the s p e c i a l c a s e f o r y^^d ) = 4lVlmax the so lu t ion of e q . (20) t akes Uie 
following f o r m (in the ini t ial s t age Uie equUib r ium d i s t r i b u t i o n y, i,, (1) = c o n s t ) : 

,.(0 = > - ' ^ 
Ooud- I " 

[ l - e x p [ - S m ( , _ m 

.W')-tfj-e.|-^.-...)]| (21) 

E x a m p l e 2 . D i s p l a c e m e n t appa ra tus and un i form d i s t r i b u t i o n with r e s p e c t 
to the n u m b e r of p a r t i c l e s inthe ini t ia l feed, 

t'tin ( 0 — ^ ^ l U n - r ( / - /„„)! (22) 

w h e r e : y'^ ^^ d l = tiie n u m b e r o f p a r t i c l e s witti s i z e (1,1-t-dl) in 1 m^ of 
ini t ial pulp 1/m^ 

m'^^ = the m a s s of solid in 1 m^ of the in i t ia l pulp k g / m ^ 
In ttie d e t e r m i n a t i o n of ttie leaching r e s u l t s it i s h e r e p o s s i b l e to u s e the s o l 
uUon obtained above for Uie per iod ic p r o c e s s (6) and (7), and a s s u m i n g tha t 
the leach ing Ume in Uie a p p a r a t u s is equal to' T = M / Q we ob ta in : 

^ ^ t o l l i l ) = - ^ ^ l ' ' U C ) - H l - h v J - l , , „ ) \ 
f mai 

' o u t r ' 

Q i e a c h = O p C ^ i n - '"o J = S>'"1„ [< - ( l - ^ ) ] 

(23) 

(24) 

• (25) 
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li^rSFs^"^ ' ' ^ ' ' ' ' '"^ " °^ ^'"'/'^"' "̂̂  '"̂ ^ "̂̂ ^^^^ ("""̂  °f P^P '" the 

The examples investigated are comparaUvely simple and werese lec ted so 
as to Ulustrate Uie analytical solution of Uie leaching equations. In complex 
cases it is possible to use computeir techniques witii numerical metiiods for 
solution of Uie differential equations. Thus, for instance, if the assumption 
aljout the possibility of controlling the flow Q^^c is not made, even for steady 
oiDerating conditions eq. (17) contains ttie desired function y, (1) under the integr 
ral sign for Q^^ .̂ and m, and Uiis greaUy complicates Uie riiathematical solu
tion. . . . 
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Rydrotfaermal reaction of pyrite •with copper sulphate 

S S Naboichenko, V I Neustroev, and I F Khudyakov (Urals Polytechnical 
Institute - Department of the Metallurgy of Heavy Nonferrous Metals). 

Pyrite is one of Uie main components of copper-containing concentrates. The 
present article gives the results from investigations into the reaction of pyrite 
with acidified solutions of copper sulphate at elevated temperatures. 

In the' investigations we used samples obtained after crushing, grinding, and 
washing the required class of pyrite A and B with the following compositions, 
wt'.%; 0.12 and 0.01'Zn; 0.11 and O.lCu: 45.1 and 43.7Fe; 51.2 and 50.0S; 
0.48 and 0.59CaO; 0.06 and O.OSMgO; 0.73 and 0.94A12O3; 2.0 and 3.5SiOa. 
The experimental prpcedure has been described before ' ) . The contents of 
copper, iron (U, and IU), arid acid in Uie solution were determined. The iniUal 
and activated samples of pyrite were studied by chemical, mineral-petrographic 
x- ray crystallographic, derivatographic analysis, and x-ray microanalysis. "The 
degree of transfer of iron into soluUon and precipitation of copper were used 
as the cr i te r ia of the process. 

The parabolic form of the kineUc curves indicated that the diffusion resistances 
increased on account of Uie thickening film of reaction products. The initial 
rates of deposition of copper and dissolution of iron were used for kinetic analy
s i s . VariaUon in ttie s t i r r e r rotation rate in the range of 740-2 SOOrpm (180OC, 
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0.1 MHaSO^, CuSQj:'i'eS = 1.0) had practically no effect on Uie cliaracteristics 
of Uie process, and we subsequently Uierefore used n = I420rpni. 

The passage of iron into solution and Uie precipitation of copper increased 
with increase in temperature (table 1), but these values were not greater Uian 
9.5 arxi 20% respectively even at 200°C. The initial rates of dissolution of 
iron and precipitation of copper were practically idenUcal. The values of Uie 
observed activation energy, calculated from Uie values of Uie initial process 
ra tes , amounted to 44.4 (CuSQj:FeSj = 1.0) and 40.2kJ/mole (CuSQ;:FeSa = 1.2). 
Increase in Uie relative dose of copper sulphate led to a proportionate increase 
in Uie process rates and also to a more appreciable in:^:rease in the acid content. 

With increase in Uie initial acidity of the medium the-rates of dissolution of 
iron and precipitation of copper incre:ised in pi-oportion, and Uie fraction of 
oxidised forms of iron in the residue decreased. Similar behaviour was-obser-
ved witii ottier "copper sulphate-[5yrite" ratios. The decrease in Uie rates o:' 
dissolutionof ironand, particularly, of precipitation of copperwith H^SOj 3>0.2 M 
indicates direct brtakdown of Uie pyrite by die acid and confirms the relation 
between the degree of dissolution ot iron and precipitation of copper. The r e s 
ults from the investigation show tiiat the kineUc stage plays a determining role 
in Uie reaction of pyrite with acidified solutions of copiier sulphate. 

Attention is drawn to Uie fact that the-amount of precipitated copi^er is much 
larger than the amount of dissolved iron; the experimental value of Uieir ratio 

"is > 1 , whereas in the reaction 

CuSO,-l-FeSr-+CuS-^FeSO,-^S^ AG''=^48.'l kJ/mole 
[C.i,]:[Fe'*] = l. (1) 

This indicates the development of additional processes which promote Uie pre
cipitation of copper. The content of elemental sulphur in the residues decreases 
with increase in temperature. Chalcocite and covellite were found by mineral 
petrographic analysis (MIM-6, x5O0-2 000). These sulphides and also a-FeaOa 
and CUg^ were also detected by x-ray crystallographic analysis (UKS-60 instru
ment, Fe-K, RKD camera, asymmetric recording and x-ray microanalysis 
(Cameca MS-4e instrument). X-ray microanalysis indicated the presence of 
metallic copper in the residues trom e.xperiments carried at t ^ l 8 0 ° C . The 
derivatograms and the microstructures of the initial and treated pyrites dif
fered little. The results from phase analysis of the residues, the character of 
the dissolution of the iron, the precipitation of Uie copper, and the accumula
tion of the acid make it possible to suppose Uiat the following processes are 
probable in the reacUon of pyrite witti acidified soluUons of copper sulphate in 
addition to reaction (1): 
Disproportionation of the elemental sulphur which forms 

4S + 4HjO—•31-1,5 -I- HiSOj (2) 

Reaction of hydrogen sulphide formed according to reacUon with copper sul
phate 
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CO 

Table 1: Conditions and characterisUcs of ttie reaction of pyrite A witti acidified soluUons of copper sulphate 
(-44 fl fraction* sample weight 12g, VQ 0.61, T = 60 mih) 

[CuSQj] 
[ F e S a ] 

1.2** 

1.0 

2 .0 
1.0 

CHJSO, 
mole 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 
0.05 
0.2 
0.3 

OC 

140 
160 
180 
200 
140 
160 
180 
200 
180 
180 

' C 

Cu 

8.65 
8.44 
8.38 
8.3 
9.95 
9.8 
9.5 
8.5 

19.3 
9.6 
8.6 
9.3 

ontent 

F e 

0.3 
0.3 
0.32 
0.66 
0.35 
0.35 
0.65 
0.80 
0.8 
0.23 
0.58 
0.51 

g / 1 

HaSO, 

10.0 
10.2 
10.8 
11.1 

8.2 
8.9 
8.2 
9.3 

12.8 
1.5 

19.6 
23.4 

Ext i 

Cu 

6.0 
8.4 
8.6 
9.3 
8.9 

. 9.2 
17.1 
l a . 9 
10.8 
10.8 
19.0 
12.0 

: i c .% 

F e 

4.4 
4.4 
4.7 
9.5 
3.39 
3.68 
6.17 
7.4 
7.70 
2.2 
4.86 
3.67 

Content in c 

Cu 

1.2 
1.9 
2.75 
5.53 
4.6 
4.4 
6.1 
9.3 

10.9 
5.7 

10.4 
6.9 

S 

52.0 
51.3 
52.2 
50.4 
49.4 
48.5 
49.1 
47.2 
50.4 
50.2 
51.6 
49.6 

ake % 

s° 
1.2 
0.85 
0.64 
0.30 
0.62 
0.48 
0.56 
0.24 
t r . 
t r . 
t r . 
t r . 

Vc 
g- ion/ 

Cu 

_ 
1.08 
1.69 
2.94 
0.47 
0.86 
1.41 
2.80 
2.53 
1.13 
2.22 
1.28 

'10= 
ni=' min 

F e 

. 
1.12 
1.5S 
3.03 
0.4-1 
0.81 
1.3 
2.64 

2.es 
. 

2.34 
1.5 

—Cu. 
[VFC 0 

_ 
0.96 
1.09 
0.9G 
1.07 
1.06 
1.08 
1.06 
0.94 

-
0.95 
0.85 

VFC T 

1.62 
2.28 
2.18 
1.14 
2.4 
2.5 
2 .49 
1.90 
2.56 
4.58 
3.11 
2.26 

Specific surface area 0.64 m /g 
V =0.81 

Table 2: The effects of temperature, iniUal acidity, and reaction time on the reacUon of pyrite with copper 
sidphate soluUon [-44)i fraction, pyrite consumption according to reaction (1)] 

mole 

0.1 

0.25 
0.50 
0.75 
1.00 

t°C 

160 

180 

200 

200. 

'''min 

15 
30 
60 

180 
15 
30 
60 

180 
15 
30 
60 

180 
1 0 

Ex t r ac 

s 

1.2 
1.5 
1.8 
2.2 
3.2 
3.6 
3.9 
4 .9 
4.1 
5.5 

10.4 
18.9 
15.4 
10.2 

7.2 
4.4 

tion % 

Fe 

3.1 
3.3 
3.5 
4.3 
3.3 
3.5 
3.9 
4.7 
3.3 
3.5 
4.5 

14.2 
12.7 

9.0 
6.5 
4.9 

^ H j S O , 

K/1 

1.2 
1.5 
1.8 

• 2.2 
3.2 
3.5 
3.8 
4.8 
4.0 
5.4 

10.2 
18.4 
15.1 
10.3 

7.1 
4.3 

P rec ip i t a t ion 'o f coppe r % 

Total 

Q . 

7.6 
9.9 

10.4 
11.9 
11.9 
12.8 
13.8 
16.7 
14..3 
16.4 
21.5 
42.6 
36.3 
27.4 
20.9 
13.5 

Qc 

5.0 
5.5 
0.0 
7.7 
8.2 
9.0 
9.7 

12.0 
9.4 

11.8 
20.1 
42.4 
35.8 
24.8 
17.2 
11.4 

By 
double 

d e c o m 
posi t ion 

60.0 
59.2 
56.2 
55.8 
40.1 
39.5 V 
40.3 
39.U 
34.7 
29.8 
22.5 
33.6 
35.5 
36.6 
37.2 
42.8 

Q . - Q c 

<>o 

33 .0 
41.3 
42.2 
35.8 
31.6 
30.4 
30.0 
28.6 
34.2 
27.7 

6.4 
0.6 
1.4 
9.6 

17.4 
14.9 

Mola r r a t i o 

C u s 
H = SO, 

2.75 
3.03. 
2.91 ' 
2.62 
1.78 
1.79 
1.80 • 

-1.73 
1.75 
1.49 
1.03 
1.13 
1.19 
1.32 
1.45 
1.54 

F e " ' 
HaSO, 

1.1 
1.06 
0.96 
0.94 
0.49 
0.50 
0.50 
0.49 
0.46 
0.32 
0.22 
0.38 
0.42 

• 0.44 
0.45 
0.55 

Cuy 
FF"^ 

2.51 
2.87 
3.04 -
2.78 
3.64 
3.59 
3.57 
3.54 
4.34 
4.56 
4.69 
3.01 
2.85 

. 3.04 
3.2 
2.77 

CO 
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HjS -i- CuSO,—•CuS -I- H5SO. (3) 

The resultant reaction of elemental sulphmr with copper sulphate is described 
by the equation 

3CuSO,-f4S-!-4H50==3CuS-l-4H,SO, (4) 

The overall reaction with the.formatibn of coveUite (a simple double decom
position .reaction) can be written as follows: 

7CuSO,-f'}FeSvf4HjO = 7CuS+4FeSO,-f4H3SO,: 
40'=—474.0 k.I/mole 

[Cu.]:(H2SO.] = I,75; [Fe"]: [H,SO,J = 1,0: (Cu.j : [Fe'-] = 1.75 

The chalcocite is probably formed according to the reaction: 

(5) 

(6) 
3CuSO.-f5CuS + 4H50=4CujS + 4H:SO,: 

AC» = —193.1 kJ/mole 

Thus, ttie reacUon of pyrite with an acidified solution of copper suli^ate in 
Uie general form can be •written as follows: 

2,8CuSO< + FeS2-(-2,4H20=l.4Cu5S-l-FcS04-f2.4HjSO,; 

AC'>=—539,5 kJ/mole (7) 

[Cu.]:[HjSP4] = l,l7; [Fe'*] : [HjSO0=0,42; [Cu.J : [Fe'*] =2,8 

Reactions (5) and (7) were investigated with 0.5MCuSCl» tind pyrite B (table 2). 
(V K Pinigin took part in the investigation). 

A sample of sulphide was taken in relation to its chemical and phase compo
sition, Uie acid content (0.042gHaSO^/g) and ttie stoichiometry of the reactions. 
During treatment of Uie experimental data it was assumed that all the iron is 
in the sulphide form; the precipitation of copper by ttie chalcopyrite (0.2 9%) 
and sphalerite (0.012%) which were present was disregarded on account of 
Uieir low contents. From reaction (5), knowing the content of iron in the solu
tion, we calculated Uie amount of precipitated copper and the amount of acid 
formed; the excess acidity [Uie difference between the experimental data arid 
the acidity according to reaction (5)^ was used to calculate the amount of cop
per precipitated according to reaction (6); at the same time we estimated the 
fraction of copper in ttie coveUite [reaction (5)] in relation to the total amount 
of precipitated copper. Although the initial rates of precipitation of copper and 
dissolution of iron are 3-5 times lower in absolute value than in the kinetic 
experiments, the character of the positive effect of temperature and the nega
tive role of the acid ^vitti HjSO^ o^0.25 M) on the characterisUcs of the pro
cess (table 2) is preserved. The observed activaUon energies for the precipi
taUon of copper, dissolutionof iron, and oxidation of the siUphide s u l f u r are 
comparable and are equal to 52.8, 46.1, and 54 .2kJ /mole respectively. Satis
factory agreement between the experimental and calculated data on the pre 
cipitation of copper was only obtained at 200°C with an iniUal acidity of$0.25 M 
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and a reaction time of not less than 60min. The fact that the amount of p re 
cipitated copper according to the experimental data exceeds the calculated 
amount at t<200°C is explained not only by the role, of the sphalerite and 
chalcopyrite. present in Uie pyrite but also indicates Uie development of add
itional processes, leading to the precipitation of copper and not taken into 
account inthe adopted method ot calculation. Since the iron in Uie pyrite and 
in theobtai-ied solutions is present in the divalent form, the presence of 
a-FeaOg in the solid residue indicates oxidaiion of ferrous sulphate and hyd
rolysis of the ferric sulphate according to the following reactions: 

2FeSO,-f2CuSO,=Cu2SO,-l-Fej(SO,)3. 
CujSCisCu + CuSOj, 

Fe2(S04)3-f-3H;0=Fe203-f3H2SO., 

2FeSO,-fCuS04-l-3H20=Cu-(-Fe203-f3H2SO,: 
AO"''=-l5,9kJ/mole (8) 

With allowancefor reacUon (7) the overall process is described as follows: 

3,3CuSO,-)-FeS3-|-3,9H20 = 1.4Cu.jS -fO.SCu -fO.SFcjO, -fS.gHjSO,:. 
AC =-45838 kJ/mole (9) 

i. e . , the copper ions exhibit oxidisir^ character is t ics . The development of 
reaction (9) reduces the amount of iron in the solution and, as a consequence, 
increases Uie [CUpr]:[Fe.^'*"] ratio and reduces ttie [CUs]:[HaSOj and [Fe^'^HHsSO.,] 
ratios; this agrees with the results from the experiments (tables 1 and 2) car
ried cut under conditions securing the hydrolysis of ferr ic sulpliate ([HaSO«j-C 0.1 M 
and t>180°C). An increase in acidity re ta rds the development of the hydrolysis 
of ferr ic sulphate and at the same time promotes direct breakdown of Uie 
pyrite with the formation of hydrogen sulphide, which actively reduces Uie 
fer r ic ions to the ferrous ion according to Uie reaction 

HjS + 4Fe2 (SO,) 3 -H 4H2g—SFeSO, -(• SHjSO,: 
AC''=-456kJ/mole (10) 

which excludes the precipitation of copper according to reaction (8) and inc
reases Uie amount of dissolved iron. The [CUs):[Fe^''"] and [Fe°'*']:[HaSQj] values 
must be lower and approach Uie stoichiometry of reaction (7), and tills agrees 
with Uie experimental data. SimUar arguments hold for the disproportionation 
of ttie elemental sulphur according to reaction (2), which occurs quantitatively 
only at 15200°, securing the stoichiometry of reaction (7). 

Thus, in Uie reaction of pyrite with an acidiiied solution of copper sulphate 
reaction (1) occurs primarUy wiUi the formation of a layer of covellite arid 
elemental sulphur on ttie surface of the pyrite. Using the Pilling-Bedworth 
cri terion as a characteristic of Uie permeability of Uie solid filih, we can • 
assume that the layer of coveUite creates appreciable hindrances (KpB = 0.87) 
for the diffusion of copper ions to ttie surface of the pyrite. Additional diffu
sion complications are presented by the viscous layer of molten elemental 
sulphur, which (to judge from its content in the cake at temperatures above 
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160°G) hydrolyzes appreciably in the presence of copper siUphate. Therefore 
at a temperature of raore than 160^C Uie overall double decomposition reac- ' 
tion leads to an additional increase in the amount of coveUite. (According to 
the stoichiometry of reactions (1) and (5), the molar CuS:FeSa value increases 
from 1 to 1.85). This screens the pyrite even more and at the same time 
creates conditions for effective reaction of ttie freshly precipitated covelUte 
with-copper sulphate solution according to reaction (6), and the overall pro
cess is described by reaction (7). The film of lower copper sulphide which 
forms is less permeable (Kpg = 1.66), and this intensifies Uie hindrances to 
diffusio.'-. of copper sulphate to the pyrite. The amount of chalcocite or covel
lite is determined by the ratio of the kinetics of reactions (5) and (6). The rate 
of reaction (6) depends significanUy on temperature (Eg = 107.8kJ/^mole). 
Therefore reacUon (7) is the main reaction at t>180°C; with decrease in 
temperature the role of reacUons (1) and (8) becomes appreciafile. The acid' 
content has a significant effect on the characterist ics of the reaction of pyrite 
with copper sulphate solution. 

Thus, uie rate of the reaction of pyrite with copper sulphate is extremely 
insignificant under hydrothermal condiUons. The inertness of pyrite is due 
not only to characterist ics of the structure of its crystal lattice but also to 
ttie impermeable films of copper sulphides which form and also to ttie forma
tion of elemental sulphur, the complete hydrolysis of which is achieved at 
temperatures above 200°C. Consequently, during hydrothermal activation 
of copper, copper-zinc, and ottier concentrates the breakdown of the pyrite 
wUl be insignificant, and ttiis wUl lead to incomplete extraction of the iso
morphous zinc and cadmium sulphides. 
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Kinetics of axidattve roasting of sulphide concentrates in a fluidised bed 
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There are published data on ihe mechanism and kinetics of the oxidation of 
zinc sulpliide concentrates (and of zinc sulphide in parUcidar) and on the beha
viour of other substances (iron, silicon dioxide, lead, e tc . ) and their effect 
on the quality of the calcine. It is characteristic that the kinetic relationships 
are represented in the form of ttie degree o r rate of desulphurisation o r 
ferr i te formaUon with time, temperature, particle size, amount of a i r blast, 
and oxygeri concentraUon. As a rule, the relationships governing desulphuri
sation ivere determined from ttie amount of sulphur dioxide and sul{^ur t r i 
oxide released after specific intervals of Ume. Most of the kinetic relation-
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ships were obtained for short Ume intervals, whereas the calcine is p re s 
ent in the irriustrial furnaces for periods ranging from several minutes to 
tens of hours. The processes occi r r ing in tiie solid phase have been insul-

JicienUy investigated, and Uiere is little information on the effect of Uie dur-
^'ation and temperature of roasting on such a quality characterist ic as the con-
•tent of acid-soluble zinc in the calcine during fluidised-bed roasting in Uie 
range of 900-100(J°C, which corresponds to ttie working conditions in the 
majority of foreign plants. 

.: The kinetics of ttie oxidation of zinc sulphide concentrates were investigated 
.'onfliudised-bed apparahjs consistent of a fluidised-bed reactor situated in an 
electric resistance furnace, an air delivery system, and automatic control 

' a n d regulation systems. The reac to rwas made of 19Kh20N10T steel . The 
internal diameter of die working part of Uie reactor was 50min. The material 
was unloaded by lowering the bottom part of the reactor with a pei-foiated 
base. The material from the working part was transferred to a quai-tz glass 
test tube in a flask ot cold water. 

" 'The temperature in the bed was controlled and regulated by means of a 
system consisting of a CA thermocouple, a Ki3P-3-2300 potentiometer, and 
an MKRO-58. magnetic s tar ter . The air consumption rate was controlled by. 
means of an "tiS-5 rotameter, and the pressure drop in Uie bed was monitored 
by means of a differential manometer filled witti water. The concentration 
of sulphur dioxide in Uie outgoing gases was measured by a gas analyser of 
ttie TKG-4TS type. 

Zinc sulphide concentrates of Uie -200 -(•125 and -100-1̂ 80̂ 1 fractions were 
submitted to roasting. They came from three deposits (Sadon, El 'brus,and 
Fiagdon) differing in the contents of zinc, sulphur, iron, and silicon dioxide 
(table 1). X-ray crystallographic analysis revealed the following minerals in 
the Sadon,concentrate (in decreasing order): Wurzite, sphalerite, pyrrhotite, 
pyrite, quartz, galena. 

The composition of Uie Sadon concentrate was established by mineralogical 
analysis %: 75 s{^alerite, 15 pyrrhotite, 3 pyrite, 5'chalcopyrite, 0.8 quartz, 
0.2 calcite'. In the El 'brus concentrate the sphalerite constantly contained an 
emulsion-type impregnation of chalcopyrite and very often galena and pyrite. 
The composition of ttie Fiagdon concentrate was as follows%: 70-75 sphaler
ite, 13-15 pyrite, 3-4 chalcopyrite, 1-1.5 galena, 3-4 quartz . 

Roasting was realized at 920, 940, 960, 980, and 1020°C (but only at 980OC 
for Uie Fiagdon concentrate). The air consumptibn rate amounted to 1.0m^h 
to the reactor , which corresponded to a nominal linear rate of 14 cm/sec,for 
tiie -200-rl25)j fractions, and 0.8mVh (11 cm/sec) tor the -100-1-80^ tractions. 
It was established ttiat for both fractions change in the air consumption rate 
from 0.8 to 1.0 m ^ h did not have an appreciable effect on the phase compo
sition of the calcines roasted at 960°C for 5 and 10 min but appreciably affec
ted'the dust removal. 
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F i g . l 

extraction of Al^O^ (1} Hâ O 
(2) and SiO^ (3) from s in ters 
into solution for the s in te r 
ing of charges wich various 
contents of s i i i cn and of 
iron in the form af ^-.acmatite 

Concent in s in ter X 

With further increase of the iron oxide content and simul
taneous decrease of the silica content of the charge the 
extraction of the valuable components increased. At the 
same time, the extraction of silica into solution increased. 
The sintering temperature range became wider. 

The identical effect of haematite, magnetite and siderite 
on the sintering process is explained as follows. On 
heating, siderite decomposes into ferrous oxide and carbon 
dioxide. The pbtained ferrous oxide and also the magnetite 
are oxidised, being converted into ferric oxide. Moreover, 
the oxidation is complete before the ferric oxide begins to 
react witt, Uie soda. y i S W E i S S T Y @P U l M 

Bm 

F i g . 4 

ThermogratK of some of the 
products; Weakly magnetic 
s i d e r i t e (1) strongly mag
ne t i c magnetite (2) charges 
of s ide r i t e (3} and magnetite 
(4) concentration products. 

magnetic and weakly magnetic concer.uatioii products and 
of the charges containing these products aie given in fig.4. 
Siderite and magnetite are converted into ferric oxide 
when heated to 600OC (exottiermlc peaks at 575 and SIQOC, 
curves 3-4), whereas the chemical reaction in the charges 
begins at higher lemperatures of "'̂ O-SSO'̂ C (curves 3 and 4). 

Curves 1 and 2 in figs. 1-3 have n:-ni;iin. shoeing that ttie 
sinters enriched with silica an'.1 ferric c.x';':!e contain .aiore 
alkali and alumina in the iiLsoluble ;orm. It v/as found th.it 
these sinters conta'ln the compounc.- 'jNa.^O'oCaO' SSiO, 
and 4CaO-AlaOj-FcjO,. which do r , decompose during 
leaching of the sinter*). .Vpart froi:; ihe above-mentioned..,; 
compounds , alkaline silicates of iron =u';h as NaaO- FeaOj*-
-4SiOa, which lead to losses of alkali during leachir.g of ;• 
the sinter, can form under analog-j-Js co.nditions. 

We note that in the oxidation of siderite and magnetite 
during the heating of the char-ie a mrr^ active ferric oxide 
is formed in comparison witn haematite. The extraction of 
the valuable components is therefore somewhat lower in the 
case of the sintering of charges containing siderite, 
magnetite and iron hydroxides conroares widi haemv-ite 
charges. 

The results show that a higii extraction of Uie v;'a-.:^i)le 
coraponents can be obtained from sinters containiiig much 
silica (more Uian 15Tc)but little ferric oxide (less '-'•.an 7%) 
or, conversely, witn a large content of iron oxide •;,;:iore 
than 32%) and a sniaU content of silica (less Uian 3.5'!). 
The sintering temr<?rature range for such charges amounts. 
to 200-250OC. Thus, high-silica but lov/-iron bauxites and 
also high-iron and iov.-silica bauxites can be successfully 
processed to alu.Ti'.naby tiie sintering method with good 
technological cha.r-acteristics. , 

. i . - .e i -

This conclusion is confirmed by the results from differ
ential thermal analysis. The thermograms of the strongly 

I3%r-^.^ //I 
Kinetics of the dissolution ol silver chloride in aqueous solutions containing chloricio ions 
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1 A Kakovskii and V V Gubailovskii (Urals Polytechnical Institute. Department of i':\i-. 
Metallurgy of Noble Metals) 

Previous articles''^) gave Uie results from investigations 
into the kinetics of the dissolution of AgCl in aqueous solu
Uons of cyanides, thiosulphate, ammonia and thiourea. 
However, chloride soluUons can also be used as a solvent 
for silver. They can be used both for the extraction of silver 
from chlorination products and to improve the hydro
chlorination of silver-bearing gold^). In Uie reaction of 
silver chloride with chloride ion ui dilute solutions the 
following reacUon occurs: 

AgCl-f Cl- = AgCl; 

(according to our data Y^̂ g-= 3.110-=), and in Uie more con
centrated solutions having practical significance the 
following reaction occurs: 

therefore studied in greater detail, and only individual 
experiments were carried out for comparison wiUi ammo- -
nium chloride and hydrochloric acid. The rotating disc 
meUiod was used-). However, the character of the kinetics 
and the meUiod of Uie calculations were somewhat different 
in Uie present work. The high concentration of the reagent-
solvent and the comparatively low concentraUon of silver in 
the solution make it possible to suppose that the process 
rata '.vill be determined not by diffusion of sodium chloride 
to O'lC surface of the disc, but by the rate of removal of the 
reacUon product (the NagAgCla complex). Under diffusion 
conditions this corresponds to the equation: 

dQ 
dr kS(Cs - c)ni|2 

AgCl-f2Cl-= AgCl|-

(Kaoa= 5.5-10"^). The equilibrium constants of these reac
tions are low, and to obtain a sufficiently high silver content 
in the solutions it -is therefore necessary to increase the 
chloride ion concentration. 

The kinetics of the dissolution of silver chloride in solu
tions of sodium chloride, as the cheaper reagent, were 

and the dissolution rate must decrease with increase in the 
silver concentration of the solution in proportion to the 
decrease in the co-factor (Cg - c). This can be Illustrated by 
fig. 1, which was plotted from our data (250C, SOOrpm, disc 
surface area 10.2cm^, concentration of chlorides S.Omoles/ 
litre, volume of solution 1 litre). 

The curved nature of the kinetic curves complicates the 
treatment of the experimental data. However, a different 
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HneUc equation c:m ue used, i.e. 

Ie 
kSn'' 

C5-C " 2.302'v 
l p (Cs-C)= l g L-̂  -

i.epe.'J--..::-rt> .-,: 
cissoi-.'o--' '. . 
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The e.xptrLiK-'--- -i't c:-arried cut .i. 
_of ne soiut'or. to ueiermir.e the silvc; ; 

(by -'.L- A-.i;;t".aie :v.rthjd). .A.t the enr! of 
chloride p-'-Uets .-.c-rf fiflded to the re'i<-
solutica WAS .'=::';-;cd until equilibrrui:; 
'hi-ccaysi. ?itt. hich Uie concentra'.; 
chlcricc- ;':•;••. was determined (several 
the equation coni:ii::cT tiie volume of ih--

' volume- varied .as a result of samplin;.. 
modified a little: 

lg ;c..-c.' = -̂̂ 'Zi 
We will ili'jsu-aU- tho method (table . 

one of tne exi;(.•.•i.nents (25°C, 615rp;-. 
concentratior. a.3Si:iioles/litre, initi:;' -. 
iSOOral, surl.icc- area of disc 4.91cr-.';. 

Vi\: . - JT:-"-!! 

cr iment i-iiver 
rCi. .';nn uie 
Lned (usur.lly 

M-.vcr tc 
•'•! ; e s i s ) 

^••l!•.lKl, aJlCi 
•;C ecuation 

and 
'. Since 

v.-a-j 

:..= exemplified by 
.:>d;u:n chloride 
uin-j of solulion 

lg k = - 2.746 - ^ 

The experimental activation ener-ii:>' Is 4.0kcal/mole, and 
Uie reaction rate constant at 250C is 1.06-10"' litre/cm=-
- sec^'* • rev''-. This value is so;r,t'whai higher than in normal 
reactions taking place under d-ifusion conditions, :uid with 
increase in temperature not orily does the diffusion rate 
increase and Uie viscosity of the solution decrease but the 
solubility of silver chloride in Uie aqueou.^ solutions of 
sodium chloride increases. An analogous relationship has 
been observed^) in the dissolution of silver chloride in 
aqueous solutions of sodium U-.iosulpiiate CfiE = 5,03kcal,' 
mole) and ammonia (aE = 4.58ke.;;. :Molel. It is very impor
tant to note that when sUver c:;loride is dissolved in sodium 
chloride solutions the activaiion energy does not depend 
either on the concentration of the reagent-solvent or on the 
intensity of agitation of the solution. 

Let us define the nature ot li'.c u-ivesiigated reaction more 
precisely. The dependence oi tiie dissolution rate on the 
square root of the disc rota tion rate is most convincing 
evidence for Uie fact that the process is controlled by dif
fusion. From tiie fact that the reaction rale consi.ant does 
not depend on the sodium chloride concenti-ation it follows 
that tlie slow link in the proctss is diifusion of tiie reaction 
product (the silver chloride compiex.i. However, Uie sodium 
chloride concentration, while not affecting the rate constant, 
has an appreciable effect on t-he dissolution rate, since 

V=-gr =k(cs-c) 

and the limiting solubility of silver chloride (c^) increases 
very strongly with increase in the concentration of sodium 
chloride in the solution. 

By means of the value obtained for Uie reaction rate it 
is possible also to obtain a value for the diffusion coefficient 

Table 1 

I n t e r v a l 
between 

sanp le s >. 

1.5 
1.5 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 

Vol-jne or 
s c i ' j t i o n 

UOO 
1000 
900 
SOO 
700 

' 

Concn. of 
s i l v e r 
g--;on/l 

1.27-iO"' ' 
2.69 
3.67 
4 .68 
5.78 

C s - 1 . 8 3 - 1 0 - ' 

V 

1.25 
2.69 
3.67 
4 .68 
5.78 

2J 
_ 

2.75 
3.86 
5.11 

, 6.54 

' ^ C3 - c 

0.0318 
0.0703 
0.0990 
0 .1308 
0.1681 

! 

i 

io.025i 
' .0 .0256 
•0 .0256 

0.0256 
10.0257 

From the average value of the reaction rate (0.0256Utre/h) 
the rate constant was calculated In normal units: 

k = 2.303k' 
S.e-lO'SnVB 3 . 6 ' i y & ° T 2 t ) 5 = 1 . 0 4 1 0 - V c m - s e c ^ . . 

• revVs 
A series of experiments was set up to determine the 

effect of the number of revolutions of ttie disc on the dis
solution rate (250c, sodium chloride concentration from 
3.38 to 5.42moles/Utre, number of revolutions 295-1815 
per minute). The results from part of these experiments 
are given in fig. 2. The average value of the rate constant 
is 1.06-10"* and, which is very important, does not 
depend on tiie sodium chloride concentraUon. 

F i g . 2 

Dependence of t h e s p e c i f i c d i s 
s o l u t i o n r a t e o f s i l v e r c h l o r i d e 
on tbe s q u a r e r o o t o f t b e number 
o f r e v o l u t i o n s of t h e d i s c p e r 
second I sodiuin c h l o r i d e concen
t r a t i o n m o l e l l • - 3 . 3 8 ; x -
4 . 0 8 ; 4 - 4 . 3 8 : m - 4 . 8 5 . 

The effect of temperature was Investigated in the range 
between 15 and 550C. The depeiidence of the rate constant 
on temperature can be expressed in terms of the equation: 

of the complex NajAgCls at 250C in concentrated solutions 
of sodium chloride, since ttiey are related by the following 
equation: 

. 6.18-10-* {2iifi^ D ^ 

For 3.0, 4,0 and 5,0M solutions of sodium chloride the 
kinematic viscosities are 1.096, 1.228 and 1.385-10"^ cmV 
sec, and the diffusion coefficients are 0.58, 0.595 and 
0.61-10"^ cm^/sec. These values agree very closely with 
Uie data obtained by Berne and WeiU^) by ah independent 
radiochemical method. 

The rate constants for the dissolution of silver chloride in 
aqueous solutions of hydrochloric acid and ammonium 
chloride are 1.45 and 1.68-10"® litre/cm*- secVs. revVfe. 
However, in spite of the large value of the rate constant, 
the dissolution rate of sliver chloride (with identical 
concentrations of the complexing agent) is lower in hydro
chloric acid solutions than in sodium chloride solutions 
(fig. 1). This is e^qplained by the lower solubility of sUver 
chloride in hydrochloric acid solutions and, consequently, 
by the lower value of the co-factor (Cj-c) in the kineUc 
equation. In soluUons of ammonium chloride, however, 
the dissolution rate is higher than in solutions of sodium 
chloride on account of the higher solubility of silver chloride 
in them. Thus,- for example, witti the complexing agent at a 
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concentration of 5.0M the solubiUty of silver chloride in 
ammonium chloride, sodium chloride and hydrochloric acid 
solution is 1.60, 0.70 and 0.38-10-»mole/Utre (at 250C). 

In conclusion we will compare the relative effecUveness ol 
the silver chloride solvent reagents which we investigated 
using for this purpose the rate constants of the dissolution 
reactions (table 2) occurring under diffusion condiUons. 

Table 2 
- ^ - ^ — — ^ ^ ^ 1 

Complexing reagent 

Potassium cyanide 
Sodiuo cyanide 
Anmonia 
Sodium thiosulphate 
Thiourea 
Sodium chloride 

Rate constant 

1/cm 
Ic-lO" 
-sec'A-rev'^ 

0.78 
0.68 
0.12 
0.52 
0.60 
1.06 

Activation 
energy 
kcal/mole 

_ 
4.58 
5.03 
3.45 
4.40 

From the data presented in table 2 it follows that sodium 
chloride Is not inferior to other complexing agents in its 

kinetic characterisUcs and has a series of advantages over 
them, i.e. non-toxiclty, cheapness'and availability. When 
used, it is necessary to pay attention to the choice of 
optimum concentration, which is determined by the silver 
content in the material being treated. The results from the 
InvesUgation can be used for calculations of the sodium 
chloride concentration required for hydrochlorinaUon ol 
silver-bearing gold*). 
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Investigation of the composition of sorbed molybdenum lons of anion-exchange resins by an IR-spectroscopic raeUiod 

L V Vasilenko and E I Kazantsev (Urals Polytechnical Institute. Department of Uie Metallurgy of Rare Metals) 

Summary , 

The IR spectra of macroporous highly basic ion-
exchange resins in the Cl form were recorded after con
tact with a solution of molybdenum. During the sorption 
process at pH =9 the spectrum initially contains two 
absorpUon bands characteristic of the sorpUon of moly
bdenum in the form of the monomeric MoO*" ions. During 
sorption a considerable increase in the pH value of the 
filtrat e was observed. This effect can be explained by the 
formation of a complex polycompound with bridging 

hydrogen bonds consisting of M0O4 " ions and HjMoO* 
molecules. 

At pH = 5 the IR spectrum Indicates complication in the 
composition of the sorbed molybdenum ions and Uie form
aUon of tetramolybdate ions MoeO^* "• 

The results confirmed earUer conclusions about the 
composition of molybdenum lons sorbed on ion-exchange 
resins. 

UDC 669.72.15 - | 

Cavitation-resistant aluminium bronze aUoyed with nickel, manganese and Utanium 

M V Stepanova, Yu P Koslkhin, F A Bronin and B A Agranat (Moscow Institute of Steel and AUoys. Department 
of the Physical MetaUurgy of Non-Ferrous, Rare and Radio-active metals) 

The present work is a continuation of Investigations^-*) 
which are being carried out with a view to increasing the 
cavitation resistance of aluminium bronzes for use In 
ultrasonic equipment The resistance to high-intensity 
cavitation (excess pressure in chamber 0.4MPa*)) is 
being invesUgated in aluminium bronze BrA12 of eutectoid 
composition, alloyed wiUi nickel (3-4%), manganese (2-3%) 
and Utanium (0.2-0.3%) to improve Uie strength and anU-
corrosion characterisUcs. 

It is well-known ») tiiat tiie higjiest grain refinement in 
aluminium bronzes is obtained with an iron content of 
4% and that there is a simultaneous increase in the amount 
of the X-phase, i.e. in our case, evidently, seats of 
cleavage, at which brittle fracture of the bronze can occur 
under powerful ultrasonic influence. The replacement of 
3-4% iron by only 0.2-0.3% titanium leads to greater grain 
refinement and to increased cavitation resistance In 
aluminium bronzes ^). 

The cavitation resistance ol Br.AMtsNT12-3-3-0.25 
bronze (Auttior's Certificate No. 377381, 27 March 1972) 
was compared with the cavitation resistance of the binary 
(aluminium) bronze BR.A12, with two standard bronzes 
Br.AMts9-2 and Br.AlO, and wltti Khl8N10T steel, used 
for the radiators of ultrasonic devices. 

All ttiese bronzes were tested in the hot-rolled and then 
In the water-quenched (from ttie /3-region) states (heating 
temperature under quenching 800-850°C for Br.A12 and 

Br.AMtsNTZ-3-0.25). The structure was a raartensitic 
fl'-phase. For Br.AMtsNTZ9-2 and Br.AlO ttie heating 
temperature under quenching was 980-lOOOoC. The struc
ture was excess a phase against a background of marten-
sitic 15'phase *). The e^qierlmental procedure and conditions 
were described earlier*). 

The rate of the losses in weight and the weight losses In 
a 25h test are given in Uie table. (The rate of the weight 
losses was determined from the "loss In welght-ultrasonlc 
treatment time" curves during the period of intense 
increase in Uie weight losses). From the data in the table 
it foUows Uiat Oie complex-alloyed bronze Br.AMtsNT12-
3-3-0.25, containing the added elements within the lunlts 
of 11.8-12.3% Al, 2-3% Mn, 3-4% Nl, 0.2-0.3% Ti sur
passes KhlSNlOT steel in cavitation resistance by 5 times, 
standard bronzes Br.AlO and Br.AMts9-2 by two times, 
and Br.A12 by 1.5 times. In conb-ast to the materials 
being compared wiUi it, there were no traces of erosion 
on the surface of samples of Br.AMts-NT 12-3-3-0.25 
bronze after 25h ultrasonic cavitation treatment. 

The surface hardness of the samples (fig.) changes 
during ultrasonic cavitation treatment. In relation to its 
cavitation resistance the material is characterised by Uie 
character of the change in hardness together with the 
weight losses. The greatest Increase in hardness is 
achieved after ultrasonic treatment for Ih. For the 
cavitation-resistant materials Br.A12 and Br.AMtsNT12-
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jQ^gjics of the oxidatJo" "T rnetallic copper by copper ions in ammoniacal sulphate solutions 

S E Klyain, S V Karelov, T A Chemezova and A P Doroshkevich (Urals Polytechnical Institute. Department of tiie 
Metallurgy of Heavy Nonferrous Metals) 

The use of ammoniacal solutions for the treatment of 
ropper-containing materials has a series of advantages 
j.(j^pared with other solvents on account of their selectivity, 
the high dissolution rate of the copper, and the comparative 
simplicity of the treatment of the obtained solutions. It is 
known Uiat metallic copper is readily oxidised by divalent 
copper ammoniates'^). An extremely limited number of 
researches have been undertaken for ammoniacal carbon
ate soluUons')*); there are hardly any such data for 
ammoniacal sulphate solutions. The aim of the present 
work was to study Uie effect of the composition ot the 
ammoniacal sulphate solutions, the temperature, and the 
intensity of agitation on the dissolution rate of metallic 
ropper by means of a rotating disc. The soluUons were 
prejnred trom reagents of pure and chemically pure grades 
»ilh distilled water. The amount of combined ammonia was 
calculated on the formation of copper tetra-amine. Discs 2cm 
in diameter were prepared from an annealed rod of copper 
d grade MOO. The discs were prepared for the experi
ment l)y the method described in the literature*).The volume 
of the working soluUon amounted to 11. The cell containing 
the disc was thermostated, and the temperature was con
trolled with an accuracy of +0.2''C. 

r.jo' 
y/cn ' -

• ' ' n i , ( r p m ) i 

r i ^ . l The dependence o f the copper 
d i s s o l u t i o n r a t e i n a s o l u t i o n 
of 0.2N Cu''^ (NHi.)2S0i, * 2.4H 
KHi ^^^ on t h e d i s c r o t a t i o n 
r a t e . 

In order to prevent oxidation of the copper by oxygen the 
rsperiments were carried out In an atmosphere ot argon. 
By preliminary tests it was estabUshed that dissolution 
did not occur when the disc was rotated at 300 rpm tor 2h 
ts a solution containing 2.0MNH3-I- 0.5M (NH^ljSO,. The 
dissolution rate of the copper was determined from the loss 
io the weight of the disc. The dependence of the dissolution 
rate of the copper disc (V) on its rotation rate is shown in 
iiS.l. The proportionality of the dissolution rate to the 
iqnare root of Uie rotation rate of the disc shows that the 
process takes place under conditons controlled by mass 
trktister. Analogous results were obtained with variaUon 
oi the copper content of the solution between 0.1 and O.OM, 
•nd o( the total ammonia content between 0.5 and 4.0M. 

-/ff V 

' I ^ ' 'ependence of the conoer 
' ' ' s o l u t i o n r a t e i n t.he same 
aolu t lon on t emnera tu re w i th 
' ''oJIo-.-inp d i s c r o t a t i o n 

" ' « , rpm: i . 670; 2 - .Kn; 
- - 170. 

The effect of temperature on the copper dissolution rate 
was studied in Uie range ot 20-48°C. The upper tempera
hire limit was restricted by appreciable losses of ammonia. 
At 48°C the losses of ammonia In Ih were not greater than 
12-15%. All the initial kinetic relationships against Uie loss 
in weight of Uie disc and time gave straight hnes. The tem
perature dependence for various disc rotation rates is shown 
in fig.2. The calculated activation energy ot the copper dis
solution process for all disc rotation rates amounted to 
6.9 iO.3 kcal/mole. With increase in temperature trom 
20 to 40OC the copper oxidaUon rate increases by approxi
mately twice. In a solution containing 0.2 M Cu^ "^,2.4 M NHjf ree . 
and 0.5M(NH^)2SQ, the copper dissolution rate obeys the 
relationship: 

V = 88.76-10'exp ( - ' ^ ) » ' 
where V •= the copper dissolution rate, g/cm'- sec 

n = the disc rotation rate, rps. 

The theoretical rate constant for the copper dissolution 
propess calculated by means of the equation 

6.18-10-'D=/3 (2iT)*̂  
K mvl / e 

(l/cm'-sec2 -rpsa) 

is equal to 1.07 • 10"*, which is twice as high as Uie value 
obtained experimentally is the same solution (0.51 -10'®). 
The reason tor this is clearly ttie fact that two ions of mono-
'.alent copper are formed for one reacting ion ot divalent 
copper in the process 

Cu(NH3)%+ -i-CuO * 2Cu(NH3)+ 

i . e . , the process* is controlled by the rate of removal of the 
reaction products. The kinematic viscosity ot a solution 
containing 0.2M Cu'•^, 2.4MNH3£ree, and 0.5M{NH«)aSO, 
was measured at 21°C and is equal to 11.45- lO'^cm'/sec; 
the diffusion coefficient of the Cu'"*" ion was taken from the 
literature*) and amounts to 6.10-"cm'/sec; m is a stoichio
metric coefficient ot the reaction, equal to one. An Increase 
in the content ot Cu'"*" ions in the solution increases the 
copper dissolution rate (fig.3a); in the range of •variation 
of the copper concentration between 0.2 and 0.8M it increases 
in proportion to the copper concentration raised to a power 
0.5. For a disc rotation rate of 190 rpm witti 0.88MNHjf ree 
in the solution the copper dissolution rate is described by 
the equation 

V = 3.55-10-^0°"^ exp 
( - ^ ) 

The effect of the ammonium sulphate concentration 
on the viscosity and density of the solulion at SQOC 

Concentration 
of(NHJ,SQ, 

m o l e / l 

^ 
0.25 
0.50 
0.75 
1.00 
1.25 

Dynamic 
viscosity 

cP 

0.916 
0.980 
1.041 .̂  
1.104 
1.166 
1.228 

Density 
g /cm* 

1.049 
1.065 
1.082 
1.098 
1.114 
1.130 

Kinematic 
viscosity 
c m ' / s e c 

0.8732 
0.9197 
0.9621 
1.0054 
1.0466 
1.0862 

The effect ot tree ammonia on the copper dissolution rate 
was investigated in a solution containing 0.4 MCu'"'' -t 0.5M 



â  a*. C^y mole/X 

^ ^ 7 ^ = mole/l 

V I O ^ 
g/cm^ 

sec 
F i g . l 

WW 3 

T.-.e dependence of the copper 
- z i s so lu t i on r a t e on the 
c o n c e n t r a t i o n of Cu^''' ( a ) , the 
c o n c e n t r a t i o n o f UHi-ree (b) , 
and the r a t i o Cf,u tot/c^^i-i-
( c ) . 1 - 0.88:-! NHi^ree. 2 -
1.6.1 li:-!-.free; 3 . 2.0:.i tiHi^'^^^; 
4 - 4 0 ' C ; 5 - 30 'C; 6 - 22.5°C 
(190 rpm}. 

and 1.25.M. This series of experiments was carried out al 
30°C with a disc rotation rate of 190 rpm. The obtained 
experimental data (fig.4) show that the copper dissolution I 
rate decreases Unearly with Increase in the ammonium- -
sulphate concentration. Since the dissolution rate of the 
rotating disc depends botti on the kinematic viscosity (y'̂ Ĵ̂  
and on the diffusion coefficient (D**), which is related to iS 
dynamic viscosity (D = const/ji), experiments were set u] 
to determine the viscosity and density of solutions with 
various concentrations of ammonium sulphate. The resul 
are given in the table. 

With increase in the ammonium sulphate concentration ft| 
0.25 to 1.25.\1 the copper dissolution rate changes frora 
2.7-10-° to 0.26-10-"g/cm'-sec, i . e . , decreases by a 
factor of 2.14. According to the obtained experimental da 
the ratio of Uie copper dissolution rates as a function of tti« 
variation In the \-iscosity and density (e. g., with ammoniui 
sulphate concentrations of 0.25 and 1.25M) is determined : 
by the expression: 

VJ /Ma\^/pi.V^ /'1.228V'* fl 
V, ~\nx) \Pzj %6:9Soy Vp^y 

065V« , 
-TUTTI = 1 20 

" ' C,.,,, , _ . a o l e / l 

F i g . 4 The e f f e c t of the ammoni:^. s u l 
p h a t e c o n c e n t r a t i o n on t^r.e copper 
d i s s o l u t i o n r a t e i n a scl- . i t ion ; f 
0.4H Cu^+ -̂  i.6.'-( .VHj'ree ^ t 30'C 
and 190rpm -

(NH^JaSO^at various temperatures (fig.3b). The dissolution 
rate of copper decreases particularly noticeably with In
crease Inthe free ammonia content to 2.4 mole 1. For the 
same conditions (190 rpm, 30°C) tig.3c shows the depen
dence of the copper dissolution rate on the ratio ot the con
centration of total ammonia to the concentration ot copper 
In the solution. The dissolution rate decreases abruptly 
a t a ratio CNH"^"' /Ccu2+>10: at values alx)ve 15 ttie copper 
dissolution raie decreases sUghtly. This relationship Is 
described by the empirical equation 

/CNH5° ' \ - = " * 

V = 270.155 ^ ,., I -0.786 

The calculation shows that the decrease In the copper di; 
solution rate cannot be attributed solely to diftusion limlta< 
tions due to the increasing of the solution. The addition of̂  
ammonium sulphate evidently increases the concentration (j 
NH,"*" lons and shifts the equiUbrium of the reaction NHj"*" -ij 
OH- z NHj -^HjO towards an increase in the concentration 
ot tree ammonia. The estabUshed relations between the 
copper dissolution rate and the C>;H5°'^ / C Q^I-* ratio and 
the (NH»)aSQ, content are clearly due to the formation of 
more complex copper amines with increase in the concen 
tration of the Ugand and are brought alKiut by statistical 
factors and by increased steric hindrances (4, pp.181,182). 

Conclusions 

1. The oxidation of metallic copper b>' divalent copper ama 
niates in an ammoniacal sulphate solution takes place under 
diffusion control, the intensity of agitation is an Important 5 
factor in the intensification of the process. j 

2. In order to obtain high copper dissolution rates In the 
absence ot o-xygen it is necessary to have Uie smallest pos-j 
sible content of free ammonia in the solution. | 

3. The best kinetic characteristics can be achieved by \ 
increasing the temperature of the dissolution process. 
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The effect of ammonium sulphate on the copper dissolution 
rate was studied in a solution containing 0.4MCu'''" and 
l.eMNHjfree > where the ratio of the amount of free ammon
ia to combined ammonia was unity. The concentration of 
ammonium sulphate in the solution was varied between 0.25 
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Polarisation of a copper electrode In an ammoniacal electrolyte 

V I Rybnikov, S V Karelov, A P Doroshkevich, I F Khudyakov and N V Ishchenko (Urals Polytechnical Institute) 

Summaiy 

The effect of the concentrations of copper, zinc, ammonia, 
and ammonium sulphate in the solutions on the overall 
polarisation of a copper electrode was studied. It was es
tablished that the steady-state potential is shifted towards 
electronegative values and Uie polarisation values and the 
Umiting current of the electrodes vary with increase in the 
concentration of each of the components (except copper). 
Zinc has an extremely signUlcant effect on the Umiting 

passivation current of the anode, which amounts to iUm 
37.5mA/cm' in the absence of zinc and rises to 67.5raA/cB 
with a Cu:Zn molar ratio of 1:3. To prevent the joint dis
charge ot copper and zinc ions the concentration ot zinc 
in the electrolyte must be limited to a Cu:Zn ratio ot 1:2. 
The optimum in the investigated system is an electrolyte 
containingO.2-0.5 mole/l of Cu, 0.5-0.75 mole/l of (NH»)aSQ„ 
1.0-1.2 mole/l of NHjfree and up to 0.5 mole/l of Zn. 
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Ci o f phenol 12 .4mg/ l . -vi.; ml/min; I - 0 .325 ; 
2 - 0 .430; 3 - l .O; 4 - .i.J,- 5 - -1.2; C - u.a.-
7 - 3 . 3 . Cl of phenol 42.Omg/l. IV ml/min: 
} ' - 0 . 5 0 : 2 ' - 0 .96 ; 3 ' - 1.52; 4 ' - 2 . 0 0 . 

For any A it is possible to plot a cuVve for the dependence 
oflhe process i--.ile on the degree of cons'e>-sion-. From (hi? 

obtained calcuUued data we plo'icd iJiesc relat ionships for 
initial phenol concentrations of 12.4 ;uid 42.0mg/l (fig.4). 
As seen from the curve, various degrees of conversion of 
the contaniinant can be obtained for the same delivery ra le , 
depending on the volume of die packing. 

Conclusions 

1. It is possible to use an ozone-containirig gas with 
ozone concentrations of less than 0.01 vol.% for the pur i -
fii;ation of industrial effluents containing up to 42nig/l of 
phenol. 

2. Columns filled.Willi a porous packing can be used as 
reaction vesse ls for the oxidation. 

3. The oblained experimental and calculated dala make 
it possible to select the amount and form of packing r e 
quired for a given degree of purification. 
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Kinetics of the leaching of pyrrhoti te by fe r rous sulphate solutions__> tT' k> fv C 1/3 " ^ S ? 

A L Krest:ui and G N Dobrokhotov (Leningrad Mining Institute - Depiirtnient of the Metaliurgy of Heavy and Noble Metals) 

In the previous repor i we set out the kinetic relationships 
governing the leaching of pyrrhoti te concentrates by concen
trated solutions of ferr ic chloride. It Is also possible to use 
ferrous iron in the form of Uie sulphate as solvent ' )^) .The 
main reactioii in Uiis process 

[ l / ( l - x)3Fe, .^S-^Fea(SO,)3=3FeSO,-f [ l / ( l - x ) ] S ° (1). 

terminates in the production of a solution of fer rous sulphate, 
elemental sulphur, and an insoluble precipi tate . The solvent 
can be regenerated Ijy oxidative hydrolysis of the final solu
tion 

phide. Such .-ui assumption was possible since this equation 
described the initial stage of lhe transfer of the nonferrous 
metals into solulion. 

3FeSQ, -1-0.7502= FCglSOJa-fO.SFeaOa (2) 

with the re lease of the iron from the pyrrhoti te into a s epa r 
ate product. 

Below we give the resul ls from investigations into die kin
etics of the process in sulphate soluUons. The experimental 
procedure was tlie same as in Uie prer tous work^). It was 
established that the decomposition rate of pyrrhotite depends 
significantly on Uie intensity of agitation (fig.l). The full 
transition to Uie internal diffusion region was observed with 
a s t i r r e r rotation rate of 250rpm or with a water value of 
7000 for the modified Reynold's nuniber. Subsequent experir 
ments were carr ied out with this opUniuni intensity of agita
tion. For iron, as in the case of chloride sys tems , the ob
tained kineticdata were described satisfactorily by the empir ical 
equation 

( , .^nTI)^=Kr 

where is the degree of extraction of the component into 
soluUon. This m;ide it possible to express the effect of the 
various kineUc factors by comparison of the nominal rate 
constants K. For copper and nickel sulphides the oblained 
kinetic data were treated also by the empir ical equ-ation 
given above, with which they agreed satisfactorily, so that 
it would be possible to compare them with data on iron su l -

T h 

F i g . l The e f f e c t of the i n t e n s i t y of a g i t a t i o n 
on the t r a n s f e r of icon i n t o s o l u t i o n . 
S t i r r e r r o t a t i o n ca t e rpm: 1 - 50; 2 -
100; 3 - 150; 4 - 700; 5 - 250. 

Tes t s with samples of concentrate having various part icle 
s izes with other par.amelers constant showed Uiat the leach
ing rate inc reases in direct proportion to Uie reacting .sur
face of the par t ic les . The composition of the solution had 
a significant effect on the intensity of oxidation of iron in 
the concentrate (flg.2). The character of dissolution r e 
mained constant at various tempera tures . At low concen
traUons of the solvent (<60g/dm^ of f e r r i c ion) Uie process 
was Umited by t ransport of-Fe^"* to Uie reacting surface. 
Since F ick ' s law (dc /dr ) = KC held for these condiUons, the 
observed reaction order was first. Trivalent iron concen-
IrationsJilOO g/dm'* corresponded lo saluralion of Uie boun
dary layer in fe r r i c ions, the process became nonvariant 
in Fê "*", und other factors (the aniount of Fe^''^ ions in the 
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Fig .2 Ef fac t of che Fc '̂  c o n c e n t r a t i o n 
on t h e ox ida t ion r ace of p y r r h o t i to 
a t 65 (1} and 75 (3) -C. 

solution, etc) played a determining role . With incre.ase in 
the concentration of divalent iron the oxidation rale of 
pyrrhot i te decreased linearly, :uid Uie rate of wiilidrawiil 
of Fe '+ from the reacting surface into the mas.s of the .solu
tion w;is Uie controlling qu:uility. 

It was found Uiat Uie experimen lal determii!atiun.s were 
described well by Uie norma) Arrheiiiu.s curves in llie in
vestigated range of tempera tures r)0-103'-'C. Thi.s iii:idc it 
ppssible to calculate the observed activation energies for 
the dissolution of iron, copper, :ind nickel sulphides, wliich 
were equal to 15.0, 38.9, and 41.4 k J / m o l e respect ively. 
These values showed Uiat Uie dissoluti.on of pyrrhoti le occurs 
under diffusion control, and that of copper and nickel sul
phides occurs under kinetic control. The re.sults agreed 
well with Uieories aboul Uie limitation of dissolution by in
ternal diffusion of fe r rous ions. 

Additions of sulphuric acid up to a concentration ot 30-40 
g/dni^ appreciably accelerated the deconiixisition of pyr rho
tite and had little effect on the behaviour of copper and 
nickel. In view of the acid charac te r i s t i cs of Uie sulphides, 
this observation made it possible to consider dial, apart 
from the main reaction (1), their dissulutioii al.so occur.s on 
account of simple chemical reactioii of the sulphides with 
the acid 

MeS •K2H'^ = Me -̂̂  -t-HjS (3) 

with subsequent oxidaiion of hydrogen sulphide in the general 
mass of the solution: 

H,S •«- 2Fe='* = 2 F e ' ' ^ 2H* -i S° (4) 

It was proposed to descr ibe the effect of acidity by the 
equation K = ax"", where x is the concentration of free acid 
(g/dm^), and a and m are coefficients. The logarithmic 
form of this eciuation showed that the expei imental dala in 
Uie experiments wiUi additions of sulphuric acid at Ihe rate 
of 5-50g/diii^ fitiedon to a s traight line. Extrapolation of 

O.I 

O.Db 

0.!)i 

"^ % . , o . »/<""' 

I-ig.3 r}ie e^'rccc of Uio f/^SOi, concen-
t r j c i o n on thi^ o ^ i d n t i o n nitts of 
pyr i 'ho t : t o . 

Table I : The rate ainstanl-s (or ihe oxidation ot pyrrhodtc in chtoride and sutphatE 
aytttuin.4 
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Ihe obtained curve tu the region where acidification of the 
initial mixtures was not re.ilised made il possible to deter
mine theamount of free sulphuric acid formed during tlie 
hydrolysis of trivalent iron, wiiich always occurs in real 
solulions. This value wa.s 2.5g'dni^. The final form of tlie 
rul;itioiiship K = f(x) with allowance tor the calculated cor
rection is shown in fig.3. The reaction o rde r in the acid 
was doierniined a.s 0.7. The amorphous sulphur released 
by reactions (1) ancl'(4) had a porous s t ruc ture and hindered 
lhc lr:tjisport of (he reagents . In time it slowly recrystal
lised into the rhombic iiiodific;ition. The dissolution rate 
of the iron from the concentrnte exceeded Uie dissolution 

.rate of copper and nickel sulphides (tables 1 ;md 2), and 
this .secured its preferential dissolution. Increase in tem
pera ture from 50 to 103"C deteriorated Uie selectivity of 
Uie re lease of iron into solution, and the Kpe/K^i ratio 
decreased by a faelor of approximately 3. From these 
observat ions we determined that under industrial condiUons 
il is most suitable to real ise the process al high concentra
tions of fe r r i c ion and acid secur ing more intensive decom
position of the pyrrhoti te . A high acidity in Uie final solu
tions also a s s i s t s in the appearance of free hydrogen sulphide 

Table 2: The rate-constants for the oxidation of copper and nickel sulphides in chloride and sulphate 
system.s 

Rale constant 
h - ' 

For FeCla 

ForFe , (SO.)3 

Kfcu 

KNI 

K'cu 

K'N; 

Kiu:K'bu 

'*^Ji-'^'Ni 

•Temperature °C 

50 

1.5-10- ' 

2.0-10-^ 

1.0-10-" 

1.3-10- ' 

1.5 

1.5 

60 

6.8-IO-* 

8 .4 -10 - ' 

4.5-IO"' ' 

0.3-10--' 

1.3 

1.5 

70 

0.23-10-^ 

0.35-10""= 

0 .20-10- = 

0.29-10-= 

1.2 

1.1 

80 

0.62-10-= 

0.70-10'= 

0.3G-10'= 

0.46-10-= 

• 1.5 

1.7 

90 

1.04.10-= 

1.14-10-= 

0.56-10-= 

0.69-10-= 

1.6 

1.8 

103 

1.56-10-= 

1.82-10- = 

0 .87-10- = 

1.06-10-= 

1.8 

1.7 
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and, with low concentrations of Uie basic oxidizing agent, 
it promotes the inactivity of copper and nickel sulphides 
from the pyrrhotite. Coniparison of the obtained results 
on Uie leaching of Uie concentrates in ferric sulphate and 
ferric chloride solutions shows that Uie quaUtative rela-

j tionships ai-e the same in both systems, but a quantitative 
evaluation shows Uie advantage of systems wiUi ferric 
chloride (table 1). On the average the dissolution rate of 
pyrrhotite in ferric chloride solution is approxiniately ten 
times higher than the dissolution rate in ferric sulphate. 
This ratio increases with increase in temperature. The 
difference is probably explained by a difference in the 

, diffusion rates of Fe='*̂  ions. The diffusion-rate is consider
ably lower in the sulphate on account of its lower solubility, 
which decreases with increase in temperature*). Copper 
and nickel sulphides also react more strongly with ferric 

• chloride, but the difference in the oxidation rates is not so 
significant and amounts on the average to about 1.5 (table 2). 
The selectivity of Uie triuisfcr of iron into solution is higher 
Inthe chloride systenis (lable 1). 

The disadvantages of the use of terric sulphate must also, 
include the need lo work with more dilute pulps having a 
liquid-soUd ratio of (12-14):1, due to the lower solubiUty 
of ferrous oxide at 70-lOOOC (about 110g/dm=). In the case 
of ferric chloride this ratio os (5-6):l. 

Conclusions 

l.Dlssolution of pyrrhotite in concentrated solutions ot 
ferric sulphate occurs under diffusion control and is more 
rapid than dissolution of Uie accompanying copper and 
nickel sulphides, which react under kineUc control. 

2. The com|X)Sition of the solution has a strong effect on 
the oxidation rale of the iron from the concentrate. Higli • 
concentrations of triNTilent iron and acid are most favour
able. 

3.The rate ot Uie process is reduced by an increa.se in 
the content of divalent iron in Uie solution. 

4. The selectivity ot the dissolution of iron trom the pyr
rhotite decreases with increase in teniperature. 

5. The qualitative relationships in the leaching of pyrrho
tites by ferric chloride and ferric sulphate are the same, 
but the oxidation of iron from the conccntralo occurs nioi-e 
Strongly In chloride .solutions. 

6. The use of ferric sulphate requires operation wiUi dilute 
pulps, .and this requires a larger volume of equipment. 
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Lead ferrites in lead sinters 

A E Guriev, V N Murav'ev, T 1 Ivankova and A S Malyugian (North-Causcasian Mining-Metallurgical Institute) 
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For the theory of lead smelting it is important to know the 
scale to which lead ferrites .irepresent in the sinter. Metal
lurgists have Investigated the compositions and properties of 
lead ferrites and have discussed their, behaviour in the smell-
of lead sinter^'"). Al the same time, those who have in
vestigated the mineral composition of the sinters have not 
come to concerted conclusions on the question of the presence 
of lead ferrites-""). In this connection an attempt was made 
to supplement the available dala by e.xperiniental data. 

According to the literature, ferrite formation begins at665°C 
and takes place vigorously at 725°C. Above 725°C decompo
sition of ferrites occurs^^). During lead sintering the tem
perature reached in the bed fluxtuales most often belween 
IOOO and 1150°C, and the lead ferrites which form with in
crease In temperature must inevitably decomposed. C0117 
sequently, the lead sinter can in principle contain-only fer
rites of secondary formalion, formed in the same differen
lial layer with decrease m temperature. On-the basis of 
these considerations samples of lead ferrites were prepared 
under two different sets of conditions. 

The first sample was prepared by calcination of a nieta-
ferrUe mi.xture al 7250C for 3h. In the obtained sinter 4% 
of PbOfrec on the total PbO content of the sinter was de
termined by leaching with \07e acetic acid solution. The 
second sample was prepared from an analogous mi.xture by 
calcination for 2h at 725°C and then for Ih at 920°C with 
subsequent slow cooling. In this sample we determined 
25.3% PbOfri-e , and the remaining PI3O was presumably 
combined inio a ferrite of secondary formalion. Samples 
of industr ial sinters, the chemical compositions of which 
are given in tlie table, were also Investigated. 

Sample 
. Nu. 

1 
2 
3 

• 4 

Pliinl 

Cliiiilkont 
l .enlnoi iorak 
fclc-klro:.-L<»k 
U s r - K a m e n o g q r s k 

PI. 

37.9 
•11.7 
40 .3 , 
42 .5 

•/... 

10.3 
0.0 
9.0 

10.1 

Cu 

1.92 
2.22 
1.01 
2.12 

F,.-

10.3 
7.4 

12.2 
7.8 

«.„. 

1.8 
3.2 
2.1 
3.3 

SiOr 

9.22 
C.43 
7.11 
G.21 

C i O 

7.01 
11.13 
10.80 
6.21 

M | « 

2.51) 
1.07 
1.74 

.1 .75 

AI..Oj 

2.56 
1.60 
1.78 
2.07 

The microscopic investigations were carried out on an 
MIN-8m and a Neofot-2 microscope. X-ray analysis was 
performed on a URS-50IM instrument and also on a URS-
70 instrument. Investigation of the synthesised samples 
showed that they have a fine two-phase structure. The 
boundaries between the phases are soft on account of the 
sniall difference in their reflective power and only differ 
in immersion at large magnifications. 

One of the phases is represented by the finest (3-5(i) 
shol'l-prisniatic crystals and grains fairly uniformly dis
tributed in the containing phase (normal magnetite). The 
phase (lead ferrite) is determined by extremely weak re
lief, a yellowish-cream tint, and by higher reflective power 
than magnetite. In addition, the cryslal form and the weak 
anistropy of Ihe phase are characteristic. The described 
microgrowths are similar to the normal decomposilion 
structures of solid solutions of natural two-component sys
tems (of the magnelite-haenialite, magnetlte-ilm.enite, and 
olher types) which, as known")®), are formed during the 
cooling of solid solutions with Uie corresponding composi
tions. 

A homogeneous systeni, whicii was subsequently differ
entiated during cooling of the sinter with the formation of 
structures from decomposition of the solution, is evidently 
formed initially wilh increase ui teniperature as a result 
of solid-phase reactions, between the components of the 
charge. Thus, the appearance of lead ferrite detected in 
the sinters is determined unambiguously by the fact of its 
participation in ihe decomposition structures. The pre
sence of lead ferrite and magnetite in the synthesised sam
ples is confirmed by the data from X-ray analysis (tig. 1), 
which demonstrates the fundamental possibility of the 
forniation of secondary ferrites during Uie sintering of the 
load charge. However, restricted amounts of ferrites are 
delected in some samples of the ground sinter, and this is 
easily explained by the presence of contacts between PbO 
;iiid FCjOs only in local volumes. 
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TRUCK HWLICC 
TO SMELTER 

Proposed flowsheet for treatment of 2600 gpm of copper leach solution from in-situ ore broken btj a confined nuclear blast. 

To make feasible the extractioti of metal from deposits 
. • \ J 1 \i A V ^ v7 . UMIVEBSITY OF OTAH 

uneconomic to mme by conventional methods, Kennecott president RFSEARm IMCTlTlirc 

Frank R. Milliken told the AEC on October 24, is whij . . . EARTH SCIENCE LAB. 

Kennecott Proposes Nuclear Mining 
Experiments at Safford Deposit 

Kennecott Copper Corp. has sub
mitted a proposal to the U. S. 
Atomic Energy Commission for a 
joint experiment to determine if a 
contained underground nuclear ex
plosion can be used to fracture a 
low-grade copper ore deposit to re
cover the copper by in-situ leach
ing. If authorized, safety and tech
nical studies in the field •would be 
undertaken to determine whether 
such an experiraent could be con
ducted with full protection for pub
lic health and safety. 

The proposed experiment, known 
as "Sloop," would be part of the 
AEC's Plowshare Program to de
velop peaceful uses of nuclear ex

plosives. As now visualized, the 
project involves the detonation of 
about a 20-kiloton nuclear explo
sive at a depth of 1200 ft. 

If a nuclear explosive is em
placed deep underground, upon det
onation the blast will be fully con
tained. The energy of the explosion 
is released in a fraction of a micro
second and vaporizes, melts and 
crushes the surrounding rock. A 
cavity forms and expands spheri
cally around the blast center fol
lowing the outward moving shock 
wave until the pressure of the gas 
in the cavity approaches equilibrium 
with the weight of the overlying 
rock. The molten rock that initially 
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lines the cavity walls will flow and 
form a pool on the cavity bottom 
and as it cools, solidifying into a 
relatively inert glass, it traps and 
entrains up to 95% of the radio
active fission products generated by 
the explosion. 

The explosion would be ex
pected to result in a chimney of 
broken ore about 440 ft high and 200 
ft in diameter containiiig about 1.3 
miUion tons of ore. The chimney 
material is extremely permeable; in 
earlier Plowshare experiments, 
shattered granite has contained 
about 25% void space. Also, 75% 
of the fragments have been smaller 
than 12 in. in size. The force of the 
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•explosion will also fracture rock be
yond the chimney, increasing the 
original rock's permeability for a 
distance- approaching three cavity 
radii. 

The Sloop study proposes an ex
periment to evaluate the combined 
nuclear fracturing/iri-situ leach
ing technique for recovery of copper 
from low grade orebodies. The Saf
ford deposit of Kennecott Copper 
Corp., about nine miles northeast 

. of Safford, Ariz., is. suggested as the 
experimental site. The cost is es
timated at more than $13,000,000, 
including construction of pilot 
processing plant facilities at the 
Safford site and its pperation for 
one year. If the proposal is accepted 
by the AEC, terms of the joint 
project, including the division of 
costs between the government and 
Kennecott, would be "negotiated. 

It is estimated that 9 months 
would be required from the author
ization date unti l detonation of the 
explosive. In an additional 9 months 
the leaching tests could begin. A 
minimum of one year of leaching 
would probably be required to ac
cumulate sufficient data to evaluate 
the techniques. The overaU project 
time from authorization to evalua
tion would approximate 30 months. 

The plan is to place, the nuclear 
explosive in a 20-in. diam hole 
driUed from the surface. The hole 
would, then be plugged to prevent 

.vent.iiig to, the.atrnosphere^and the 
e-xplosive would be detonated at a 
depth of 1200 ft. 

After the shot, holes would be 
drilled from the surface into the 
chimney to define its height, take 
samples of the atmosphere inside 
it cmd measure the void volume. 
Holes 'would also be drilled to in
vestigate the extent and radius of 
fracturing outside the chimney. As 
soon as the post-shot . safety. r e 
quirements are satisfied, existing 

. undergroiind openings would be. i:e7 
habilitated and facilities installed 
for the leaching tests. 

For the leaching tests, leach 
Uquid input holes would be drilled 
to the top of the chimney. An ac
cess drift and a system of drill holes 
would be installed beneath the 
chimney to coUect the pregnant 
(metal-bearing) leach solutions. 
The copper would be recovered from 
the solution by treatnient with iron 
to precipitate a copper, .powder. A 
precipitation plant using cone pre 
cipitators similar to those now used 
at Kennecott's western mines would, 
be constructed near the shaft. The 
plant would be capable of treating 
a throughput of about 2600 gpm 
of solution obtained from the col
lection system, and of recycUng the 
barren (stripped) solutions to the 
chirnney zone. 

•The operation of the 'pilot leach
ing plant should produce" a moderate 
amount of copper that, after suit
able treatment, could be made avail
able for ordinary usage. A portion 
of the copper precipitates would be 
used for developmental studies to 
determine the most efficient proc
ess for refining the crude copper 
for marketing on a commercial 
scale. 

The feasibihty study concludes 
that there appears to be no safety 
problems that cannot be satisfac
torily managed and that the project 
can be condticted at the Safford site 
without hazard or serioiis incon
venience to the population of the 
area. Radioactivity in the leaching 
solutions should be at low enough 
levels that shielding for personnel 
protection would not be required. 
Any residual contaminants in the 
raw copper product would be re 
movable by refining processes so 
that the finished copper would be 
virtually free_ of any radioactive 
material. 

ExnaNOING STRONG 
\ SHOCK FRONT 

VOID SPACE 

FRAGMENTED ROCK 

FRACTURED ROCK 

COLLAPSE OF OVERLYING HOCK 
PROGRESSES UPWARD 

^,,.., ,1^1. 
iSi.ii^J^'i'^'-i 

\ .—ExPiNDINO CfiViTV MOUTEPi ROCK FLOWS 
\ \ BOUNOflRY 'INO ORIPS DOWNWARD 

-VflPOfl LT HIGH 
TEMPERATURe 
AND PRESSURE 

I 0 ,'• 

PUDDLE OF 
MOLTEN ROCK 

A FEW SECONDS F,,.,,,!. CONFlGURATIO.'l 
TOA FEW HOURS 

Sequence of cavity—chimney formation by a nuclear blast. 

Proj.ect ..Sloop would be a. joiiit. 
effort of the U.S. Government and 
Kennecott Copper Corp., with the 
AEC providing the nuclear explo
sive and conducting the operation 
and program for the protection of 
pubUc health and safety. Kennecott 
would be responsible for the leach
ing and copper recovery phase of 
the experiment. The U. S. Bureau 
of Mines would participate in all 
phases of the experiment, evaluating 
results, estimating applicability of 

. the technique to other potential ore-
bodies and cooperating •with t h e ' 

-other participants in reporting^the. 
results of the experiment. 

At the present time the AEC is 
not authorized to supply explosives 
and the required support services 
on a commercial basis. The AEC 
can, however, under the Atomic En
ergy Act of 1954, utihze nuclear ex
plosives, in cooperative research and. 
development arrangements-with in
dtistry, including demonstrations of 
particular appUcations. 

In order to assist industry in 
evaluating possible future uses, the 
AEC has published projected 
charges for nuclear explosives for 
use as a guide in evaluating Plow
share excavation appUcations. 

. '|, 

I : L 

I t 

i 

Projected Costs 
for Thermonuclear Explosives 

Yield, Kilotons Approx. Charge-

10 
50 
100 
350 
500 

1.000 
2.000 

$350,000 
425,000 
460,000 
500.000 
533.000 
570.000 
600,000 

MINING ENGINEERS 

,The AEC. believes that the .proj ected 
charges are sufficiently representa
tive of the future situation to war 
rant their use in feasibility studies. 
• These charges cover nuclear ma
terials, fabrication and assembly, 
and arming and firing services. Sig
nificant related services which are 
not covered by these projected 
charges are safety studies, site 
preparation including construction 
of emplacement holes, t ransporta
tion and emplacement of the explo
sives and support of the operations 
in the field. The charges would be 
produced in quantity for routine 
commercial utilization and it is pos
sible that reductions in these costs 
could occur as a result of future 
technological developments. 

The nuclear fracturing and "so
lution mining" concept, if success
ful, could greatly increase the mine
able copper reserves in the United 
States by permitt ing development of 
low grade deposits which cannot be 
mined economically by conven
tional methods. In addition, it would 
keep disturbance of the natural 
landscape at a minimum. n= 
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TRUCK HAULAGE 
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Proposed flowshecl for Irealmeiil cif 2600 g;;m of copper Icnch wliiliini from iii-silu oro iirokcn hy a confined luiclciir bhist. 

To make feasible'tJw extraction of inetal from deposits 

uneconomic to mine by convenlional methods, Kennecott president 

Frank R. Milliken told the AEC on October 24, is tohtj. . . 

Kennecott Proposes Nuclear Mining 
Experiments at Safford Deposit 

I 

Kennecott .Copper Corp. has sub
mitted a propo.sal to the U. S. 
Atomic Energy Commission .for a 
joint experiment to determine if a 
contained underground nuclear ex
plo.sion can be used to fraclure a 
low-grade copper ore deposit to re
cover the copper by in-situ leach
ing. If authorized, safety and tech
nical studies in the field would be 
undertaken to determine whether 
such an experiment could be con
ducted with full protection for pub
lic health and safety. 

The proposed experiment, known 
as "Sloop," would be part of the 
AEC's Plowshare Program to de
velop peaceful uses of nuclear ex

plosives. As now visualized, the 
projeci involves Uie detonation of 
about a 20-kiloton nuclear explo
sive at a depth of 1200 fL 

If a nucleai' explosive is cm-
placed deep underground, upon det
onation the blast will be fully con
tained. The energy of the explosion 
is released in a fraction of a micro
second and vaporizes, melts and 
crushes the surrounding rock. A 
cavity forms and expands spheri
cally around the blast center fol
lowing the outward moving shock 
wave until the pressure of the gas 
in the cavity approaches equilibrium 
with the weight of the overlying 
rock. The molten rock that initially 

lines the cavity walls will flow and 
form a pool on the cavity bottom 
and as it cools, solidifying into a 
relatively inert gla.ss, il traps and 
entrains up to 95% of lhc radio
active fis.sion products generated by 
the explosion. 

The explosion would be ex
pected to result in a chimney of 
broken ore about 440 ft high and 200 
fl in diameter containing about 1.3 
million tons of ore. The chimney 
material is extremely permeable; in 
earlier Plowshare experiments, 
shattered granite has contained 
about 257c void space. Also, 75% 
of the fragments have been smaller 
than 12 in. in size. The force of the 
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explosion will also fracture rock be
yond the chimney, increasing the 
original rock's permeability for a 
distance approaching three cavity 
radii. 

The Sloop study proposes an ex
periment to evaluate the combined 
nuclear fracturing/in-situ leach
ing technique for recovery of copper 
from low grade orebodies. The Saf
ford deposit of Kennecott Copper 
Corp., about nine miles northeast 
of Safford, Ariz., is suggested as the 
experimental site. The cost is es
timated at more than $13,000,000, 
including construction of pilol 
processing plant facilities al the 
Safford site and its operation for 
one year. If the proposal is accepted 
by the AEC, terms of the joint 
project, including the division of 
costs between the government and 
Kennecott, would be negotiated. 

It is estimated that 9 nionths 
would be required from the author
ization date until detonation of the 
explosive. In an addilional 9 months 
the leaching tests could begin. A 
minimum of one year of leaching 
would probably be required to ac
cumulate sufKcient data to evaluate 
the techniques. The overall project 
time from authorization to evalua
tion would approximate 30 months. 

The plan is to place the nuclear 
explosive in a 20-in. diam hole 
drilled from the surface. The hole 
would then be plugged to prevent 
venting to the atmosphere and the 
explosive would be detonated at a 
depth of 1200 fL 

After the shot, holes would be 
drilled from the surface into the 
chimney to define ils height, take 
samples of • the atmosphere inside 
it and measure tlie void volume. 
Holes would also be drilled to in
vestigate the extent and radius of 
fracturing outside the chimney. As 
soon as the post-shot safety r e 
quirements are satisfied, existing 

underground openings would be re
habilitated and facilities installed 
for the leaching tests. 

For the leaching tests,: leach 
liquid input holes would be drilled 
to the top of the chimney. An ac
cess drift and a system of drill holes 
would be installed beneath the 
chimney to collect the pregnant 
(metal-bearing) leach solutions. 
The copper would be recovered from 
the solution by treatment with iron 
lo precipitate a copper powder. A 
precipitalion plant using cone pre
cipitators similar lo Ihose now used 
at Kennecott's western niines would 
be constructed ncai- the shaft The 
plant would be capable of treating 
a throughput of about 2600 gpm 
of solulion oblained from the col
lection system, and of recycling the 
barren (stripped) solutions to the 
chimney zone. 

The operation of the pilot leach
ing plant should prpduce a moderate 
amount of copper that, after suit
able treaiment, could be made avail
able for ordinary usage. A portion 
of the copper precipitates would be 
used for developmental studies to 
determine the most efficient proc
ess for refining the crude copper 
for marketing on a commercial 
scale. 

The feasibility study concludes 
that there appears to be no safety 
problems that cannot be satisfac
torily managed and that the project 
can be conducted at the Safford site 
without hazard or serious incon
venience to the population of the 
area. Radioactivity in the leaching 
solutions should be at low enough 
levels that shielding for personnel 
protection would not be required. 
Any residual contaminants in the 
raw copper product would be re
movable by refining processes so 
that the finished copper would be 
virtually free of any radioactive 
material. 
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Project Sloop would be a joint 
effort of the U.S. Government and 
Kennecott Copper COrp., with the 
AEC providing the nuclear explo
sive and conducting the operation 
and program for the protection of 
public health and safety. Kennecott 
would be responsible for the leach
ing and copper recovery phase of 
the experiment. The U. S. Bureau 
of Mines would participate in all 
phases of the experiment, evaluating 
results, estimating applicability of 
the technique to other potential ore-
bodies and cooperating with the 
other participants in reporting the 
results of the experiment. 

At the present time the AEC is 
not authorized lo supply explosives 
and the required support services 
on a commercial basis. The AEC 
can, however, under the Atomic En
ergy Act of 1954, utilize nuclear ex
plosives in cooperative research and 
development arrangements with in
dustry, including demonstrations of 
particular applications. 

In order lo assist industry in 
evaluating possible future uses, the 
AEC has published projected 
charges for nuclear explosives for 
use as a guide in evaluating Plow
share excavation applications. 

Projected Costs 
for Thermonuclear Explosives 

Yield, Kilotons Approx. Charge 

10 
50 

100 
350 
500 

1.000 
2.000 

S3SO,000 
425.000 
460.000 
500,000 
535.000 
570.000 
600.000 

Sciiiiciioe of cucily—cliiiniicy fornuiiion inj u iiucU-cir lilanl. 

The AEC believes that the projected 
charges are sufficiently representa
tive of the future situation to war
rant their use in feasibility studies. 

These charges cover nuclear ma
terials, fabrication and assembly, 
and -arming and firing services. Sig
nificant related services which are 
not covered by these projected 
charges are safety studies, ' site 
preparation including construction 
of emplacement holes, transporta
tion and emplacement of the explo
sives and support of the operations 
in the field. 'The charges would be 
produced in quantity for routine 
commercial utilization and it is pos
sible that reductions in these costs 
couid occur as a result of future 
technological developments. 

The nuclear fracturing and "so
lution mining" concept, if success
ful, could greatly increase the mine
able copper reserves in the United 
States by permitting development of 
low grade deposils which cannot be 
mined economically by conven
tional methods. In addition, it would 
keep disturbance of the natural 
landscape at a minimum. k"̂= 

i ; 

'M 

I 
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shear at the same strain values. The success of the 
theory of plastic bending (see Dolan and Sidebottom, 
for example") indicates that this assumption is not 
greatly in error. 

It is clear from Table I that fracture does not 
occur for a critical value of either the glide strain or 
the applied normal stress. Furthermore, most com-

SUBJ 
MNG 

KSDC 

Table 1. Fracture of Zihc Crystals in 

Orlen-
taUon 

X". De« 

30 
45 
60 
75 

Orien
tation 

Xo 

30 
43 
60 
75 

r> 1 

(deflection ra te 

Radius at 
Fracture, Cm 

1.1 
1.9 
3.S 
8.6 

Radius or 
Glide Planes 
ai Fracture 

(Outer Fiber) , 
Cm 

1.2 
1.6 
2.1 
2.9 

Bend 
=: 1 ipm for beam 1 

Glide Strain 
at Fracture 

(Outer Fiber) 

0.36 
0.19 
0.11 
0.08 

ing a t —196"C 
in. long) 

Corresponding 
Resolved Sh 

Stress fr. 
ear 

Tensile Test, 
G pe 

Correspondlni 
Excess Dislo

cation, Density, 
Lb per Sq Cm 

3.2x10' 
2.4 
1.8 
1.3 

r Sq Aim 

180 
120 
91 
80 

-

Normal 
Siress, 
O per 

Sq Mm 

85 
100 
130 
230 

DlsI Density 
Times 

Nonnal Stress 

2.7xl0» 
2.4 
2.5 
3.0 

Avg = 2.65 

! such as the strain times the normal stress 
;ive good criteria. Complex combinations 
can be found which might serve as criteria, 
, would have doubtful physical significance. 

..-est fracture criterion that was found was 
derived by correlating the fracture stresses with the 

dislocation contents of the crystals. The total dis
location content of the crystals is not known, but the 
density of excess positive dislocations can be calcu
lated from the curvature of the glide planes. If a = 
R, sin Xn and L = R, -f d/2, then the radius of curva
ture of the (OOOl) planes at the outer fiber is r = 
(L° —a') ^'. The density of excess positive disloca
tions, Ps, is then given by pc — l / rb where b = mag
nitude of Burgers vector." The final column of 
Table I lists values of PE art and it may be seen that 
this quantity has a fairly constant value, and there
fore may be taken to be a fracture criterion. 

Since fracture occurs in the bent crystals at rela
tively large strains the details of the geometry are 
complicated and unknown. Hence, detailed calcu
lations are not possible. All that can be done is to 
postulate that dislocations have a specific weakening 
effect which is proportional to the dislocation den
sity. Then the applied normal stress times the dis
location density should have a constant value as in 
Table I. 

The fact that the fracture occurs along the curved 
glide surfaces is significant. It suggests that the glide 
plane of an edge dislocation is a particularly weak 
region in a crystal. It is thus consistent with the 
conclusion of a previous paper.' 

Most of the experimental portion of this work was 
carried out by Mr. V. J. DeCarlo. 
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A Kinetic Study o f the Dissolution of UO2 In 

Carbonate Solution 
Sintered UO2 samples were leached in carbonate solutions of various concenfro^ions. 

A pressurized system was used so that i t was possible to investigote the kinetics of the 
reaction to 200°C with oxygen overpressures as high as 800 psi. The surface active 
species in solution appears to be the undissociated acid H2CO3. Competitive adsorption 
between oxygen and H.̂ COs occurs at the UO2 surface resulting in an over-all rate de
crease at high concentrations of HaCOs. Oxygen splits between two surface active'sites 
and the slow step of the surface reactions involves a rearrangement or diffusion of oxy
gen on the mineral surface. 

by Ray L. Pearson and Mi l ton E. Wadsworth 

' I ' HE dissolution of UO; in carbonate solutions can 
-•- occur only if the tetravalent uranium is oxi

dized to the hexavalent state. The carbonate system 
is of particular interest because it provides a means 
whereby the oxidized uranium may be dissolved by 
forming the complex ion UO.CCOo),"*. In the pres
ence of oxygen the over-all reaction may be written 

R. L. PEARSON and M. E. WADSWORTH, Member AIME, ore 
associated with Dept. of Melallurgy, Universiry of Ufoh, Salt Lake 
Ciry. This work was supported by the Atomic Energy Commission 
under Contract No. A T ( l l - l ) - 8 2 . 

TP 463ID. Manuscript, Sept. 17, 1956. New Orleans Meeting, 
February 1957. 

uo,-i- Vz o=+cor-+2HCO,-- UO. (CO.) r'+H..O [ i ] 
UO3 was used in this study because it could be ob
tained in high purity and also because it is represen
tative of the most refractory of the primary uranium 
minerals. The mineral ulrichite is the natural coun
terpart of the synthetic U0= used. The kinetics of 
the leaching of UO. should be similar for any of the 
uraninite type minerals. 

A pressurized system was used not with the hope 
it could be extended to commercial systems as a 
primary purpose but simply to provide the means 
whereby important temperature and pressure pa
rameters could be varied for the evaluation of the 
kinetic processes. The importance of such pres-
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surized systems has already been demonstrated by 
Forward, Halpern and Peters,'°° and the Beaver 
Lodge Processing plant in Saskatchewan, Canada, 
has incorporated the results of that research in a 
commercial uranium treatment plant.' 

Peters and Halpern' carried out a kinetic study 
of the leaching of pitchblende (UjOs). The slow 
step proposed by these investigators was the adsorp
tion and splitting of oxygen on the UjOs surface, and 
the measured rates were'found to be independent 
of the HCO3' and CO," solution concentrations un
der the conditions of their studies. This investiga
tion was undertaken to determine the mechanism of 
the dissolution of the more refractory tetravalent 
uranium compound UOj, with the hope that specific 
details regarding the role of oxygen and the various 
carbonate species present could be evaluated. 

Experimental 
The UOs as received* was found by spectroscopic 

analysis to have a purity of 99.94 pct ±0.03. It was 
ground in a mechanical agate mortar and screened 
through a 400 mesh sieve. Thin flat disks of UOa 
were prepared by pressing the sized powder in a 
specially constructed die at a total pressure of ap
proximately 15 tons per sq in. These disks measured 
approximately 2.3 mm in thickness and 1.6 cm in 
diameter and weighed approximately 3.6 g. As 
pressed, the samples were approximately 65 pct of 
theoretical density. It was essential that a binder 
such as polyvinyl alcohol be added before pressing 
to prevent formation of strains and cracks when 
fired. 

The disks were dried and fired in a molybdenum-
wound furnace under hydrogen at 180Q°C for 30 
min. A careful X-ray diffraction study of the sin
tered disks showed them to be unaltered from the 
original unfired UO;. The final density of usable 
samples had to be above 89 pct of theoretical den
sity. At densities below 89 pct the void spaces were 
connected, resulting in a sample of high porosity. 
Porous disks are completely unsatisfactory because 
the geometric surface area is unknown and a large 
variation in area occurs during leaching. Samples 
above 89 pct of theoretical density had no measur
able porosity based upon a 2-hr immersion In boil
ing water. These samples gave consistent and re
producible results. 

• Malllnckrodt reagent, supplied by the Atomic Energy Commis
sion. 

Leaching studies were carried out in a specially 
designed autoclave. The details of this equipment 
have been presented elsewhere.' One milliliter sam
ples removed from the autoclave during the course 
of a run were analyzed for UaOs content with a 
Beckman Model DU spectrophotometer by the 
method of DeSesa and Nietzel.* Knowing the surface 
area of the sample by measurement with a microm
eter, the time of reaction and the corresponding 
concentration of uranium in solution, rates were 
measured in mg UoOj/min/cm". 

Experimental Results 
The results presented in this paper are based upon 

75 separate rate determinations. The range of con
ditions varied, extending up to 60 g per 1 of 
Na.,COyiijD and 60 g per 1 NaHCO,, temperatures 
from 127 to 203°C and oxygen partial pressures 
from 0 to 800 psia. Fig. 1 illustrates the results of 
three typical runs at three separate temperatures. 
The rates were linear under all of the conditions of 

eo 100 120 

T|M£ (MINUTES) 

ZOO 

Fig. 1—^Typical curves showing total concentration of U3O9 
in solution versus time. 

this study indicating that no surface products were 
formed on the surface of the sample which inhibited 
the reaction. 

The effect of stirring is often of importance in a 
solution-dissolution study since solution diffusion 
must be eliminated if the kinetics of the surface re
actions are to be evaluated. A series of rate versus 
speed of agitation runs was obtained at 175°C, 440 
psi oxygen overpressure, with a solution concen
tration of 60 g per 1 Na.,COa-H,.0 and 20 g per 1 
NaHCOa. The rate of reaction increased with stirring 
speed to approximately 400 rpm under these condi
tions. Above 400 rpm the rate was independent of 
the speed of agitation. Subsequent runs were car
ried out at 500 rpm. 

Fig. 2 illustrates the effect of oxygen overpres
sure on the rate of dissolution. These rate pressure 
isotherms were obtained at 127, 143, 161, 187 and 
203°C. The solution in all cases contained 60 g per 1 
Na^CO^H^O and 20 g per 1 NaHCO,. 

A similar series of runs was carried out at con
stant oxygen overpressure but at various carbonate 
concentrations. Rate-concentration data are pre
sented in Fig. 3 for 175, 161 and 143°C. The oxygen 
overpressure was maintained at 440 psi, and the 
concentration of Na^COa-HsO was 60 g per 1 in all 
tests. Fig. 3 is a plot of measured rate versus the 
concentration of NaHCO, for the foregoing condi
tions. The rate-concentration isotherms go through 
a maximum. At lower temperatures, however, the 
height of the maximum diminished appreciably, and 

°0 i M 200 300 Jo5 5oS s i s fSS BfeS 900—ioOO 

PRESSURE Oj-PSIfl 

Fig. 2—Effect of 0 - overpressure on the rote of dissolution 
of UO... 
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Fig. 3—Effect of varying NaHCO, concentration on the dis
solution of UO:. 

it is conceivable that at sufRcientiy low temperatures 
the rate may appear to be independent of solution 
concentration. This may explain the results obtained 
on pitchblende"' in which the rate was independent of 
solution concentrations. Also the pressures used in 
this study were very much greater than those used 
for pitchblende. An alternate explanation, of course, 
is simply the inherent difference between UO, and 
U,Os. The rising portion to the left of the maxima 
of Fig. 3 could not be attributed to surface precipita
tion of insoluble sodium uranate (Na-UO.) as was 
found in the case of pitchblende since all rates meas
ured in this region were linear. It was found, how
ever, that at 175°C, 15 g per 1 NaHCO,, and 42.5 g 
per 1 Na^COa'-HsO a yellow precipitate was formed. 

Discussion of Results 
Although the carbonate system is quite complex, 

kinetically only one of the carbonate species (CO,=, 
HCO," or undissociated H-CO,) is likely to be in
volved in the slow step of the reaction. Calculating 
the concentrations of each of these species presents 
a problem since the equilibrium constants have not 
been measured in the temperature range of this 
study. Equations have been developed"" to ej^plain 
the temperature dependence of the equilibrium con
stants at lower temperatures, however, and these 
equations were assumed valid for the temperature 
range covered in this investigation. This is a broad 
extrapolation and throws serious question on the ab
solute concentrations calculated. In spite of this, 
however, the interdependent relationship described 
by the equilibrium reactions between the species in 
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Fig. 4—Effect of CO, ' ion and HCOr ion concentrations on 
the dissolution of U0~. 

Fig. S—Effect of H:ECO, concentration on the rate of dis
solution of UOi. 

question should remain self-consistent. This is par
ticularly true since the equilibrium constants may 
be in error by as much as ±25 pct without seriously 
altering the calculated concentrations. 

Fig. 4 is a plot of the 175°C data (Fig. 3) for rate 
versus [CO,=] and [HCO,"]. Similarly, Fig. 5 is a plot 
of the rate versus [H,CO,] for 175,161 and 143°C. The 
maxima occur at 20 g per 1 NaHCO, and 60 g per 
1 NajCOj. This was the concentration used to investi
gate the effect of stirring speeds. As a consequence, 
additional stirring tests were necessary to determine 
if diffusion was rate controlling at the lower concen
trations; i.e., at concentrations below the maxima of 
the curves of Fig. 3. The results are shown in the 
upper (dotted) curve of Fig. 5. An increase in stir
ring speed from 500 rpm to 800 rpm was found to 
increase the rate of dissolution for all concentrations 
to the left of the maxima of the rate versus concen
tration curves, indicating that diffusion in this region 
is rate controlling. At higher concentrations, in
creasing stirring speed had no effect upon the rate of 
dissolution, indicating that the slow step in this 
region is a surface reaction or possibly diffusion 
through a limiting boundary film. The latter possi
bility in this case may be eliminated, however, since 
the rate decreased as the H::CO, concentration was 
increased. 

The region of diffusion control is useful in this 
system since it provides a means whereby the reac
tive carbonate species may be identified. When dif
fusion is rate controlling the rate of reaction should 
be a linear function of the ' concentration of the 
diffusing ion or molecule. An examination of Fig. 4 
and 5 shows that a linear relationship exists between 
rate and the concentration of undissociated H,CO,. 
The linear dependence of course assumes that the 
thickness of the diffusion boundary is constant for 
any one set of conditions. This condition is met by 
maintaining stirring speed constant. The 500 and 
800-rpm curves (175°C) of Fig. 5 illustrate the 
linear dependence at two stirring speeds. Since ini
tial straight slopes were obtained for more than one 
temperature the heat of activation for diffusion may 
be determined by plotting log 8/(H,CO,) versus 
1/T. Fig. 6 is such a plot giving a value of approxi
mately 4.7 kcal for AHO of diffusion of H,CO. through 
the solution. This is of the correct magnitude for 
solution diffusion and lends additional evidence that 
the rising portion of the curves of Fig. 5 involves 
solution diffusion as the slow step. It seems some
what surprising that the diffusion of H,CO, rather 
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than some other species is limiting because of the 
expected rapid formation of H.CO, by hydrolysis of 
00,=" and HCO," which are present. In spite of this, 
the results depicted in Fig. 5 indicate that the reac
tive species in this system is the free or undissociated 
H,.CO,. The importance of neutral molecule (hydro
lytic) adsorption has been shown in other sys
tems."""'" According to the foregoing interpretation, 
the behavior of HjCO, in the surface reactions must 
be quite complex since the rate was found to de
crease asymptotically as the H.CO, concentration was 
increased. The decrease in rate at higher concentra
tions strongly suggests competitive adsorption be-
tv\een H,CO, and oxygen. 

The rate versus P..- curves of Fig. 2 are satisfied 
by the empirical equation 

Rate = 
A P ' i ^ i 

1 -f BP«-o, 
[2 ] 

This is the form of equation of a typical Langmuir-
type isotherm in which the concentration of the re
actants involves chemisorption. The one-half power 
dependence indicates that oxygen splits between two 
active sites when it is adsorbed on the surface. A 
similar half-power dependence was observed by 
Peters and Halpern" for the dissolution of pitch
blende. In that case, however, the value of B (Equa
tion [2]) could not be evaluated since the pressure 
range investigated, was such that BP'^o, was very 
much less than 1. The temperature dependence of 
B is very important in evaluating the mechanism of 
the slow step of the surface reactions. 

The following mechanism is proposed to explain 
the slow step associated with the surface reactions. 
It is consistent with the rate determinations made 
under the conditions of this study. 

The absorption of oxygen by the solution is a 
fast step and may be considered to be at equilibrium 
according to the reaction 

Kl, 

o„ ^ 0„ [ 3 ] 

where g and I refer to the gas and liquid phases, 
respectively. The term K» is the Henry constant 
representing the equilibrium partition of Equation 
[3]. The adsorption of O.. and H.CO, may be repre
sented by the equations 

UO,-1-0,:^21U0, • O [4] 

UO, -f H,CO,^lUO, • H,CO, [5] 

Equations [4] and [5] represent competitive ad
sorption of O. and H.CO,, respectively, for an active 

UO, surface site, represented by the notation UO,. 

These reactions also may be considered to be at 
equilibrium. Such an assumption is valid and sim
ply implies that the back reactions (desorption) of 
Equations [4] and [5] are fast compared to the rate 
of removal of the adsorbates as a result of a surface 
reaction. In order to explain the observed kinetics 
it was found necessary to propose as the slow step 
the rearrangement of oxygen on the surface accord
ing to a reaction of the type 

UO, • 0-» UO, • (slow) [ 6 ] 

The notations used here are not intended to imply 
the actual structure of the surface groups. 

According to absolute reaction-rate theory" 

Rate = K -
kT 

• i r C ' c 

i iF 

Kr = ^ Cfi k' [ 7 ] 

where K is the transmission coefficient (conven
tionally taken as unity), k is the Boltzmann con
stant, h the Planck constant, w Ci' ' the product of 

i 
the concentrations of the reactive species in the slow 
step, Xl is the order of the reaction in regard to thc 
ith species, AF+ is the free energy of activation and 
k' is the specific reaction rate constant. In Equation 
[7] the activity coefficients of the reactants and the 
activated complex are assumed to be unity. Accord
ing to the model proposed the w C / ' term of Equa-

i 
tion [7] includes the surface area, roughness factor 
(ratio of true surface area to geometric), and the 

I 
concentration of |UO, • O sites. Letting fl, be the 

fraction of potentially reactive sites containing ad-
I 

sorbed oxygen ( |UO, • O) , Equation [7] becomes 

kT 
S = - ; — K 9t e 

AF 

«'• = k. e, k' [ 8 ] 

where 8 is the rate per unit measured (geometric) 
surface area and fc,, includes the surface-roughness 
factor, number of potentially reactive sites per 
square centimeter and conversion units to accom
modate the units of the measured rate 8. The frac
tion of potentially reactive sites covered by adsorbed 
H.CO, may be designated as 0,. Accordingly the 
equilibrium constants of Equations [4] and [5] are 

K . = 
<}i' P " . 

K , = 
0: 1 

4, [H,CO,] 

[9] 

[10] 
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where if> is the fraction of the potentially reactive 
I 

sites uncovered ( |UO,). The equilibrium constant 
I 

Kl includes the Henry constant K, of Equation [3]. 
According to the total surface balance 

^ = l - O i - e . [11] 
An expression for fl, may oe derived from Equations 
[9]. [10] and [11] whereby Equation [8] becomes 

n = K-
kT 

[r 
/ V l " Pt f j 

-)- K, [H,CO,] -h K,"'^P^J =] 
AF 

HT 

[12] 

At constant temperature (T) and [H.CO,], Equa
tion [12] may be written 

where 

, r K'Po,'" 1 
S = fc, fc' 

L 1-)- K' Po,"= J 

K' = 
K,'" 

1 -i- K, [H,CO,] 

[13] 

[14] 

Equation [13] is of the same form as Equation [2] 
where A = fc„fc'K' and B = K'. The value of K' and 
fc„fc' may be calculated for each rate isotherm of Fig. 
2 by selecting two points on the experimental curve 
and solving them simultaneously. An Arrhenius plot 
of log K' versus 1/T is shown in Fig. 7. The linear 
dependence means that the quantity K. [H.CO,] is 
not of the order of magnitude of 1; that is, it must 
be much larger or much smaller than 1. Otherwise 
an Arrhenius plot would not result in a straight line 
as is evident from the form of Equation [14]. It is 
also significant that K' increases as temperature in
creases resulting in the negative slope of Fig. 7. If 
K' contained only the equilibrium constant for the 
adsorption of oxygen, an Arrhenius plot of log K' 
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Fig. 7—Arrhenius plot of K' determined from the isotherms 
of Fig. 2. 

versus 1/T would have to have a positive slope giv
ing a negative enthalpy ( A H ) . The adsorption pro
cess of itself must be exothermic, particularly since 
the character of the rate isotherms. Fig. 2, indicates 
that the surface is approaching saturation. The 
negative slope of Fig. 7, therefore, indicates that 
K, [H,CO,] » 1 and that the net AH calculated 
must contain enthalpy terms for more than one 
adsorption process. Equation [14] thus may be 
written 

K' [H,CO,] = 

1 /AHi \ 1 / i S i \ 
1 iH, I — ( iSsI 

R T ^ 5 ' _ R ^ 9 ' = e RT [15] 

Fig. 8 is a plot of log Ki"7K, versus 1/T. From 
the slope, dH,/2 — AH, = 3.6 kcal per mole. The 
positive value indicates that the enthalpy of ad
sorption of H.CO3 on the surface of UO, has a larger 
negative value than one half the enthalpy of adsorp
tion of oxygen on the surface of UO,. The very smaU 
enthalpy measured its additional evidence of the 
complexity of K'. Such a small value would be un
reasonable for the enthalpy of adsorption of oxygen 
alone particularly in view of the fact that chemi
sorption occurs, as evidenced by the splitting of oxy
gen during adsorption. 

At constant temperature and Po,, Equation [12] 
may be written 

R 
where 

= fcok' I ' - — 1 , [16] 
L 1 -}- K" [H,CO,] J 

K".= 
K, 

K.'^ Po.,'-̂  
[17] 

The value of K" may be calculated for any tem
perature and Pih from the curve of Fig. 8. The solid 
curves through the data of Fig. 5 to the right of the 
maxima were drawn using Equation [16] and K" 
values calculated from the K,'''VK, relationship de
termined from the pressure-rate isotherms of Fig. 2. 
The value of fcofc' was determined by passing the 
theoretical curve through one point of the experi
mental concentration-rate isotherm. It is evident 
from Equations [13] and [16] that the values of 
fcofc' have been determined for a series of tempera
tures for both the pressure-rate and the concentra
tion-rate isotherms. The specific rate constant fc' 
contains the heat of activation (iVH+) which may be 

Fig. 8—Arrhenius 
plot for the 
determination of 
. i H,/2—AH=. 
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2.3 
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2.4 

evaluated by plotting log fc„k'/T versus 1/T. Fig. 9 
is such a plot. The open circles represent fcofc' values 
determined from the pressure-rate isotherms, Fig. 
2, and the solid points from the concentration-rate 
isotherms. Fig. 5. The value of AH=S= was found to 
be approximately 6.7 kcal per mole. The small AH+ 
value representing the slow step of Equation [6] 
suggests that the slow process may not necessarily 

be the formation of UO, but may simply involve 

.surface diffusion of oxygen. The actual reactions 
following the slow step are purely speculative. 

The value of Ĥ=*= for the dissolution of UO. is very 
much smaller than the A H * for pitchblende reported 
by Peters and Halpern.-' Their values ranged be
tween 9.2 and 12.3 kcal per mole dependent upon the 
solution concentration. It was interesting to note in 
this study that, if rates at several temperatures were 
taken at constant pressure from the data of Fig. 2, 
plots of log R/T versus 1/T gave apparent heats of 
activation between 11 and 15 kcal/mole. The lower 
value resulted from rates measured at higher pres
sures. This is in the same range as the values re
ported by Peters and Halpern. The apparent higher 
activation energy results from the fact that the tem
perature dependence of K, and K. is included in the 
over-all Arrhenius plot. This is made clear upon 
examining Equation [12] under conditions of small 
P ••=„,. 

Under these conditions Equation [12] becomes 

fc„ — 

R=fco 

kT 

kT K,''4 pv,< 

h 

P'-'o., 

K, [H,CO,] 
e «T 

R T V 

4= i H , 
I AH + dH, 

RT ^ 2 . ) 

h [H.CO,] 
1 / + ASt \ 

— I AS + AS; I 
p R ^ 2 / [18] 

An Arrhenius plot of Equation [18] gives the 
value of the composite enthalpy 

AH+-t-
AH, 

AH, 

These values have been separated but the composite 
value determined from Figs. 8 and 9 is 10.4 kcal per 
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mole. This value is in the same range reported for 
pitchblende. 

According to the model proposed in which the 
surface slow step involves the rearrangement of 
atomic oxygen on the surface, the entropy of activa
tion ( A S + ) should be very small, and may reason
ably be considered to be zero. The only remaining 
unknown in the complete rate equation is fco. Its 
solution is important since it contains the factors 
for the number of reactive sites per square centi
meter and surface roughness. Its value for a sur
face-roughness factor of unity is approximately 10" 
sites per cm". A surface-roughness factor of 10 
would reduce this number to 10"" sites per cm=. Since 
there are approximately 10'̂  UO, sites per cm= on 
the solid, the value of fc,, indicates that less than one 
site in 10,000 is an active site. These active sites are 
probably edges or corners on the surface of the solid 
and may be associated with edge or screw disloca
tions. If one assumes the reactive sites represent a 
sequence of steps, 1 molecular unit high, being re
moved in layers, there would be less than 3000 such 
steps per square centimeter of the surface. 

It may seem surprising that oxygen and H,CO, 
both adsorb on the same types of active sites since 
there are so few sites available.. The fact they do is 
supported by the competitive model necessary to 
explain the observed kinetics. Also there does not 
seem to be a detectable change in the heat of ad
sorption with surface coverage. This may be due 
largely to the fact that there are relatively few sites 
present so that surface charge or strain effects are 
minimized. 

Conclusions 
The dissolution of UO, in carbonate solutions may 

be explained as involving competitive adsorption 
between oxygen and undissociated H..CO,. The oxy
gen upon adsorption splits between two surface sites. 
The following sequence of reactions is consistent 
with observed rates under various conditions of 
temperature, oxygen overpressure, and solution 
concentration 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

UO=-|-0.. ?= 

UO, -\- H,CO, 

UO, • 0 -* ii+ -• 

2 UO, - O (equilibrium) 

•UO, • H.,CO, (equilibrium) 

UO, (slow step) 

|U0,+;UO..-H,CO,- UO,(CO,) •H,0-|-|uO,(fast) 
I 

UO,(C0,)H.,0-l-2CO,'-*UO.:(Cq),--hH,O(fast) 
The series of reactions following the slow step is 

only speculative. The presence of the neutral inter
mediate complex U0,(C03) • H,0 is simply sug
gested as a possible step iSTthe formation of the 
complex ion UO,(CO,),-'. Such an intermediate com
plex would be very unstable and would be immedi
ately removed at or near the solid surface. 

The heat of activation is 6.7 kcal per mole, and 
the competitive adsorption of H,CO, results in a re
duction of the rate of dissolution at high concentra
tions of H.CO,. Fewer than one site in 10,000 is 
potentially reactive at any one time. Optimum con
ditions for the dissolution of UO, are provided under 
conditions of vigorous agitation with the concentra
tion of undissociated H,CO, at approximately 1 X 
10"° rnoles per liter. 
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Technical Note 

On Deformation Structures in Silver-Gold Alloys 

by R. J. Block, J. B. Cohen, and M. B. Bever 

RECENT investigations have shown that face-
centered cubic metals may deform by twinning. 

Blewitt, et al' found that at 4.2°K the mode of de
formation of single crystals of copper changed at 
large strains and markings formed on (111) planes. 
Later they" demonstrated by X-ray diffraction and 
metallography that the markings were twins and 
showed that favorably oriented single crystals of 
copper deformed by twinning at 78°K. They also ob
served twinning in silver and gold deformed at 4.2 
and 78°K. Wagner" obtained evidence for twinning 
from the peak shape of diffraction lines of silver 
cold-worked at 78°K, but twins small enough to 
cause such effects are not likely to be detected metal-
lographically. 

In the work reported here lamellar structures 
were observed in deformed silver-gold alloys. They 
appeared to be mechanical twins, but metallography 
could not establish this conclusively. Their tendency 
to form depended on strain rate, temperature and 
composition. 

Specimens of silver-gold aUoys (0 to 83 wt pct 
Au) were deformed plastically. One set was worked 
by hammering under liquid nitrogen, at room tem
perature and at intermediate temperatures. Another 
set was compressed slowly in liquid nitrogen to the 
same reductions as those produced by hammering. 
Tensile specimens (0.013 x 0.120 x 1.5 in.) of various 
compositions and approximately equal grain size 
(0.011 to 0.016 cm) were tested at —195°C and at 
room temperature. 

In microsections of all specimens deformed by 
hammering at —ISS'C thin lamellae appeared. Fig. 
1. They were' aligned in definite directions in each 
grain. In some grains they had two orientations. 
Where lamellae intersected, a displacement was ap
parent. Near the center of the left margin of Fig. 1 
shear has taken place beyond the fully developed 
intersecting lamella. 

JVIany lamellae resembled Neumann bands in alpha 
iron. They were parallel t<KDne side of triangular 
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Institute of Technology. 
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etch pits in the matrix (as in Figs. 1 and 2). The 
individual lamellae were narrow and had little sub
structure. This suggested that they did not result 
from concentrated local slip. The shape of etch pits 
within the lamellae differed from that of pits in the 
matrix, as can be seen in Fig. 2; this indicated a 
difference in orientation. 

Specimens slowly deformed at —195°C contained 
regions in which the lamellae were clustered. In 
these specimens some lamellae were bent and pre
sumably had formed before the termination of the 
deformation. Structures of greater width than the 
lamellae were also seen.' 

More lamellar structures formed on impact than 
during slow compression to a given reduction. This 
was true of all compositions. The structures became 
less abundant with .increasing temperature of defor
mation. None was observed after extension to frac
ture at room temperature, but they could be pro-

Fig. 1—Micro
graph of specimen 
polished and 
etched ofter de
formation by im-
poet at—195'" C. 
83 pct Au. Oblique 
illumination. X500. 
Reduced opproxi-
motely 39 pct for 
reproduction. , 

Fig. 2—Microgroph 
of specimen 
polished and 
etched after slow 
compression at 
- 1 9 5 ° C . 83 pct 
Au. Oblique il lum
ination. XlOOO. 
Reduced approxi-
motely 39 pct for 
reproduction. 
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A Kinetic Study of the Dissolution of Uraninite 

D. E. GRAKDSTAFF 

Abstract 

The kinetics of uraninite dissohition in water may be summarized by the equation: 

dt 

= 10-'"-=».(.SS)(RF)->(10-'-'"-'"-*>:oC)(a^„^)(Do.)(aH*)exp(-7045/T)day-i 
t 

where R is the rate of the dissolution reaction, 55 is the specific surface area (cm '̂-
gnr*), RF is an organic retardation factor, NOC is the mole fraction of nonuranium 
cations in the uraninite, D.O. is the dissolved o.vygen content of the water (ppm), iiCOo 
is the total dissolved carbonate, and T is the absolute temperature. Application of these 
data may allow better understanding of factors influencing oxidation of uraninite and 
the resulting mobility of uranium in natural Avaters. 

•W Introduction 
^:. 
'HE oxidation of UO2, UaOg, pitchblende, and uranif-
.'Wis ore material has been studied by a number of 
westigators. The use of UO2 as a fuel in nuclear 
«tors has prompted several studies of the o.xida-
ta of UO2 or UaOs under conditions simulating 
»c(or failure (summary in Aronson, 1961). The 
« of carbonate and acid leaching in extraction of 
sahium from ore material has prompted several 
^ies of o.xidation to determine the kinetics of 
«dalion under the appropriate mill conditions 
•mmary in Merritt, 1971). 
^xidation of uranium oxides in air or oxygen is 
«ae slow, diffusion of oxygen through the oxide 
5i« being the rate determining step. UO2 is oxi-
«ed to U02.8-U02.4 at temperatures up to 250°C. 
%n-e 250"'C the UO0.3-UO2.4 is further oxidized 
^̂ UaOg. Oxidation beyond UaOs is more difficult 
'Jhe laboratory. 
In the presence of water the oxidation of uranium 

'*wes proceeds in a completely different manner. A 
^ c e layer is oxidized directly to UO3 (Gillies, 
^ ) or to a uranyl hydrate (Aronson, 1961). At 
^•pH this oxidized layer may be taken into solu-
^ as a uranyl ion, U02*^ At intermediate and 
^ pH in the presence of carbonate the oxidized 
^ may react with aqueous carbonate species to 
^ufe a uranyl carbonate complex in solution 

(Merritt, 1971). Depending on the pH conditions 
either U02(C0s)o(H20)2-=' or U02(C03)3-* is 
formed (Garrels and Christ, 1965). Removal of the 
oxidized layer permits further oxidation of the solid. 

The oxidation of UO2 and uraninite (represented 
as UO2) at intermediate pH in the presence of dis
solved carbonate probably takes place according to 
the overall formula 

UO2 + i O3 + 2HCO3- + H2O 
= U02(COs)2(H20)2-^ (1) 

Application of the results of the previous experi
ments to earth surface or near earth suriace condi
tions might be extremely dubious due to the differ
ences in temperature and reagent concentrations in
volved. Additionally, most of the studies used arti
ficial UO2 or U3O8 powders or sintered compacts. 
Natural uraninite is a complex mixture of elements. 
The kinetic rate measured from artificial prepara
tions may not be reflected by natural products. 
Therefore, the present work has been undertaken 
using natural uraninite samples and has been carried 
out at temperatures of 23° and 2°C, under low 
oxygen and reagent concentrations, in order to re
produce more closely earth-^iurface conditions. This 
may permit application of the data toward a better 
understanding of factors influencing oxidation of 
uraninite in the natural environment and the result-
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ing mobility of uranium in lujtural waters, as well as 
factors influencing secondary recovery of uranium 
from leaching of uraninite in mine dumps. 

Material 

Six samples of natural uraninite were used in this 
study. Four samples of pegmatitic uraninite (desig
nated NC, M, N, and W ) were purchased from 
Ward's Natural Science Establishment. The large 
uraninite crystals were crushed and handpicked to 
remove, so far as possible, secondary oxidation 
products and gangue minerals. The purity of the 
ultimate product was probably about 99 percent. No 
impurities were noted visually and no peaks, except 
those of uraninite, were found in X-ray diffraction 
traces. Two samples of uraniferous conglomerate 
from Blind River-Elliot Lake, Ontario, Canada 
(BR), and the Vaal Reefs West mine, Klerksdorp, 
Witwatersrand, South Africa (VR) , were also ob
tained. These samples were crushed and the urani
nite was separated by use of bromoform, Clerici solu
tion, and the Frantz Isodynamic Separator. Because 
the quartz matrix could not be entirely separated 
from the uraninite, the two samples were probably 
not more than 95 percent pure. 

The handpicked material was further crushed and 
sized by passing through sieves. The following U.S. 

standard mesh size fractions, were used: —200 4-
325, -200 -J-100, and - 1 0 0 -I- 50. 

The geometric specific surface area of each frac-
tion (the surface area per unit mass, expressed a$ 
cm=-gnr*) was calculated from measurement of the 
size of several hundred grains. Because uraniniie 
has pronounced cubic cleavage, the crushed graiia 
generally had the shape of tablets or laths. The 
length, width, and breadth of individual grains wtrc 
measured under the binocular microscope. From 
these measurements the geometric specific surfact 
area could be calculated. The estimate of the speo-
fic surface area is probably good to ±10 percent 

Chemical analyses of the uraninite samples wttt 
made by ARL-EMX microprobe. The measurt-
ments were made at 15 kV and 0.05 /lA sample cur
rent with a 1 to 2 /xm diameter beam. Artificial UO* 
Th02, glass, and natural silicate standards were 
used. Data were corrected for drift, which wai 
negligible, background, and deadtime. Weight per
cent of oxides were calculated by the correction 
scheme of Bence and Albee (1968) and Albee aoJ 
Ray (1970). 

Four of the samples were homogeneous. How
ever, the ore samples fr9m the Blind River (BR) 
and the Witwatersrand (VR) were heterogeneou* 
(Grandstaff, 1974). 

Analysis for tetravalent uranium was made by 

T.ABLE 1. Chemical .Analyses and Unit Cell Dimensions of Uraninites Used in This Study 
Elemental analyses by ARL microprobe, UOs analyses by titration. 

UOs 
UOj 
T h O , 
CeO, 
PbO 
LajOj 
YjO, 
CaO 
FeO 
S 

ao 

U(IV) 
U(V1) 
Th 
Ce 
Pb 
La 
Y 
Ca 
Fe 
S 

N C -

75.5 
12.3 

2.0 
0.2 
5.8 
0.0 
1.5 
0.2 
0.1 
0.0 

97.6 

5.4398 
±0 .0008 

0.745 
0.115 
0.020 
0.003 
0.069 
0.000 
0.035 
0.009 
0.003 
0.000 • 

M 

29.3 
59.8 

3.2 
0.3 
5.5 
0.0 
1.4 
0.2 
0.1 
0.0 

99.7 

5.4291 
±0.0020 

0.291 
0.561 
0.032 
0.005 
0.066 
0.000 
0.033 
0.009 
0.003 
0.000 

Wei 
. N 

30.8 
51.0 

4.1 
0.4 

10.9 
0.0 
1.6 
1.9 
0.1 
0.0 

100.1 

5.4440 
±0.0002 

Cation 

0.289 
0.453 
0.039 
0.006 
0.124 
0.000 
0.035 
0.040 
0.003 
0.000 

jh t percent 
\V 

50.0 
20.1 
15.3 
0.8 

13.9 
0.1 
0.0 
0.1 
0.1 
0.0 

100.4 

5.4965 
±0.0007 

mole fraction 

0.484 
0.184 
0.152 
0.012 
0.163 
0.002 
0.000 
0.004 
0.003 
0.000 

BR ' 

22.7 
42.6 

6.1 
1.0 

22.6 
0.1 
1.9 
0.7 
0.1 
0.9 

98.5 

5.4865 
±0.0010 

0.198 
0.351 
0.055 
0.014 
0.239 
0.001 
0.039 
0.029 
0.003 
0.066 

• t -

VR' 

23.2 
46.9 

3.9 
1.1 

21.0 
0.6 
0.2 .-
1.1 
0.2 
1.1 " 

9 9 ^ ~x-

5.4683 
±0.0005 

0.201 
0.384 
0.034 
0.015 
0.221 
0.009 
0.004 
0.045 
0.006 
0.081 

I 

•-joiution of urani 
, titration with F 
...vedure uranium 
^Juction reaction v 

2Ce** -I 

i'C amount of cerii 
L-ifrinined by titral 

Ce*-{-

."iie end point of the 
;::!icr by Eh electr 
'.c.K. The amount 

• e amount of ceriui 
i determined by diff 
. more stable than 
; iierefore, this proce 
.;:cot determination-

Table 1 provides 
.x'.•̂ tigated. 

Experi 

i-!.Kperiments were 
'' Mil reaction cell 
•011 in Grand staff 
-•il! be left open to 

'HI I it special gas n 
• -iol-ution during e 
• ;'.i.s mixture bubl 
-.ijiiaiiicd at one ati 
•:i.-i.-ted of a fritted 
:i.< to be removed 
•niiiite grains. Tl 
•:! llf samples to be 
I'rior to a dissolut 
[Mcviously prepar 

-il the ambient ati 
•̂ •i (Table 2 ) . Tl 
•"t-.-)ct with the solul 
••> i>c-riod the resulta 
•-• uraninite by grav^ 
••-5 filter. Reactio 
•'iii '̂ filtration. Af 
^ measured and tl 

' Calculated from the average of grain analyses. 

T A B L E 

•"^"iiiber 

1. 
> 

, 1 , 

f. 

1. Com 

X, 

97.87 
99.76 
97.50 
96.50 

I 
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^solution of uraninite in excess Ce(S04)2 followed 
titration with FeSOt (Rodden, 1950). In this 

^ e d u r e uranium (IV) undergoes an oxidation-
ijduction reaction with cerium (IV) : 

2Ce" + U** = 2Ce*» + V*' (2) 

(3) 

area of each iri 
nass, expressed ; 
leasurement of i; 
Because uranin: 
he crushed grai ihe amount of cerium (IV) remaining may then be 
!ts or laths. T; ijctermined by titration with Fe(S04) : 
%^dual grains vvt - ^^^ _̂  j , ^ , , ^ ^^,3 ^ ^^,3 
mcroscope. r rf.v • 
ic specific suru^j^^gj^j pQjĵ .̂ Q{ ^̂ ^̂  reaction (3) may be determined 
imate of the six.,̂ |.},ei. by Eh electrode or by phenanthroline com-
0 ±10 percent. 1,̂ ^ The amount of U"* may be determined from 
inite samples wv-^^n^ount of cerium oxidized in reaction (2) . U*« 
e. The measur^j jjgtermined by diiference. In acidic solutions, Ce** 
05 pA sample ci;-|j ^Q^^ stable than U** with respect to oxidation, 
mi. Artificial ^^.'^^y^ioTe, this procedure gives higher precision than 
:e standards \v.-|e,g t̂ determinations, 

drift, which v,i j^iy]^ 1 provides some basic data for the samples 
ime. Weight P^^vestigated. 
by the correctii' 
>S) and Albee a; . 

j Experimental Procedure 
nogeneous. ircv} ••. 
Blind River (LSI! E.xperiments w-ere done in specially constructed 
ere heterogeniv-5(X) ml reaction cells. D^ails of construction are 

riven in Grandstaff (1973). The top of the cell 
um was made mild be left open to admit ambient air or closed to 

<miit special gas mixtures to be bubbled through 
ic solution during experiments. The total pressure 

gas mixture bubbled through the solution was 
mintained at one atmosphere. The base of the cell 
insisted of a fritted glass disk wliich allowed solu-
Jons to be removed from the cell without loss of 
=^ninite grains. This enabled the rate of dissolu-
»n of samples to be measured repeatedly. 
Prior to a dissolution experiment distilled water 

~ previously prepared solutions were equilibrated 
"th the ambient atmosphere or special gas mix-
sres (Table 2 ) . The uraninite was then allowed 
3 react with the solution for a period of time. After 
iis period the resultant solution was separated from 
^ uraninite by gravity filtration through the fritted 
fass filter. Reaction conditions were maintained 
faring filtration. After filtration the solution pH 
^ measured and the solution was acidified with 

udy 

VR' 

23.2 
46.9 
3.9 
1.1 

21.0 
0.6 
0.2 
1.1 
0.2 
1.1 

99.3 

5.4683 
±0.0005 

0.201 
0.384 
0.034 
0.015 
0.221 
0.009 
0.004 
0.045 
0.006 
0.081 

TABLE 2. Composition of Gas Mixtures 

Number NJ 

Percent 
Ol CO, 

1. 
2. 
3. 

'4. 

97.87 
99.76 
97.50 
96.50 

2.10 
0.20 
2.10 
0.20 

0.03 
0.03 
0.40 
3.30 

TABLE 3. Partial Analyses of Natura 
Artificial Waters 

Chlorinity 
HCO3-
pH 

Artificial 
seawater' 

1 9 ^ 
2.4 meq/l 
8.18 

Barnegat 
Bay 

17^0 
2.2 meq/l 
8.15 

and 

Oswego 
River 

0.01 meq/l 
3.95 

' Prepared after Kester et al., 1967. 

hydrochloric acid to pH 1.6. This low pH enabled 
ions taken into solution during dissolution of the 
uraninite to be trapped by use of Reeve-Angel SA-2 
ion-exchange loaded- filter papers cut into disks. 

General specifications and use of the SA-2 filter 
paper have been described by Campbell (1963), 
Campbell et al. (1966), and Campbell et al. (1970). 
Recovery of uranium from test solutions by the SA-
2 disks ,was greatest when the solution was appro.xi
mately pH 1.6. Tests indicated recovery efficiency 
greater than 99 percent. During experiments two 
ion-e.xchange disks were exposed to each solution in 
sequence to insure quantitative recovery. 

Uranium trapped in the ion-e.xchange papers was 
analyzed by the Norelco Universal Vacuum Spectro
graph equipped with LiF crystal, scintillation counter, 
and Tungsten Target X-ray Tube. 

Variables investigated during e.xperiments included 
temperaturer pH. Pco;, Po;, presence of inorganic 
ions and organic species, surface area, stirring rate, 
solution volume, and uraninite composition. The 
solution pH was varied by use of HCl, NaOH, and 
NaHCOs solutions. Other natural and artificial wa
ters (Table 3) were also used to determine the pos
sible effects of other inorganic and-organic species. 

Rates of reactions involving sohitions can be esti
mated by taking aliquots of solution at intervals of 
time, stopping the reaction, and measuring the con
centration or quantity of one or more of the species. • 
The rate of the reaction is then given by the slope 
of the concentration-time line generated from the 
experimental points. This approach has proven 
generally impractical in this study because of the 
very slow reaction velocities, the small amount of 
uraninite taken into solution in reasonable periods, 
and the limits of sensitivity of the instrumental tech
nique used. Instead, the uraninite was allowed to 
react for a period of time. After the reaction period 
all of the solution was taken from the reaction vessel 
and the amount of uranium -was measured. The 
average rate of dissolutiori'-was calculated by the 
equations 

R = d(iiran)/dt = 
MuQ,(soln) 
M u r a n X u o . t 

(day-) (4) 
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R = d(uran)/dt 

= # # ^ (g-""n - c - - ^ - d a y - ) (5) 

where R = rate of the reaction; d(uran) /dt = the 
appearance of ions dissolved from uraninite in solu-
tion as a function of time; Mco2(9oin) = uranium as 
UO2 in the solution (gm) ; Muran = weight of urani
nite undergoing oxidation (gm) ; Xnos = vveight 
fraction of uranium as UO2 in the uraninite; SS = 
specific surface area (cm'-gm"'); and t = time 
(days). _ _ 

Equation (4) yields the rate of the reaction m 
terms of the fraction of uraninite destroyed per unit 
time (gm uraninite dissolved per gram of uraninite 
per day), while equation (5) takes into account the 
possible effects of surface area on the reaction rate 
(gm uraninite dissolved per cm'̂  area per day). 

The rate calculated from this method will be equal 
to the reaction rate if the amount of uraniuin in the 
initial solution is zero or negligibly small compared 
to the final concentration and if the rate is a constant. 

Two sets of experiments were undertaken with the 
fastest reacting uraninite samples (M and NC) to 
test this method. In one, the more usual method of 
aliquot removal was employed. Aliquots were re
moved at intervals and analyzed for uranium. The 
total aniount of uranium in solution was calculated, 
correcting for the amount removed in previous ali
quots. The results (Fig. 1) indicate that the rate 
was constant during the period investigated. Oxi
dation rates calculated from these results agree well 
with those obtained from other experiments on the 
same material. _ 

111 a second set of experiments the uraninite: was 
reacted in distilled water for varying periods of 
time. At the end of each experiment all of the solu
tion was removed and analyzed for uranium and 
the mean rate calculated according to equations (4) 
and (5) . The rates (Table 4) calculated were the 
same within experimental error for the various 
periods of time. Thus both of these sets of experi-

-1200 

" . 8 0 0 
0 
^ 400 

V - 2 . 0 l O . I « l(S-^m-cm"*-da»'' , 

, 4 ' ' 

) 20 40 60 
TIME (hours) 

FIG. 1. Results of the rate test. The straight line ob
tained from the data suggests that thc rate of dissolution 
was appro.ximately constant during the e.xperiment. 

TABLE 4. Results of Rate Tests 

E.xperiment 
number 

Duration 
(days) 

Rate I 
(gm-cm"-'-day~')>i 

(X10«). -J 

L 4 
L 8 
L9 
L U 

1.0 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 

4.2 ± 0.6 ^W 
4.4 ± 0.6 * ^ 
4.2 ±0.3 : « 
4.2 ± 0.3 M : 

ments show constant and reproducibly measuraU^ 
reaction rates and justify the method used for ftij. 1 
majority of experiments. i ^ _ 

During initial experiments the solution was stirrel; 
vigorously by polyethylene stirring rods. Howe^;^ 
variation.in the rate of stirring had no effect on the; 
rate of dissolution, indicating that the reaction vix' 
not diffusion limited under the experimental comfit, 
tions. Therefore, most of the experiments were-
carried out without stirring. In unstirred experi-̂  
ments, the rough fritted glass surface probably at 
lowed contact between the downward-facing side of 
the uraninite grains, permitting dissolution to cob-
tinue on that face, minimizing loss of effective sai-_ 
face area. ' ^ 

Most dissolution experiments were undertaka 
using 100 ml of solution. However, a few experi
ments were undertaken in solution volumes of 25 
and 250 ml. The variation in solution volume M. 
not have any discernible effect on the reaction ratti 

The concentration of uranium in solution at the 
end of the experiinents was generally less than 10 
ppm. Although this concentration is much higher 
than that found in most natural waters (Wedeiwhl, 
1969), the solutions appear to have been under-
saturated with respect to uraniniie (Bulhvinkd," 
1954). The undersaturation suggests that onhr 
"foreward" dissolution reactions were observed is 
this study. The absence of equilibrium and reaction^ 
precipitating uraninite can account for the lack of 
effect of uranium concentration and solution volunx 
on the reaction rates observed. 

After several experiments the relative concentn-
tions of uranium, thorium, and lead in the solid 
uraninite were compared with the relative concea-
trations of these elements exchanged onto ion-et-
change papers. The data indicate that the ratios of 
the three elements in the solid state and in solutioa 
are the same. Since the o.xides of these three ele
ments comprise the bulk of the uraninite, the data 
suggest that the uraninite oxidized and dissolved 
congruently under the e.xperimentnl conditions. 
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Rate 
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4.2 ± 0.3 
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Ŝ .Tzy fluorescence counting statistics. 

The pH of distilled water used in the experiments 
rtried between 5.5 and 5.7, consistent with the pH 
s distilled water in equilibrium with the atmosphere. 
However, the pH of the final solution in equilibrium 
lith the atmosphere vvas usually about 5.9 to 6.3, 
jveraging about 6.1. Therefore, the solution pH 
jjjC slightly during the runs. This pH variation 
tis not noted in reaction breakers not containing 
raninite. Therefore, the change in pH may be due 
iher to the creation or destruction of hydrogen or 
irdro.xyl ion during the reaction, or to addition of a 
oecies in the reaction products buffering the solu-
in to a different pH. 

The solution pH during a single experiment was 
aeasured at intervals as shown in Figure 2. The 
M changed rapidly from pH 5.7 to a pH near 6.1, 
cter which it remained constant. However, it ap-
itars that the uraninite dissolved at a more or less 
sDstarit rate throughout. 
Bullwinkel (1954) found that concentrated solu-

tns of uranyl dicarbonate complex buffered the pH 
ftween 6 and 7. The buffering effect may be a 
salt of the reactions 

i>:(C03)2(H20)2-- + H* 
,? = HU02(C03)2(H20)2-^ 
t.. ' (6) 
5L!02(CO3)2(H2O)2- + H*. 

= H2U02(COa)2(H20)2' ' 

imary 
Amtji ient Atmosphere) 

Sample 

NC 

M 

X 

BR 

w-

VR 

Rate 
(gm-cm-'-day-') 

(XIO«) 

22.7 ± 0 . 4 
8.4 ± 0.3 

4.8 ± 0.2 
1.8 ± 0 . 2 

I.S ± 0 . 1 
0.S9 ± 0 . 0 J 

0.24 ±0 .01 
0.085 ± 0.008 

0.066 ± O.ooi 
0.024 ± 0.00.1 

0.58 ± 0.0,1 
0.20 ± 0.02 

Average 

Rl 
R; 

2.69 ± 0.05 

2.66 ± 0 . 1 0 

2.54 ± 0 . 1 0 

2.82 ± 0.25 

2.75 ± 0 . 2 5 

2.50 ± 0.20 

2.66 ± 0 . 1 2 

Tempera
ture 
CC) 

23 
2 

23 
2 

2.1 
2 

23 
2 

23 
2 

23 
2 

i filial concentration of uranyl dicarbonate in the 
Tptriinciits w-as greater than appro.ximately 1 X 
?f molar. The change in hydrogen ion concen-
Ttion during the runs was approximately 1.5 X 
W.M. If each uranyl dicarbonate ion is capable 
treacling with two hydrogen ions, the uranyl car-
"Wle should be capable of changing the hydrogen 
« concentration to the degree observed. Thus 

these dat^ are consistent with the interpretation that 
uranyl dicarbonate complex is formed by the oxida
tion reaction and that the pH is partially buffered by 
that complex. The presence of carbonate species 
and other ions in the solution may influence the 
buffering somewhat. Therefore, variations in the 
final pH from the different uraninite samples tested 
may be real and due to differences of the chemistry 
of the uraninite and hence of the solution. Variation 
between runs of the same sample are more likely a 
result of experimental errors. 

Effect of surface area 

The dissolution of a solid differs from a homogene
ous reaction of dissolved reactants primarily because 
not all of the atoms, but only those at the surface, 
are physically free to react. Consequently, the sur
face area unit mass (the specific surface) must ap
pear in the rate expression, in analogy to the con
centration or pressure in homogeneous reactions. 

The data for A'ariation of dissolution rate Avith 

X 
a. 

7.0 

6.5 

6.0 

5.5 

• 

• 

-H-f-i-f-J- - i — £ - ^ — -
f 

. . , , . . , - , • 

20 4 0 6 0 

time (hrs.) 

FIC. 2. Variation in pH during a single experiment 
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FIC. 3. Variation in dissolution rate with variation of the 
specific surface area of the uraninite grains. (Sample NC, 
T = 23°C, ambient air, distilled water.) 

variation of specific surface are shown in Figure 3. 
The variation of rate appears to be first order with 
respect to surface area. This justifies tabulation of 
the reaction rate data in Appendix I in terms of the 
surface area (gm-cm"--day-*). . 

Effect of composition 

The effect of uraninite composition on the reaction 
rate was investigated by dissolution of the different 
uraninite samples in distilled water under ambient 
air at 23° and 2''C. The results are summarized in 
Table 5. Quite a wide variation of reaction rate was 
found in the uraninite samples investigated. For 
e.xample, sample NC oxidized at a rate approxi
mately 350 times faster than sample W. With all 
other e.xperimental variables constant, the reaction 
rate is a function of the chemistry and crystallinity 
of the uraninite. 

Because of the few samples investigated and the 
complex chemical system invoU'ed in the uraninite 
samples (U02-UO.-i-Th02-CeC02-etc.), no unequiv
ocal interpretation of the nature of the relationship 
between variation in chemistry and variation of re
action rate can be made. Several mechanisms may 
be proposed to e.xplain the data but any conclusions 
must be empirical and tentative. 

The oxidation state of the uranium in the uraninite 
could be an important factor in influencing the rate 
of dissolution. If U*" could be taken directly into 
solution, any slow oxidation reaction steps might be 
avoided. If the oxidation state were a major factor, 
a correlation between the U*° content or the U*VU** 
ratio and the rate of dissolution niight be e.xpected. 
In this case the highly o.xidized samples M, VR, and 
BR (Table 1) would be the fastest reacting, while 
the less oxidized samples NC and W would be the 
slowest. However, no significant correlation between 
the extent of o.xidation of the uranium in uraninite 
and the rate of dissolution was observed. This sug
gests that oxidation is not the only rate determining 
step and that release of materials from the uraninite 
surface into the solution may be an additional rate 
controlling factor. 

Since thorianite is resistant to oxidation and e.Tah 
as a detrital mineral (Frondel, 1958), Davids^ 
(1960) speculated that the content of thorium in t^ 
uraninite influenced the rate of dissolution. Figure4 
shows a plot of the rate of dissolution versus d^ 
ThOa content. This figure does show a sj-steittai 
decrease in the rate of dissolution with increasbi 
ThOo. However, this emphasis on the role^u' 
thorium ignores the possible stability of other eni 
members and intermediate members with respectt* 
oxidation. - j ^ -

Laxen (1971) has dissolved uranium dio.'diife" 
crystals in strong acid. He compared the rate rf 
dissolution of a crystal containing 8 percent TMJJ 
with one pure UO3. The rate of dissolution of tl* 
thorium-bearing crystal was about one third that ol 
the pure uranium dioxide crystal. A much greaSu 
decrease in the reaction rate would be expected froa 
consideration of data plotted in Figure 4. There
fore, unless the differing experimental conditions i^ 
suit in a change in the effect of chemical compoit 
tion on the reaction rate, it appears that the effect« 
thorium content alone, as observed by La.xen (1971). 
is insufficient to account for the variation ot nit 
observed in the present experiments. 

The rate of oxidation of uraninite may be cor
related with the total concentration of non-uraniua 
oxides in the uraninite. This is shown in Figure 5. 

Although rates for the Witwatersrand uraninia 
(VR) and the Blind River uraninite (BR) we:? 
measured and are shown on the figure, they have at 
been used in the calculation of the rate equation (7) 
because of the marked heterogeneity of tlie sanipki 

The equation of the regression line is 

R = k exp.o (-3.38 - IO.S NOC) (7) ill 
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fhere NOC is the mole fraction of non-uranium 
•ations, primarily thorium and lead in the samples 
sjndied. 

Analysis of the rate and compositional data by 
jtepwise multiple regression analysis did not reveal 
my significant increase in correlation when the oxi-
jjtion state of the uraninite was entered in the re-
jrtssion. This further suggests that the oxidation 
;j3te of the uraninite is of onlj' minor importance in 
determining dissolution rates. 

One possible mechanism to explain the rate varia-
iin may be that the overall rate measued is a prod-
i t of two steps or subreactions, an oxidation re-
irtion involving the uranium (IV) atoms, and a 
alution or desorption reaction step involving both 
ae uranium and non-uranium cations. 

As the o.xidation and solution reactions strip 
sanium cations from the uraninite surface, non-
ianium ions will be encountered. If the rate of 
iesorption of non-uranium ions is slower than that 
br the uranium ions, the reaction will be halted until 
-Jie non-uranium, ion can be removed, either by a 
dution reaction, or until the surrounding uranium 
ations are oxidized and the non-uranium ion is 
3cavated from the surface. It seems reasonable 
•iat the more non-uranium cations are encountered 
-ae more the overall rate measured will be con-
rolled by the desorption or excavation subreaction, 
tewing the overall solution rate. 
The present treatment assumes that the different 

an-uranium cations are virtually identical in terms 
'i tlieir ability to reduce the rate of the overall re-
aon. That is, they are taken into solution or 
excavated from the surface at the same rate. This 
•aplies that a sort of steric hindrance is involved. 
Joivever, it is w êll known that the lability and the 
"it of formation of soluble complexes is highly vari-
•̂ e, depending primarily on the element forming 
'•* central atom of the complex (for example, Cot-
aand Wilkinson, 1966, p. 164, fig. 5.5). A more 
"phisticated approach might attempt to correlate 
Nations in lability of the various iiiipurity cations 
'Variations in rate. In this case one or two ca-
'»s might be rate determining. However, the data 
^^ble are not sufficient to test such a model. 
Another rate mechanism proposed by Laxen 

^ l ) in experiments previously cited concerns the 
••<Qric properties of the uraninite. UO2 is a p-type 
^ieonductor; Laxen proposed that addition of 
-iOo would make the UO2 more p-type and there
at more difficult to dissolve. This explanation 
^ht also be generalized to include other coin-
•*ents. Unfortunately, it appears difficult to as-
''^ the extent to which the dissolution rate might 
'altered by this mechanism, 
.^'y by conducting kinetic experiments of this 

•-j?i.', 

W- • 

01 02 0.3 04 
NOC (mole froction) 
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Fic. 5. Rate of uraninite dissolution as a function of non-
uranium cation mole fraction (NOC). (T = 23°C, ambient 
air. distilled water.) Samples indicated by square symbols 
(BR'and VR) were not considered in the analysis because 
of marked sample heterogeneity. 

type on crystals along the various compositional joins 
(U02-Th02, U02-Ce02, etc.) can a more complete 
relationship between chemistry and rate be deter
mined. 

Chemical variables are probably not the only fac
tors influencing the reaction rate. Differences in 
crystallinity, the nuniber of growth defects, and de
fects caused by nuclear recoil following radioactive 
decay may all change its susceptibility to oxidation. 
For example, Gillies (1946) ascribed differences in 
the oxidation rate of different UaOs samples to dif
ferences in crystallinity. Nei (1958) found that the 
resistance of uraninite to cheniical attack by acid 
solutions could be improved by heating the uraninite 
in vacuo, thus annealing the uraninite. This suggests 
that the oxidation reaction may be at least partially 
localized on defects. These structural factors were 
not investigated in the present work. However, no 
significant differences in line broadening in X-ray 
traces, ascribable to variations in crystallinity, were 
noted in the samples investigated. 

If radiation recoil damage to the uraninite struc
ture were a major factor influencing reaction rates, 
and since structural radiation damage is proportional 
to the amount of radiogenic lead, and therefore the 
age of the uraninite, it would be expected that the 
samples of mid-Precambrian uraninite from the 
Witwatersrand (VR) and Blind River (BR) would 
be the fastest reacting, while the samples NC and M 
would be the slowest reacting. In fact, samples VR 
and BR dissolve much more slowly than NC and M, 
suggesting that structural effects in pegmatitic urani
nites are subsidiary to the chemical effects. 

The assumption that structural damage increases 
in proportion to the amount of radiogenic lead may 
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Fic. 6. Variation of dissolution rate as a function of o.xy
gen partial pressure showing first order dependence. (Sam
ples M and ^'C, T = 23°C.) 

not be correct. Uraninite does not become metamict 
as do thorite, zircon, or some other minerals con
taining high concentrations of uranium and thorium. 
This suggests that structural damage in uraninite may 
reach a limiting value, short of that in-metamict 
minerals. 

Effect of o.vygen partial pressure 

The effect of oxygen partial pressure on the rate 
of dissolution was determined by reacting two sam
ples of uraninite with water equilibrated with ambi
ent air and with mixtures (Table 2) containing less 
o.vygen than the ambient air. 

A plot of the logarithm of the dissolution rate vs 
the logarithm of the oxygen pressure gives a straight 
line having near unit slope (Fig. 6 ) . The rate of 
dissolution is therefore directly proportional to the 
partial pressure of oxygen, at least at 23°C and 
oxygen partial pressures less than 0.2 atm. 

Effect of hydrogen ton 

The effect of hydrogen ion concentration on the 
rate of dissolution was determined by reacting urani
nite under ambient atmosphere in dilute solutions of 
HCl and distilled water having a pH range from 
about pH 4 to pH 6. The interpretation of the re
sults is complicated slightly by the change in pH due 
to the formation of the uranyl ion. 

A plot of the logarithm of the dissolution rate 
versus pH is shown in Figure 7. The horizontal 
bars indicate the variation of pH during the runs. 
Ideal lines for half, first, and second order depend
ency are superimposed. The data demonstrate a 
first order dependence for the dissolution rate with 
hydrogen ion concentration in the range pH 4 to 6. 

Effect of carbonate species fe^ 

In two experiments the effects of carbonate w^ 
examined by direct variation in the pressure of QJ, 
bon dioxide. However, variation in Pcoj also pn,; 
duces a variation in the p H of the distilled water d '̂ 
to the formation and dissociation of carbonic aoj. 
Therefore, variation of carbonate concentration ^a 
also created by variation of the concentratioi:(j 
NaHCQs. Concentrated solutions of freshly prepw^ 
sodium bicarbonate ( > I O ' M) have a pH of 84S, 
independent of concentration (Olson et al., l9SSi-
Therefore the effect of changes of bicarbonate a » 
centration could be investigated without simultaneoii 
change in the initial pH. ! (^ , 

The data are shown in Figure 8. The effect î  
bicarbonate on the rate is first order at lower cQ»: 
centrations and becomes zero order at higher oo».' 
centrations. This behavior can be explained by-tl« 
requirements of adsorption of reactant species froa 
solution onto the uraninite surface. The reactionii 
probably dependent on the amount of carbonate jd-
sorbed onto the surface of the uraninite graim 
Mathematically this may be expressed as ,:;\\ 

R = k 0 X?} 

where R is the rate of the reaction, k is a rate con
stant, and © is the surface coverage of the adsorW 
species, in this instance bicarbonate (Thomson aoi 
Webb, 1968). If the extent of surface coverages* 
related to solution concentration as approximated by 
the Langmuir adsorption isotherm, as the simplta 
example, the relationship between surface covery 
and solution concentration will be expressed by the 
equation ' • '=• • 

0 = b X / ( H - b X ) '{9} 

where b is a co\-erage constant and X is the conco-
tration of the species in solution. Substitution d 
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jjuation (9) into (8) yields 

R = k b X / ( H - b X ) (10) 

R = kbX ( H ) 

ie reaction is first order. Conversely at high sur-
ace coverage and high reagent concentrations the 
iorface becomes saturated with the adsorbed species 
ind further increases of the concentration of the 
^ecies if solution fails to raise the concentration 
idsorbed to the grain surface. Mathematically, at 
sigh reagent concentrations bX:§> 1 and (1 -1-bX) 
bX and equation (10) reduces to 

R = k 
tw 

(12) 

ht reaction becomes zero order, independent of the 
sarbonate concentration in solution. The reaction 
iata shown inFigure 9 fit a Langmuir equation (10) 
aring constants, k = 1.0 X lO^* gm-cm-^-day"*, and 

: 13.2 molar*. Most natural waters have bicar-
jonate concentrations on the order of 10"* molar or 
^s.' This is in the region in which the rate is first 
sder. Extrapolation of the rate data to concen-
rations of 1.6 X Kh' molar, the concentration of 
stal dissolved carbonate (SCO2 = H2COS + HCO3-
f COa"^) in distilled water at pH 6 in contact with 
anbient air, yields a rate of 1.6 ± 0 . 4 X l(h* gm-
i-'-day-* in good agreement with the rate value 
itrapolated on the basis of the pH dependency. 
-This suggests that the reaction rate is dependent 
«the total dissolved carbonate, rather than H2CO3 
^HCOa" alone. This is reinforced by the data 
Jom the experiments in which Pco2 was varied. 
Variation of the dissolution rate is apparently de-
sendent on H2CO3 in these experiments, since, at 
Slower pH of these experiments, carbonic acid is 
^ major carbon-bearing species, 
^hese experiments suggest that, in the first order 

. — 1 
t . - " ' 

t ' 

50 IOO 150 
NoHCO, {X 10^ Molor) 

200 

Variation of dissolution rate as a function of 
concentration. (Sample M, ambient air T = 

a. 
< -2 HiH 

LJJ 

4 5 6 7 8 9 
pH 

Fic. 9. Interaction of hydrogen ion and carbonate species 
at iiitennediate pH. (Sample M, ambient air, T = 23°C.) 
Horizontal bars indicate variation in pH during the various 
experiments, vertical bars indicate analyticail uncertainty, 
where appreciable. 

region, the equation has the form 

R = k ( a H + ) (arcoa) (13) 

This interpretation is parallel with that of Short-
mann and DeSesa (1958). They found that, as long 
as some bicarbonate was present, the reaction was 
broadly dependent on total dissolved carbonate rather 
than HCO3- or COs'^ alone 

Interaction of hydrogen ton and carbonate species 

Dissolution rate data are shown in Figure 9 for 
the range of pH 4 to 8.5 for reactions open to the 
atmosphere. These data are superimposed on a 
theoretical line based on rate equation (13). 

At low pH, carbonic acid is the dominant dis
solved carbon-bearing species. The total dissolved 
carbonate may be appro.ximated by carbonic acid 
alone (2C02 '« H2CO3). At constant teniperature 
and ionic strength the concentration of carbonic acid 
in solution is a function only of the carbon dioxide 
pressure of the atmospliere. This is expressed as 

(HjCOs) = BPco2 

where concentration and pressure substituted for 
activity and fugacity. B is the Henry's Law co-

file:///tlow
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efficient relating the pressure of carbon dio.xide in 
the atmosphere to the concentration of carbonic acid. 
At low pH equation (13) may therefore be rewritten 

the Arrhenius equation 

dR 

R = k (HOCBPco.,) (14) 

If the carboii dioxide pressure is constant, this re
duces to 

R = k' (HO 

The velocity of the reaction varies with the concen
tration of hydrogen ion as shown in Figure 7. 

At intermediate pH, however, above approximately 
pH 6.3, the concentration of total dissolved car
bonate rises as bicarbonate ion becomes the dominant 
carbon-bearing species. The bicarbonate increases 
with decreasing hydrogen ion concentration accord
ing to the equation 

(HCO,-) = 
K.BPco, 

(H+) 

This may be substituted into the rate equation (13), 
yielding 

R = k(H+) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = K.BPco, - (15) 

Therefore, at intermediate pH, between approxi
mately 6.3 and 10.4, the rate should be constant, de
pendent only on the carbon dioxide pressure of the 
atmosphere. This is shown by data in Figure 9. 

Extrapolation from equation (13) suggests that 
under high pH conditions the oxidation rate niight 
be inversely related to aH*. However, results of 
dissolution experiments. under alkaline conditions 
(Merritt, 1971) suggest that different reaction 
mechanisms may be involved at high pH and such 
extrapolation may not be valid. 

Therefore, for open systems, such as rivers, where 
a near approach to equilibrium with the atmosphere 
would be e.xpected, the rate of oxidation of uraninite 
will be constant between pH 6.3 and 10.4 for con
stant o.xygen pressure and teniperature. Rivers to
day generally have pH values of between 4.5 and 
8.5. Rivers draining crystalline terrains have pH 
ranges between 6.5 and 7.5. This is in the constant 
rate region. 

For closed systems, such as ground waters, not in 
contact with the atmosphere :iC02 rather than Pcoa 
must be considered. Under these conditions the rate 
will tend to fall parallel to the line of pH variation, 
if the total carbonate content of the water is constant. 

Effect of temperature 

For most chemical reactions, the rate varies ex
ponentially with tlie reciprocal of the absolute tem
perature. This fact is expressed mathematically by 

dT 
= k e . x p ( - E : / R T ) 

^ j ;m. 

where dR/dT is the change of reaction rate m'ti 
change in teniperature, Ea is the activation enerp, 
and R is the gas constant. Proof that the reaction 
follows the Arrhenius relation is usually obtained br 
acquisition of a straight line in a plot of the logaritho 
of the rate vs the reciprocal of the absolute tempen-
ture. Several studies of the oxidation of UOj a •' 
high P and T have found that the reaction does ob^ 
the Arrhenius relation (Shortmann and DeSea, 
1958; Mackay and Wadsworth, .1958). Since, ia 
this study, the reaction has been investigated at onlr 
two temperatures, proof of this cannot be obtained,, 
and it must be assumed that the reaction vvill follow 
the .'\rrhenius rate law. ^t-

For analysis at two temperatures the following 
form of the Arrhenius equation may be used . 

, Rl E:r 1 11 • - J : 
' "R:= "R LT;-f;J ^ 

wliere Ri and R2 are the rates at temperatures T| 
and T2 respectively. Values R1/R2 are gathered ia 
Table 5. Ri/Ro for the various uraninite sampla 
appear to be the same within the experimental limia 
This allows the interpretation that all of the uraninia 
samples studied have the same rate determining sttp 
and that the dissolution mechanism is the same iw 
all them. The average for the samples is 2.66 i 
0.12. This yields an apparent activation energy 
near 8 kcal/mole. However, this is not the trw 
value. Although the experiments at both tempera
tures were undertaken' under ambient atmosplieric 
conditions, the solubility of oxygen and carbon 
dioxide changes between 23° and 2°C. The solo-
bility of o.xygen increases by about 50 percent whii 
the solubility of carbon dioxide nearly doubles (Gar
rels and Christ, 1965; Stumm and Morgan, 1970). 
The increased solubility of carbon dioxide at lu* 
temperature causes a decrease in the pH, although 
the value of the first dissociation constant decreas« 
slightly at lower temperatures. All of these facton 
have an effect on the rate. When the reaction con
ditions are recalculated to equi-dissolved oxygea 
dissolved carbonate, and pH with linear correctionJ, 
the activation energy calculated is 14 ± 2 kcal/mole. 

Organic molecules and inorganic ions 

Several experiments were done in natural a^ 
artificial waters (Table 3) containing inorganic ai>l 
organic species to determine if these had any eff«* 
on the reaction rate. The rate expected was calcu
lated from the concentration of hydrogen ion and 
total dissolved carbonate, on the basis of the kinetu 
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Experiment 
number 

HSA 
PS.\ 
PSW 
XSW 
LO.K 

Observed rate 
(gm 

3.0 ± 0 . 3 
15.0 ± 1.0 
0.42 ± 0.06 
0.49 ± 0.06 

72.0 ± 6 . 0 

Calculated rate 
-cm " ' -day ' ) 
(X10«) 

3.2 ± 0.6 
15.0 ± 2.0 
15.6 ± 2.0 
18.5 ± 0.5 

420.0 ± 80.0 

RF 

1.1 ± 0 . 1 
1.0 ± 0 . 1 

37.0 ± 6.0 
38.0 ± 6.0 

6.0 ± 1.0 

Water sample 

.Artificial seawater 

.Artificial seawater 
Barnegat Bay 
Barnegat Bay 
Oswego River 

equation (13). The expected rate was compared 
mth the observed rate and a retardation factor was 
calculated by 

RF = 
R cnic 

R</b3 
(18) 

The results are summarized in Table 6. The results 
indicate that inorganic species present in the artificial 
seawater, other than hydrogen ion and dissolved car
bonate, had ver}- little effect on the reaction rate. In 
contrast the reaction rate observed in natural water 
ras less than that expected. New Jersey seawater 
gave a retardation of approximately 37 times while 
pswego River water gave a reaction rate appro.xi-
mately 6 times less than expected. This effect may 
be due to organic molecules. .Apparently they bond 
trith and block the surface o.xidation sites. Essenti-
illy, they appear to decrease the effective surface area 
of the uraninite grains. In this way they act analo
gously to a poison on a catalyst. 

(Hiave (1965), Chave and'Schmaltz (1966), and 
Suess (1970) found that polar organic matter inter-
»cts with calcium carbonate to form surface com-
l̂ exes. These surface complexes partially isolated 
4e calcium carbonate minerals from seawater and 
fccreased rates of nueleation, growth, and dissolu
tion. Berner (1971) postulated-that complexing of 
orfaces caused the apparent supersaturation of cal-
ornn carbonate in natural waters. 
l.The large difference in the amount of retardation 
feween the Oswego River water and the seawater 
spy be due to a difference in the organic species 
fesent, the organic content, or the pH of the two 
•aters. Rothstein and Meier (1951) noted that the 
.Ability of some uranyl-organic complexes w-as de
ceased at low pH. Therefore, the tendency to form 
"^ace uraninite-organic complexes may be less at 
^ ' pH. This would result in a decrease in the re-
l^dation factor. Therefore, the lower retardation 
^ o r calculated for Oswego River water may be 
^% in part, to the low pH of this w-ater. 
, ^ clay minerals, those having greater isomorphic 
^stitution or lattice imperfections, including broken 
^P d̂s, are generally favored for adsorption and 
feiding with organic molecules (Rashid et al., 
•^2). The surface of a particle undergoing dissolu

tion should therefore be ideal to provoke bonding be
tween the crystal and the organic molecule. 

E.xperimental rate e.xpression 

The information obtained from the experiments 
elucidating the effects of surface area, composition, 
oxygen, carbonate, organic molecules, pH, and tem
perature may be summarized b)' writing a single 
rate equation. In the first order regions, such an 
equation is 

R = lO^o-^nSS) (RF)- i 
(10-3.SS-10.S) ( D O ) 

(aico.) ( a n J exp( -7045/T) day^ (19) 

where SS = specific surface area (cm= — gm"*) ; RF 
= organic retardation factor; NOC = mole fraction 
of non-uranium cations in uraninite; DO = dissolved 
oxygen (ppm) ; and 2co2 = total dissolved carbonate 
(iiiolax). 

It is impossible to specify the limits w-ithin which 
this rate equation is applicable to uraninite dissolu
tion. Radical changes in the reaction parameters 
are likely to result in changes in the reaction mecha
nism (Merritt, 1971). The equation is'unlikely to 
be applicable at much higher temperature, gas pres
sure, or pH. The rate equation must also break 
down under conditions in which PQO > 0 and 2CO2 
-* 0. Under these conditions the rate equation sug
gests that the dissolution rate would go to zero as 
well. However, it is likely that under such conditions 
the formation of the uranyl ion, MOi*^, w'ould proceed 
at a finite rate, providing another niechanism for 
dissolution. However, such conditions are unlikely 
to be encountered in geological situations. 

Tentative Reaction Mechanisms 

Because the intermediate compounds in the reac
tion are not well known, the exact rate mechanism 
must remain speculative. However, some points are 
fairly clear. 

One rate determining step appears to be that of 
adsorption of molecular o.xygen onto the uraninite 
surface at an adsorptibn site. Schematically 

U02- f 02 = U 0 2 - 0 2 (slow) (20) 

This gives rise to the first order dependence on the 
o.xygen partial pressure This reaction is followed by 
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faster steps involving possible migration of the oxy
gen from an adsorption site to an oxidation site, if 
the two are not identical, ancl splitting of the o.xygen 
molecule: 

UOa-f O-1-H2O = UOs-HaO (fast) (21) and 

Data of Gillies (1946) and Nei (1958) suggest that 
crystal dislocations or radiation defects may serve 
either as adsorption or oxidation sites. 

The intermediate compound of the reaction (21) 
at room temperature is unknown. Aronson (1961), 
in experiments at temperatures of 87° to 177°C, 
found that a uranyl hydrate, approximately UO8'0.8 
H2O was formed (represented here as U 0 3 ' H 2 0 ) . 
This has been used in the present interpretation. 
However, at room temperatures in the presence of 
excess water the dihydrate, U03-2H20, is the ther
modynamically favored phase. This coniposition 
corresponds roughly to the minerals ianthiaite, be-
querelite, schoepite, and masuyite (Frondel, 1958). 
Therefore, it is possible that a different uranyl hy
drate is formed at room temperatures. 

Because the reaction is dependent on both oxygen 
and carbonate concentration, this first rate deter
mining reaction (20) must be followed iiT'steady 
state by a second reaction involving the addition of 
carbonate and creation of a uranyl carbonate com
plex (Shortmann and DeSesa, 1958). Although 
the stoichiometry of the reaction (equation 1) indi
cates that two carbonate molecules are added during 
the reaction, the first order dependence found in this 
investigation suggests that one carbonate is added 
faster than the other: 

UOa-HoO-f HCO3-
= U02(C03) (H2O) ( O H ) - (slow) (22) 

U02(C03) (H2O) ( O H ) - -f HCO3-
=U02(C03)2(H20)2- ' (fast) (23) 

Here the addition of the first carbonate is suggested 
as the slow step. The first rate determining reac
tion (20) creates an oxidized surface on the urani
nite grain. The second reaction then scavenges this 
surface, removing the oxidized layer and exposing 
a fresh surface. 

The nature of the hydrogen ion dependence is 
much more obscure. Mackay and Wadsworth 
(1958) have suggested a mechanism similar to the 
one suggested here. When the uraninite is placed 
in water the fresh surface becomes hydrated: 

U 0 2 - l - H , 0 = UO(OH)2 

This hydrated surface could then undergo dissocia
tion, the extent of the surface dissociation being a 
function of the solution pH. Thus at low pH the 
surface would be highly associated while at higher 
pH the surface hydrated complex would become in

creasingly dissociated: . •^' 
r ^ . . 

U02(OH)2 = UO2OHO- + U* (first dissociation); 
(equilibrium) v^: 

U 0 2 ( 0 H ) 0 - = UOaO-^ -I- H* (second dissociatioi^). 
(equilibrium),.^. 

If the oxygen molecule could only adsorb on a fuUy 
associated surface site or if the fully associated site' 
was the site for oxidation, the first order dependence 
on the solution hydrogen ion concentration might-be 
explained. ••^', 
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- M ' P E X D I X 1. Results of Dissolution Experiments 

'e .Vumber imple ' 

NC 
NC 
NC 
N C 
NC 
NC 
NC 
XC 
NC 
NC 
NC 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
VR 
VR 
VR 
.X 
N 
N 
.X 
BR 
BR 
BR 
BR 
BR 
M 
M 
M 
.M 
. M . • 

Surface 
area 

(cm=-gm~') 

81 
81 
81 
81 
81 
81 
81 
43 
43 

104 
104 

50 
SO 
SO 
50 
SO 
76 
76 
76 
53 
S3 
S3 
53 
S2 
52 
52 
52 
52 
SO 
SO 
SO 
SO 
50 

Duration 
(days) 

2.0 
1.0 
2.5 
2.5 
2.0 
3.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
1.0 
1.0 
S.O 
S.O 
5.0 

IS.O 
16.0 
15.0 
15.0 
40.0 

3.0 
4.0 

.4.0 
15.0 
17.0 
10.0 
10.0 
22.0 
24.0 

1.0 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
4.0 

T 
(°C) 

23 ± 2 
23 ± 2 
23 ± 2 
23 ± 2 

2=b 1 
2 d b l 
2 ± 1 

23 ± 1 
23 ± 1 
23 ± 1 
23 ± 1 
23 ± 2 
23 ± 2 
23 ± 2 

2 ± 1 
2 ± 1 

23 ± 2 
23 ± 2 

2 ± 1 
23 ± 2 
23 ± 2 

2 ± 1 
2 ± 1 

23 ± 2 
23 ± 2 
23 ± 2 

3 ± 2 
2 ± 1 

23 ± 2 
2 3 d z 2 
23 ± 2 
23 ± 2 

2 ± 1 

Atm.' 
pH,' 

(±0.05) 

Rate 
(gm-cm'-day~') 

(X10») 

A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 

6.27 
6.11 
6.18 
6.18 
5.92 
5.93 
5.96 
6.02 
5.94 
6.18 
6.18 
6.15 
5.99 
6.11 
5.87 
5.96 
6.08 
6.05 
5.90 
6.34 
6.29 
6.09 
6.14 
6.06 
5.98 

- 5.92 
5.89 

•< 5.93 
6.16 
6.08 
6.10 
6.05 
5.92 

1.9 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
0.7 
0.7 
0.7 
1.8 
1.7 
2.0 
2.0 

± 0 . 3 
± 0 . 3 
± 0 . 3 
± 0 . 3 
± 0 . 1 
± 0 . 1 
± 0 . 1 
± 0 . 2 
± 0 . 2 
± 0 . 2 
± 0 . 2 

0.0044 ± 0.0006 
0.0048 ± 0.0006 
0.0048 ± 0.0006 
0.0017 ± 0 . 0 0 0 3 
0.0016 ± 0.0003 
0.041 
0.037 
0.016 
0.12 
0.12 
0.05 
0.05 
0.015 
0.016 
O.OIS 
0.006 
0.005 
0.42 
0.44 
0.42 
0.42 
0.16 

± 0.006 
± 0.006 
± 0.002 
± 0 . 0 2 
± 0 . 0 2 
± 0 . 0 1 
± 0 . 0 1 
± 0.002 
± 0.002 
± 0.002 
± 0.001 
± 0.001 
± 0 . 0 6 
± 0 . 0 6 
± 0 . 0 3 
± 0 . 0 3 
± 0 . 0 2 
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APPENDIX l.—(ConliHiiefl) 

Nuniber 

Surface 
'-'area Duration T 

Sample (cm-gm"') (days) (°C) Atm. 
pHi«- pH, 

(±0.05) 

R a t e • • '$ ! . • 

(gm-cm~'-day-')''.i 
(X10») ','-f 

L 5 
L 6 
L 7 
K 10 
K lOOC 
K lOC 
L 
L 
L 
P 
P 
P 

13' 
14" 
15» 
9 

10 
11 

HSA' 
PSA' 
PSW« 
XSW' 
LOX» 

U 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
NC 
NC 
NC 
M 
NC 
NC 
NC 
M 

50 
50 
SO 
50 
50 
SO 
50 
SO 
SO 
43 
43 
43 
SO 
43 
43 
50 
50 

3.0 
4.0 
4.0 
7.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
O.S 
3.0 
4.0 
7.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
0,1 
0,1 

23 ± 2 
23 ± 2 
23 ± 2 
23 ± 2 
23 ± 2 
23 ± 2 
23 ± 2 
23 ± 2 
23 ± 2 
23 ± 2 
23 ± 2 
23 ± 2 
23 ± 2 
23 ± 2 
23 ± 2 
23 ± 2 
23 ± 2 

1 
1 
1 
2 
4 
3 
A 
A 
A 
1 
1 
2 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 

5.59 
5.68 
5.65 
5.64 
4.72 
5.20 
3.86 
4.92 
7.04 
5.63 
5.59 
5.63 
8.19 
8.18 
8.15 
8.15 
3.95 

5.78 
5.99 
5.98 
5.95 
5.21 
5.78 
4.32 
5.38 
6.53 
6.11 
5.95 
5.98 
8.20 
8.19 
8.16 
8.15 
4.20 

0.048 
0.042 
0.042 
0.006 
4.5 
1.3 

24.0 
1.9 
0.10 
0.20 
0.20 
0.02 
0.30 
1.5 
0.042 
0.049 
7.2 

± 0.008 • • 
± 0.008 -
±0.008 > 
± 0.002 .Mx ! 
± 0 . 2 ,:J¥ 
± 0 . 1 '•*' ' 
± 1 . 0 ^ : 
± 0.2 ^ 
±0.02 J ^ 
± 0.02 - ^ 
± 0.02 '-^'r-
±0.01 
±0.03 
± 0 . 1 ^ 
± 0.006 ..'ri 
± 0.006 . ' t-
± 0.6 -JS-.-

• i . - . 

Number Sample 

Surface 
area Duration T 

(cm=-gm->) (days) (°C) Atm. 
pH( pH, 

(±0.05) 
NaHCOa 
(X10»M) 

Rate -"=•' 
(gm-cm~»-day"') 

L 24 
L 25 
L 27 
L 32 
L 33 
L 34 
L 35 
L 36 
L 37 

' Sample desig 
' .-Vtmosphere. 

M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
IM 
.Al 

nation 
"A" 

50 
50 
50 
SO 
50. • 
SO 
SO 
SO 
SO 

s as in Table 1 

1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
0.5 • 
0.5 
0.5 
0.25 
0.25 

refers to ambient atmosph 

23 ± 2 
23 ± 2 
23 ± 2 
23 ± 2 
23 ± 2 
23-±2 
23 ± 2 
23 ± 2 
23 ± 2 

A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 

ere, other designations 
• The pH measured at the end of the experiment. 
* The pH measured 
' Weak HCl solutior 

It the beginning of the experiment. 
. 

8.34 
8.35 
8.34 
8.34 
8.35 
8.33 
8.35 
8.34 
8.35 

8.38 
— 

8.52 
8.42 
8.44 
8.56 
8.55 
8.55 
8.87 

C 

as in Table 2. 

1.0 
2.0 
4.0 
8.0 

10.0 
20.0 

- 40.0 
100.0 
200.0 

0.10 ± 0.02 
0.22 ± 0.04 
0.38 ± 0.04 
0.80 ± 0.07 
1.1 
2.2 
3.5 
6.4 
7.2 

± 0 . 1 
±0 .2 
±0 .2 
± 0 . 3 
±0 .3 

.X.-: 

"^t" 
r ' 

T - - ' 

,., 
1 

-,.-fe. 

-' 

"^-^i 

' Weak NaOH solution. 
' Experiment in artificial seawater. 
' Experiment in Barnegat Bay, New Jersey, coastal seawater. 
• E.xperiment in Oswego River water. 

i -
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deposi 
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Andre 
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evalua 
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Profile of proposed test site-
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Thermonuclear explosive would be placed at about 3,700 ft G13 in Gila Mountains. Deposit is above water table and 
elevation in hole adjacent to Kennecott's exploration bore the test would pose little problem with water contamination. 

Kennecott sets sights on nuclear test for 

studies indicate 20 kiloton 

device would break 1.3-mil

lion tons in contained explo

sion at 1,200 ft depth. 

PRO.)EOT SLOOP moved one step closer 
to rcaliiy last month when Kennecott 
Copper Corp. disclosed details of a 
proposal that il submitted to the U.S. 
Atomic Energy Commission for a joint 
$l3-million contained nuclear bla.st 
and .solution mining experiment at ils 
.Sallord, Ari"/,., copper porphyry. Thc 
anticipated budget would also cover 
construction and Operation of a pilot 
precipitation plant capable of handling 
2,600 gpm of pregnant solulion flow 
and side studies concerned wilh radia
tion, blast effects and methods for 
refining cement copper. 

Thc test would involve the emplace
ment of a 20-kiloton device at a depth 
of 1,200 fl below the surface in an 
0.x ide zone of a low-grade deposit that 
KCC has been investigating since 
1955. Il is anticipated that the shot 
would produce a nuclear chimmcy 
measuring some 200 fl in diameter 
and 440 ft in height coniaining 1.3-
million tons of broken rock running 
0.41% copper. 

Thc nuclear device would be placed 
in a suitable plugged 20-in. dia hole 
at a site where the sub-outcrop is 
covered by some 750 ft of basalts and 

andesites in Arizona's Gila Mountains. 
Following thc detonation, a cluster of 
solution input holes would tap thc 
chimney and a set of solulion recovery 
holes and piping in underground ac
cess drifts below the chimney would 
collect the pregnant solulion for pump
ing to the surface precipitator. The 
lalier would be equipped wilh KCC's 
now-famous cone units similar to 
those installed at other of its Western 
Mining Division.s. The barren efiluent 
would be returned lo the solulion 
mining holes. 

The conceptual study on which the 
proposal was based has been under
way for over two years as a joint effort 
of KKC, the AEC, the U.S. Bureau 
of Mines, and Lawrence Radiation 
Laboraiory. A summary report was 
released last month.' 

Short and long range objectives 

Project Sloop aims primarily at 
determining the praciicability of using 
nuclear explosives in a new environ
ment and as a means for recovering 
copper. The immediate goals include: 
(I) The determination of the amount 
of the contained copper that can be 
recovered by leaching a nuclear ex
plosion chimney; (2) the investigation 
of how radionuclides generated by the 
explosion behave during the leaching 
process and what measures, if any, 
arc necessary to provide for radiation 
control and decontamination of the 
copper; and (3) the tesling and dem-

onstralion of lhc ability to predict the 
physical effects of a nuclear explosion 
in a new medium and new location. 

For the long-run, thc test, if ap
proved, may lead to Ihe developmenl 
of an entire new mining technology— 
one in which the surface is lefl undi.s-
tiirbcd and in which vast amounis of 
mechanical horsepower and expense 
can be eliminated simply lo handle 
overburden and waste. If thc initial 
objectives of thc Icsl are attained it 
may provide thc information neces
sary to extrapolate- the results to a 
large-yield explosive or a multiple 
detonation application of this tech
nology. 

Evidence from preliminary studies 
suggests that nuclear explosives may 
lower the cost structure for recovering 
copper and thereby create new ore 
reserves in many areas of thc U.S. 
Development of a nuclear stoping cap
ability for in-place leaching operations 
would be particularly timely because 
USBM sludies predict continued de
clines in grade of average U.S. copper 
ores (now about 0.7%) to thc 0.5% 
copper level in 1985. 

The premise for analyzing a nuclear-
assisted technology is based on the 
use of explosives of larger yield than 
the device contemplated for Sloop. 
For instance, Lawrence Radiation Lab
oratory slates that thermonuclear 
charges, up to 100 kiloton.s, could be 
u.sed lo prepare a 240-niiilion ton 
leaching reserve averaging 0.55% cop
per in a deposit similar to Safford. 
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The growth of a nuclear chimney-

• E)!P4NDING STHONO 
S M O C K r f i o N T 

I EXPANDING CflVlTy 
\ BOUNDARY 

VAPOn AT MIOH 
TCMPERATUBE 
AMD PRESSURE 

MOLTEN ROCK FIOWS 
ANO DRIPS DOWNWARD 

VOID SPACE 

FRAGMENTEO ROCK 

FRACTURED ROCK 

COLLAPSE OF OVERLVINO ROCK 
PSOORESSES UPWARD 1 

FRACTURES 

^ i )^ 

PUDDLE OF 
MOLTEN ROCK 

^ ^ % ^ ' ' - - ! j ^ ^ ^ 
FALIINO HOCK / ' • C O O L E O 

Mf>:ES WITH MELT GLASSY SLAG -

A FEW SECONDS 
TO A FEW HOURS 

FINAL CONFIGURATION 

Dilation of vapor cavity reaches full radius in half a second after the shot, then 
rock collapse feeds growth of chimney to an equilibrium state. 

in-situ recovery of copper 
Conservative estimates of facilities and 
operating costs, using current levels 
of labor, malerial and construction, 
for a plant sized to treat 5-million 
gallons of solution indicated a recov
ery of 100 tpd of marketable pure 
copper. The analysis suggested that 
a commercial-size fracluring-leaching 
installation would be able lo produce 
copper from lower-grade ores at to
day's cosl levels compclively with the 
metal now i-ecovered from higher 
grade ores. 

Congress must approve the test 

KCC's proposal needs bolh AEC 
and Congressional approval. Built-into 
the suggested program is a $750,000 
.site and safety sludy to insure ad
equate public health safeguards. This 
six-inonih investigation (Phase 1 of 
thc projeci) would delve into the field 
of underground waler supplies, geo
logic formations, soil structures, weath
er and potential hazards. If Phase 1 
cleared thc AEC with • approval, 
another nine months would be required 
to bore the emplacement hole and 
other satellite holes that are necessary 
for monitoring the operation and to 
prepare the sile. 

It would be 1969 al the earliest 
before the shol could be triggered. 
Another year, al a minimum, would 
be necessary for .solution mining and 
precipitation studies along wilh col
lateral investigations. If AEC failed to 
give its approval on completion of 

Phase 1, the lest would have to be 
modified, dropped, or another location 
considered. 

Thc summary report that led lo the 
proposal makes several general obser
vations wilh regard to thc technical 
feasibility of the project. 

1) Chimney malerial formed by 
nuclear explosions io granitic rocks is 
very permeable and has been observed 
lo be about 25% void space with 75% 
of the fragments smaller than 12-in. 
in size. 

2) It is expected that 90% of the 
radionuclides would be trapped in a 
slag glass that forms at the bottom of 
Ihe cavity as thc melt flows down the 
chimney walls. 

3) Contamination of copper ap
pears to be a manageable problem. 
During leaching, the primary concern 
underground and in the plant would 
be with tritium vapors. It is felt that 
acid soluble radioactive elements would 
not be a problem. The only long-lived 
radioisotope that would precipitate 
with copper is ruthenium 106, but it 
would be essentially removed during 
smelting and electrolytic refining. 

5) Based on borehole studies to dale 
Ihe possibility of contamination of 
ground waler supplies appears exceed
ingly remole. 

Project management 

How would this shol compare wilh 
other big blasts in mining? It wouldn't 
break as much ore as some but this is 

COCONINO 
UOHAVE APACHE 

NAVAJO 

tAVAPAl 

HAIilCOPA GIU 
TUHA 

PISAl 

W\ 

CRAIWH S 

COCfllSf 
SANIA CRDZ 

® PBOJECf SIOOP S l i t 

Cost estimates for Project Sloop 

Phaso 1 
Field start-up and initial support facilities 
Pre-shol sampling holes 
Sito salely studies 

Total Phasel $750,000 

Phaso 2 
Projeci slart-up and support facilities 
Rehabilitation of existing workings 

, Scientific program and explosive diagnostics 
Emplacement hole 
Emplacement, stemming 
Operational support 
Communications 
Post-shot drilling, re-entry and lesting 
Miscellaneous construction 
Engineering inspection 

Total Phase 2 $5,750,000 

Phase 3 
Underground re-entry and rehabilitation 
Leach solution and recovery system 
Post-shot sample and solution input holes 
Underground process piping and pumping system 
Copper precipitation plant 
Process water supply 
Leach plant operating costs—one year 
Public and industrial safety monitoring 
Project evaluation 

Total phase 3 $5,675,000 
Total Project Sloop SI 3,175,000 

As yield goes up the cost of 
nuclear explosives levels-off 

Ylold Kilotons 

10 
50 

100 
350 

-500 
1,000 
2,000 

Approximate Charge 

$350,000 
425,000 
460,000 
500,000 
535,000 
570,000 
600,000 

T a b l e is based o n da ta pub l i shed by A B C w h i c h 
p ro jec ted charges f o r nuc lear explos ives 03 a gu ide 
f o r eva lua t i ng P iowshore excava t ion opp l l cn t i ons . 
T h c above chorees cover nuc lea r mater ia ls , f a b r i 
c a t i o n ond assembly , a n d a rm fn i i and firing ser\ ' iccs. 
T h e y d o not I nc lude safety s tudies, si te p r e p a r a t i o n . 
ho le e m p l a c e m e n t , t r anspo r ta t i on and emp lacemen i 
o f the exp los ives o r suppo r t o f opera t ions in the 
field. T h c charges are based on a p ro jec t i on 10 a 
l i m e w h e n exp los ives w o u l d be p roduced in q m i n i i i y 
f o r r o u t i n e u t i l i z a t i o n , but d o not consider potL-ntial 
r educ t i on In cns i n.s n rcMi l i o f f u l u r c techno lna icn l 
deve lopmen t . 

h. 

• i l l f] I 

.1 
:i 
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because all produciion blasts have 
been planned to break to one or more 
free faces, and/or boundary-weakened 
ptanes. Here are a few comparative 
yardsticks, fnlcrnational Nickel Co. 
of Canada broke 5.25-miHion tons at 
the Frood Stobie mine in 1965 with 
464 tons of powder. Climax Molyb
denum Co. broke 1.25-miliion tons in 
a glory hole blast in May 1964 with 
208 tons of explosive. Hercules Powder 
Co. reported thai 850 tons of high 
energy slurry distributed in 1,118 jci-
picrccd holes in Minnesota taconite 
broke 1.3-niillion tons in 1966. 

In planning and design of Project 
Sloop this is how the responsibilities 
would be divided. The AEC would 
provide lhc nuclear explosive, conduct 
the nuclear operations and the pro
grams for the protection of public 
health and safety. KCC would be 
rcspon.siblc for the leaching and cop
per recovery phase of the test and 
USBM would participate in all phases 
of the lest, help evaluate resulls and 
would cooperate with lhc other par
ticipants, including AEC's I.vawrcncc 
Radiation Laboraiory, in reporting the 
results. 

The Safford deposit has a number 
of factors working in its favor as a 
.site for a nuclear blast for researching 
a commercial scale in-silu leaching 
operation. Il is typical of disseminated 
porphyry deposits containing o.xide, 
sulphide, and mi.xcd oxide-sulphide 
ores of a grade that will soon have to 
be developed in thc U.S. as a source 
of copper. KCC has already conducted 
years of detailed investigative work 
that spans reconnaissance drilling, 
close-grid drilling, and underground 
drilling and development. Kennecott 
has also accumiilatcd considerable 
processing experience with Sallord ore 
in a I-tpd pilot plant equipped for 
continuous Icach and wash cycles and 
an electrolytic recovery section. It 
was sci-up to study the possibility of 
a full-scale conventional oxide recovery 
plant. 

2-billion tons of 0 . 4 1 % copper 

Located in Arizona's Lone Slar 
mining district, Kennecott's dissem
inated deposit contains a large reserve 
of low-grade copper. The test sile is 
centered oil the north Hank of the 
rnineral zone, which is situated wiihin 
the Gila Mountains at an elevation 
of 5,000 ft. 

Afler four years of geological and 
exploration reconnaissance, Kennecott 
pureha.sed thc property in 1959 when 

Geometry of overlying volcanic 
wastes, enriched oxide and un
derlying sulphide zones of depos
it, plus absence of water table, 
makes orebody an ideal test site. 
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ll became clear that work had in
dicated the possibility of a large 
porphyry copper at depth. At the con
clusion of development drilling, an 
estimated 2-billion-ton reserve had 
been indicated consisting of oxide, 
mixed oxidc-sulphidc and sulphide 
mineralizalion that averaged a probable 
0.41% total copper. 

Thc formations exposed in Ihc Lone 
Star District are predominantly vol
canics with some intrusives. The oldest 
pre-rnineral rocks are primarily an
desitic volcanics believed to be Cre
taceous. They arc cut by several 
strong, broad, northeasterly trending 
fracture zones. Most of the fractures 
were intruded by Early Tertiary 
igneous bodies of rhyolite, latite, 
quartz monzonite, granodiorite and 
quartz diorite. 

This complex is overlain by two 
.series of post-ore volcanics with a total 
ihickncss ranging from 200 lo 800 fl. 
The older of these consists of flows 
of andesite and dacite. The youngest 
volcanic rock, which caps thc Gila 
Mountain Range, consists of Qua
ternary basalt flows and some inter
bedded tuff beds. These rocks decrease 
in thickness and pinch out in the 
vicinity of Kennecott's deposit, and 
arc not found on thc south side of 
the range. 

Copper mineralization occurs in the 
Cretaceous and Early Tertiary vol
canics under generally rugged surface 
topography (see accompanying maps 
and sections). In cross section thc 
deposit is like an irregular ellip.soi'd 
sonic 3.600 lo 4,000 ft long and about 
1,600 ft thick, ll is overlain wilh a 
leached capping and barren volcanics 
thnt vary from 500 to 1,300 ft in 
Ihickncss. Kennecott says that about 
one-half of the indicated reserve is 
relatively enriched oxide ore. The 
principal copper minerals in this por
tion are chrysocolla and brochantile. 
Another one-third of the total ore 
consists of a mixture of oxides and 
prirnary and .secondary sulphides. Tn 
ackliiion to the foregoing oxide min
erals, other ore minerals include chalco
pyrite. chalcocite. covellite and minor 
amounts of bornite and molybdenite 
al depth in the sulphide zone. 

The climate is typical of the south
western desert areas of the U.S., with 
Ijltlc rainfall, hot summers and mild 
winters. Kennecott's ore environment 
is dry and above any known water 
table. Exploration holes on the north 
flank of the deposit, near the propo.sed 
test sile, have penetrated to depths 
of 3.000 ft and no ground water has 
ever been encountered there or in the 
underground workings. A water well 
field has been drilled near the town 
of Sallord that is estimated to b* 
capable of developing an 8,000 gpm 
supply, although the flow is ralher 
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Total and oxide copper content of ore is flashed against the chimney site 
data collected In one of Kennecott's earlier exploration drill holes. 

from 

saline for an electrolytic section. 

How ore responds to leaching 

Although Kennecott's pilot plant 
test work was aimed al design of a 
leaching plant for a conventional min
ing operation, these conclusions can 
be drawn concerning behavior of the 
ore in an in-situ leaching situation, 
according lo the Project Sloop report. 

(1) Safford ore can be treated for 
the recovery of copper by a moderate 
strength sulphuric acid leaching pro
cess. (2) In pilot plant testing, overall 
copper recovery on oxide ore grade 
nialerial ranged from 70% to 80%. 
In an in-situ environment a .somewhat 
lower recovery may be anticipated. 
(3) Overall acid reagent consumption 
in Ihe test work averaged 40 lb per 
ton of ore. (4) High purity copper, 
approaching that of electro-refining 
methods, can be produced by electro
lysis of strong leach solutions with no 
special purification of the feed solu
tion indicatetl other than a dechlor-
idizalion step. 

Kennecott started initial metallurg
ical studies on Safford ore in 1957 
using samples of diamond drill core 
from earlier exploration holes. TTiese 
laboratory scale results when projected 
to a vat leaching cycle suggested a 
recovery of 76% of the copper from 
ores assaying 0.96% copper, and 85% 
recovery for higher grade ores averag
ing 1.00% copper. 

As part of Kennecott's evaluation 
of the Safford deposit, an 800-ft 
development .shaft and 3,000 ft of 
underground working were driven into 
the oxide ore horizons. From these 
openings some 52,000 ft of under
ground core drilling were completed 
in 1961. The core and excavated ma
terial furni-shed bulk samples for thc 
I-Ipd pilot leaching plant that was 
constructed adjacent to the shaft sile. 
The principal objective of the pilol 
was to try the val leaching and ele-
irolytic studies on a level larger than 
laboratory scale and to determine the 
elTects, if any, of the saline well water 
developed by thc company near Saf
ford since il would likely be Ihe only 
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Surface precipitation plant would be sized to handle 2,600 
gpm of pregnant solution and equipped to return the bar

ren liquor with make-up water and acid to the chimney In
put holes. Plant will be forced to use saline water. 

process waler available for a produc
tion operation. 

How the chimney is formed 

For rock breaking, the Projeci 
Sloop report cxpains that a fully con
tained nuclear blast underground 
breaks oniy about one-seventh of the 
rock that might be shattered with a 
near-surface detonation that heaves 
fragments into an inverted cone. Thc 
latter, however, obviously venls radio
active gases to thc atmosphere. 

On detonation of a contained nu
clear explosive, the energy is released 
in a fraclion of a micro-second. It 
vaporizes, melts and crushes sur
rounding rock with the formalion of 
spherical cavity that expands around 
thc blast center until the cavity gas 
pressure approaches equilibrium with 
the weighi of overlying rock. 

Thc molten rock that initially lines 
the cavity walls flows to a pool on 
the bottom. As this slag cools and 
solidifies into a relatively inert glass, 
it traps up to 90% of the radioactive 
fission products generated by the ex
plosion. The cavity roof is fractured 
by the Shockwave and effectively 
undercut starting a caving action. The 

chimney has a radius approximating 
the cavity, and normally extends to a 
height of four or five cavity radii. 

The AEC, which has experience 
with over 225 nuclear shots, points 
out that similar explosions in granite 
yield an extremely permeable rubble 
with 75% of thc fragments under 
12-in. in size. Outside fracturing 
beyond thc chimney walls may in
crease original permeability of sur
rounding formations for a distance 
approaching three cavity radii. With
out the physical displacement of cavity 
collapse, however, this fringe per
meability would be much lower than 
the cavity wilh its 25% void space. 

Experimental design of Sloop 

The tentative location for the test 
shot is Kennecott's exploration drill 
hole G-13 (see maps), which is far 
enough from thc existing shaft to 
minimize damage, according to the 
report. Lawrence Radiation Labora
tory has recommended a group of 
pre- and post-shot holes for control 
and monitoring of the explosion ond 
its cflects. 

Four pre-shot surface holes would 
be drilled in the chimney area 200 ft 

below thc shot deplh to establish thc 
dislribution and amount of copper. 
Cores and geophysical logs would be 
obtained to make studies of thc chem
ical and physical characteristics of thc 
rock. Borehole phoiography and drill 
stem pressurization. tests would be 
conducted to determine in-situ frac
turc distribution and permeability. A 
fifth pre-shot hole would be bored 
outside of the chimney area to verily 
geologic dala and would be instruc-
mcntcd for shock limc-of-arrival. 
pressure, and particle velocity measirrc-
menis. 

The nuclear device would be em
placed from the surface in an ap
proximate 20-in. dia uncased hole at 
the planned 1,200-ft deplh. At this 
level, it would be about 100 ft below 
the existing drift horizon in thc mine. 
Stemming could be accomplished by 
grout plugs and pea gravel. The shaft 
would be stemmed for approximately 
50 ft with local surface material and 
50 ft of sand, charcoal, and asphalt. 
Physical effects measurements would 
be made in the shot hole and in thc 
satellite hole. The mine workings and 
ground surface would be instrumented 
for earth motion, and seismic data 
would be recorded at various stations. 
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Solution recovery and monitor holes would be drilled from development head
ings located about 100 ft below the lower end of the nuclear cavity. 

All holes within 1,000 ft of the shot 
would be stemmed. 

While thc AEC believes the Safford 
site could contain explosive yields of 
up to IOO kilotons, thc use of a device 
wilh this much energy would not be 
con.sidcrcd until results of the smaller 
20 kiloton device were fully evaluated. 

For post-shot studies, LRL suggested 
an 8%-in. vertical hole near the em
placement hole to enter the void at the 
top of lhc chimney. It would be used 
for defining chimney characteristics 
and for leaching studies. LRL also 
recommended two 6%-in. holes to a 
deplh of 1,400 fl outside the chimney 
area. Two whipstock holes would then 
be drilled from each of the last holes 
to interjicct thc chimney- edge and 
cavity bottom. 

•Samples of the atmosphere and a 
complete set of geophysical logs, cores, 
downhole photos and TV will be taken 
in all holes. Chimney volume and 
fracture permeability will be studied 
by pumping compressed air into one 
of the holes intersecting the chimney. 
The collected dala would provide an 
assessment of the distribution of heal 
energy and radioactivity, chiraucy 
particle size distribution, and asso
ciated permeability in the fracturc 

zone after the blast is detonated. 

The leaching program 

Three leach solution input holes 
would be drilled from the surface to 
tap the top of the chimney zone. 
Underground drift and cros.s-cut devel
opmenl would be driven 200 fl below 
the shot point to establish drill stations 
for holing thc bottom of the cavity 
with a solution recovery system. This 
development would be about 100 ft 
below the bottom of the cavity. In 
addition to cone precipitators capable 
of handling a daily throughput of 
2,600 gpm, the surface plant will in
clude facilities for make-up water, 
solution pumping, acid storage, and 
iron and copper precipitate handling 
and storage. 

Thc leaching studies would take one 
to three years. A primary concern 
during this stage would be potential 
industrial radiological safety problems 
that might be encountered as a result 
of solution treatment of the broken 
rock. These would be primarily due 
lo tritium and to acid soluble fission 
products entering the circulating leach 
solution. Investigations indicate, the 
report states, that radiation from the 

Icach solutions would be nt such low 
levels that no shielding would be re
quired for personnel protection. Very 
little addilional operating cost would 
be incurred by the housekeeping type 
precautions required to assure com
plete operational safely in handling 
the solutions. 

Treated waler vapor from leach 
solutions could constitute a hazard in 
thc underground workings or in the 
precipitation plant, if allowed to col
lect or concentrate where it could be 
inhaled or absorbed through the skin. 
Process plant design specifying en
closed pipeline handling of solulions 
and adequate ventilation would min
imize the potential hazard. 

The tritium contcnl of proce.ss solu
lions could be greatly reduced by 
iniiially flushing thc chimney with 
water prior to the start of leaching. The 
flitshing fluids would • be chemically 
controlled in order to dissolve a mini
mum amount of copper, and if they 
become contarninaled, they would be 
disposed of in accordance to AEC and 
State regulations. 

Extensive laboraiory studies at Oak 
Ridge have investigated the possibility 
of radioactive contamination of the 
finished copper causing a health or 

, ' marketing difficulty. Copper itself is 
not rendered radioactive for any signi
ficant time because its radionuclides 
arc very short lived and decay rapidly. 

The 5% to 10% fraclion of the 
fission products that are not trapped 
in Ihe relatively insoluble glass slag 
at the bottom of thc cavity would be 
dispersed in the chimney in a more 
leachable form. Many of these prod
ucts, however, would be strongly held 
on the ore by adsorption mechanisms 
and would not build-up lo significant 
concentrations in circulating .solutions. 

A porlion of the copper precipitates 
would be uscd for studies to determine 
the most efficient process for refining 
the metal commercially. Solvent ex
traction melhods, electrolysis of 
dissolved precipitates in . acid and 
convenlional smelling followed by 
electro-refining melhods would be in
vestigated. 

Substantial quantities of cement 
copper would be produced from the 
test program. After the expcrimcntai 
requirements of Project Sloop are 
satisfied, commercial usage of copper 
could be permissible under suitable 
regulatory arrangements wilh the 
parties involved in the test. 

Distribution of radioactivity 

In developing a concept for Project 
Sloop, LRL points out that the only 
long-lived soluble fission products 
which may interfere are: Cs 137, Ru 
106, Zr-Nb 95, Ce 144, Ce 141, Y 91, 
Pm 147. Sr 90 and Sr 89. Of the 
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radionuclides trapped in the' glass 
matrix at the bottom of the cavity, 
less than 5% is solubilized in normal 
leaching of the glass at pH of 1.5 to 
2.0. Ce 141, Sr 90, and Cs 137, how
ever, have gaseous precursors, and 
Ru 103-106 is a volatile (jgmpound 
that can be deposited on readily ac
cessible broken rock at considerable 
distances from the melt zone. These 
four, -particularly the' Sr, are more 
readily leachable and in laboratory 
experiments have constiluted the bulk 
of the activity in the first increment 
of .solution through the leach bed. Cc 
and Ru are about 10 times more 
.soluble at a pH of 1.5 than at 3.1. 

Irradiation of Safford ore at Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory indicated 
that Sc 46, Co 60, Mn 54, Fe 59, 
Zn 65 and Se 75 would probably be 
thc most imporiant induced long-lived 
radionuclides. Sc and Fe are significant 
at early times, but Co, Zr and Se are 
most important later. 

Personnel from Oak Ridge say that 
the ion exchange properties of thc 
copper ore arc highly important in 
regulating the quantities of certain 
radionuclides that dissolve from thc 
ore. Safford ore adsorbed Cs 137 and 
Zr-Nb 95 very strongly from leach 
liquors. Sr was adsorbed much less, 
although still significantly. 

They also say that thc rubble-filled 
chimney in a continuous leaching 
cycle will function as an ion exchange 
column. Radionuclides dissolved from 
the ore early in the leach cycle would 
tend to be adsorbed on the ore in later 
leach cycles. This would limit thc 
build-up in concentration of certain 
radionuclides in thc Icach solution to 
levels far below those that would be 
predicted on the basis of simple batch 
tests. Thc radionuclides formed by 
neutron activaiion of thc ore should 
not be of importance in the processing 
cycle. 

Contamination of copper 

Cementation tests showed that only 
Ru 106 and Zr-Nb 95 precipitate with 
thc copper to a significant extent. 
Certain potential activation products, 
such as mercury and silver, cement 
quantitatively with copper, but after 
considering the quantities of each of 
the various radionuclides it was con
cluded that Ru 106 was the only radio
isotope that was important in the 
contamination picture. Over 50% of 
thc soluble Ru followed thc copper 
and ORNL tests determined that 20% 
of the Zr-Nb followed copper. 

Direct smelting of Ru-contaminatcd 
cement copper showed that all the 
Ru appeared in tho blister copper. 
Electrolytic refining, however, gave a 
relatively pure copper cathode. Fol
lowing electrolysis, 66% of the Ru 

remained with thc electrolyte and 33^" 
dropped out as anode mud. Only if" 
of the conlained Ru content followed 
tht copper to the cathode. Of the total 
induced activity, only 5% went into 
solution and only 6% of this .soluble 
fraction, principally Zr and Se, ended 
up with thc cement copper and these 
dropped oul in the slag during smelt
ing. 

Recovery of copper from leach solu
tion's by solvent extraction is a poten
tial alternative to cementation, and this 
route will be investigated if Project 
Sloop receives approval. Soluble cop
per taken into the extractant can be 
stripped by 2 mol H.,SO., and this 
solution can be fed directly to electrol
ysis. Preliminary solvent extraction 
tests have indicated a good separation 
of copper from ruthenium as well 
as all other important fission products 
with the .possible exception of Zr-Nb 
95. 

Safety considerations 

The scaled burial of the shot is 
greater than that which is normally 
required from thc standpoint of con
tainment of lhc energy. 

Thc probability ot a stemming 
failure would appear to be extremely 
small, however, the possibility of .some 
minor venting cannot be ruled oul 
says LRL. Because of thc competence 
of the overlying formations, it has 
been estimated, for the worst credible 
case, no morc than 5 x 10' curries 
at one minute could be released 
through a fissure and be injected 
into thc atmosphere after thc shot. 

•In such an eventuality, thc pre
dominant nuclides in the radioactive 
cloud would be Kr, Xc, 1, and their 
decay products. Thc distribution and 
intensity of this fitlloul can be con
trolled by detonating the explosive 
under specified meteorological con
ditions. 

It is thc judgement of LRL that 
in no case will iodine levels exceed 
values which, with proper operational 
control and monitoring, could lead 
to excessive exposure to individuals 
in thc public. In making this judg
ment, LRL assumes that radiation 
protection guidance'published by the 
Federal Radiation Council would ap
ply. 

If Sloop demonstrates a new mining 
technology, here is a benchmark on 
what it might do for U.S. reserves. In 
1965 USBM estimated the domestic 
total at 75-million lons of copper in 
ores of 0.86%; another 58-million 
tons may exist in 0.47% sub-ore. 

'Prolccr Sloop. PNE 1300 Nuclear lUplnilvci— 
Peaceful Appllcollons ia available from the Clcnrint-
housc for Federal Scientific * Technical Information. 
Nniional Bureau of Standards, U.S. Dept. of Com
merce, Springfield, Va. 22151, for $3 (printed copy) 
or f5i for microflchc. 
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Thermonuclear explosive would be placed at about 3,700 ft 
elevation in hole adjacent to Kennecott's exploration bore 

G-13 In Gila Mountains. .Deposit is above water table and 
the test would pose little problem with water contamination. 

Kennecott sets sights on nuclear test for 

studies indicate 20 kiloton 

device would break 1.3-mil

lion tons in contained explo

sion at 1,200 ft depth. 

PROJECT SLOOP moved one step closer 
to reality last month when Kennecott 
Copper Corp. disclosed details of a 
proposal that it submitted to the U.S. 
Atomic Energy Commission for a joint 
$13-million contained nuclear blast 
and solution mining experiment at its 
Safford, Ariz., copper porphyry. The 
anticipated budget would also cover 
construction and operation of a pilot 
precipitation plant capable of handling 
2,600 gpm of pregnant solution flow 
and side studies concerned with radia
tion, blast effects and methods for 
refining cement copper. 

The test would involve the emplace
ment of a 20-kUoton device at a depth 
of 1,200 ft below the surface in an 
oxide zone of a low-grade deposit that 
KCC -has been investigating since 
1955. It is anticipated that the shot 
would produce a nuclear chimmey 
measuring some 200 ft in diameter 
and 440 ft in height containing 1.3-
million tons of broken rock running 
0.41% copper. 

The nuclear device would be placed 
in a suitable plugged 20-in. dia hole 
at a site where the sub-outcrop is 
covered by some 750 ft of basalts and 
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andesites in Arizona's Gila Mountains. 
Following the detonation, a cluster of 
solution input holes would tap the 
chimney and a set of solution recovery 
holes and piping in underground ac
cess drifts below the chimney would 
collect the pregnant solution for pump
ing to the surface precipitator. The 
latter would be equipped with KCC's 
now-famous cone units similar to 
those installed at other of its Western 
Mining Divisions. The barren effluent 
would be returned to the solutioa 
mining holes. 

The conceptual study on which the 
proposal was based has been under
way for over two years as a joint effort 
of KKC, the AEC, the U.S. Bureau 
of Mines, and Lawrence Radiation 
Laboratory. A summary report was 
released last month.^ 

Short and long range objectives 

Project Sloop aims primarily at 
determining the practicability of using 
nuclear explosives in a new environ
ment and as a means for recovering 
copper. The immediate goals include: 
(1) The determination of the amount 
of the contained copper that can be 
recovered by leaching a nuclear ex
plosion chimney; (2) the investigation 
of how radionuclides generated by the 
explosion behave during the leaching 
process and what measures, if any, 
are necessary to provide for radiation 
control and decontamination of. the 
copper; and (3) the testing and dem

onstration of the ability to predict the^^P 
physical effects of a nuclear explosionr.^ 
in a new medium and new location. '̂~'' 

For the long-run, the test, if ap^ -̂  
proved, may lead to the development ' ^ ^ 
of an entire new mining technology—-^^^ 
one in which the surface is left undis
turbed and in which vast amounts of >| 
mechanical horsepower and expense.^ 
can be eliminated simply to handle-.«^ 
overburden and waste. If the initial «§! 
objectives of the test are attained if^ 
may provide the inforpiation. neces- -̂  
sary to extrapolate the results to a ' | 
large-yield explosive or a multiple -
detonation application of this tech- ; 
nology. . 2 

Evidence from preliminary studies . 
suggests that nuclear explosives may 
lower the cost structure for recovering f. 
copper and thereby create new ore 
reserves in many areas of the U-S-
Development of a miclear stoping cap- J 
ability for in-place leaching operations 
would be particularly timely because 
USBM studies predict continued de- -
dines in grade of average U.S. copper 
ores (now about.0.7%) to the 0.5% 
copper level in 1985. 

The premise for analyzing a nuclear-
assisted technology is based on the 
use of explosives of larger yield than 
the device contemplated for Sloop. 
For instance, Lawrence Radiation Lab
oratory states that thermonuclear 
charges, up to 100 kilotons, could be 
used to prepare a 240-milUoa ton 
leaching reserve averaging 0.55% cop
per in a deposit similar to Safford. 
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The growth of a nuclear chimney-
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in-situ recovery of copper 
rJ^r^ Conservative estimates of facilities and 
P^gi-operating costs, using current levels 
L£^;^"of labor, material and construction, 
•^^->rfor a plant sized to treat 5-million 

-gallons of solution indicated a recov-
g f i ^ cry of 100 tpd of marketable pure 
s^^rcopper. The analysis suggested that 
^ ^ I j r a commercial-size fracturing-leaching 

installation would be able to produce 
copper from lower-grade ores at to-

IPs?-' 
*-. - I K S -

*^fri_day's cost levels competively with the 
'5^V: metal now recovered from higher 

r grade ores. ^ 

.Congress must approve the test 

KCC's proposal needs both AEC 
and Congressional approval. Built-into 
the suggested program is a $750,000 
sife and safety study to insure ad
equate public health safeguards. This 
six-month investigation (Phase 1 of 
the project) would delve into the field 
of underground water supplies, geo
logic formations, soil structures, weath
er and potential hazards. If Phase 1 
cleared the AEC with approval,. 
another iiiiie mbii'ths woiild be reqiiired 
lo bore the emplacement hole and 
other satellite holes that are necessary 
for monitoring the operation and to 
prepare the site. 

It would be 1969 at the earliest 
before the shot could be triggered. 
Another year, at a minimum, would 
be necessary for solution mining and 
precipitation studies along wilh col
lateral investigations. If AEC failed to 
give its approval on completion of 

k ^ ' 

Phase. 1, the test would have to be 
modified, dropped; or another location 
considered. 

The summary report that led to the 
proposal makes several general obser
vations with regard to the technical 
feasibility of the project. 

1) Chimney material formed by 
nuclear explosions in granitic rocks is 
very permeable and has been observed 
to be about 25% void space with 75% 
of the fragments smaller than 12-in. 
in size. 

2) It is expected that 90% of the 
radionuclides would be trapped in a 
slag glass that forms at the bottom of 
the cavity as the melt flows down the 
chimney walls. 

3) Contamination of. copper ap
pears to be a manageable problem. 
During leaching, the primary concern 
underground and in the plant would 
be with tritium vapors. It is felt that 
acid soluble radioactive elements would 
not be a problem. The only long-lived 
radioisotope that would precipitate 
with copper is ruthenium 106, but it 
wbuld be essentially removed during 
smelting and electrolytic refining. 

5) Based on borehole studies to date 
the possibility of contamination of 
ground water supplies appears exceed
ingly remote. 

I 

Project management 

How would this shot compare with 
other big blasts in minbg? It wouldn't 
break as much ore as some but this is 

\ y - ' ^ i ^ ' ' - ~ ' Jf " - j f , 
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Cost estimates for Project Sloop 

Phase 1 
Field start-up and initial support facilities 
Pre-shot sampling holes 
Site safety studies 

Total Phase 1 $750,000 

Phase 2 
Project start-up and support facilities -
Rehabilitation of existing workings 
Scientific program and explosive diagnostics-
Emplacement hole 
Emplacement, stemming 
Operational support 
Communications 
Post-shot drilling, re-entry and lesting 
Miscellaneous construction-
Engineering inspection 

Total Phase 2 $5,750,000 

Phases 
Underground re-entry and rehabilitation 
Leach solution and recovery system 
Post-shot sample and solution input holes 
Underground process piping and pumping system 
Copper precipitation plant 
Process water supply 
Leach plant operating costs—one year 
Public and industrial safety monitoring 
Project evaluation 

Total phase 3 . $6,675,000 
Total Project Sloop . $13,175,000 

As yield goes up the cost of 
nuclear explosives levels-off 

Yield Kilotons 
10 
50 

100 
• 350 

500 
1,000 
2,000 

Approximate Charge 
$350,000 
425,000 
460,000 
500,000 
535,000 
570,000 
600,000 

Table is based on dala published by AEC which 
projected charges for nuclear explosives as a guide 
for evaluatlDg Plowshare excavation applications. 
The above charges cover nuclear mateiials, fabri
cation and assembly, and arming and firing ser\'icc5. 
They do not include safety studies, site preparation, 
hole emplacement, transponation and emplacement 
of thc explosives or support of operations in the 
field. The charges are based on a projection to a 
time when explosives would be produced in quantity 
for routine utilization, but do not consider potential 
reduction In cost as a result of fulurc icchnolocicul 
development. 
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because all production blasts have-.|j 
been planned to break to one or more . ^ 
free faces, and/or boundary-weakened.if 
planes. Here are a few comparative-
yardsticks. International -Nickel. CQ.-
of Canada broke 5.25-million tons a t . ^ 
the Frood Stobie mine in 1965 wi th^ 
464 tons of powder. Climax Molyb—^ 
denum Co. broke 1.25-million tons in | 
a glory hole blast in May 1964 with 
208 tons of explosive. Hercules Powder « 
Co. reported that 850 tons of high 
energy slurry distributed in 1,118 jet-

• pierced holes "in Minnesota facoiiite 
broke 1.3-million tons in 1966. 

In planning and design of Project.^ 
Sloop this is how the responsibilities 
would be divided. The AEC would, 
provide the nuclear explosive, conductx^ 
the nuclear operations and the pro-^s^ 
grams for the protection of public-^ 
health and safety. KCC would be-.^ 
responsible for the leaching and cop-, 
per recovery phase of the test and^ 
USBM would participate in all phases^ 
of the test, help eveduate results andf.| 
would cooperate with the other par- .i 

, ticipants, including AEC's Lawrence"5^ 
Radiation Laboratory, in reporting the ' ' 
results. ^ 

The Safford deposit has a number 
of factors working in its favor as a -
site for a nuclear blast for researching • 
a commercial scale in-situ leaching^^^^ 
operation. It is typical of dissembated 
porphyry deposits containing oxide, ^ ^ 
sulphide, and mixed o.xide-sulphide-::l|̂ ^ 
ores of a grade that will soon have to ( ^ 
be developed in the U.S. as a source 
of copper. KCC has already conducted ; ^ 
years of detailed investigative work- ^ 
that spans 'reconnaissance drilling, -r.'̂  
close-grid drilling, and underground jS 
drilling and development.. Kennecott - J ^ 
has also accumulated considerable-.^ 
processing experience with Safford ore--^ 
in a 1-tpd pilot plant equipped' for . ' ^ | 
continuous leach and wash cycles and • 
an electrolytic recovery section. It-.j 
was set-up to study the possibility of 
a full-scale conventional oxide recovery 
plant. 

2-billion tons of 0 . 4 1 % copper 

Located in Arizona's Lone Star 
mining district, Kennecott's dissem-: 
inated deposit contains a large reserve 
of low-grade copper. The test site is 
centered oh the north flank of the 
mineral zone, which is situated within 
the Gila Mountains at an elevation 
of 5,000 ft. 

After four years of geological and 
exploration reconnaissance, Kennecott 
purchased the property in 1959 when 

Geometry of overlying volcanic 
wastes, enriched oxide and un
derlying sulphide zones of depos
it, plus absence of water table, 
makes orebody an ideal test site. 
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ft became clear that work had in
dicated the possibility of a large 
porphyry copper at depth. At the con
clusion of development drilling, an 
estimated 2-billion-ton reserve had 
been indicated consisting of oxide, 
mixed oxide-sulphide and sulphide 
mineralization that averaged a probable 
0.41% total copper. 

The formations exposed in the Lone 
Star District are predominantly vol
canics with some intrusives. Tbe oldest 
pre-mineral rocks are primarily an
desitic volcanics believed to be Cre
taceous. They are cut by several 
strong, broad, northeasterly trending 
fracture zones. Most of the fractures 
were intruded by Early Tertiary 
igneous bodies of' rhyolite, latite, 
quartz monzonite, granodiorite and 
quartz diorite. 
s. This complex is overlain by two 
series of post-ore volcanics with a total 
thickness ranging from 200 to 800 ft. 
The older of these consists of flows 
of andesite and dacite. The youngest 
volcanic rock, which caps the Gila 
Mountain Range, consists of Qua
ternary basalt flows and some inter
bedded tuff beds. These rocks decrease 
in thickness and pinch out in, the 
vicinity of Kennecott's deposit, and 
are not found on the south side of 
the range. 
r Copper mineralization occurs in the 
Cretaceous and Early Tertiary vol
canics under generally rugged surface 
topography (see accompanying maps 
and sections). In cross section the 
-deposit is like, an irregular ellipsoid-
some 3,600 to 4,000 ft long and about 
1,^00 ft thick. It is overlain with a 
leached capping and barren volcanics 
.that vary from 500 to 1,3.00 ft in 
thickness. Keimecott says that about 
one-half of the indicated reserve is 
relatively enriched oxide ore. The 

•principal copper minerals in this por
tion are chrysocolla and brochantlte. 
Another one-third of the total ore 
consists of a mixture of oxides and 
primary and secondary sulphides. In 
'addition to the foregoing oxide min
erals, other ore minerals include chalco-
PiTite, chalcocite, covellite and minor 
amounts of bornite and molybdenite 
at depth in the sulphide zone. 

The climate is typical of the south
western desert areas of the U.S., with 
•Uttle rainfall, hot summers and mild 
winters. Kennecott's ore environment 
is dry and above any known water 
table. Exploration holes on the north 
flank of the deposit, near the proposed 
test site, have penetrated to depths 
of 3,000 ft and no ground water has 
ever been encountered there or in the 
underground workings. A water well 
field has been drilled near the town 
of Safford that is estimated to be 
capable of developing an 8,000 gpm 
supply, although the flow is rather 
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Total-and oxide copper content of ore is flashed against the chimney site from 
data collected in one of Kennecott's earlier exploration drill holes. 

saline for an electrolytic section. 

How ore responds to leaching 

Although Kennecott's pilot plant 
test work was aimed at design of a 
leaching plant for a conventional min
ing operation, these conclusions can 
be drawn concerning behavior of the 
ore in an in-situ leaching situation, 
according to the Project Sloop report. 

(1) Safford ore can be treated for 
the recovery of copper by a moderate 
strength sulphuric acid leaching pro
cess. (2) In pilot plant testing, overall 
copper recovery-on-oxide ore grade-
material ranged from 70% to 80%. 
In an in-situ environment a somewhat 
lower recovery may be anticipated. 
(3) Overall acid reagent consumption 
in the test work averaged 40 lb per 
lon of ore. (4) High purity copper, 
approaching that of electro-refining 
niethods, can be produced by electro
lysis of strong leach solutions with no 
special purification of the feed solu
tion indicated other than a dechlor-
idization step. 

1967-
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Kennecott started initial metallurg
ical studies on Safford ore in 1957 
using samples of diamond drill core 
from earlier exploration holes. These 
laboratory scale results when projected 
to a vat leaching cycle suggested a 
recovery of 76% of the copper from 
ores assaying 0.96% copper, and 85% 
recovery for higher grade ores averag
ing 1.00% copper. 

As part of Kennecott's evaluation 
of the Safford deposit, an 800-ft 
development shaft and 3,000 ft of 
underground working were driven into 
the oxide ore horizons. From these 
openings some. 52,000 ft .of. under-: 
ground core drilling were completed' 
in 1961. The core and excavated ma
terial furnished bulk samples for the 
1-tpd pilot leaching plant that was 
constructed adjacent to the shaft site. 
The principal objective of the pilot 
was to try the vat leaching and ele-
trolytic studies on a level larger than 
laboratory scale and to determine the 
effects, if any, of the saline well water 
developed by the company near Saf
ford since it would likely be the only 
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Surface precipitation plant would be sized to handle 2,600 
gpm of pregnant solution and equipped to return the bar-. 

ren liquor with make-up water and acidto the chimney in
put holes; Plant will be forced to use saline water. 

process water available for a produc
tion operation. 

How the chimney is formed 

For rock breaking, the Project 
Sloop report expains that a fully con
tained nuclear blast underground 
breaks only about one-seventh of the 
rock that might be shattered with a 
near-surface detonation that heaves 
fragments into an inverted cone. The 
latter, however, obviously vents radio
active gases to the atmosphere. 

On detonation of a contained nu
clear explosive, the energy is released 
in a fraction of a micro-second. It 
vaporizes, melts and crushes sur
rounding rock with the formation of 
spherical cavity that expands around 
the blast center until the cavity gas 
pressure approaches equilibrium with 
the weight of overlying rock. 

The molten rock that initially lines 
the cavity walls flows to a pool on 
the bottom. As this slag cools and 
solidifies into a relatively inert glass, 
it traps up to 90% of the radioactive 
fission products generated by the ex
plosion. The cavity roof is fractured 
by the Shockwave and effectively 
undercut starting a caving action. The 
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chimney has a radius approximating 
the cavity, and normally extends to a 
height of four or five cavity radii. 

The AEC, which has experience 
with over 225 nuclear shots, points 
out that similar explosions in granite 
yield an extremely permeable rubble 
with 75% of the fragments under 
12-in. in size. Outside fracturing 
beyond the chimney walls may in
crease original permeability. of sur
rounding formations for a distance 
approaching three cavity radii. With
out the physical displacement of cavity 
collapse, however, this fringe per
meability would be much lower than 
the cavity with its 25% void space. 

Experimental design of Sloop 

The tentative location for the test 
shot is Kennecott's exploration drill 
hole G-13 (see maps), which is far 
enough from the existing shaft to 
minimize damage, according to the 
report. Lawrence Radiation Labora
tory has recommended a group of 
pre- and post-shot holes for control 
and monitoring of the explosion and 
its effects. 

• Four pre-shot surface holes would 
be drilled in the chimney area 200 ft 

below the shot depth to establish the 
distribution and amount of copper. 
Cores and geophysical logs would be. 
obtained to make studies of the chem
ical and physical characteristics of the 
rock. Borehole photography and drill 
stem pressurization tests would be 
conducted to determine in-situ frac
ture distribution and permeability. A 
fifth pre-shot hole would be bored 
outside of the chimney area to verify 
geologic data and would be instruc-
mented for shock time-of-arrival, 
pressure, and particle velocity measure
ments. 

The nuclear device would be em
placed from the surface in an ap
proximate 20-in. dia uncased hole at 
the plaimed 1,200-ft depth. At this 
level, it would be about 100 ft below 
the existing drift horizon in the mine. 
Stemming could be accomplished by 
grout plugs and pea gravel. The shaft 
would be stemmed for approximately 
50 ft with local surface material and 
50 ft of sand, charcoal, and asphalt. 
Physical effects measurements would 
be made in the shot hole and in the 
satellite hole. The mine workings and 
ground surface would be instrumented 
for earth motion, and seismic data 
would be recorded at various stations. 
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^•;5olution recovery ahd monitor holes would be drilled from development head-
V'ings located about 100 ft below the lower end of the nuclear cavity. 

|A11 holes within 1,000 "ft-of the shot 
Fwould be stemmed. 

^ 7 While the AEC believes the Safford 
fsite could contain explosive yields of 
?up to 100 kilotons, the use of a device 
î with this much energy would not be 
iconsidered until results of the smaller 
20 kiloton device were fully evaluated. 
,iFor post-shot studies, LRL suggested 

|an 8%-in. vertical hole near the em-
Iplaceraent hole to enter the void at the 
stop of the chimney. It would be used 
Mfor defining chimney characteristics 
sand for leaching studies. LRL also 
>;recommended two 6%-in. holes to a 
^depth of 1,400 ft outside the chimney 
tarea. Two whipstock holes would then 
|be drilled from each of the last holes 
-to-intersect the chimney edge and 
icavity bottom. 
i/i?-Samples of the atmosphere and a 
^complete set of geophysical logs, cores, 
Sdownhole photos and TV will be taken 
fia all holes. Chimney volume and 

|-fracture permeability will be studied 
f;;by pumping compressed air into one 
j-of the holes intersecting the chimney. 
•̂ The collected data would provide an 
^assessment of the distribution of heat 
(.energy and radioactivity, chimney 

^particle size distribution, and asso-
f ciated permeability in - the fracture 

zone after the blast is detonated. 

The leaching program 

Three leach solution input holes 
would be drilled from the surface to 
tap the top of the chimney zone. 
Underground drift and cross-cut devel
opment would be driven 200 ft below 
the shot point to establish drill stations 
for holing the bottom of the cavity 
with a solution recovery system. This 
development would be about 100 ft, 
below the bottom of the cavity. In 
addition to cone precipitators capable 
of handling a daily throughput of 
2,600 gpm, the surface plant will in
clude facilities for make-up water, 
solution pumping, acid storage, and 
iron and copper precipitate handling 
and storage. 

The leaching studies would take one 
to three years. A primary concern 
during this stage would be potential 
industrial radiological safety problems 
that might be encountered as a result 
of solution treatment of the broken 
rock. These would be primarily due 
to tritium and to acid soluble fission 
products entering the circulating leach 
solution. Investigations indicate, the 
report states, that radiation from the 

leach solutions would be at such low 
levels that rio shielding would be re
quired for personnel protection. Very 
little additional operating cost would 
be incurred by the housekeeping type 
precautions required to assure com
plete operational safety in handling 
the solutions. 

Treated water vapor from leach -
solutions could constitute a hazard in 
the underground workings or in the 
precipitation plant, if allowed to col
lect or concentrate where it could be 
inhaled or absorbed through the skin. 
Process plant design specifying en
closed pipeline handling of solutions 
and adequate ventilation would min
imize the potential hazard. 

The tritium content of process solu
tions could be greatly reduced by 
initially flushing the chimney with 
water prior to the start of leaching. The 
flushing fluids would be chemically 
controlled in order to dissolve a mini
mum amount of copper, and if they 
become contaminated, they would be 
disposed of in accordance to AEC and 
State regulations.-

Extensive laboratory studies at Oak 
Ridge have investigated the possibility 
of radioactive contamination of the 
finished copper causing a, health or 
marketing difficulty. Copper itself is 
not rendered radioactive for any signi
ficant time because its radionuclides 
are very short lived and decay rapidly. 

The 5% to 10% fraction of the 
fission products that are not trapped 
in the relatively insoluble-glass slag 
at the bottom of the cavity would be 
dispersed in the chimney in a more 
leachable form. Many of these prod
ucts, however, would be strongly held 
on the ore by adsorption mechanisms 
and would not build-up to significant 
concentrations in circulating solutions. 

A portion of the copper precipitates 
would be used for studies to determine 
the most efficient process for refining 
the. metal commercially. Solvent ex
traction methods, electrolysis of 
dissolved precipitates in acid and 
conventional smelting followed by 
electro-refining methods would be in
vestigated. " 

Substantial quantities of cement 
copper would be produced from the 
test program. After the experimental 
requirements of Project Sloop are 
satisfied, commercial usage of copper 
could be permissible under suitable 
regulatory arrangements with the 
parties involved in the test. 

Distribution of radioactivity 

In developing a concept for Project 
Sloop, LRL points out that the only 
long-lived soluble fission products 
which may interfere are:. Cs 137, Ru 
106, Zr-Nb 95, Ce 144, Ce 141, Y 91, 
Pm 147, Sr 90 and Sr 89. Of the 
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. Circle 103 on Card, Page 33 

radionuclides trapped in the glass 
matrix at the bottom of the cavity, 
less than 5% is solubilized in normal 
leaching of the glass at pH of 1.5 to 
2.0. Ce 141, Sr 90, and Cs 137. how
ever, have gaseous precursors, and ' 
Ru 103-106 is a volatile compound 
that can be deposited on readily ac
cessible broken rock at considerable 
distances from the melt zone. These 
foiu-, -particularly the Sr, are more 
readily leachable and in laboratory 
experiments have constituted the bulk 
of the activity in fhe first increment 
of solution through the leach bed. Ce 
and Ru are about 10 times more 
soluble at a pH of 1.5 than at 3.1. 

Irradiation of Safford ore at Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory indicated 
that Sc .46, Co 60, Mn 54, Fe 59, 
Zn 65 and Se 75 would probably be 
the most important induced long-lived 
radionuclides. Sc and Fe are significant 
at early times, but Co, Zr and Se are 
most important later. 

Persopnel from Oak Ridge say that 
the ion exchange properties of the 

. copper ore are highly important in 
regulating the quantities of certain 

" radionuclides that dissolve from the 
ore. Saflford ore adsorbed Cs 137 and 
Zr-Nb 95 very strongly from Ieach 
Uquors. Sr was adsorbed much less, 
although still significantly. 

They also say that the rubble-filled 
chimney in a continuous leaching 
cycle will function as an ion exchange 
column. Radionuclides dissolved from 
the ore early in the leach cycle would 
tend to be adsorbed on the ore in later 
leach cycles. This would limit the 
build-up in concentration of certain 
radionuclides in the leach solution to 
levels far below those that would be 
predicted on the basis of simple batch 
tests. The radionuclides formed by 
neutron activation of the ore should 
not be of importance in the processing 
cycle. 

Contamination of copper 

Cementat.ioii tests showed that only 
Ru 106 and Zr-Nb 95 precipitate with 
the copper to a significant extent. 
Certain potential activation products, 
such as mercury and silver, cement 
quantitatively with copper, but after 
considering the quantities of each of 
the various radionuclides it was con
cluded that Ru 106 was the only radio
isotope that was important in the 
contamination picture. Over 50% of 
the soluble Ru followed the copper 
and ORNL tests determined that 20% 
of the Zr-Nb followed copper. 

" Direct smelting of Ru-contaminated 
cement copper showed that all the 
Ru appeared in the blister copper. 
Electrolytic refining, however, gave a 
relatively pure copper cathode. Fol
lowing, electrolysis, 66% of the Ru 

remained with the electrolyte and 33% 
dropped out as anode mud. Only 1% 
of the contained Ru content followed 
the copper to the cathode. Of the total 
induced activity, only 5% went into 
solution and only 6% oif this soluble 
fraction, principally Zr and Se, ended 
up with the cement copper and these 
dropped out in the slag during smelt
ing. • 

Recovery of copper from leach solu
tioris by solvent extraction is a poten
tial alternative to cementation, and this 
route will be investigated if Project 
Sloop receives approval. Soluble cop
per taken into the extractant can be 
stripped by 2 mol H^SOj and this 
solution can be fed directly to electrol
ysis. Preliminary solvent extraction 
tests have indicated a good separation 
of copper from ruthenium as well 
as all other important fission products' 
with the possible exception of Zr-Nb 
95. . ...- - - • 

Safety considerations 

The scaled burial of the shot is 
greater than that which is normally 
required from the standpoint of con
tainment of the energy. 

The probability of a stemming 
failure would appear to be extremely 
small, however, the possibility of some 
minor venting cannot be ruled out 
says LRL. Because of the competence 
of the overlying formations, it has 

.been esti mated,, for the worst credible 
case, no more than 5 x 10' curries 
at one minute could be released 
through a. fissure and be injected 
into the atmosphere after the shot; 

In such an eventuality, the pre-
domunant nuclides in the radioactive 
cloud would be Kr, Xe, I, and their 
decay products. The distribution and 
intensity of this fallout can be con
trolled by detonating the explosive 
under specified meteorological con
ditions. 

It is the judgement of LRL that 
in no case will iodine levels exceed 
values which, with proper operational 
control and monitoring, could lead 
to excessive exposure to individuals 
in the public. In making this judg
ment, LRL assumes that radiation 
protection guidance published by the 
Federal Radiation Council would ap
ply. 

If Sloop demonstrates a new mining 
technology, here is a benchmark on 
what it might do for U.S. reserves. In 
1965 USBM estimated the domestic 
total at 75-milIion tons of copper in 
ores of 0.86%; another 58-million 
tons may exist in 0.47% sub-ore. 

' Proieci Sloop, VSZ 1300 Nuclear Explosives — 
Peaceful Applications is available from the Clearing
house for Federal ScientiUc & Technical Inforniatloo. 
National Bureau of Standards, U.S. Dept. of Com
merce, Springfield, Va. 22151, for S3 (printed copy) 
or «5^ for microfiche. 
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EARTH SCIEHCE LAS. 
Kennecott and West German consortium consider cooperation in ocean mining 

TALKS OVER POSSIBLE COOPERATION in 
ocean mining of manganese nodules are 
being conducied by a three-member con
sortium of West German mining firms— 
Prcussag AG, Mctallgesellschaft AG, and 
Salzgitter AG—wilh Kennecott Copper 
Corp. of the US. The talks are still al an 
"exploratory stage," according to Dr. 
Hans Amann. chief of Preussag's'Ocean 
Technology Department. 

Amann told E/MJ that "Kennecott has 
asked if we could chip in as much as $30 
million to SSO million per year starting in 
1974 for ocean projects." The German 
consortium is presently spending only $3.1 

• million per year for deep sea manganese 
nodule exploration and mining tech
nology, and virtually concedes that it 
could not afford the ante without far 
greater assistance from the German gov
ernment. Bonn's current plans envision 
support of only about $700,000 per year 
through 1975. . 

The German group, however, does not 
view the sums named by Kennecott as 
hard and fast. "But Kennecott has been 
active in ocean mining research since 
1962, has thc greatest experience in the 
field, and obviously is going to put a price 
tag on sharing in its knowhow," Amann 
said. According to the Preussag official, 
the talks with Kennecott are one in a scries 
of bilateral and multilateral talks under
way which could lead to a new major co
operative venture or ventures involving 
mining firms and oceanology institutes 
from the US. France, Japan, the USSR, 
and West Germany. 

The German trio, which formally 
banded together in a consortium called 
AMR last December, has been active in 
Pacific manganese nodule exploration and 
technology for three years. In 1970 and 
1971. it chartered the RV Prospector from 
Deepsea Ventures for Pacific research, and 
last December wrapped up what a Mctall
gesellschaft official describes as a "highly 
successful" four-month survey of manga
nese nodules over a 115.800-sq-mi Pacific 
parcel between the Clarion and Clip
perton fracture zones, some 750 mi .south
east of Hawaii. The group is now using the 
German ship R V Valdivia. 

Last year's Valdivia expedition had suc
ceeded in defining a right-angle chain 80 
mi perpendicular and 310 mi east-west 
containing "sizable stores" of manganese 
nodules at depths of 16.400 to 19.700 ft. 
Some results are still being tallied and a 
complete report is slated to be released on . 
April 15. But the official said that Ihe no
dules have averaged oul to over 3% copper 
and nickel. 

The consortium is presently carrying out 
a new, four-month research voyage south
east of Hawaii from March to July. And 
based on the promising results of the latest 
trip, Amann told E/MJ thai the group Is 
planning six months of exploration in the 
general region next year. Moreover, the 
German companies hope lo complele a 
feasibility study of manganese nodule 
ocean mining by 1977 with about $3 mil
lion from the German government. 

30 

In ocean mining technology, Prcussag 
geologisl Frilz-Otlo Poeppcl said that 
Pacific tests by an international group last 
summer have "proven the potential," 
given the right circumstances, of Japan's 
Continuous Bucket Line (CBL) system for 
manganese nodule mining. Some 28 com
panies from six countries—Japan, the US. 
Australia. Canada. France, and West Ger
many—calling themselves thc Inter
national CBL Syndicate, participated • in 
the $1.2 million testing project. 

Poeppcl described a sufliciently level 
ocean bottom topography with rejatively 
constant current condilions as prerequi
sites to use of CBL. Rough topography 
and changeable currents generally foiled 
success with the .system, and entangle
ments of its 45.900-ft cable were common 
under unstable current conditions, as the 

• bucket operated al depths of 16,400 ft and 
more. 

Poeppel said that modifications are in 
order for some components of the CBL 
sysiem—for example, the dredging buckets 
and friclion drive of Ihe hoisling cable. 
"But it is all but certain that the system 
will be used in regular production for re
moval of manganese nodules," he pre

dicted. Olher means of retrieval—probably 
more costly hydraulic systems—will have 
to be perfected for undersea condilions 
not suitable for the CBL system. Poeppel 
said. 

In a roundup of other ocean mining 
projects by the German trio, Preussag's 
Dr. Harald Baecker reviewed 1971 and 
1972 Red Sea trips aboard thc RV Val
divia for exploralion of sea bottom ore 
sludge. Though the bulk of exploration 
concentrated on the Atlantis I and Atlantis 
11 deeps, the enlire central region of'the 
sea was studied. Sufficient concentrations 
of copper and zinc were found in sludge at 
several sites to suggest that mining could 
be feasible, and thai even ore in place 
mighl lie beneath the sludge at some loca
tions. "The main problem, however, is fea
sible technology for separation pf the mcl
als we want from ihe worthless 
substances." 

Meanwhile. E/MJ has learned that a 
number of mechanical engineering firms 
from West Germany—such as Krupp and 
Demag—as well as other metal processing 
companies would soon join with the AMR 
consortium to give a financial boost, espe
cially in ocean mining technology. Q 

EPA appoints effiuent standards advisory committee 
TME ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
AGENCY (EPA) announced in February 
that nine persons have been appointed by 
administrator William D. Ruckelshaus to 
form the Effluent Standards and Water 
Quality Information Advisory Committee. 
The committee was created by the Federal 
Water Pollution Control Acl Amendments 
of 1972 to advise the administrator on the 
development of new effluent standards 
and water quality information. It will con
duct public hearings and provide techni
cal informalion to the administrator for 
making decisions on the effluent stan
dards. The standards arc used in the is
suance of wastewater discharge permits as 
required by the new waler law. 

Following is a list of the names of the 
committee members and their atTiliations: 

• Don E. Bloodgood. 70. is professor 
emeritus of sanitary engineering at Purdue 
Universily. West Lafayclte. Ind.. and has 
had long experience in Ihc fields of munic
ipal and industrial waste treatment. 

• William W. EckenfeUler. Jr.. 58. who 
is dislinjiuished professor of environmen
tal and water resources at Vandcrbili Uni
versily. Nashville, Tenn., is an experi on 
biological treatment of sewage and indus
trial wastes. 

• Robert B. Grieves. 37. is a professor 
and chairman of the Dept. o(] (Zhemical 
Engineering al the University of Ken
tucky, in Lexington. He has specialized in 
industrial water and waste treatnient. 

• Ramon Gu'zman. 49. a chemical ensi

neer with the School of Medical Science at 
the Universily of Puerto Rico. San Juan, is 
a specialist in industrial waste problems 
and is in charge of all water and sewage 
operations for the Puerto Rico Aqueduct 
Authority. 

• Lloyd Smith. Jr.. 63. a professor in the 
Dept. of Entomology. Fisheries, and Wild
life at the University of Minnesota in St. 
Paul, is an expert on the effect of water 
quality on fisheries and other aquatic life. 

• Mariha Sager is a professor and di
rector of Environmental Systems Manage
ment Program within the Center for Tech
nology a7id Adminisiraiion, College of 
Public Affairs at American Universily. 
Washinuion, D.C. She speciali-zes in sani
tary engineering and mdustrial micro
biology. 

• Blair T. Bower. 47. is associate direc
tor of Ihe Quality of Environment Pro
gram of Resources for the Fuiure in 
Washinglon. D.C..A social scientist, he has 
worked wilh the Delaware River Basin 
Authority. 

• Robert McCall. 59. is direcior of En
vironmental Health Services of the West 
Virginia Depl. of Health in Charleston. 

• Glenn Paulson. .31. is a staff scientist 
with lhc Natural Resources Defense 
Council in New York Cily. He worked 
with Dr. Rene DuBois in the Dept. of En-
viro-Biochemical Medicine al Rockefeller 
University in New York. Q 

(Coniinued on p 35) 
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